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Preface

Examinations of aspects of temporal processing in clinical populations may 
inform not only typical psychological functioning – but may also elucidate the 
psychological consequences of any pathophysiological differences in temporal 
processing. This line of scientific enquiry may improve understanding, and poten-
tial remediation, of the psychological condition.

Humans are equipped with the remarkable ability to estimate event dura-
tion, recall past events, remember to execute future tasks, and perceive a mul-
tisensory and temporally unified world. This ability enables us (and other 
animals) to anticipate, learn, and adapt to temporal regularities and dynamics 
in the social and non-social environment. Moreover, the perception of time, 
typically (although not always) reveals hallmarks shared by other forms of per-
ception (e.g., Weber’s law). Thus, even though our subjective experience of 
time might be quite different from the actual, physical duration of an event, 
temporal experience remains an important and necessary part of our everyday 
living and ultimately forms the fabric of our thoughts and behaviors.

Distortions in aspects of temporal processing from the range of milliseconds 
to seconds, to conceptual notions of a timeline for time (past, present, future) 
have been separately reported for a variety of psychological disorders. Aside 
from adages such as “a watched pot never boils” and “time flies when you’re 
having fun,” the experience of time distortions by the healthy individual may 
require oneself to imagine a world in which aspects of our temporal experi-
ences are “off.” For example, you have some sense of how long you’ve been 
reading this. Now imagine that this was suddenly uncertain for you (minutes, 
hours?). You would most likely feel anxious and aroused and would likely 
engage in different patterns of behavior and decision-making. Go a step further 
and imagine that you experience events that are disorganized in terms of order, 
duration, and sensory integration. How would that feel? There is no mental 
disorder of timing; and it is fair to say that deficits in timing are not character-
izing deficits of any mental disorder. But it is also fair to say that the way in 
which aspects of temporal perception and sensitivity influence our psychology 
is profound, and there are many interesting findings implicating aspects of 
timing to the neurological, behavioral, and cognitive profiles characteristic of a 
number of mental disorders (many of which are described in this book!).

Perception, cognition, and action are tightly intertwined with events unfold-
ing in time and, thus, many processes such as working memory, attention, 
decision making etc. are linked to timing, and implicated in successful interval 
timing models. Disturbance of one or more of these related processes could 
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lead to time distortions or vice versa. Some researchers argue that certain dis-
orders (e.g., dyslexia, aphasia) may potentially have their root solely on time 
distortions. For instance, Frederick T. Melges devoted his career to defining the 
role of time distortions in a number of psychiatric disorders. In his book, Time 
and the inner future, he supported that time disturbances distort a person’s 
view of his/her future, thus disrupting goal-directed behavior and rendering 
the person unable to live a normal life.

It is widely believed that (within the bounds of the psychological present, 
3-5-8 s) people with schizophrenia experience an “overload” of sensory input 
and lack the executive functioning skills to compensate and “sift-through” 
information. Schizophrenics often produce “word salads” and lose track of a 
train of thought, failing to link different sentences appropriately. Theories of 
autism also emphasize differences in “neural signatures,” “temporal binding” 
or the adaptive functioning of long-range (multiple neural systems), and a 
form of sensory “overload” is posited with certain senses tending to become 
highly arousing (visual) or aversive (auditory, tactile). It has been shown 
recently that children with autism spectrum disorder reveal characteristic dif-
ferences in supra-second timing, “bind” sensory information over an extended 
time window, and the relative functioning of aspects of temporal processing 
might correspond to characteristic features of the disorder (e.g., language, sen-
sory processing).

The neural basis of timing and time perception is currently a “hot topic” 
in empirical psychology, but the extent to which the clinical features of cer-
tain disorders are related to time distortions per se is currently unknown, 
although this is beginning to be elucidated. Time perception in the seconds-
to-minutes range recruits cortico-striatal and cortico-cerebellar circuits 
(including various neurotransmitter systems) – brain circuits embedded in 
the frontal lobes and the basal ganglia, which are modulated by the dopa-
mine transmitter system. Thus, patients with frontal lobe injuries display 
impaired estimation of time intervals, while patients with Parkinson’s dis-
ease show decreased dopaminergic function in the basal ganglia accompa-
nied by interval discrimination  deficits. In the millisecond range, patients 
with dyslexia, lesions in the left hemisphere or aphasia, reveal various tem-
poral processing difficulties; e.g., order distortions in aphasia, severe deficits 
in time perception and motor timing of short intervals in individuals with 
cerebellar damage, and a processing deficit for rapidly presented speech 
and non-speech stimuli in dyslexia. Children with attention deficit hyperac-
tivity disorder and adults with aberrant impulsive behaviors, tend to overes-
timate and under-produce given time intervals, and appear less tolerant of 
delays in the imagined “future” – as if they consider them “too long.” Time 
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perception is also crucial in decision-making and impulse control. For 
example, a side effect of L-Dopa treatment for Parkinson’s disease can be to 
increase impulsivity (and inappropriate behaviors) and the subjective 
‘warping’ of time. This relationship of impulsivity and time perception has 
been attributed to an increased cognitive processing speed (and, thus, 
increased clock speed), given research on time perception showing that 
increased arousal often leads to interval overestimations. Disturbances in 
cognitive functioning and emotional processing can also modulate ones 
temporal percept.

In testament to the multiplicity of temporal processing to the human condi-
tion, we also think about the consequences of our actions in hypothetical time; 
discount events based on imagined delay; and temporal dynamics influence 
our valuations of future rewards and past experience. As it may relate to 
human’s capacity for ‘mental time travel’, and the extent to which this forms 
the scaffold for our lives, there is some historical basis for positing there may be 
fundamental pathophysiological differences in certain clinical (psychiatric, 
psychological, neurological) populations. Disorientation in time and inability 
to coordinate and orientate oneself temporally in the external world is rou-
tinely observed in the majority of neurological patients, and those with states 
of mental confusion (e.g., intellectual disability, dementia), who also present 
with poorly developed abstract concepts of time.

The problem for modern psychiatry as a form of medicine is that it has a 
nomenclature of mental illness, but little known etiologies. The mind is con-
sidered an emergent property of the brain, not a “product” like urine from a 
kidney. The presence of mind is based on the interactions of elements in the 
brain, and the adequate organization of elements is fundamental for all con-
scious mental features (faculties, drives, responses). One of the first psychia-
trists to characterize time in psychopathological minds was Eugene Minkowski. 
Minkowski proposed that individuals with schizophrenia lack a ‘feeling of 
time’: They understand ‘before’ and ‘after’, but live very much in the ‘present’. 
Melges described paranoid psychiatric patients as having a form of “temporal 
disintegration” – memories of the past, perceptions in the present, and expec-
tations in the future may be confused and appear to be happening at the same 
time, thus they may appear interconnected. Feelings of sadness, Minkowski 
noted, often accompany thoughts of the past, and people suffering from 
depression and compulsive neuroticism may tend to “live in the past,” while 
neurotics in general tend to neglect the “present.” People who are depressed 
tend to overestimate intervals, possibly due to increased allocation of atten-
tion to the passage of time (or rumination), which in turn leads to a higher 
processing of time units and, thus, overestimation of an event. It has been 
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reported that children with autism also experience difficulty thinking forwards 
and backwards in time.

As of today, we might not be able to claim that certain disorders are due to 
time distortions per se, but experimentation, imaging, and modeling allow us 
to better understand how timing is represented in the normal and disordered 
brain and mind. Recently, there has been a burgeoning interest in timing and 
time perception in certain disorders with a known neuropathology in identi-
fied interval-timing regions (Parkinson’s disease, aphasia) or by virtue of diag-
nostic psychopathological distortions in the apparent temporal organization 
of cognition or behavior (e.g., attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, autism, 
schizophrenia). Deviations from “normal” timing patterns have been obtained 
with a variety of targeted psychological, psychiatric, and neurological patient 
populations on a variety of timing and time perception tasks. Timing is critical 
in everyday functioning and a crucial factor for studying (and maybe rehabili-
tating) the disturbed brain and mind.

It is pertinent, therefore, to collect the current knowledge on temporal pro-
cessing in certain clinical populations. This book serves as such a collection, 
bringing together new and old research and ideas on aspects of temporal pro-
cessing in clinical populations, in the ultimate hope that it will elucidate the 
interdependence between perturbations in timing and disturbances in mind 
and brain. The book as a whole does not provide the answer to the relative func-
tion of temporal processing within these populations (although this is 
reviewed). Instead it offers a window into cutting edge research examining tem-
poral processing in these disorders, and as it relates to how these disorders pres-
ent (their phenotypes). This collection of accumulated knowledge will be an 
excellent reference for the student and scientist interested in the topic of tem-
poral processing, and abnormal psychology, but it will also serve as the step-
ping-stone to share ideas and push forward the advancement in understanding 
how distorted timing can lead to a disturbed brain and mind or vice versa.

Time Distortions in Mind – Temporal processing in clinical populations was 
inspired from the TIMELY (COST Action TD0904) Training School on “Temporal 
Processing in Clinical Populations” that was held in Thessaloniki, Greece on 
March 26–29, 2012. We would, thus, like to thank the TIMELY network and 
COST funding for supporting this endeavor and our authors who contributed 
to this book and patiently waited for its completion and publication. We would 
also like to dearly thank two people: Özlem Altin, who provided us with the 
cover art for this book (we encountered this work in a gallery in Berlin and 
immediately wished for it to be the book’s cover art; Özlem was gracious to 
immediately reply to our email request and work with us in terms of the 
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image’s quality and presentation), and Mary Kostaki, who worked on the 
design of the cover for this book (and showed patience to all the changes – big 
or small – so as to reach the appropriate result for this excellent collection of 
chapters).

Melissa J. Allman and Argiro Vatakis
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chapter 1

Distorted Multisensory Experiences of Order  
and Simultaneity

Argiro Vatakis* and Alexandra Elissavet Bakou** 

1 Introduction

In order to deal appropriately with the events in its environment, an ani-
mal must perform at least two essential actions. It must be able to iden-
tify or characterize an event, and it must also be able to determine when 
the particular event occurred in relation to other events. […] “Meaning” 
requires that the unitary bits of information be kept in a proper sequence.

efron, 1963a

In his 1963a paper, Efron points out the importance of event identification and 
event ordering for the construction of meaning. Given that we live and thrive 
in a multisensory environment, Efron’s ‘unitary bits’ include information from 
multiple sensory modalities that may be complementary, contradictory or at 
some level of equivalence. The percept of these sensory ‘bits’ of information as 
synchronous and unified leads to the percept of a multisensory event rather 
than multiple, independent sensory events (Vatakis & Spence, 2010). Research 
to date has shown that the human perceptual system maintains the percept of 
synchrony between two sensory streams even though these streams may be 
processed/presented close but not exactly in time (Vatakis, 2013). The mainte-
nance of a synchronous percept is accomplished through the hypothesized 
existence of a temporal window of integration (twi; i.e., the interval in which 
no signal discrepancy is perceived, anything beyond this interval will normally 
be perceived as being desynchronized or asynchronous; e.g., King, 2005; Spence 
& Squire, 2003; Vatakis & Spence, 2010; Vroomen & Keetels, 2010). We, thus, 
have ‘moments’ (or ‘functional moments’ as per Wittmann, 2011) that have no 
perceivable duration and can be perceived as simultaneous or ‘somewhat’ 
simultaneous (yet order cannot be perceived) and ‘moments’ that are succes-
sive with specific and detectable order of presentation (e.g., Pöppel, 1985, 2004; 
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Wittmann, 2011). These ‘moments’ are integrated into ‘event intervals’ (or 
‘experienced moments’; Wittmann, 2011) that compose our percept of a con-
tinuously flowing multisensory event. But how these ‘moments’ and ‘intervals’ 
associate/interact so as to provide the continuously flowing in time experience 
of multisensory events?

The majority of clinical research in timing has focused on the ‘event interval’ 
level (e.g., Allman, 2011; Buhusi & Meck, 2005), while multisensory ‘moments’ 
and their integration have been understudied, thus, ignoring the potential link 
of the experience of intervals according to the synchrony and unity of moments. 
For example, it may be the case that high pacemaker rates may be associated 
with higher temporal resolution of the timing mechanism(s), which, in 
turn, should result in lower temporal discrimination thresholds (i.e., better per-
formance and, thus, smaller twis; Rammsayer & Classen, 1997; Wenke & 
Haggard, 2009). Such associations have not been attempted partially due to 
that fact that researchers in the two areas of focus – synchrony perception and 
interval  timing – have been working in isolation, but also because the mecha-
nisms governing the integration of multisensory moments to event intervals 
have not been elucidated. Given, therefore, the previous focus on interval 
 timing in clinical populations, in this chapter we will review the literature on 
multisensory temporal processing in various disorders/conditions in an 
attempt to draw some first conclusions and encourage future research on the 
association of multisensory temporal integration, interval timing, and event 
perception.

2 Multisensory Temporal Integration: A First Look

Our everyday and effortless (as it seems) experience of multisensory events, 
which are temporally and semantically unified, allows for faster and more 
accurate detection, discrimination, and localization of targets at hand. Thus, 
the multisensorial nature of our experiences, not only makes life more enjoy-
able, but also provides valuable behavioral and perceptual benefits (Calvert, 
Spence, & Stein, 2004). These benefits along with the altered percepts that are 
born out of crossmodal interactions (e.g., the McGurk effect, the visual influ-
ence on the perception of audiovisual speech; MacDonald & McGurk, 1978) 
have lead to a vigorous body of research on multisensory processing during the 
last 20–30 years. Given the ‘young age’ of this area, multisensory temporal inte-
gration have primarily been investigated in healthy participants, while the 
majority of studies with patients experiencing a disruption of audiovisual per-
ception could potentially be interpreted as a consequence of other neurologi-
cal deficits (e.g., Böhning, Campbell, & Karmiloff-Smith, 2002; Campbell et al., 
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1990; Campbell et al., 1997). For example, Campbell and her colleagues have 
described two cases of patients with left and right hemispheric lesions who did 
not exhibit any susceptibility to the McGurk effect (Campbell et al., 1990). 
These patients, however, also suffered from aphasia, alexia, and prosopagno-
sia, which could also presumably have accounted for their inability to process 
and integrate auditory- and visual-speech signals. Similarly, a patient with 
bilateral lesions in V5/MT was found impaired in his ability to correlate visual 
lip-movements with the corresponding auditory-speech, which could, how-
ever, be due to akinetopsia (i.e., a motion processing deficit; Campbell et al., 
1997). Williams syndrome patients have also been shown to exhibit a disrupted 
ability to integrate audiovisual speech, but this could probably be due to the 
visuospatial processing deficits in patients suffering from this syndrome 
(Böhning et al., 2002). Finally, neglect patients (i.e., inability to report, react, or 
search for stimuli located in the space contralateral to the patient’s lesion) 
have shown evidence of a temporal distortion, which, however, is often con-
founded with the spatial deficits of this condition (Baylis et al., 2002; Becchio 
& Bertone, 2006; Rorden et al., 1997).

The difficulty to isolate disruptions specific to multisensory temporal inte-
gration, in addition to the malleable perception of synchrony (i.e., flexible 
mechanisms, percept that changes depending on stimulus qualities and mea-
surements tasks; e.g., Vatakis, 2013), make the topic particularly challenging to 
study in clinical populations. In the following pages, we will review evidence 
that show cases of specific impairment in the perception of synchrony in the 
absence of any other major deficiencies as well as cases where multisensory 
temporal integration is greatly impaired as a consequence of other dysfunc-
tions. We will also review cases where the research is as yet limited but poten-
tial impairment in multisensory temporal integration may be critical in 
terms of treatment, diagnosis or both. The reader must note that we mainly 
focused on reviewing multimodality and not unimodality. Thus, unimodal 
stimulation/experimentation is covered only when necessary.

3  Multisensory Temporal Integration: Specific Disruptions  
or Consequence of Other Deficits?

3.1 Case Reports

I told my daughter her living room tv was out of sync. Then I noticed the 
kitchen telly was also dubbed badly. Suddenly I noticed that her voice 
was out of sync too. It wasn’t the tv, it was me.

ph’s experience as reported in new scientist, 2013
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A specific disruption of the ability to integrate audiovisual speech has, in fact, 
never been reported until recently in two separate patient cases. First, in 2006, 
Hamilton, Shenton, and Coslett described a patient – awf – who reported 
experiencing a temporal mismatch between the auditory- and visual-streams 
of a speech signal in the absence of any language or sensory impairment. awf 
reported a difficulty in understanding face-to-face speech and described his 
experience as if “watching a movie with the audio out of sync” (Hamilton, 
Shenton, & Coslett, 2006). Imaging data from this patient revealed a biparietal 
hypoperfusion with prominence in the right region of the brain. In order to 
evaluate the deficit objectively, awf was subjected to various behavioral tests, 
including a digit span task (with auditory-only or audiovisual presentations), a 
word-to-picture matching task (where auditory words were paired with con-
gruent/incongruent facial movements, or no images), and a McGurk task. 
awf exhibited a substantial impairment on a variety of these tasks, with the 
greatest impairments observed under conditions where multiple sensory 
inputs were presented, while no unimodal deficits were detected (through a 
visual/auditory temporal order judgment – toj – task using simple stimuli; 
i.e.,  judging the order of stimulus presentation). For instance, the patient’s 
 performance was lower in the digit span task in the presence of a face as com-
pared to the no face condition and slower (but accurate) in the word-to-picture 
matching task when simultaneous audiovisual speech stimuli were presented. 
Thus, awf appeared unable to efficiently integrate the auditory- and visual-
streams of related multisensory events. The authors, therefore, focused on the 
integration abilities of awf suggesting that the parietal cortical injury was 
potentially responsible for his desynchronized experiences without, however, 
providing much data on those experiences.

awf’s case (although insufficiently described) showed, for the first time, 
that the experience of desynchronized events is not improbable (Hamilton, 
Shenton, & Coslett, 2006), yet the direction (i.e., sensory stream leads/lags) 
and other details (e.g., width of twi) of the experience were not reported, leav-
ing us unable to paint a detailed picture and make specific hypothesis on the 
mechanisms governing audiovisual synchrony perception. While waiting for 
the next publication on awf’s case, another unique patient – ph – made his 
appearance in 2013, in an article by Freeman and colleagues. Specifically, the 
authors described ph, who had asynchronous speech experiences with the 
auditory stream (i.e., voices) preceding the visual (i.e., lip/facial movements). 
The medical history of ph included a surgery for treatment of pericarditis, 
a  subsequently developed generalized myasthenia gravis, and, finally, 
2–3 months later a sudden onset of timing distortions. Currently, there is no 
evidence linking myasthenia with timing. High-resolution magnetic resonance 
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imaging (mri) and diffusion tensor imaging (dti) revealed that ph had lesions 
in pons and basal ganglia, both of which are areas associated with timing and 
multisensory processing. Behaviorally, ph was thoroughly tested so as to 
address whether or not the experienced asynchrony interrupted integration 
processes, thus, the authors examined the potential association or indepen-
dence of the mechanisms governing event synchrony and unity (e.g., Spence & 
Squire, 2003; Vatakis & Spence, 2007).

ph along with a group of older and younger healthy controls (M = 65 and 
22  years of age, respectively) was evaluated in a toj and identification task 
using both simple (stream-bounce illusion) and complex stimulus experimen-
tal set ups (e.g., McGurk effect; Freeman et al., 2013). ph’s data verified his 
reported experiences. That is, his performance resulted in a point of subjective 
simultaneity (pss) of 210ms auditory speech lagging visual speech, thus requir-
ing visual speech to be presented first by a large interval for synchrony to be 
perceived. In speech identification, the opposite pattern was observed, with 
ph requiring 240ms auditory lead for optimal McGurk fusion. Comparison of 
ph to the controls showed larger deviations for the patient in terms of pss and 
speech identification but much smaller just noticeable differences (jnd) val-
ues as compared to the other two groups. No differences were noted in terms 
of the perception of synchrony for non speech stimuli. One particularly 
intriguing finding was the similar behavioral pattern exhibited by both ph and 
some controls, where the auditory/visual lead/lags noted in the toj task 
( synchrony perception) were inverted for the identification task (integration). 
These findings led the authors to suggest that it may be the case that the per-
ception of synchrony and of integration depend on distinct timing mecha-
nisms. Furthermore, they suggested the idea that the discrepancies in timing 
between mechanisms are not minimized (as previous claimed; e.g., Spence & 
Squire, 2003), but rather perceived relative to the average timing of these 
mechanisms. This idea was formulated in a theory, the ‘temporal renormaliza-
tion theory’, which is one of the first to propose some kind of averaging between 
mechanisms for the percept of synchrony.

In 2008, we also worked with a patient – rw – whose case resembled those 
of awf and ph (Vatakis, 2008). In particular, rw reported perceiving auditory-
speech as occurring earlier than the corresponding visual-speech. This desyn-
chronized experience was heightened when he watched television and, 
particularly, when he watched people singing. rw reported experiencing this 
desynchronization for 3 years prior to testing, had no history of neurological 
disease or any cognitive difficulties, and was not taking any medication. Initially, 
rw was evaluated through a simultaneity (sj) task (i.e., judging if a stimulus 
was synchronous or not) for audiovisual speech (a female uttering /da/) and 
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non speech (a complex harmonic tone paired with a white bar) stimuli. The 
results showed that rw indeed appeared to require a much larger auditory lead 
as compared to controls, while this was not the case for non speech stimuli. 
Given, however, that only a small number of stimuli were tested along with the 
fact that musical stimuli were not evaluated, rw was retested. Retesting 
included speech and musical stimuli in a toj task (see Vatakis & Spence, 2006; 
for design and stimuli). The reassessment showed no differences from healthy 
controls for both the musical and speech stimuli. Difficulty of access to rw did 
not allow further testing, the results, however, showed that rw did not have 
strong and consistent timing distortions (as he never reported problems in 
face-to-face communication) or it could also be the case that the experienced 
symptoms were no longer present at the time of testing.

Although such case studies are rare, they do show that impairments focused 
only in timing are probable. Thus, it could be the case that synchrony percep-
tion stems from a “renormalization” process (Freeman et al., 2013), however, 
further investigation is needed to explain: (a) why both rw and ph experi-
enced auditory leads in their “out-of-synch” experiences? (b) why was speech 
the sole stimulus that was impaired? (c) could it be the case that predictive cue 
processing is also impaired in these patients, thus potentially affecting the 
renormalization process? (d) can synchrony and binding mechanisms truly be 
independent or rather in continuous “collaboration”?

3.2 Schizophrenia

Time has stopped; there is no time… The past and future have collapsed 
into the present, and I can’t tell them apart.

The experience of an acute schizophrenic patient as reported in Melges, 1982, p. xix

Schizophrenia (sz) is characterized by delusions, hallucinations, disorganized 
thinking, abnormal motor behavior (including catatonia), and/or negative 
symptoms (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). sz has also been associ-
ated with a distorted sense of time continuity as reported by patients and clini-
cians (e.g., Gómez et al., 2014; Melges, 1982; Minkowski, 1933), as well as with 
behavioral and neuronal sensory processing abnormalities (e.g., Williams 
et al., 2010). The temporal and sensory implications in sz have led to the inves-
tigation of potential impairments in multisensory integration (Tononi & 
Edelman, 2000), with the majority of research focusing on audiovisual 
( synchronous) speech (most often through the use of the McGurk effect; 
e.g., de Gelder et al., 2003; Pearl et al., 2009; Ross et al., 2007; White et al., 2014). 
A number of these studies have showed impaired speech integration, however, 
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deficits have also been identified for simple stimuli. For instance, tasks such as 
backward masking (e.g., Saccuzzo & Schubert, 1981) have shown that schizo-
phrenics require longer temporal separation of the target and mask in order to 
effectively locate, detect, or identify the given target.

Findings implicating larger temporal separation between stimuli in sz (e.g., 
Saccuzzo & Schubert, 1981), led Foucher and colleagues (2007) to propose that 
integration per se may not be impaired but rather temporal processing. They 
examined this hypothesis by measuring simultaneity thresholds for unimodal 
(auditory, visual) and bimodal (audiovisual) stimuli in schizophrenics and 
healthy controls. Participants’ performance validated the proposed hypothesis 
with patient data revealing wider temporal windows in all conditions as 
 compared to the controls (Visual: 37 ± 15 vs. 27.5 ± 8ms, Auditory: 42.7 ± 16 vs. 
30.5 ± 17ms, Audiovisual: 265 ± 86 vs. 203 ± 51ms, for patients vs. controls, 
respectively; but see Schwartz, Mallott, & Winstead, 1988). Further analysis 
showed that performance in all three conditions was highly correlated, thus 
verifying that the observed effects were not driven by a specific sensory impair-
ment but distorted timing instead. The authors suggested that there might be 
a link between the extended temporal windows observed in their study and 
previously reported time estimation impairments in sz. They further specu-
lated that this association could be based on the disordered activation of the 
cerebellum (Andreasen, 1999; Minkowski, 1933) or the potential dysfunction of 
the basal ganglia (e.g., Lacruz et al., 1991), but as yet this has not been eluci-
dated. It must be noted here that if synchrony and integration are two separate 
processes, this study shows differential temporal processing but does not 
address whether multisensory binding is intact or impaired in sz.

Giersch and colleagues (2009) re-examined temporal discrimination thresh-
olds in sz by eliminating potential decisional (e.g., higher probability to 
assume synchrony in an sj task) and attentional biases (e.g., attentional effects 
due to stimulus onset cues and spatial presentation). They, therefore, pre-
sented two target stimuli in different locations with synchronous or asynchro-
nous luminance changes (see Elliott et al., 2007). Data from stabilized chronic 
outpatients and matched controls replicated Foucher et al.’s (2007) findings, 
with the patients exhibiting longer simultaneity thresholds as compared to 
controls, thus further supporting the idea that sz is associated with a timing 
distortion.

The above-mentioned findings demonstrate the maintenance of event inte-
gration in sz (but see e.g., Ross et al., 2007) over longer twi. Clinical evidence, 
on the other hand, describe the experience of a fragmentation of events in 
time. This disparity was investigated by Lalanne, van Assche, and Giersch 
(2012a) using the Simon paradigm (Simon & Wolf, 1963). Specifically, they 
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presented, within the twi, two stimuli in or out of synchrony on the same or 
different locations on the screen, while participants responded using the left- 
and right-sided keys for simultaneity and asynchrony, respectively. It was 
expected that for same-side presentations, the participants should be biased 
towards the side of the stimulus (classical Simon effect), while for opposite 
side presentations, a bias was expected only for the asynchronous cases 
(although not perceived by the participants). Specifically, for the latter, if the 
first stimulus was detected as an isolated event on a particular location then 
responding should be biased to that location, while if a second stimulus was 
anticipated a bias should be expected to the location of the second stimulation 
(see also Lalanne et al., 2012b). Performance from stabilized outpatients (on 
medication) and healthy controls replicated, for one more time, the higher 
detection thresholds in sz (Schmidt et al., 2011). Most importantly, it was 
shown that for shorter soas, the patients showed a clear bias towards the loca-
tion of the first stimulus, while for larger soas both participant groups were 
biased towards the location of the second stimulus (Lalanne et al., 2012b). 
These findings were interpreted according to the predictive coding theory, 
with patients processing stimuli in a feed-forward way, having impaired pre-
diction for the second stimulus, thus treating each stimulation as isolated 
rather that part of an event sequence.

The existence of an extended twi implies higher levels of integration, how-
ever the Lalanne, van Assche, and Giersch’s (2012a) findings of sensitivity to 
short asynchronies imply less integration (Vatakis & Spence, 2007; Welch & 
Warren, 1980). Given these conflicting views, Martin and colleagues (2013) 
studied the potential differences of implicit and explicit temporal processing 
and, thus, focusing on the relationship of timing and integration in sz. Using 
the McGurk paradigm with stimuli in or out of synchrony, the participants 
were required to complete both an identification and sj task. The identifica-
tion task allowed for measuring integration (implicit timing), while the sj task 
served as an explicit measure of timing. Such task comparisons have resulted 
in null effects in healthy participants (e.g., van Wassenhove et al., 2007; but see 
Freeman et al., 2013). Patients and controls showed no differences in the rates 
of McGurk fusion or combination and unimodal (visual and auditory) speech 
recognition. Thus, showing intact audiovisual speech integration in sz (see 
also Surguladze et al., 2001). Differences, however, were found in the width of 
the twi, with patients requiring smaller auditory leads for fusion stimuli and 
larger auditory lags for combination stimuli compared to controls. Thus, show-
ing speech integration to be less tolerant in patients than in controls. This find-
ing was in direct contrast with the sj results, where patients showed twis 
larger (yet not significantly) than those of controls. These findings support 
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previous reports of unimpaired integration and problematic timing, providing 
evidence for a potential dissociation of integration and synchrony timing 
mechanisms (as in Freeman et al., 2013).

The findings of distorted timing and intact integration capabilities are not 
limited to sjs but have also been observed in other temporal tasks. de Boer-
Schellekens et al. (2013) utilized, for the first time, tojs in a temporal ventrilo-
quism paradigm (i.e., the presence of a beep before or after a flash alters the 
temporal percept of the flash as appearing earlier or later, respectively; Morein-
Zamir, Soto-Faraco, & Kingstone, 2003). Adults with sz (on medication; 7 on co-
medication) and healthy controls completed a visual toj task, with white 
squares presented above or below the fixation with or without the presentation 
of auditory stimuli before or after the visual stimulation (0, 100, 200 or 300ms). 
Results showed worse jnds for patients as compared to controls (28.4 vs. 21.6ms, 
respectively) for the smaller soas tested, while the presence of auditory stimula-
tion lead to equal performance improvement for both groups. In terms of the 
pss, the patient group demonstrated higher ‘up-first’ responses as compared to 
controls (10.1 vs. −5ms, respectively; negative values indicating ‘down-first’ pre-
sentations), while no effect of medication or symptom severity was found. The 
results of this study replicate those reporting an extended twi but successful 
event integration. Additionally, they partly support the dysconnectivity hypoth-
esis (i.e., impaired integration could lengthen neural conduction times and, in 
turn, lead to delayed action potentials and sensory streams not arriving in syn-
chrony; e.g., Foucher et al., 2007) for the jnd differences obtained at the lower 
soa range tested, but not the null effects for the higher end of the soa range.

Given the known toj and sj differences in measuring synchrony perception 
(e.g., García-Pérez & Alcalá-Quintana, 2012; Vatakis et al., 2008) and the differ-
ential findings for longer vs. shorter intervals (e.g., de Boer-Schellekens et al., 
2014; Lalanne, van Assche, & Giersch 2012a; Martin et al., 2013), Capa and col-
leagues (2014) compared patient performance in tojs and sjs utilizing the 
same stimuli. This experimental set-up allowed them to address whether sz is 
associated with distorted temporal ordering, in which case tojs should be 
afflicted more than sjs, or with distortions only at brief time intervals, in which 
case both tasks should be afflicted at the same level. Data from stabilized 
patients (on medication) and healthy controls revealed major performance 
impairments in patients in the toj task, which was also maintained for larger 
soas. Additionally, the patients’ error rate in the toj task (14 vs. 5% in con-
trols) was higher than that predicted from their sj performance (i.e., in larger 
asynchronies the patients could complete the sj task but had difficulty in 
deciding order for the toj task). These results, therefore, point to a generalized 
distortion of ordering in time rather than one limited to very brief intervals.
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The consistent finding of an extended twi for sz is equivalent to an 
extended experience of simultaneity, which, in turn, can be interpreted as an 
extended integration of past and present events and, thus, an altered structure 
of conscious experience (Husserl, 1991). Schmidt and colleagues (2011) exam-
ined whether or not these distorted experiences are specific to sz or rather 
general to psychosis. They, thus, tested chronic schizophrenic (on medication) 
and first-episode psychosis (fep of various diagnoses; on medication) patients 
along with healthy controls on an sj task (as in Elliott et al., 2007, using a stair-
case procedure). The results of this study replicated the existence of an 
extended twi for schizophrenics but also demonstrated – for the first time – 
that fep patients exhibit higher simultaneity thresholds as compared to con-
trols. These findings (although with a small N) point out the potential of altered 
timing in psychosis in general, rather to a specific disorder, thus putting for-
ward the need for comparisons of different clinical populations or of studies 
with different populations but similar experimental set-ups.

Overall, there is a consistency in the findings pertaining to sz and multisen-
sory temporal processing. That is, schizophrenics maintain their ability to inte-
grate audiovisual (as no study to date have examined other modalities) events 
but this integration happens over an extended twi. Given that simultaneity 
and order are necessary for the perception of an event and that of a series of 
events linked in time, the timing distortion in sz may also be associated with 
the disorganized speech and action understanding/execution impairments 
reported in sz (e.g., de Gelder et al., 2003; Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2007). All of 
the experimentation, however, has focused on simple stimuli, thus it would be 
interesting to see how multisensory speech or other stimuli are integrated. 
Additionally, it would be interesting to see how this extended twi affects both 
time estimation and sequencing tasks for simple and complex actions in sz.

3.3 Autism Spectrum Disorders

Sometimes the channels get confused… Sometimes I know that some-
thing is coming in somewhere, but I can't tell right away what sense it's 
coming through.

cesaroni & garber, 1991, p. 305

Autism spectrum disorder (asd) is characterized by impaired social com-
munication and interaction and restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, 
 interests, and/or activities (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Temporal 
processing distortions have also been reported in asd, however, the empirical 
literature is limited with the majority of research been initiated during the last 
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few years. This research activity has shown that children with asd experience 
difficulties with mental time travel, time estimation, and time continuity (e.g., 
Allman, DeLeon, & Wearden, 2011; Szelag et al., 2004), potentially due to a 
hypothesized critical deficit in the temporal synchronization between local 
and distributed neural networks (Brock et al., 2002).

asd has also been associated both through autobiographical and caretaker 
reports (e.g., Cesaroni & Garber, 1991; Iarocci & McDonald, 2005) with sensory 
abnormalities such as: hyper/hyposensitivity to sensory stimulation, sensory 
distortions (e.g., Rogers, Hepburn, & Wehner, 2003; Waterhouse, Fein, & 
Modahl, 1996), problematic processing of multiple sensory inputs simultane-
ously (e.g., Brandwein et al., 2013; Bryson, 1970, 1972; Collignon et al., 2013; Foxe 
et al., 2013; Lovaas & Schreibman, 1971; Lovaas et al., 1971; but see Haviland 
et al., 1996; Loveland et al., 1995; Walker-Andrews et al., 1994), and difficulties 
identifying the sensory origin of an input (e.g., Cesaroni & Garber, 1991; O’Neill 
& Jones, 1997). Yet, the actual validity or importance of sensory disturbances in 
asd is often put in question (e.g., Ashwin et al., 2009; Bonnel et al., 2003; 
Magnee et al., 2008; Mongillo et al., 2008), as evidenced from the removal of 
this issue from the dsm versions following dsm III (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1980) and its reintroduction in the dsm-5 (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013). The wavering noted in the dsm guidelines has also been 
noted in research where the potential impaired sensory and multisensory pro-
cessing hypothesis has not always been verified, in addition to the limited gen-
eralization of past findings due to small population sizes, absence of 
comparison groups, variable or unreported symptom severity, task difficulty, 
and variable − in terms of age and diagnosis-population groups (e.g., Bedko 
et al., 2006; Foxe et al., 2013; Kolko, Anderson, & Campbell, 1980; Lovaas et al., 
1971; Woynaroski et al., 2013).

A number of studies have looked at multisensory temporal processing in 
asd utilizing simple, well-studied paradigms such as the sound induced flash 
illusion (sifi; i.e., a brief flash paired with two auditory beeps is actually 
 perceived as two distinct flashes; e.g., Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000). First, 
van der Smagt, van Engel, and Kemner (2007) examined low-level audiovisual 
integration in high-functioning adults with asd and healthy controls 
(iq matched) through the sifi. Participants were presented with a series of 
auditory (beeps) and visual stimuli in 3 visual conditions (1, 2 or 3 flashes) com-
bined with 4 auditory conditions (0, 1, 2 or 3 beeps), and, thus, including 
 consistent and inconsistent (i.e., different numbers of beeps/flashes) stimulus 
pairings. The performance of flash detection showed that the number of con-
currently presented sounds influenced the perceived number of disks similarly 
for both participant groups. Thus, indicating intact integration of auditory and 
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visual information at an early level of processing in asd (but see Collignon 
et al., 2013). Given, however, that sifi is highly dependent on the presentation 
timing of the auditory stimuli, Foss-Feig and colleagues (2010) conducted the 
exact same study with the addition of a timing manipulation. They tested chil-
dren with asd and typically-developing (td) children matched in verbal/ 
nonverbal cognitive abilities, reading level, and gender. Analysis of the 
participant reports on the number of flashes perceived showed that the asd 
group experienced the illusion over a wider range of soas as compared to the 
td group, with the twi in asd being double the size of that observed in td 
children (Kwakye et al., 2011). The results from these two studies, therefore, 
support that integration is possible in asd for simple stimuli but temporal pro-
cessing seems to be impaired.

Shifting to more complex and social stimuli, Bebko and colleagues (2006) 
focused on defining whether or not people with asd have impaired multisen-
sory temporal integration capabilities when confronted with speech or action-
related stimuli. They utilized a preferential looking paradigm so as to avoid 
instructions and/or task demands influencing participants’ performance. 
They tested 3 groups of participants: children with asd, children with other 
developmental disabilities, and td children, using three different types of 
audiovisual stimuli: (a) non linguistic (segment of a children’s game with a ball 
moving through a series of plastic ramps and cliffs along with the respective 
sounds), (b) simple linguistic (a woman counting at approximately one num-
ber per 1.5 s), and (c) complex linguistic (a woman telling a story). The analysis 
for looking away behavior showed more looking away time for simple linguis-
tic as compared to non linguistic stimuli but no group interaction was noted. 
In terms of response to the asynchrony presented, asd children showed no 
difference from chance performance in preference of synchronous versus 
asynchronous displays. Additionally, although there was a preference for syn-
chronous displays of non linguistic stimuli in asd, no interaction of stimulus 
type with participant group was obtained, instead only a main effect of stimu-
lus type was noted. Thus, although this study utilized a low in demands task 
and a balanced group of participants, the results did not provide a clear picture 
of the multisensory temporal processing capabilities in asd.

Further investigations utilizing complex stimuli with a focus on speech 
extended on the work first conducted by Bebko et al. (2006), resulting in a still 
conflicting picture. For example, Grossman, Schneps, and Tager-Flusberg 
(2009) examined whether individuals with asd can integrate visual- and 
 auditory-speech information presented in a meaningful linguistic context at 
normal speaking rate. Adolescents with asd and td controls matched in age, 
verbal iq, and receptive vocabulary were tested. Participants completed an sj 
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task for a 3-s video of a woman describing the baking of various desserts with 
the audiovisual streams presented in: synchrony, high slip rates (10, 12 or 14 
frames), or low slip rates (4, 6 or 8 frames; 4 frames~120ms). The results showed 
that asd participants were as accurate as their td peers at all slip rates, thus 
showing normal integration of speech stimuli in asd. It must be noted, how-
ever, that the null results could have been driven by: (a) the potential adapta-
tion to the asynchrony due to the long video duration, (b) the hypothesized 
developmental “catch-up” noted in asd, and/or (c) the mild severity of the 
symptoms of the participants tested. Regarding the latter issue, Woynaroski 
and colleagues (2013) examined unisensory and multisensory processing capa-
bilities in asd along with symptom severity. asd and td participants were 
presented with McGurk stimuli in matched or mismatched formats and with 
the sensory streams either in synchrony or asynchronously. The analysis 
revealed intact auditory but impaired visual and audiovisual speech percep-
tion in asd in comparison to the td group. Deficits were also noted in the case 
of non-verbal responding with poor performance in visual-only and audiovi-
sual matched stimulus presentations. Additionally, a wider twi was observed 
for the case of mismatched stimulus presentations with visual speech influ-
encing mismatched speech reports more in asd than in td. Finally, in terms of 
symptom severity, it was found that performance in matched speech was 
highly correlated with communication-related symptoms and fusion percepts 
were highly correlated with sensory processing symptoms. Overall, therefore, 
this study showed a wide range of deficits for visual and multisensory temporal 
processing in asd, which was associated with some asd symptoms.

In an attempt to further elucidate multisensory temporal integration in 
complex stimuli not limited to speech, de Boer-Schellekens, Eussen, and 
Vroomen (2013) conducted a study utilizing tojs and a range of audiovisual 
stimuli from simple (flash-beep) to more complex ones with or without social 
aspects (i.e., handclap and speech – a Dutch female uttering/bi/). High-
functioning adolescents in the autism spectrum (patients with autism disor-
der, Asperger’s syndrome, and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise 
specified, pdd-nos) and td controls (age-, gender-, and iq-matched) com-
pleted the toj task revealing that the asd group had larger jnds than the con-
trol group for all conditions tested. Thus, demonstrating that asd individuals 
suffer from a generalized impairment in audiovisual temporal processing, 
which is not limited to speech. Overall, all groups performed best for the hand 
clapping condition and, subsequently, for the simple flash-beep and speech 
stimulation. Based on the fact that both groups performed best with the clap-
ping hands, a condition that involves anticipatory visual information, suggests 
that individuals with asd can use predictive information. Given that this study 
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had a very specific set of patients and limited population size, Stevenson et al. 
(2014) conducted a similar study with a large sample of asd (Autism = 25%, 
Asperger = 66%, and pdd = 9%) and td age-matched individuals. The partici-
pants were presented with audiovisual stimuli of simple flashes and beeps, 
dynamic handheld tools, and single syllable utterances (/ba/ and /ga/) and 
completed an sj task for all conditions, a McGurk task for the speech stimuli, 
and unimodal (auditory and visual) toj tasks for the simple stimulus condi-
tions. Participants’ performance revealed a strong link between multisensory 
temporal processing and speech perception in asd. Specifically, the poorer an 
individual’s temporal acuity across vision and audition (i.e., larger twi), the 
weaker their ability to bind auditory and visual speech to create a robust 
McGurk percept and to integrate multisensory stimuli in general. The better an 
individual’s multisensory temporal acuity, the more reliable perceived syn-
chrony was as a predictor of integration (i.e., whether or not two sensory sig-
nals originated from a single external event simultaneously and should, thus, 
be perceptually bound). The width of the twi for both participant groups was 
found to be dependent on the complexity of the stimuli presented, with the 
largest widths obtained for speech (e.g., Vatakis & Spence, 2006). In asd, there 
was a particularly enlarged window for speech as compared to the rest of the 
stimuli (Bebko et al., 2006). Finally, there was also a marginal effect of diagno-
sis (collapsed across stimulus types), suggesting impairments for the cases of 
simple stimulus presentations across the different groups in asd (de Boer-
Schellekens et al., 2013; Foss-Feig et al., 2010; Kwakye et al., 2011). Although this 
study tested participants from 6 to 18 years of age, no separate analysis by age 
group was conducted. The authors interpreted their speech findings as an 
effect driven by either long processing times for speech perception or extended 
processing times within each sensory stream of the speech signal, and, thus, 
interpret these as supporting the temporal binding hypothesis of autism 
(Brock et al., 2002; but see Chan & Naumer, 2014).

Overall, the research conducted to date shows that asd is associated with 
an extended twi, but it remains to be clarified whether this extended window 
is limited to speech or generalized to all types of stimuli. One way to account 
for this debate in the literature is to further experiment with stimuli of differ-
ent modalities and modality combinations using implicit or explicit paradigms 
(e.g., Wada et al., 2014). Additionally, implementation of complex stimulation 
should take into consideration issues related to semantics and emotional con-
tent and, thus, experiment with stimulation that is controlled for social-related 
activities (e.g., Bakirtzi & Vatakis, 2014). Further experimentation should also 
consider in detail sample size and population selection both for the asd and 
the td group. For instance, participants in the asd group should also be 
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screened for undiagnosed attentional deficits, while the td group should be 
screened for asd-related symptoms. On the latter topic, Donohue, Darling, 
and Mitroff (2012) conducted a study on multisensory processing and asd-
related symptomology in an adult, non-clinical population. Specifically, they 
tested 101 participants on the Autism Spectrum Quotient (asq) questionnaire 
(commonly used as a screening measure; covers issues under the categories of 
social skill, attention switching, attention to detail, communication, and imag-
ination) and a multisensory sj task. Analyses revealed that the pss correlated 
significantly with the scores on the asq, with higher asq scores (i.e., higher 
asd symptomatology) being associated with an auditory-first bias in respond-
ing (Russo et al., 2012). This association could be related to higher auditory 
processing sensitivity and/or auditory effects on attention and, subsequently, 
to a potentially larger twi that is auditory shifted.

3.4 Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (adhd) is prevalent in children and it 
is characterized by a persistent pattern of inattention (i.e., being disorganized, 
wandering off, difficulty in sustaining focus independent of disobedience or 
lack of understanding) and/or hyperactivity (i.e., excessive motor activity) and 
impulsivity (i.e., actions without forethought, potentially harming, that result 
in immediate rewards) that interferes with functioning and/or development 
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Timing distortions have also been 
noted in adhd but mainly in terms of time estimation (e.g., Seri et al., 2002; 
Smith et al., 2002; Wittmann et al., 2011) with the majority of the findings show-
ing impulsivity to result to poor motor inhibition and, thus, interval underesti-
mation (Brown & Vickers, 2004; Smith et al., 2002). Such distortions have been 
associated with basal ganglia dysfunction (Meck, 1996), but alternative or 
complementary accounts put forward a potential working memory deficit 
(Brown & Vickers, 2004). More recently, the association of hyper-responsive 
superior colliculus (sc) with increased distractibility makes for an alternative 
model for adhd pathology (Overton, 2008).

Potential distortions in temporal processing in adhd have rarely been inves-
tigated. The only investigation on the topic is the study by Brown and Vickers 
(2004) using simple visual stimulation in adolescent adhd patients. Specifically, 
they investigated the perceptual nature of the temporal deficits previously 
reported in adhd by minimizing memory and motor-related demands, as well 
as task complexity. adhd patients (tested on- and two days off-medication) 
and healthy controls (age- and gender-matched) completed a verbal sj task (in 
a staircase paradigm) for pairs of red light emitting diodes (leds). The leds 
were presented bilaterally and unilaterally over a set of different soas. 
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Participants’ performance revealed no temporal processing differences in 
adhd participants (on- or off-medication) as compared to controls (mean 
thresholds: 30 and 31ms, respectively). Given these null results as compared to 
the time estimation studies, the authors argued against the basal ganglia dys-
function account for adhd. It must be noted however that the small sample 
tested, the absence of younger population (as it is usually the case for adhd), 
and the unimodal nature of the study render these results preliminary.

Given the limited amount of research on the topic, the involvement of 
attention in multisensory temporal integration (Talsma et al., 2010), and the 
recent proposal of sc involvement in adhd (an area known for its involve-
ment in multisensory integration; Stein & Stanford, 2008), it is pertinent to 
investigate more thoroughly whether or not adhd patients do exhibit multi-
sensory temporal integration deficits (Panagiotidi, Stafford, & Overton, 2014) 
and how these potential deficits associate with those reported in time 
estimation.

3.5 Aphasia

A word is a sequence of auditory events (phonemes)… suppose that an 
individual loses the capacity for identifying the correct order of pho-
nemes. The word ‘electrician’ ‘i lek’ tris’ an’ might as easily be interpreted 
as ‘tris’ lek’ an ’ or as‘an i tris’ lek’.

efron, 1963a, p. 404

Aphasia is associated with the loss of one’s ability to speak and/or comprehend 
language along with the inability to read and write, usually caused by stroke or 
brain tumor. Research on aphasia has focused on the identification of the 
 disrupted cognitive processes underlying language, along with the classifica-
tion of aphasia depending on the symptoms and the brain areas affected  
(e.g., Charidimou et al., 2014). Efron (1963a), however, proposed that aphasia 
may be related to impaired temporal processing emphasizing the importance 
of correct phoneme ordering in language and the aphasic symptoms of jargon, 
neologisms, and "word-salad" in speech. In addition, data from Efron and oth-
ers (e.g., Efron, 1963b,c,d; Nicholls, 1996) support that simultaneity and tempo-
ral order are processed in the hemisphere dominant for speech (Wittmann 
et al., 2004).

Based on this hypothesis, Efron, in his 1963a study, examined patients with 
lesions of the left hemisphere (lh; with some degree of aphasia) or the right 
hemisphere (rh) in the same general areas, and patients with no aphasia 
(matched in age and general alertness). The patients were asked to complete a 
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visual and an auditory tertiary task (i.e., reporting synchronous or asynchro-
nous presentations and in the case of asynchrony reporting of order; the “I do 
not know” option was also available) using simple stimulation. Analysis 
revealed order distortions for the patients with lh lesions (and some degree of 
aphasia) only, thus supporting the association of hemispheric dominance and 
aphasia (but see Sherwin & Efron, 1980) with timing. Results also showed that 
‘expressive’ aphasics (i.e., clear understanding of speech but no standard into-
nation, speech is slow and staggered with long breaks) had worse auditory 
discrimination performance as compared to visual, while “receptive” aphasics 
(i.e., inability to understand normal speech, generation of speech with the 
right intonation and speed is possible, but words are not meaningfully com-
bined) showed the reverse pattern. Although one of the first studies to explore 
the link of timing and aphasia, the sample size tested was quite small, thus 
making the generalization of the results and the mainstreaming of the idea 
difficult. Subsequent investigations, however, replicated Efron’s findings in 
terms of poor auditory discrimination thresholds in aphasia (e.g., Edwards & 
Auger, 1965; Holmes, 1965), but no such replications were reported for vision 
(Holmes, 1965; Jerger et al., 1969).

Given the methodological differences of the previously conducted studies 
(e.g., spatial location, different stimulus types, no stimulus control for inten-
sity), Swisher and Hirsh (1972) conducted a study to clarify whether the 
 previously noted temporal distortions in aphasia were valid or rather a meth-
odological artifact. They, therefore, presented all possible stimulus configura-
tions (i.e., visual/auditory: different color/pitch in the same or different 
location/ear with a color/pitch response, same color/click in different l ocation/
ear with a location response) to different patient (lh damage with receptive 
aphasia, lh damage with expressive aphasia and hemiplegia, rh hemiplegia 
with no aphasia) and healthy control (young and older participant groups) 
groups. Their results were similar to those obtained by Efron (1963a), with the 
presentation of different visual stimuli in the same location resulting to larger 
discrimination thresholds for the lh impaired as compared to the rh impaired 
patients. No such differences were noted for visual presentations in different 
locations. For auditory presentations, the deficits were greater in comparison 
to those for the visual modality with the receptive aphasics showing larger dis-
crimination thresholds (see also von Steinbüchel et al., 1999) for presentations 
in the same as compared to different ears. Stimulation of different type and 
location improved performance for the lh patient groups. The greater effect 
observed in receptive aphasics for audition could be driven by a number of 
factors such as symptom severity as well as specific brain regions afflicted, yet 
it still supports Efron’s proposal of a close association of language function 
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and temporal processing (see also von Steinbüchel & Wittmann, 1997; 
Wittmann et al., 2004). This close association is as yet undefined given that 
limited research conducted in recent years and the absence of experimenta-
tion with multisensory stimuli.

3.6 Dyslexia and Specific Language Impairments
Developmental dyslexia has been repeatedly associated with impaired or 
slowed temporal processing (e.g., Farmer & Klein, 1995), a direct, however, 
association has not been accepted as yet (e.g., Protopapas, 2014). Unimodal 
visual and auditory impairments have lead to the hypotheses of impaired func-
tioning of a specific modality, a general perceptual impairment or a speech-
specific dysfunction that is associated with phonological processing (e.g., 
Laasonen et al., 2000). The use of unimodal as well as multimodal stimulation 
of nonlinguistic stimuli can provide insight as to the potential impairments in 
multisensory temporal processing, which is critical in the development of 
reading and language acquisition (e.g., Bremner, Lewkowicz, & Spence, 2012).

One of the first studies to examine the potential association of dyslexia and 
temporal processing both unimodally (i.e., clicks in the auditory, flashes in the 
visual, and indentations of the skin in the tactile modality) and multimodally 
was conducted by Laasonen and colleagues (2000). Specifically, they tested 
developmentally dyslexic readers and control readers through a within- and 
between-modality sj task (using stimulus pulses in two trains for a constant 
interval on distinct spatial locations) along with a series of other tests. The 
data, overall, showed that the dyslexic group segregated spatiotemporal per-
ceptual information at a slower rate than the control group. These differences 
were noted not only for unimodal presentations but also and more pronounced 
for bimodal ones with the highest differences noted for the audiovisual combi-
nations presented. A subsequent replication (Laasonen, Service, & Virsu, 2002; 
Laasonen et al., 2001) utilizing adult participants and an additional toj task 
measure continued to show impairments but at a different level for each 
modality. Both tasks showed poor discrimination thresholds for the dyslexic 
group for all modalities and their combinations, but with auditory, tactile, and 
audiotactile stimulation measuring at the lowest performance as compared to 
the control group. Dyslexia, therefore, was associated with a generalized tem-
poral impairment in perceiving rapidly presented sequential non speech 
events, which was found to deteriorate even more with age (Virsu, Lahti-
Nuuttila, & Laasonen, 2003).

The above-mentioned studies provide the first evidence of a multimodal 
temporal processing impairment in dyslexia. It is as yet unknown, however, 
whether or not multisensory temporal integration is also affected, given that a 
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potentially extended twi could interfere with processes that require rapid and 
accurate integration of sensory inputs (e.g., reading; King, Wood, & Faulkner, 
2007). A first investigation on this issue was undertaken by Hairston and col-
leagues (2005) using simple stimuli in a temporal ventriloquism paradigm 
(e.g., Morein-Zamir et al., 2003). Specifically, they tested dyslexic and typical-
reading participants (iq above 70) in a visual toj task (staircase procedure) 
and, subsequently, a visual toj task in the presence of synchronous or asyn-
chronous auditory stimuli. The results showed impaired visual tojs in dys-
lexia, as per previously mentioned studies. In terms of integration, in the 
presence of synchronous auditory stimulation, the dyslexic group performed 
significantly better compared to the unimodal performance, while no such dif-
ference was obtained for the control group. When auditory delays were intro-
duced, the control group showed benefits for delays over 100ms and up to 
250ms, while the dyslexic group benefited for delays as low as 50ms and as 
high as 350ms. Thus, exhibiting an extended twi as compared to the control 
group. Similar results were obtained for audiovisual speech stimuli for chil-
dren with specific language impairment (sli; Pons et al., 2012), where auditory 
speech delays of up to 666ms went unnoticed when compared to a control 
group. These latter results could be attributed to dysfunctional predictive 
mechanisms of the sensory inputs for the percept of unified multisensory 
speech and/or extended twis.

The above-mentioned deviations of temporal processing and multisensory 
integration in dyslexia and sli could be driven by an attentional impairment 
(e.g., spatial allocation of attention), which has also been under-researched 
(e.g., Hood & Conlon, 2004; Landerl & Willburger, 2010; Pons et al., 2012; Talcott 
et al., 2002). Further research is, thus, needed in the potential associations of 
timing, modality, and attention (Harrar et al., 2014) in dyslexia and sli utilizing 
both simple and complex stimuli (Kronschnabel et al., 2014, for use of complex 
stimulation in terms of congruency but not timing).

3.7 Parkinson’s Disease
Parkinson’s disease (pd) is a neurodegenerative disease characterized by 
motor-related impairments (e.g., bradykinesia, rigidity, postural instability), as 
well as cognitive deficits, including timing distortions, which may be associ-
ated with executive dysfunction affecting approximately 30% of pd patients 
(Parker et al., 2013). The timing distortions noted in pd relate to time estima-
tion, while data on temporal discrimination is sparse. Additionally, past stud-
ies have shown a large percentage of pd patients to exhibit primary sensory 
impairments (e.g., Koller, 1984; Snider et al., 1976). It is, however, unclear why 
these sensory and timing deficits occur. Some researchers promote basal 
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ganglia as a key contributor in these pd disturbances given its primary role in 
motor control and its involvement in sensory (Graziano & Gross, 1993; Snider 
et al., 1976) and sensorimotor integrative function (Artieda et al., 1992), but as 
yet no concrete conclusions have been reached.

A first set of investigations focusing on temporal discrimination using tac-
tile (Lacruz et al., 1991) or proprioceptive (Fiorio et al., 2007) stimuli showed pd 
impairments, with discrimination thresholds being larger for the patients as 
compared to controls. As revealed by these studies, the stimulation location is 
critical since larger thresholds were noted for stimulation at the hand contra-
lateral to the lesion or the affected arm in the case of unilateral bradykinetic 
rigid pd patients (Fiorio et al., 2007; Lacruz et al., 1991). A direct comparison of 
different modalities was conducted by Artieda et al. (1992) by measuring tem-
poral discrimination thresholds for somaesthetic, auditory, and visual stimuli 
in pd (grouped by severity: mild, moderate, severe) and healthy controls. 
Utilizing the method of limits, the authors asked participants to detect the 
number of sensory inputs (1 vs. 2) they were receiving. Analysis of these reports 
showed that pd patients were deficient in all three modalities and the degree 
of the deficit increased with symptom severity. This deficit was expressed with 
significantly extended twi as compared to controls. Thus, in addition to other 
timing deficits noted in pd (e.g., time estimation, sensorimotor synchroniza-
tion), the authors proposed that these effects may be due to slow running 
internal clocks, which, in turn, impaired patients’ temporal resolution for 
simple stimuli.

Results, although limited, support impaired temporal discrimination 
thresholds in pd when the stimulus input is presented unimodally. It is as yet 
unknown how pd patients perform in the presence of multisensory and com-
plex stimulation. Given the data supporting the involvement of basal ganglia 
in multisensory input and timing (e.g., Graziano & Gross, 1993), it may be the 
case that the indirect basal ganglia circuit inhibiting neurons from thalamus to 
cortex is impaired given research suggesting dissociation of motor and tempo-
ral discrimination and direct basal ganglia circuits for movement (Lucas et al., 
2013; Widnell, 2005).

Similar to pd, Dystonia is a neurological condition associated with impaired 
functioning of the basal ganglia and characterized by motor disturbances 
(repetitive movements, abnormal postures) in many different (generalized dys-
tonia) or specific body parts (focal dystonia; e.g., focal hand dystonia, cervical 
dystonia) along with abnormal somatosensory processing (e.g., Tinazzi et al., 
2004). A small number of psychophysical studies have shown that dystonic 
patients demonstrate distorted temporal discrimination with tactile and  
even visual stimuli (e.g., Aglioti et al., 2003; Fiorio et al., 2003). In terms of 
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multisensory temporal integration, recent studies have demonstrated deficits in 
visuo-tactile integration in generalized and focal hand dystonia, while 
visual temporal discrimination was found to be impaired only for generalized 
dystonia. Similarly, Tinazzi and colleagues found patients with cervical dystonia 
to exhibit poor tactile and visuo-tactile discrimination as compared to healthy 
controls, yet visual thresholds were normal. These differences may imply that 
each type of dystonia is governed by slightly different impairments localized at 
different neural circuits composing the basal ganglia. Thus, further understand-
ing of basal ganglia dysfunction and the commonalities and differences of the 
various types of dystonia will allow us to also understand pd impairments.

4 Looking Forward to Further Experimentation

The perception of order and simultaneity are fundamental in the perception of 
unified multisensory events. We suggest that distortion at any level of the tim-
ing experience (simultaneity, order, duration) leads to a disruption to all other 
levels of our experience and collectively this disruption may be associated with 
an altered clinical picture. Current investigations, however, focus only on one 
of those levels of the timing experience, thus potentially ignoring associations/
interactions that may be important for understanding a specific clinical case, a 
collection of symptoms, and/or the implementation of a particular interven-
tion. Time estimation has been investigated more vigorously than multisen-
sory temporal processing in the clinical domain. The few and recent studies 
focusing on the latter have shown, for the first time, a potential distortion of 
timing in the absence of any other impairments (see Section 3.1 of this chap-
ter), timing being the critical component of a disorder (see Section 3.2 of this 
chapter), synchrony and binding being potentially differentiated in terms of 
timing mechanisms (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of this chapter), as well as timing 
distortions being co-present with other impairments, with the latter poten-
tially causing the timing distortions noted (see Section 3.7 of this chapter).

In this chapter, we explored a range of different clinical/neurological cases 
that experimentation lead to findings of impaired sensory discrimination and 
mostly extended twis (with some tendency for the auditory stream to be lead-
ing), while in a few studies we also obtained data regarding multisensory binding 
although concrete conclusions were not reached (see Table  1.1). The literature 
covered here may tempt one to claim that there is a single, common mechanism 
that governs all these distortions in timing and integration. This however will be 
premature, simplistic, and potentially wrong (e.g., Freeman et al., 2013; Martin 
et al., 2013, showing evidence of different timing mechanisms). For instance, the 
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enlarged windows noted in dyslexia, schizophrenia, and asd cannot be governed 
by the same mechanisms. That is, dyslexics have been shown to exhibit impair-
ments in auditory and visual temporal processing (e.g., Hairston et al., 2005; 
Laasonen et al., 2001), while investigations with asd have resulted in unclear 
findings with some studies showing auditory impairments only (e.g., Kwakye 
et al., 2011). These findings may be related to different types or levels of disruption 
in multisensory temporal processing. Thus, for instance, asd has been associ-
ated with local hyperconnectivity and long-range hypoconnectivity, but dyslexia 
with proximal hypoconnectivity but distal hyperconnectivity (e.g., Williams & 
Casanova, 2010), while both disorders have been associated with cerebellum 
impairments (e.g., Hodge et al., 2010). On the other hand (see Section 3.2 of this 
chapter), patients suffering from sz do exhibit an extended twi but recent 
behavioral evidence support the idea of patients getting “stuck” on the first stim-
ulus presentation and, thus, leading to impaired discrimination performance.

The recent hypothesis that multisensory temporal processing may be 
 governed by separate mechanisms for synchrony and integration (e.g., Freeman 
et al., 2013) is also supported by recent imaging studies. Specifically, Stevenson 
et al. (2010, 2011) in an fMRI study utilizing audiovisual speech in or out of 
synchrony identified two subregions of the multisensory superior temporal 
cortex (stc), one responding to synchrony independent of integration and 
another responding to integration regardless of the timing of the sensory 
streams. A limitation was also noted with increased synchrony leading to 
higher probability of integration. Thus, although separate, the mechanisms do 
‘collaborate’ for the achievement of a unified moment and, thus, ‘meaningful’ 
interval. Given the distortions of temporal integration of multisensory events 
in many of the disorders reviewed in this chapter (see also Chapters 3 and 5 of 
this book) it may be important to further examine stc in terms of integration 
(e.g., Pekkola et al., 2006), timing, and anatomical abnormalities (e.g., Boddaert 
et al., 2004). Parietal regions should also be studied further given that in sz 
functional differences are also noted in regions that project directly to stc 
such as parietal regions in the dorsal visual stream (Doniger et al., 2002). These 
latter regions were also implicated in the case of the patient awf (Hamilton et 
al., 2006). Thus, it may be the case that stc is core in the unified percept of 
synchronous or near-synchronous moments (Stevenson et al., 2011).

Overall, it is pertinent to better understand the role of timing in the clinical/
neurological patient. Such understanding will allow for the study of timing 
and binding mechanisms, but most importantly will allow for the develop-
ment of diagnostic and/or rehabilitation tools. In terms of the latter, given that 
a number of disorders have been associated with an enlarged twi, Powers, 
Hillock, and Wallace (2009) showed that perceptual training can change 
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perceived sjs with the change depicting a true perceptual change rather that a 
short-lived training effect (as shown by a 1 week after-training post-test; see 
also Powers et al., 2012; see also Schlesinger et al., 2014, for narrowing of the 
twi with feedback training). Given that we support an association of the dif-
ferent levels of the timing experience, changes of the width of the twi will also 
lead to temporal discrimination and potentially time estimation changes. 
Further research looking at the different levels of the timing in the same para-
digm, with identical multisensory stimulation, and the same group of individ-
uals (healthy or not) will allow for a unified model of our everyday unified and 
continuously flowing in time experience.
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chapter 2

Abnormal Timing and Time Perception in Autism 
Spectrum Disorder? A Review of the Evidence

Melissa J. Allman* and Christine M. Falter**

1 Introduction

Autism spectrum disorders (asd) is a cluster term for impairment in areas 
such as communication, social interaction, and imagination, and restricted 
and repetitive behaviors. Affected individuals, who grow up with this disorder, 
appear to perceive the world in profoundly different ways, and this may ulti-
mately underlie the manifestation of diagnostic behavioral phenotypic char-
acteristics (as for other forms of psychological disorder; e.g., schizophrenia, 
adhd, other developmental disorders). The question as to whether some of 
these differences are attributable to pathophysiological differences in how the 
brain keeps time has recently become a focus of autism research. So too has 
the nature of the relationship between timing and time processing and other 
cognitive abilities that are compromised in asd (e.g., perception of temporal 
structure and social reciprocity, such as to and fro- in social exchanges; see 
Chapter 3 of this book). As evidenced in this book, the interest in the potential 
correspondence of distortions in psychological time with diagnostic features 
of certain disorders is burgeoning in clinical populations often co-morbid to 
asd including adhd (Barkley et al., 1997; Noreika, Falter, and Rubia, 2013; 
Rubia et al., 1999; Toplack, Dockstader, and Tannock, 2006; Yang et al., 2007) 
and schizophrenia (Penney et al., 2005; see also Allman et al., 2014), however 
relatively little is known about timing abilities in individuals with asd. This is 
despite the fact that it is widely acknowledged that these individuals have a 
poor sense of time at the intuitive level “to a degree that is markedly discrepant 
with their level of intelligence” (Wing, 1996: 89). There are at least three different 
ways in which time processing may be related to cognitive development, 
including a direct causal relationship or an associative interaction with other 
functional deficits (Falter and Noreika, 2011). The mechanisms by which a pri-
mary deficit of interval timing might contribute to diagnostic impairments 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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have been speculated on in a temporal deficit hypothesis of autism (Allman, 
2011; Allman and DeLeon, 2009). By this form of account, a fundamental build-
ing block of timing ability is required for cognitive development and psycho-
physiological differences in timing ability may account for diagnostic features 
of the disorder (see also Allman et al., 2012; Boucher, 2001).

The goal of this chapter is to outline the current literature on the state-of-
the-field of autism timing research. The research on timing in asd is like a jig-
saw puzzle with many pieces missing, and there are clusters of findings related 
to islets of timing ability. Typically any findings of interest are confounded by 
other studies showing no effect. We begin by providing a general discussion of 
the relevance of timing and time processing to improving our understanding 
of asd, which includes mention of certain studies (not included in Table 2.1). 
We then summarize research studies examining time processing in this popu-
lation, which we have chosen to organize by duration range, and conclude by 
couching these findings in the “so what” for autism research.

2 Background

Autism is a spectrum developmental disorder, meaning that diagnosis of the 
condition falls along a spectrum of impairment/degree of severity. Thus, two 
children who are both diagnosed with asd may present with behavioral symp-
toms that are quite different to the extent you might consider that they had 
different disorders; for example, one individual may be non-verbal; another 
may talk constantly about their fascination with trains, another may be an 
undergraduate or graduate student at a university. Of course, comparing the 
mental capabilities of such a broad range of individuals, who although they 
share the same diagnosis may nevertheless appear very different, is a challenge 
to psychological theories underlying this complex disorder. Individuals with 
asd tend to present with differences in auditory and tactile perception. Sensory 
problems are based on how the brain processes incoming sensory input from 
multiple modalities across each of the five senses (vision, hearing, tactile, 
smell, and taste) that is likely intimately connected with the brain’s sense of 
time, and ability to perceive the temporal structure of and between events.

It would be fair to say there are currently three dominant neuropsychologi-
cal theories of asd: First, the notion that there is under-connectivity between 
long-distance cortical regions and over-connectivity within regions (e.g., Frith, 
2004). According to this way of thinking, affected individuals become overly 
concerned with local-level features at sometimes reduced processing of global-
level events (i.e., weak central coherence; Happe and Frith, 2006). A second 
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focus is on pathophysiological differences in executive function (e.g., working 
memory, attention; see Russell, 1997) – these are abilities that are often related 
to some abstraction of time (event prediction, planning for events outside the 
present moment); and a third theory ascribing individuals with asd reduced 
theory of mind skills (i.e., the ability to attribute mental states in order to 
understand behavior; see Baron-Cohen, Leslie, and Frith, 1985). It is beyond 
the scope of this chapter to discuss the different theories of asd more fully, but 
see Belmonte et al. (2004).

Speculatively, a fourth neuropsychological theory of asd could be formu-
lated on the basis of anecdotal, clinical and behavioral observations of impair-
ments in the development of timing and time perception in asd (Allman, 2011; 
Boucher, 2001), although arguably, this is premature given the state of the field 
at this time. This is an attempt at relating autistic symptomology to posited 
timing differences, although the extent to which timing differences are found 
in other populations (i.e., adhd) that present with very different symptoms is 
of interest (Falter and Noreika, 2011), and often speculations about which 
aspects of time processing are affected in asd are untested. Boucher (2001) 
considered, “try to imagine periods of time longer than the lifetime of the uni-
verse…in fact, one cannot imagine a period of time longer than the lifetime of 
the universe except by thinking of a temporal succession of universes with 
cumulative lifetimes” (2001: 121). She suggests that there may be a close corre-
spondence between the length (and complexity) of repeating behavioral units 
(e.g., stereotypies, rituals) and the ability to imagine extended time frames in 
asd (mental concepts of time). As shorter and less complex stereotypies are 
usually observed with lower-functioning autistic individuals, and more com-
plex, rigid routines are observed in those who are higher functioning. They 
may not be apparent at all in adults with high-functioning autism or Asperger 
syndrome (as): it follows that a graded form of temporal insensitivity to dura-
tion might account for quantitative and qualitative differences in repetitive 
behaviors across the autistic spectrum (Boucher, 2001). A chapter by Allman 
and DeLeon (2009) extends this approach into formal models of interval tim-
ing, and provides a conceptual framework based upon indirect evidence link-
ing posited differences in timing to diagnostic features of the disorder. For 
instance, repetitive, rhythmical behaviors may function to act as a form of 
behavioral clock, particularly if typical cognitive internal clock models are 
deficient (see Allman et al., 2014). “Stereotypies are typically produced in 
repeating cycles, and may be separated by (often short) intervals in time – con-
tinually measuring intervals in a repeating cycle requires less attentional 
resources (Lewis and Miall, 2003), and so repetitive motor behaviors may be a 
particularly effective time-parsing strategy for autistic individuals, and might 
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function to concretize and reduce the stressor of an imposed disorientation in 
time. Peeters and Gillberg (1999: 87) report that “most people with autism feel 
lost in a sea of time…they will often try to develop routines and rituals by way 
of compensation. They want all activities to be undertaken in the same 
sequence every day…and if the sequence of activities changes on a certain day, 
then they have behavior problems” [which can include rhythmic lower-order 
motor behaviors, e.g., head-banging, self-injury]. To reiterate the main point 
here, an autistic impairment in the perception of duration may be compen-
sated for by the production of repetitive motor behaviors, and an overreliance 
upon intact abilities, such as sequencing and order, and the stringing together 
of temporal units of perseveration or habits” (Allman and DeLeon, 2009: 70–1).

What these commentaries are attempting to do is associate various aspects 
of the autistic phenotype, in terms of deficits in language and communication, 
social interaction and structured imaginative play and behavior, to posited 
deficits in some underlying mechanism of ‘keeping time’. But the nature of the 
interaction of timing and time processing to asd and other developmental 
disabilities is unknown. “[Collectively] reports demonstrate complex associa-
tions between abnormally developing cognitive functions, and suggest that 
interval timing might play an important yet under-investigated role in devel-
opmental disorders by interacting with and modulating primary symptoms” 
(Falter and Noreika, 2011). Timing and time perception deficits likely play in a 
much larger symphony with other aspects of executive and cognitive functions 
in shaping the developing brain. The extent or “clout” that timing and time 
processing deficits play in characterizing not only the asd phenotype but also 
other developmental and childhood disorders is currently uncertain.

There is neurophysiological evidence that the autistic brain has different 
absolute temporal windows for sensory integration and ‘temporal binding’ 
(Falter, Elliott, and Bailey, 2012; Falter et al., 2013; Foss-Feig et al., 2010; Rippon 
et al., 2007); and there are reports of abnormalities in the pre-attentive mis-
match negativity (mmn) event-related potential to changes in duration (but 
not pitch) in speech sounds in individuals with asd (Lepistö et al., 2005, 2006).

An meg study reports enhanced temporal resolution for visual stimuli and 
reveals superior temporal event structure coding in individuals with asd 
(Falter et al., 2013). These findings relate to short temporal intervals of ~57ms 
which are posited to correspond to units of subjective time (Brecher, 1932). 
An unpublished fMRI of supra-second duration visual ordinality comparison 
(by the first author) reveals that while unaffected children recruit cortico- 
cerebellar systems for timing relatively short durations (~2 s) and cortio- striatal 
systems for timing longer (~8 s) durations, children with asd recruit cortico-
striatal systems when timing short durations (but not long; the opposite 
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pattern). A possible explanation for the pattern of neural activity observed is 
that children with asd may overly recruit a “beat-based” system when timing a 
stimulus. This may have relevance to explanations of asd which posit a behav-
ioral clock time parsing mechanism in which repetitive and highly predictable 
events occur that help to ameliorate anecdotal and clinical reports of being 
“lost in a sea of time” (Allman and DeLeon, 2009; Boucher, 2001), and clinical 
evidence that external rhythmical/timing cues can improve the quality of 
social interactions in children with asd (see Chapter 3 of this book).

For instance, Trevarthen and Daniel (2005) examined video recordings of 
monozygotic twin 11 month old infants, one of whom later went on to receive a 
diagnosis of asd. They report differences in the affected sibling in respect to the 
ability for prospective awareness – being able to anticipate and expect future 
social and non-social events – the temporal patterning and form of parent-
infant interactions differed between the twins, which the authors postulated to 
be due to “prospective control of movements and anticipations in awareness,” 
related to changes in attention, motor tonus, emotion and initiative (2005: S25). 
Moreover, the discrimination of temporal synchrony between intermodal 
events (i.e., the sight and sound of the parent’s speech) during parent/infant 
interactions “may be the first step in developing a capacity to discriminate more 
complex and specific forms of language” (Bebko et al., 2006: 96). These authors 
report that autistic children (aged 4–6 years) reveal atypical responding to mul-
timodal temporal asynchrony with language-specific stimuli.

Higher visual temporal resolution in a perceptual simultaneity task was 
related to increased developmental communication difficulties in asd (Falter, 
Elliott, and Bailey, 2012). At the same time, diagnostic communication scores 
were correlated with a more conservative response bias in a cross-modal inter-
val timing task (Falter, Noreika, Wearden, and Bailey, 2013).

Additional indirect evidence for a timing mediated deficit on secondary symp-
toms is provided by Hill (2004) who examined aspects of executive function: 
planning, flexibility, and inhibition. Moreover, sleep difficulties and differences in 
circadian function and clock genes have also been noted in asd (Richdale and 
Schreck, 2009; Nicholas et al., 2007; Wimpory, Nicholas, and Nash, 2002).

3 A Review of the Evidence

The nature of empirical studies of time processing in asd is summarized in 
Table 2.1. These include studies examining millisecond and suprasecond tim-
ing, perceptual and performance tasks, using a variety of neurophysiological 
and psychological methods in a broad range of samples of individuals with 
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asd. This chapter could have been presented in several different ways based 
upon the complex arrangement of this variation, and we have chosen to subdi-
vide the review by duration range. Of course, within each duration range there 
are a variety of studies recruiting different durations and methods, and nature 
of autistic sample. We will summarize each study individually before present-
ing our own summary of the weight of the evidence and asking “so what?”

3.1 Millisecond Range
Mostofsky et al. (2000) examined procedural learning and duration discrimi-
nation in children (mean age 13 years) with high-functioning autism (iq > 85). 
Their perceptual duration discrimination task involved the presentation of 
pairs of identical tones, 50ms in duration. At the beginning of a trial, the two 
tones were separated by 550ms; following this, a second pair of identical tones 
(50ms in duration) were separated by a variable interval, either shorter or lon-
ger than 550ms. Participants were required to make ‘shorter’ or ‘longer’ judg-
ments on these empty intervals, which were entered into a computer by the 
experimenter. These authors report no significant difference between affected 
and non-affected individuals when discriminating between empty millisecond 
intervals, although the scores for those with asd did tend to be higher (indicat-
ing poorer discrimination) for durations and lower (indicating better discrimi-
nation) for a pitch discrimination control task. This is in line with known 
sensory differences in asd.

Another auditory perceptual task (Jones et al., 2009) used filled millisecond 
durations (tones) and found no group differences between duration (nor pitch 
or intensity) discrimination between adolescents with asd (childhood autism 
and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified) and non-affected 
controls. However, they did observe small subsets of the asd sample that showed 
superior pitch discrimination, and inferior duration discrimination.

Gowen and Miall (2005) administered a battery of tasks designed to tap cer-
ebellar function in adults with as. Their timing tasks involved finger tapping, 
in a synchronization and continuation arrangement. The task included four 
identical tones, separated by identical intervals (that ranged from 400–800ms). 
The synchronization phase required button presses ‘in time’ with the third and 
forth tones, and in the continuation phase, the third and forth tones were 
omitted (button presses indicating the timing of the third and forth tones were 
still required). In the synchronization phase, they report that individuals with 
as revealed greater absolute error, more variability and responded earlier than 
non-affected controls to the forth tone. In the continuation task, those with as 
revealed the same pattern as in the synchronization task. The authors suggest 
that this may reflect “a fixed and nonadjustable mechanism of timing control” 
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in affected individuals, and posit the collection of findings to differences in the 
integration of sensory signals with motor output in as.

Foss-Feig et al. (2010) employed the flash-beep illusion, in which the presen-
tation of a single light flash with multiple sounds results in the erroneous per-
ception of multiple flashes. The breadth of the temporal window by which 
these multisensory stimuli are bound and produce the illusion was reported to 
be longer in those affected with asd. In a related study, Kwakye et al. (2011) 
examined unisensory and multisensory temporal function on a temporal order 
judgment task by requiring children with asd (8–17 years) to indicate which of 
two stimuli was presented first. Although there were no differences with 
respect to the visual modality, thresholds were higher for auditory stimuli, and 
multisensory processing was superior in children with asd (see also Russo 
et al., 2012). However, in a separate study using visual stimuli in a perceptual 
simultaneity design, individuals with asd judged two stimuli to be asynchro-
nous at a smaller temporal difference between their onsets than non-affected 
controls, suggesting superior visual temporal resolution in asd (Falter, Elliott, 
and Bailey, 2012). “Thus, increased temporal resolution might be a signature of 
the autistic cognitive profile differentiating it from other developmental and 
psychiatric disorders” (2012: 4). meg signatures pointed towards enhanced 
access to early visual brain processes in asd underlying superior visual tempo-
ral resolution (Falter et al., 2013). Speculatively, individuals with asd might be 
parsing temporal events more than non-affected controls extending previous 
findings of increased spatial detail-focused perception, as proposed by Weak 
Central Coherence theory (Happe and Frith, 2006), to the temporal domain.

Hence, superior performance in aspects of time processing that are based 
on ‘weak temporal coherence’ seems to exist alongside impaired performance 
in other timing aspects, such as interval timing. Indeed, Falter et al. (2012) con-
ducted a psychophysical study using a repeated standards version of a tempo-
ral generalization task with visual, auditory, and multimodal stimuli and found 
lower sensitivity to duration, particularly when the standard was an auditory 
stimulus. They employed two standard durations (600 and 1000ms) and found 
the scalar property to be preserved despite of impaired sensitivity to temporal 
intervals.

3.2 Multisecond Range
Szelag et al. (2004) reported that children with high-functioning autism (9–16 
years) are severely impaired in their ability to reproduce both auditory and 
visual target durations (between 1–5 s). In this arrangement, a target stimulus 
duration was presented and after a 2  s interstimulus interval the stimulus 
would be presented again. Participants were required to press a button at the 
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time of the judged target duration. Individuals with asd tended to reproduce 
all durations as 3.0–3.5 s. A related study was conducted by Martin, Poirier, and 
Bowler (2010). They report an autistic tendency to make less accurate and more 
variable reproductions, and enhanced underestimation of durations over 
~2.3 s. In a separate study, temporal reproduction of visual durations of 0.5–
45 s was examined by Maister and Plaisted (2011) who employed an additional 
concurrent verbal task in an attempt to reduce the possibility of chronometric 
counting. These authors report difficulties by individuals with asd with accu-
rate reproductions of durations under 2 s and the longest duration (45 s), but 
not with durations around 4–30 s, in addition to increased overall variability in 
comparison to non-affected controls. The authors attributed the pattern of 
their findings to differences in attention (for short durations) and episodic 
memory processing (for the longest ones).

A temporal bisection perception procedure employing visual stimuli 
(Allman, DeLeon, and Wearden, 2011) reveals differences in time perception 
in  children (aged 7–16 years) with asd across two different duration ranges 
(1 to 4 s and 2 to 8 s). In the asd sample, lower subjective points of equality 
were somewhat predictive of working memory and diagnostic language and 
communication impairment, and reduced temporal sensitivity for the longer 
set of durations was found. Parents of affected children also tended to rate 
their child’s “sense of time” as poor. The scalar property was observed, although 
superimposition was generally not as well obtained for affected individuals. 
However in a separate bisection study (Gil et al., 2012) employing four pairs of 
duration ranges (two short: 0.5–1  s, 1.25–2.5  s; and two long: 3.12–6.25  s,  
7.81–16.62 s) and auditory stimuli, no evidence of timing impairment in chil-
dren of a similar age range (the majority of whom had as) was found.

Wallace and Happe (2008) extended the range of durations tested with an 
asd sample to 2–45 s on three different types of timing tasks: duration estima-
tion (verbal numerical judgment), reproduction, and production, in which 
verbal “start” and “stop” cues were used to mimic more naturalistic arrange-
ments. They report unimpaired time estimation and production, and more 
accurate reproduction (even to the longest duration of 45 s), with the possibil-
ity of increased task difficulty on shorter time intervals during reproduction.

3.3 Mental Concepts of Time
Boucher et al. (2007) report that children with asd (7–16 years) are unable to i) 
think about past or future stages of current situation, ii) understand that things 
can change or evolve over time but are still the same thing, and iii) that succes-
sive events are part of a unitary process (see also Montangero, 1992). Zukauskas, 
Silton, and Assumpção et al. (2009) assessed temporality experience in 
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individuals with as qualitatively and found that past experiences dominated 
their sense of time while a “restricted mode of existence” (p. 104) was expressed 
with respect to present and future dimensions.

4 Summary

Surveying the spread of the extant findings just presented, it is clear there may 
be abnormal time processing in asd – but evidence is relatively sparse, and 
there is much scientific diversity in the findings, including somewhat inconsis-
tent empirical evidence that individuals with asd display characteristic differ-
ences in aspects of time processing function. However a striking universal 
consistency amongst studies presented in this chapter is a tendency to observe 
increased variability in autistic time processing.

Here we present our main observations of the state-of-the findings as they 
relate to topics discussed in this chapter. These very general summary state-
ments are not intended as definitive statements of timing ability in asd, more 
a mere recapitulation of the ‘general ballpark’ of observed trends.

First, studies in the sub-second range have tended to find superior temporal 
discrimination differences in individuals with asd. This may correspond to 
units of subjective time and sensory processing differences in asd (Leekam 
et al., 2007).

Second, studies in the supra-second range have tended to find impairments 
in longer durations outside the bounds of the ‘psychological present’ (James, 
1890), coupled with increased variability.

Third, there is initial evidence for problems with conceptual notions of time 
in asd. These include empirical, clinical, and anecdotal reports of lack of a 
“time sense” (Boucher, 2001; Wing, 1996) to thinking forwards and backwards in 
time (Boucher, 2007).

The very fact that somewhat similar effects have been reported with a broad 
range of affected individuals suggests some fundamental significance or 
underlying tendency towards altered time processing. For instance, superior 
temporal visual acuity may be adaptive if other forms of time processing are 
impaired, or if other senses are differentially functional, as has been suggested 
in asd. On the other hand, the apparent inconsistency between related studies 
that would otherwise be expected to provide a consistent pattern of results 
(e.g., Allman et al., 2011; Gil et al., 2012) is a challenge for the view that a core 
disability in asd is to be found in time processing. Nevertheless, the study of 
time processing in asd resembles that of other aspects of the autistic cognitive 
profile, such as visuo-spatial skills, which are also characterized by inconsistencies 
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in findings (see recent meta-analysis by Muth, Hönekopp, and Falter, in press), 
but which are without doubt being considered a domain of altered processing 
in asd.

5 The “So-what” for Autism Research

This chapter has outlined the findings from a diverse range of studies examin-
ing different aspects of time processing in asd, in the hope that an under-
standing of the temporal scaffolding of the autistic mind might be elucidated. 
Given the discrepancy in stimulus duration, modality, and iq between studies 
it is difficult to discern any clear picture at this time of the ‘state’ of autistic 
time processing. This will require considerably more research being done in 
this area, using a range of tasks and time scales in the same diagnostic samples, 
in addition to other developmental disorders.

It is not beyond the bounds of feasibility to see how a deficit in time process-
ing might be relevant to the three dominant accounts of asd (outlined earlier), 
and other new theories of asd incorporate posited abnormalities in time pro-
cessing in asd (e.g., see Gepner and Feron, 2009; Welsh, Ahn, and Placantonakis, 
2005). However, it is important to remember that the relationship between 
interval timing and higher mental representations of time is currently unspeci-
fied, and so any conceptualizations about time in the autistic mind should be 
made with caution. The association of interval timing abnormalities and other 
functional deficits is likely. “For instance, although a Theory of Mind deficit can 
hamper the understanding of social situations in its own right, an additional 
interval timing deficit could result in a lack of precise perception of temporal 
cues of eye gaze, and thereby increase misinterpretations of social situations. 
It has been proposed that different symptoms can be independent dimensions 
of impairment, which nevertheless interact with and modulate one another, 
leading to the characteristic phenomenology of an individual with a develop-
mental disorder (Happe et al., 2006). In this line of thought, interval timing 
abnormalities might interact with primary dysfunctions” (Falter and Noreika, 
2011: 1). It remains untested whether repetitive behaviors of the type outlined 
by Boucher (2001) and Allman (2011) are related to pathophysiological differ-
ences in timing and time perception. There is nevertheless much collective 
support for the notion that fundamental differences in time processing under-
lie aspects of the disorder (see also Allman and Meck, 2012).

Collectively the growing body of recent empirical findings reviewed in this 
chapter suggests there are quantifiable differences in functions of time pro-
cessing in affected individuals, but this varies by duration range, possibly 
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becoming superior for the millisecond range, probably tapping perception, 
and getting worse as duration increases into the bounds of secondary execu-
tive functions (working and episodic memory, sustained attention).

The extent of the influence of time processing differences to the manifesta-
tion of autistic qualities is unknown – although there may be links with com-
munication (Allman et al., 2011; Falter, Elliott, and Bailey, 2012; Falter et al., 
2013) – and is possibly mediated by its association with other cognitive abilities. 
For example, there are additional studies which we did not include into Table 2.1 
but which are nonetheless worth mentioning: Zukauskas et al. (2009; as only, 
no controls) using a semi-structured interview found individuals affected with 
asd to have an abnormal perspective of themselves through time. Oram et al. 
(2005) studied rapid auditory processing – tasks that have been used to estab-
lish the ‘temporal processing deficit’ in dyslexia (which is somewhat different 
in nature than the timing mechanisms which are the focus of this chapter). 
Oram Cardy et al. suggested that impaired rapid temporal processing might 
rather be associated with language impairment than with asd per se.

The extent to which any temporal deficit in asd is fundamental to the disor-
der, and to other related disorders (adhd, schizophrenia), and the role this 
may play in the ontology of the phenotype is clearly uncertain (Falter and 
Noreika, 2011). However, this is a fascinating and potentially fruitful question 
that would be informative to child development at a general level. The ulti-
mate aim for future studies of asd and time processing is to “fill the gaps” and 
try to sew the pieces together, and to examine the relevance of observed differ-
ences to clinical features of the disorder, and to temporal supports in their 
remediation. Additional studies in other childhood disorders are necessary to 
discern the selectivity of timing differences in autism and other developmen-
tal disabilities (see Falter and Noreika, 2011).

Perhaps the best lens by which to view time processing deficits in asd is one 
that has more precise acuity (than is typical) with millisecond durations and 
increased variability (or blurriness) with longer durations, and with a ‘big pic-
ture’ view encompassing social and developmental aspects of timing; such as the 
apparent importance of timing to the development and maintenance of social 
interactions, and the perspective that different aspects of timing (sub-second, 
multi-second, and concepts of time) are component parts of a fundamental tim-
ing mechanism. Coupled with this is the view that interval timing is integral to 
other aspects of cognitive function (Lustig et al., 2005; Lustig and Meck, 2011).

As has been introduced in this chapter, there is an emerging conceptual 
“frame of reference” for understanding how a deficit in time processing 
might impact the autistic mind: speech and language difficulties; the impor-
tance of temporal information in social interactions; and the potential for a 
limited cognitive sense of time to influence higher-order cognitive functions 
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(e.g., executive functions) and sensory perception. This is an exciting time 
for autism research in particular, and the study of time processing differ-
ences in other related populations in general.
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chapter 3

A Social Timing Model of Autism, Informed  
by Typical Development

Dawn Wimpory*

1 Introduction

The temporal structures of conversation are familiar examples of how timing is 
a critical element of human communication. Altering the temporal structures 
of conversation can have semantic implications and influence our sense of 
interrelatedness with the speaker. The anticipatory pause, for example, used on 
stage for comedic effect, uses timing to tease the audience, perhaps drawing out 
a double meaning that may have otherwise be missed. Similarly, in parent–
infant play (in a game such as peek-a-boo) it is the temporal element that is  
the critical fun-factor in the game that delivers salience and amusement for  
the child.

Our media-filled social world also relies on timing in communication at 
both the macro- and micro-scale and deviation from the typical may result in 
failure of effective communication. Occasional audiovisual de-synchrony 
in broadcast and recorded media affords neurotypical individuals the 
experience of communication with unusual temporal constraints. Such  
de-synchronization increases cognitive workload and negatively impacts on 
feelings of interrelatedness.

Clinical experience of altered timing in the interactions of people with 
autism has led to hypotheses that focus on the role of timing in autism. To 
date, this field has been under-researched although there is general clinical 
consensus that forms of temporal impairment are common in autism. 
Whether, and to what degree, these timing deficits may be an intrinsic or caus-
ative element of the disorder remains to be determined. The present chapter 
will explore the notion of autism as a social timing disorder, first by consider-
ing timing phenomena in the context of typical child development and, 
 subsequently, by reviewing what is known about altered timing in autism.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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2 Social Timing in Typical Development

2.1 Neonatal Preparedness for Engagement in Social Timing
Feldman (2006, 2007b) outlines a biological propensity towards social rhythms. 
Allman, DeLeon, and Wearden (2011) observe how rhythmic changes in the sec-
onds to minutes range often characterise biological systems and infant patterns 
of movement (for example, breathing, stereotypies, and babbling; Wolff, 1991). 
Neonatal activities, such as crying and sucking, typically comprise burst-pause 
rhythmic patterns (Wolff, 1991) that function and provide a structure for initial 
communication (Burke, 1977; Crook, 1979; Wolff, 1967). These are reflected in the 
burst-pause patterns of playful face-to-face interaction with young infants 
(Tronick, Als, and Brazelton, 1977) outlined in Section 2.4.2 later in this chapter.

2.2 Typically Developing Infants’ Perception of Duration, Rate, Rhythm
At birth and even in the fetus, infants perceive time and have been shown  
to estimate durations of events (Decasper and Carstens, 1980; 1981; DeCasper 
and Fifer, 1980). Lewkowicz’s (2000) review of infant perception of temporal  
information concluded that, within their first month, infants can discriminate  
unimodal auditory duration changes of 20ms as well as distinguish rhythm and 
rate. By 4–5 months infants can more finely discriminate duration, rate, and 
rhythm.

There is electroencephalography (eeg) evidence of the scalar property in 
6 months olds tested during a task of interval timing and there are measurable 
developments in their ability to time interval durations over the subsequent 
few months (Allman, Pelphrey, and Meck, 2012, for a review; Brannon et al., 
2004, 2008). Characteristically, interval timing shows scalar variability, i.e., 
there is a linear increase in the standard deviation of timing errors as the size 
of the test interval increases. Scalar timing is also identified later in this chap-
ter as a feature of preverbal interaction in typical development. Developments 
in judgment of interval timing, from 6 to 10 months, may relate to the develop-
ments in temporal synchrony, over the second half of the first year, these are 
also outlined below in Section 2.4.2.

2.3  Typically Developing Infants’ Perception of Intra vs. Inter-sensory 
Synchronies (Re: Social and Non-social Stimuli)

There are reports for perception of synchrony by 15–20 week olds and even 
newborns (Lewkowicz, 2000; Spelke and Cortelyou, 1981). Dodd (1979) pre-
sented 10- to 16-week-old infants with synchronous and asynchronous experi-
ences of communication. Nursery rhymes were delivered through an auditory 
stimulus and lip movement display lasting approximately 4 minutes. The 
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asynchronous display was anomalous by 400ms. Polygraphic measures showed 
that the infants showed preference for the synchronous presentation, suggest-
ing affinity for the congruence of both auditory and visual information in 
speech.

Lewkowicz (2000) reports that infants gradually develop from a uni-sensory 
model (focusing on any one aspect of the stimulus either visual or auditory), 
progressing to a multi-sensory model between 4 and 8 months of age. At 
4 months old they attend only to the featural (e.g., changes in visual character-
istics like old/new face, gender, etc.) information whilst at 6 months they focus 
on asynchrony (e.g., mismatched auditory and visual information). But by 
8 months old they achieve the ability to focus on each of these features inde-
pendently and can process stimuli in a multi-model system.

Lewkowicz’s (2000) review confirms that infant preference for synchrony 
extends to non-facial stimuli. Following familiarisation to synchronised presen-
tations of auditory and visual stimuli, a sequence of asynchronous presenta-
tions was presented whereby the sound preceded or followed the visual 
stimulus. In adults, the threshold for asynchrony discrimination of sound pre-
ceding the visual stimulus was 65ms whereas it was significantly larger in infants 
(i.e., 350ms). When the sound followed the visual stimulus, adults detected 
asynchrony at a threshold of 112ms and infants at 450ms. A perceptual window 
of auditory-visual temporal synchrony and asynchrony was therefore postu-
lated which becomes refined as the infant develops towards adulthood 
(Lewkowicz, 1996). Parameters of an inter-sensory temporal synchrony window 
for autism are considered later in this chapter (e.g., Section 3.3.2.3).

2.4 Typically Developing Infants’ Active Participation in Social Timing
2.4.1 Intra-personal Timing in Typical Infants: Expressive Preverbal 

Babbling
L.A. Petitto studied hearing infants, in the second half of their first year, who 
were raised in the unusual circumstances of being exposed to signed, but not 
spoken, communication (Petitto et al., 2001, 2004). They produced “manual 
babbling” with rhythmic movements of the hands at a frequency (approxi-
mately 1  Hz) that contrasted with both their non-linguistic rhythmic hand 
activity and those of speech-reared infants (approximately 2.5 and 3  Hz, 
respectively). Petitto et al. (2004) concluded that these cross-modality findings 
indicate an innate sensitivity to specific rhythmic patterns at the core of 
human language and capacity to employ them (Petitto et al., 2000, 2001, 2004).

These findings complement those from Positron Emission Tomography 
(pet)/Magnetic Resonance Imaging (mri) brain scanning research, showing 
that the brains of both deaf signers and hearing controls have tissues (e.g., the 
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planum temporale) that are specifically sensitive to rhythmic patterns under-
pinning the structure of natural language (Petitto et al., 2000). Petitto et al. 
(2004) conclude that this rhythmic element is a fundamental abstract property 
of language that transcends the mode of communication (speech or sign- 
language). They further argue that this underpins the evolution, acquisition, 
and experience of language in humans (Petitto et al., 2004). Other aspects of 
intrapersonal timing in typical development, for example, prosody and 
rhythm/syllabicity in speech articulation, are covered through examination of 
control data that is outlined within Section  3.3.1 later in this chapter (Oller 
et al., 2010; Peppe et al., 2007, 2011).

2.4.2  Inter-personal Timing in Typical Development: Developments in 
Temporal Synchrony during Social Interaction

Feldman (2007b) informs the literature reviewed below and outlines three tem-
poral parameters of interactional synchrony, functionally defined by their 
respective measurements. These are outlined as: (i) concurrent synchrony, 
where coherence is determined by the degree of matching between behaviour/
states; (ii) sequential synchrony, where one partner’s behavior/state leads 
another’s, as determined by lead-lag analysis; and (iii) organised synchrony, 
whereby an ongoing patterned format is measured through time series analy-
sis to determine time-lag associations between each partner’s behavior streams 
once individual’s periodicities have been removed.

Both (i) and (ii) form components of (iii) and a developmental perspective is 
employed below to outline developments in communicative synchrony over the 
first year of typical development. In short: the coherence of matching in mother–
infant dyads (i, above) remains constant over this period (Feldman, 2005). 
Sequential synchrony (ii, above) shows an increasing decrease in the time-lag  
to synchrony from 3 to 9 months (Feldman, Greenbaum, and Yirmiya, 1999);  
and, the infant takes an increasingly responsive role in organized synchrony 
(iii, above) so that mutual synchrony is achieved by about 9 months (Stern, 1985).

Early observations indicated that newborns show ‘entrainment’ of limb 
movements to the syllabic rhythms of maternal speech in any language 
(Condon and Sander, 1974). Such observations have been supported through a 
musical type of temporal analysis of infant–parent interaction showing that 
newborn infants, through movement or vocalization, can synchronize exactly 
with particular salient moments in adult communication (Malloch, 1999). 
Even very low birthweight premature infants show such linked sequences 
between their movements and adult behavior (Eckerman et al., 1995).

Pioneering research by Stern (1977; Stern et al., 1977), using a solely dura-
tional approach, demonstrated that cross-modal timing structure operates 
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in maternal communicative actions. Recognisable similarities are repeated 
fairly regularly across rhythmical action/vocal patterns, within burst-pause 
formats that fluctuate slightly around an average established tempo (Jaffe  
et al., 2001).

Sequential patterns between parent and infant communication frequently 
result in rhythmically chained interactive behaviours with stochastic organiza-
tion (Gottman, 1981). Cycles of infant states are reflected in these stochastic 
processes (Cohn and Tronick, 1988). The latter are characterized by rhythmic-
ity within a system of probabilities, whereby events can reliably predict subse-
quent ones, although the whole series itself lacks predetermined regularity  
(Di Paolo, 2001; Gottman, 1981).

Feldman’s (2007b) review clarifies how the tendency of each communica-
tive partner, to cycle independently between states, accounts for greater vari-
ance than does the cross-correlational early interaction data. It concludes that 
internal rhythmicity plays an important role in determining social interactions 
from infancy to adulthood, supported by data from both adult–adult (Warner, 
1992) and adult–infant interactions (Feldman et al., 1997).

During early proto-conversations, turn taking in the infant–parent dyad is 
established at a slow beat of 1 per 900ms at 6 weeks old. The beat of shared 
infant–parent vocal play during animated games then accelerates to 1 beat per 
700–500ms within the next month or two (Trevarthen and Aitken, 2001). Stern 
(1977; Stern et al., 1977) originally showed how the timing structure of maternal 
behaviour transcends modality. Jaffe et al. (2001) highlight how the variation of 
repeating patterns of rhythmical actions and vocalisations around an average 
tempo enables infant–parent dyads to co-create expectancies. This is recog-
nised as a critical achievement in initial social relating, social cognition,  
and enculturation (Bruner, 1975; Haith, Hazan, and Goodman, 1988; Lewis, 
Goldberg, and Campbell, 1969).

Stern and Gibbon’s (1979) solely durational approach, demonstrated a scalar 
timing process, whereby, within the durations of maternal repetitive kinesic 
and vocal behavior, the ratio of the mean to the standard deviation remains 
constant. They predicted that infants must also therefore use scalar timing 
processes to decode such temporal information. Zlochower and Cohn (1996) 
subsequently found that scalar timing is shown in the vocal timing of typical 
mother-4 month old infant dyads.

The structure of parent–infant interaction begins to be temporally well 
defined by 2–3 months with respect to matching, sequential linking, and time-
series aspects. At this time, interactions comprise behaviour within “repetitive 
rhythmic cycles” of varied modalities such as indicators of arousal, posture, 
gaze, emotional expression, and hand movements including touch (Feldman, 
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2007b). From this age infants start to regulate parental emotions and parents 
reciprocate this (Trevarthen and Aitken, 2001).

Feldman (2007b) describes how the third month is characterised by the 
establishment of conventional synchrony, whereby separate “interactive 
behaviours” are expressed cross-modally in a pattern of continuous coordina-
tion. Shared gaze is the main modality of coordinated engagement at 3 months 
of age, characterizing this for a third to half of the time (Fogel, 1977; Harel et al., 
2005; Messer and Vietze, 1984; Pawlby, 1977; Tronick, Als, and Brazelton, 1980).

Shared gaze affords a structure for coordinating the behavioural expressions 
of other modalities. For example, mutual vocalizations begin at this time, often 
accompanying shared gaze (Beebe and Gerstman, 1980). This ‘coactive mode’ 
is typical of 4-month olds’ vocal and kinesic preverbal conversations (Jasnow 
and Feldstein, 1986). At this age, interactive turn taking is characterised by 
highly specific matching of such rhythm cycles (Beebe, Stern, and Jaffe, 1979) 
and computerised-acoustic analysis has shown infant vocalisations in time 
with maternal nursery rhyme chanting (Malloch, 1999; Malloch et al., 1997).

By 5 months, 1 second frame coded time-series analysis shows timed con-
figurations of face-to-face engagement integrating shared gaze, co-vocalising 
and affectionate touching (Feldman, 2003). Overall, shared gaze decreases by 
approximately a third from 3 to 9 months, as typically developing infants 
develop their abilities in sharing their attention to objects (Landry, 1995). 
However, touch synchrony increases over this period (Granat, 2005, cited by 
Feldman, 2007b). For 3- to 4-month olds, synchronous interactions usually fea-
tures infant-leading with mothers-following, at a time lag to synchrony of 
between 1.5 and 2 s (Feldman et al., 1996; Feldman, Greenbaum, and Yirmiya, 
1999). Feldman (2007b) highlights how such parameters are very sensitive to 
biological risk in infancy.

Nine months olds show increasing readiness to be swayed by parental 
behaviour, thereby precipitating bi-directional mutual synchrony, where both 
partners respond to one another’s rhythms (Feldman, 2005; Stern, 1985). 
However, the overall coherence of mother–infant synchrony remains stable 
over the first year (Feldman, 2005) as the infant time lag to mutual temporal 
synchrony parameters decreases from 3 to 9 months (Feldman et al., 1996; 
Feldman, Greenbaum, and Yirmiya, 1999). Nine months olds are also charac-
terised by a decrease of the co-active mode (outlined above) whereupon the 
use of switching pauses (silences between turns) develops, so marking the 
boundaries of “conversational” turns, and enabling more conventional vocal, 
and ultimately verbal turn-taking (Jasnow and Feldstein, 1986).

There is matching of the switching pause durations of conversational part-
ners within both mother–infant and adult dyads (Beebe et al., 1985, 1988; 
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Jasnow and Feldstein, 1986). The positive correlation that they show indicates 
that each partner similarly regulates the exchange: both pausing for a similar 
duration before taking their turn. Matching of preschoolers’ switching pauses 
occurs before matching of the pauses within their turns, whilst child-to-child 
switching pauses begin to match from 5 to 7 years. Temporal synchrony is 
achieved in spoken conversations by 6.5  years, whereby the average pause 
durations within and between conversational turns are statistically similar 
(Welkowitz, Cariffe, and Feldstein, 1976).

Tronick and Cohn (1989; Tronick, 1989) observed that whilst most mother–
infant interaction comprises mismatched states, most of these are repaired in 
the subsequent step(s). Therefore, preverbal interaction affords typically 
developing infants with sophisticated experience of an essentially negotiable 
process of co-regulation whereby mutual correction to attunement becomes a 
familiar part of ongoing relationships (Feldman, 2007b). This highlights quali-
ties that remain missing from the interactions of people with autism through-
out the lifespan, as outlined later in this chapter.

By the end of the first year, established nonverbal synchrony incorporates 
symbolic functioning, including gesture and spoken language (Bates, 
O’Connell, and Shore, 1987). Social use of language is acquired through such 
proto-conversations (Bates, Camaioni, and Volterra, 1975; Ninio and Snow, 
1988, 1996). How frequently 4 month olds vocalise is predictive of Bayley devel-
opmental scores at 1 year whilst 3 month olds’ responsivity of vocalising to 
their mothers (as opposed to strangers) predicts verbal cognitive scores at 3, 5, 
and 12 years (Roe, McClure, and Roe, 1982; Ruddy and Bornstein, 1982).

Tallal’s (2004) review of communicative timing in language disordered and 
typically developing children observes that language development is predicted by 
early individual differences in Rapid Auditory Processing. Temporal/synchrony 
aspects of preverbal interaction are explored as developmental correlates of other 
aspects of typical development in the subsequent section of this chapter.

2.5  Developmental and Physiological Correlates of Temporal/Synchrony 
Aspects of Preverbal Interaction in Typically Developing Infants

The developmental correlates of preverbal interaction/temporal synchrony 
link physiological and behavioural phenomena; all have relevance to autism, 
especially those pertaining to attachment, symbolic play, Theory of Mind 
(ToM), and empathy. They vary from physiological factors that predict param-
eters of temporal synchrony months later to specific developmental abilities 
predicted years later by such temporal parameters.

For example, the neonatal sleep-wake cycles and cardiac vagal tone of 0- to 
1-month-old infants, predict their mother–infant synchrony at 3 months 
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(Feldman, 2006). The level of temporal organisation of 3 months old infants’ 
social attention predicts mother–infant synchrony at 9 months and 2 years 
(Feldman et al., 1996). Attunement of maternal and infant heart rates has been 
found during interactive synchrony (Moshe and Feldman, 2006, cited by 
Feldman, 2007b).

Coordination of bi-directional vocal timing measures (e.g., rhythmic cou-
pling and bidirectional coordination) in the 1:1 interactions of 4 month olds 
with their mothers and with strangers predicts cognition at 1 year (Jaffe et al., 
2001). More specifically, mid-range levels of vocal synchrony at 4 months pre-
dict security of infant attachment at 1 year (Jaffe et al., 2001). Mother–infant 
synchrony at 9 months also predicts cognition and self-control/regulatory 
skills at 2 years (after separating out possible effects of maternal style and 
infant iq and temperament; Feldman, Greenbaum, and Yirmiya, 1999). This is 
built on earlier studies showing a linear relationship between face-to-face syn-
chrony in infancy and better cognition levels in childhood (Feldman et al., 
1996; Kirsh, Crnic, and Greenberg, 1995; Murray et al., 1996).

Infants’ affect regulation (a nonrandom, stochastic-cyclic organization of 
affective states, coded from 250ms time frame analysis at 3 months) predicted 
all three areas of symbolic competence assessed at 2 years, including symbolic 
play and use of internal state terms, the latter are considered to be a precursor 
of ToM (Feldman and Greenbaum, 1997). Infant social gaze switching during 
infant–adult interactions have also been found to predict the ToM abilities at 
nearly 4 years (Charman et al., 2000).

Findings that face-to-face synchrony measures in infancy also predict better 
social-emotional adaptation (Feldman and Eidelman, 2004; Harrist et al., 1994) 
may be related to developments in both ToM and empathy. Face-to-face  
synchrony in the infant’s first year has been found to predict empathy at  
13 years (Feldman, 2005; Feldman, 2007a) and ToM at 5 years (reported for pre-
mature infants by Feldman, 2007b). Both interactive temporal synchrony and 
temporal processing in autism are considered in the following sections.

3 Social and Non-social Timing Anomalies in Autism

3.1 Temporal Synchrony in Autistic Infancy and Childhood
The subsequent sections on autism employ ‘Autistic Disorder (ad)’ to refer to 
the more severe manifestations of the condition and ‘Autistic Spectrum 
Disorders (asds)’ to refer to a range of more heterogenous related conditions 
pertaining to less severely affected individuals. Affected people of average or 
above average intelligence, without early language impairment, are referred to 
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as having ‘Asperger’s Syndrome (as)’, ‘High-Functioning Autism (hfa)’ refers 
to those affected individuals who are also intellectually average, or able, but 
whose developmental history shows early language impairment. Where appro-
priate, there is a distinction made between high functioning ad and high func-
tioning asds.

There are only a limited number of studies of synchrony in autism during 
infancy; two are twin studies. An early fraternal twin study unexpectedly 
observed a 4-month-old (later diagnosed) autistic infant who showed a lack of 
interactive turn taking in contrast to his typically developing (td) sibling 
(Kubicek, 1980). This study employed continuous analysis of interactions to 
the accuracy of 1/24 s. The asd infant’s responses resembled those of td infants 
interacting with their mothers over a time-delayed video-link whereupon the 
infants showed distress and avoidance, such as looking away (Murray and 
Trevarthen 1985; Nadel et al., 1999).

Hedenbro and Tjus (2007) studied a child, later diagnosed with both ad and 
‘mental retardation’, from 3 to 48 months along with a cohort of td children. 
Whilst a temporal synchrony approach was not employed, the study focused 
on dyadic and triadic synchrony between the child and her parent(s). The most 
obvious differences between the ad child and the td cohort appeared when 
she was 9 months old. This is the age at which genuinely mutual temporal syn-
chrony is typically established, as outlined in earlier sections of this chapter.

Temporal synchrony measures particularly focus on the flow of interaction 
within a dyad. Trevarthen and Daniel (2005) specifically applied these criteria 
to a pair of monozygotic (mz) twins at 11 months. The study is unusual in that 
the video-recorded 1:1 adult:infant interactions were analysed to a resolution of 
0.04 s. The twin later diagnosed with ad showed no well-timed co-regulation 
whilst the td twin showed synchrony as well as cyclic reciprocation of expres-
sions. Unfortunately, subsequent asd studies (as reviewed in the paragraphs 
that follow) with larger infant numbers have not employed the fine resolution 
of Trevarthen and Daniel’s temporal synchrony research.

Rozga et al. (2011) employed 1 and 5 s windows to analyse mother–infant free 
play and the effects of maternal still face procedure; however, this did not dis-
tinguish 6 months old who were later diagnosed with asd from those who 
were later undiagnosed. Possibly higher temporal resolution of the infant–
caregiver interactions and analysis over a longer duration might show differ-
ences in early social interaction of the infants with autism. Rozga et al. 
acknowledge that such a microanalytic approach to infant timing may have 
proved more productive. They cite Yirmiya et al. (2006) who, at a 1 s resolution, 
showed decreased synchrony in the infant–led interactions of unaffected sib-
lings of children with autism.
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In contrast to research employing individually based counts of social behav-
iour, synchrony-based videotape analysis has been able to distinguish (on the 
basis of social orientation) the first 6 months of infancies later diagnosed as ad 
(with Learning Disabilities, ld) from controls with td or ld that remained 
undiagnosed (Saint-Georges et al., 2011).

A retrospective parental interview study found that interactive turn taking 
distinguished infants with autism (mostly ad, including some with develop-
mental delay) from matched control infants with only developmental delay 
(Wimpory et al., 2000). It may be that the responsiveness or repertoire of 
infants and young children with autism makes temporal synchrony harder for 
parents to achieve with them. The prosody element of this is considered below 
in Section 3.3.1.

The chronographic presentation of verbal high-functioning adolescents 
and young adults with autism has been analysed during conversations by 
quantifying the structure of their vocalizations and silences with an inter-
viewer in contrast to those with their parents (Feldstein et al., 1982). This 
revealed longer switching pauses for autistic participant–parent interaction as 
compared to parent–experimenter, and there were both longer pauses and 
switching pauses in the autistic participant–experimenter interaction. The 
findings demonstrated that autistic participants never achieved temporal syn-
chrony in their interaction.

In typical conversations, congruent pattern matching occurs between par-
ticipants so that the lengths of the pauses covary towards a match in mean 
pause duration between the conversational partners. td children, even as 
young as 6.5  years, exhibit this pause duration synchrony in their conversa-
tions (Welkowitz, Cariffe, and Feldstein, 1976) and preverbal use of switching 
pauses typically develops from at around 9 months, as indicated earlier in this 
chapter (Jasnow and Feldstein, 1986). In temporal synchrony, the duration of 
each partner’s switching pauses become increasingly statistically similar to the 
mean over time.

3.2 Therapeutic Approaches to Synchrony in Autism Integration
This section briefly considers attempts to facilitate synchrony in parental 
interactions with their children with autism. A randomised controlled trial of 
the Preschool Autism Communication Trial (pact) evaluated the efficacy of 
specifically enhanced communicative synchrony in parental aspects of com-
munication. This was found to correlate with significant improvement of child 
communication within the interactions of young autistic ad child–parent 
pairs (Green et al., 2010). Music Interaction Therapy (mit) is an intervention 
aimed specifically at ameliorating temporal synchrony problems for young 
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children with asd during their familiar caregiver’s spontaneous attempts to 
engage them in 1:1 interaction. mit employs an accompanying musician to 
offer live timing support in an exaggerated and prolonged experience that 
aims to recapitulate, and capture the developmental potency of, preverbal 
interaction (Wimpory, Chadwick, and Nash, 1995).

More detailed temporal analysis of mit is currently underway for at least six-
teen recent cases (Wimpory, Nash, Muth, and Nicholas, in progress). mit case 
studies of ad with ld have included findings showing that the child–parent dyad’s 
accompaniment by live musical timing is associated with positive change in rela-
tion to previously established developmental trajectories. This has contrasted 
with, for example, developments recorded in child–parent interactive play during 
a period whilst the mother received social support, rather than mit, from the 
Music Therapist (Wimpory, 1995; Wimpory and Nash, 1999a). Furthermore, com-
municative gains (in social acknowledgement, eye-contact, child-initiated inter-
active involvement) associated with seven months of mit, significantly exceeded 
developmental trajectories established through 4 months baseline. These gains 
were maintained at 2 years follow-up (where mit, for ad with ld, continued for 
just the initial 5 months; Wimpory, 1995; Wimpory, Chadwick, and Nash, 1995).

Other untrained related developments, such as teasing and symbolic play, 
were absent during the initial baseline but developed without training during 
the mit phase and were maintained at 2 year follow-up where generally con-
tinuous child social attentiveness was recorded (Wimpory, 1995; Wimpory, 
Chadwick, and Nash, 1995). Where parents naturally achieve greater interac-
tional synchrony with their ad child, with ld, this predicts child communica-
tion outcomes up to 16 years later (Siller and Sigman, 2002, 2008).

3.3 Temporal Aspects of Social–Communication Skills in Autism
3.3.1 Synchrony, Gesture, and Speech
Early research in autism highlighted how such preschool children show a delay 
in responses of a full second in some instances; this was noted as excessively 
asynchronous in comparison to the rapid responses of td children (Condon, 
1975; 1979). In more recent behavioural assessments of the perception of syn-
chrony, 4–6 year old children with Autism (and td and language-matched 
developmentally delayed controls) gave increased attention to temporally dis-
turbed non-linguistic audio-visual stimuli (asynchronous by 3 s; Bebko et al., 
2006). However, in contrast to both control groups, the children with autism 
were insensitive to disturbed temporal linguistic synchrony.

Deficiencies in gestural-speech synchrony have been found in the expres-
sive communication of young people with hfa, as, and asd. Although the 
frequency of their gestures was comparable with those of typically developing 
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adolescents during a standardised story-telling situation, the timing of their 
gestures (in relation to their speech) impacted negatively on the quality of 
their narrative. More severe autistic symptom scores correlated with worse 
quality ratings for story telling using a story telling element of the Autistic 
Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ados; De Marchena and Eigsti, 2010). 
Preschool children with ad and asd are disinterested in the motherese that 
usually facilitates preverbal interaction (Klin, 1992; Kuhl et al., 2005, respec-
tively). Indeed, children with autism hfa prefer synthesised voices that lack 
prosodic intonation (Burack et al., 2001). Prosody is the rhythm and intonation 
of speech that conveys nuances of emotion and meaning. Expressive and per-
ceptive prosody difficulties characterise even hfa in both adults and children 
(Hesling et al., 2010; Peppe et al., 2007, 2011, respectively). Where td, hfa, and 
as groups are matched on expressive language, sub-group differences in 
expressive prosody emerge independent of language levels (Peppe et al., 2011).

Expressive and perceptive prosody difficulties are linked in autism (with 
respect to affect, emphasis, and rhythm; Hesling et al., 2010). Hesling et al. 
(2010) employed functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI) to demon-
strate that the neural network involved in prosody perception shows abnormal 
activation in the left Supra Marginal Gyrus (smg) in hfa, correlating positively 
with intonation and emphasis. Such prosody tasks depend on both spectral 
and temporal information processing.

An acoustic analysis of children’s voice spectra showed that rhythm/ 
syllabicity was strongly correlated with, and predictive of, age in td children. 
This association did not hold for the children with autism (Oller et al., 2010). 
Their abnormal temporal processing of the auditory stimuli in speech is con-
sidered below, along with other aspects of temporal processing findings that 
have been derived from a communicative context.

3.3.2 Temporal Processing in Autism
3.3.2.1  Processing Speed Findings Derived from Social/Communication 

Stimuli
An early study of left hemisphere recording sites showed that the Event-
Related Potential (erp) P300 response is reduced for phonetic stimuli in older 
children with autism with and without ld (Dawson et al., 1988). Children and 
adults with ad and hfa are often more able than td controls to process simple 
auditory stimuli, like the (perfect) pitch of pure tones (Bonnel et al., 2003; 
Heaton et al., 2008; Lepistö et al., 2008) but less able to process auditory mate-
rial that is more spectrally and temporally complex (O’Connor, 2012). It may be 
that the erp findings of impaired semantic processing in as and hfa are bet-
ter interpreted through the enhanced visual processing effects outlined in the 
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integrated timing section below (Russo et al., 2012). However, resultant func-
tional timing difficulties could still adversely affect crucial timing aspects of 
early (and subsequent social) interaction outlined earlier in this chapter.

Visual erp research in asd shows delays in both perception and response 
systems with regard to facial stimuli. These are in addition to abnormalities in 
the temporal processing of auditory stimuli in speech. For example, there is 
delayed latency of the face-processing N170 component during passive obser-
vation of faces in hfa, as (McPartland et al., 2004), and ad with ld (Webb 
et al., 2006). There are also asd delays in the N300 component, which responds 
differentially to fearful faces. Dawson et al. (2004) found that these predict 
social orienting, joint attention skills, and time spent looking at a person 
expressing distress, in a sample of asd and ad young children, mostly with ld.

Oberman, Winkielman, and Ramachandran (2009) found other evidence of 
temporal processing timing anomalies in high functioning ad and asd in 
response to social stimuli, with no group differences either for intentional 
behavioural mimicry or for amplitude or selectivity of emotion-relevant elec-
tromyography (emg) activity. However, there was delayed spontaneous mim-
icry in asd across various stimulus presentation durations and expressions; 
this delay was longer (approximately 160ms) than the perceptual delays typi-
cally observed in erp studies (approximately 20ms).

3.3.2.2  Processing Speed: Findings Generally Derived from Non-social/
Communication Stimuli

This section represents more recent developments from earlier research not-
ing apparent temporal anomalies in rapid attention-switching in asd older 
children and adults, for example, between spatial locations (Courchesne et al., 
1994a,b, for ad/hfa; Haist et al., 2005, for ad/hfa and as; Townsend et al., 
2001, for ad/hfa; Townsend et al., 1999, for hfa). One physiological indication 
of a temporally anomalous alternative mode of processing is that peripheral 
visual stimuli produce a delayed frontal late positive erp component in chil-
dren with autism. This indicates a specific delay in spatial attention orientat-
ing, even when rapid attention-shifting demands are removed, and hfa 
subjects produce normal behavioural output (Townsend et al., 2001).

Magnetoencephalography (meg) also shows altered temporal measures of 
processing in autism, indicating a disruption in encoding simple sensory infor-
mation: an auditory evoked and characteristic neuromagnetic field response 
from the Superior Temporal Gyrus (stg) was delayed by 11ms in asd (Roberts 
et al., 2010). Roberts et al. quantified a positive predictive value (ppv) of 86% 
for this electrophysiological measure for autism (with or without language 
impairment).
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Allman (2011) highlights how social cognition is critically dependent on 
 adaptive sensitivity to the duration of events and their intervening periods. 
Contradictory asd findings concerning temporal processing of the shortest 
duration range may be due to methodological considerations, for example, tasks 
may or may not allow dependence on memory or counting strategies. 
Nevertheless they demonstrate at least a functional timing problem relevant to 
the speed of early and later social interaction. For example, difficulties have been 
found at the 0.4–0.8, 1–5.5, 1.7–4.1, and 0.5–2 s level (respectively, by Gowen and 
Miall, 2005, for older children and adults with as; Szelag et al., 2004, for ad/hfa 
children; Martin, Poirier, and Bowler, 2010, for high functioning adults with asd; 
and by Maister and Plaisted-Grant, 2011, for children with high functioning 
Autistic Spectrum Conditions). However, neither Mostofsky et al. (2000) found 
these at the millisecond level for hfa children nor did Martin, Poirier, and 
Bowler (2010) find them below 1.7 s for high functioning adults with asd.

Allman, DeLeon, and Wearden (2011) studied perception of duration in high 
functioning children with asd (mostly ad) using temporal bisection proce-
dures (with 1–4 and 2–8  s standards). They found proportionally more 
responses that were too long, and an extinction effect in their precision to esti-
mate durations longer than 5 s. Subsequently, Falter et al. (2012) tested visual, 
auditory, and cross-modal interval timing for 0.6 and 1 s standards in adoles-
cents and adults with high-functioning asd and td controls. They found that 
the asd group showed a clearer presentation of the scalar property (a charac-
teristic of interval timing) but less ability to discriminate correctly whether the 
test stimuli were longer or shorter than the standards. The asd group also 
showed a more conservative response bias.

Although Maister and Plaisted-Grant (2011, c.f. above) found no asd deficit 
regarding reproductions of 4–30 s durations, they did find impairment of lon-
ger duration reproductions (45 s). Their paradigm removed opportunities for 
reliance on chronometric counting. Memory testing indicated possible epi-
sodic memory effects for the 45 s anomaly in the asd group.

A publication by Gil et al. (2012) concluded that the substrates for time per-
ception are intact in asd. However, 75% of the 12 subjects in this study had as 
(the remainder of this high-functioning sample had hfa or Pervasive 
Developmental Disorder-not otherwise specified: pdd-nos). Gil et al.’s con-
clusions might therefore be more applicable to as. The overall picture is not 
clear-cut, but even taking into account the only two other studies that did not 
find evidence of short interval timing deficit in older children with hfa 
(Mostofsky et al., 2000) or with as or high functioning asd (Wallace and 
Happe, 2008), it appears that there is, overall, empirical evidence for timing 
anomaly in asd.
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3.3.2.3  Temporal Integration (Perceptual Simultaneity, Multisensory/
Temporal Binding, Local to Global/Integration over Time/Context)

Difficulties/delays in integrating visual and auditory stimuli are noted in asd 
and as (Iarocci and McDonald, 2006; Kwakye et al., 2011). There are both 
increased errors in multi- and uni-sensory (e.g., auditory) temporal order 
judgement (Kwakye et al., 2011) in asd whilst enhanced performance on per-
ceptual simultaneity tasks indicates lower thresholds for vision in hfa and as 
(Falter, Elliott, and Bailey, 2012). erp evidence indicates that the parameters of 
semantic multisensory integration in asd depend on both timing and modal-
ity order. In response to simultaneous presentations, congruent and incongru-
ent waveforms diverge almost twice as fast in subjects with asd (at around 
0.15 s) than in td individuals (Russo et al., 2012). Selective sensory temporal 
enhancement, of visual over auditory stimuli, correlates with sub-clinical asd 
traits (Donohue, Darling, and Mitroff, 2012).

Russo et al. (2012) argue that enhanced processing speed in the visual 
domain may account for the wider temporal window reported in autism in 
which two cotemporaneous events (e.g., visual and auditory) are perceived to 
occur simultaneously (Foss-Feig et al., 2010 for high-functioning asd and ad; 
Kwakye et al., 2011 for high functioning asd and as). Sound is processed faster 
that vision in the neurotypical brain and this differential may need to be main-
tained for neurotypical functioning (Der and Deary, 2006). The interdepen-
dency of the wider temporal binding window in asd (Foss-Feig et al., 2010; 
Powers, Hillock, and Wallace, 2009) and the other difficulties, with multi-/ 
uni-sensory temporal order and perceptual simultaneity, await clarification.

Disordered visual processing in asd adults has been linked to oscillatory brain 
activity involved in neural binding (Grice et al., 2001). Gamma oscillation, a corre-
late of neural binding, is also anomalous in children with asd (Brown et al., 2005). 
Furthermore, difficulties have been shown in asd adults integrating local visual 
information into a global whole specifically over time (Nakano et al., 2010). 
Episodic memory, characterised by contextual specificity, pertains to the integra-
tion of information over time and depends on intact timing mechanisms to appro-
priately encode temporal and non-temporal contextual information. Episodic 
memory anomalies are found in individuals with autism (Millward et al., 2000) 
including hfa and as (Boucher and Lewis, 1989; Bowler, Gardiner, and Grice, 2000; 
Salmond et al., 2005). Finally, problems with diachronic thinking, or thinking 
about time, are also characteristic of asd including as (Boucher et al., 2007).

3.4 Motoric Timing Anomalies in Autism
Whilst this chapter specifically focuses on temporal anomalies related to 
aspects of social communication in asd, temporally measured motoric 
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anomalies may also impact on these and/or inform understanding of relevant 
processes involved. For example, Gowen and Miall’s (2005) assessments of 
adults with as revealed motor coordination difficulties that are behavioural 
aspects of cerebellar function. The motor coordination temporal anomalies 
covered in this section range from, for example, posture to eye-blink. Their 
neurological implications and specific neurological findings for asd are the 
focus of the subsequent section.

Temporally measured postural anomalies have been reported for hfa by 
Schmitz et al. (2003) and Minshew et al. (2004). With respect to classical eye 
blink conditioning, Sears, Finn, and Steinmetz (1994) found subjects with 
autism (including hfa) to be quicker at learning and un-learning the classi-
cally conditioned eye blink response. Furthermore, and in contrast to td chil-
dren, age did not modulate the process in autism, as the younger autistic 
children were as able as the older autistic children in acquisition and 
extinction.

Inui and Asama (2003) tested the bimanual finger tapping ability of chil-
dren with ld and children with autism and ld. The autism group differed from 
both the td controls and from the ld group. Those with autism produced 
faster rhythms in each of the tests at each of the required tempos (inter-tap 
intervals 200, 400, and 800ms), while the ld group showed only increased tap-
ping speed in the 800ms test.

Altered motor behaviour in autism is not limited to the fine movements 
investigated in the above experiments. Vilensky, Damasio, and Maurer (1981) 
found anomalies in the gait of autistic individuals comparable with Parkinson’s 
disease (pd). Rinehart et al. (2006) used gait analysis to conclude that both 
hfa and as individuals are uncoordinated. Mutation of the circadian ubiqui-
tin ligase HERC2 is also causative of a phenotype of gait disturbance, nonsyn-
dromic intellectual disability, and autism (Puffenberger et al., 2012).

3.5 Timing-Related Brain Anatomy and Neurological Findings in Autism
The temporally measured motor coordination anomalies outlined above 
implicate the cerebellum, cerebellar-hippocampal circuit, and basal-ganglia/
frontostriatal region in autism (Rinehart et al., 2006; Sears et al., 1994; Vilensky 
et al., 1981) and cerebellar function and the basal-ganglia/frontostriatal region 
in as (Gowen and Miall, 2005; Rinehart et al., 2006). Drawing overall conclu-
sions from brain structure studies in autism is difficult due to inconsistency in: 
the degree of autism, participant’s age, intelligence, and comorbidities across 
the different studies. Nevertheless, the cerebellum has long-remained a focus 
of interest with findings of cerebellar anomalies in autism (Bauman and 
Kemper, 1986) including hfa and as (Scott et al., 2009). Cerebellar Purkinje 
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neurons function in learning appropriate timing (Koekkoek et al., 2003; Kotani, 
Kawahara, and Kirino, 2003). It is therefore of interest that a reduction in 
Purkinje cell number is reported for autism (Kemper and Bauman, 2002; Ritvo 
et al., 1986). This may underlie other observations of cerebella dysfunction in 
the disorder (Courchesne, Townsend, and Saitoh, 1994).

Involvement of the cerebellum is reinforced by consistent genetic findings 
of association of the EN2 gene with asd (Benayed et al., 2005; Gharani et al., 
2004). EN2 regulates cerebellum development (Sillitoe et al., 2008), as does the 
clock gene, rora (Boukhtouche et al., 2006) that shows altered methylation 
and expression patterns in individuals with autism (Nguyen et al., 2010).

Nuclear magnetic resonance imaging in autism (including high-functioning 
asd) highlights regions of the temporal lobe (Ecker et al., 2010; Salmond et al., 
2005). fMRI indicates altered intra-brain communication between neural net-
works (Williams and Minshew, 2007) that is supported by previous findings of 
a reduction in long-range axons in asd shown through Diffusion Tensor 
Imaging (dti; Barnea-Goraly et al., 2004). Atypical development of cerebellar 
systems and connection to the cortex are reported (Courchesne, 1997). These 
systems govern sensory and motor signal integration (Ivry et al., 2002). Altered 
connectivity that could impact temporal integration is also seen in anatomical 
differences in the corpus callosum, the brain’s interhemispheric portal, in child 
and adult subjects with ad, some of whom also have ld (Piven et al., 1997).

3.6  Physiological/Circadian-Related Aspects of Timing in Autism  
(Sleep Wake Cycle, Melatonin, Clock Genes, and Cardiac Vagal Tone)

Sleep disturbance is associated with autism (ad, hfa, and as, as well as low 
functioning autism: Elia et al., 2000; Limoges et al., 2005; Richdale and Prior, 
1995). Measures of melatonin that regulate sleep timing, and its precursor, sero-
tonin, are also disturbed in both adults and children (Cook and Leventhal, 1996; 
Nir et al., 1995; Richdale and Prior, 1992). A system of rhythmically expressed 
clock genes drives the circadian rhythm in melatonin production and time of 
day effects on timing performance are noted in humans (Aschoff, 1998).

Clock gene mutations modulate high frequency oscillators involved in fruit 
fly communication (Kyriacou and Hall, 1980) and pulsed hormone secretion in 
hamster (Loudon et al., 1994). Variation in clock genes in human populations 
are relevant to affect and cognitive processes (Lavebratt et al., 2010; Terracciano 
et al., 2010; Utge et al., 2010), and may be relevant to autism (Wimpory, Nicholas, 
and Nash, 2002); these points are outlined in more detail in Chapter 13 of this 
book. The association of clock gene variants, altered clock gene expression in 
twin studies and altered clock gene methylation patterns (case control) in 
autism support this hypothesis (Hu et al., 2009 for high functioning asd; Melke 
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et al., 2008 for asd with and without ld; Nguyen et al., 2010 for high function-
ing asd; Nicholas et al., 2007 for high functioning ad).

Sleep-wake cyclicity and cardiac vagal tone (circadian regulated) anomalies 
are associated with autism (Ming et al., 2005) and are important at a systemic 
level (Field and Diego, 2008). Measures of both sleep-wake cyclicity and car-
diac vagal tone predict mother–infant synchrony in typical development 
(Feldman et al., 1996; Moore and Calkins, 2004), as outlined above.

4 A Timing-Based Developmental Model of Autism

4.1 Summary: The Importance of Timing in Autism
To summarise the earlier sections of this chapter, empirically measured tem-
poral anomalies in autism (including hfa/as) range from sleep architecture, 
circadian, and circadian-related hormonal anomalies, to brain oscillations 
involved in neural binding; temporal processing/interval timing; attention-
switching motor coordination and communicative timing. Most importantly, 
for the model presented below, the temporal anomalies in autism also extend 
to the reciprocity/temporal synchrony skills required for adult and infant com-
munication that are present from the early months in td.

Appropriate temporal resolution plays a concurrent role in areas of social–
communication relevant to asd symptomatology, for example in interpersonal 
perception, communication of mood, empathy, understanding of intentions, 
and ToM abilities (Baldwin, 1993; Blakemore et al., 2003; Crown, 1982; Feldstein, 
1982; Natale, 1976; Tomasello, 1999; Welkowitz and Feldstein, 1970). However, 
this chapter seeks to build beyond an understanding of the concurrent effects 
of timing in considering potential developmental effects.

4.2 Timing Theories of Autism
Various autism theories have proposed timing difficulties as being central to 
autism with hypotheses encompassing communicative, neurological and/or 
circadian aspects of timing (Allman, 2011; Boucher, 2000, 2001; Brock et al., 
2002; Courchesne et al., 1994b; Grossberg and Seidman, 2006; Newson, 1984; 
Richdale and Prior, 1995; Segawa, 1985; Szelag et al., 2004; Welsh, Ahn, and 
Placantonakis, 2005; Wimpory, Nicholas, and Nash, 2002). For example, 
Boucher (2001) suggested a core deficit in timing due to systemic damage to an 
integrated system of neural and physiological oscillators.

Wimpory, Nicholas, and Nash (2002) proposed a causative, concurrent and 
developmental role for timing deficit in ad, suggesting that this deficit involved 
pathological variations in the structure/function of clock/clock-related genes. 
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However, it may be that any biological disruption of preverbal temporal syn-
chrony, for example, through deaf-blindness (Fraigberg, 1977) may give rise to 
the more heterogenous presentations of asd now more widely diagnosed.

This chapter conceives the timing deficit in autism per se as manifest 
through both temporally measured anomalies and apparently disparate symp-
tomatology. It builds on the argument that there may be some temporal and/
or clock gene dependency within what may otherwise appear to be disparate 
autism symptoms (Nicholas et al., 2007). Whilst the impact of temporal resolu-
tion on communication has been outlined above, cross-species research shows 
that functional variations in clock genes concomitantly influence circadian 
rhythms, emotional contextual memory (Garcia et al., 2000), and short period 
timing phenomena (Beaver and Giebultowicz, 2004; Kyriacou and Hall, 1980; 
Loudon et al., 1994) with possible relevance to: autistic communication; dia-
chronic thinking (Boucher et al., 2007); and, perceptual learning (Plaisted, 
O’Riordan, and Baron-Cohen, 1998).

Perceptual learning generally depends upon sleep-mediated consolidation 
(Fenn, Nusbaum, and Margoliash, 2003; Karni et al., 1994; Maquet, 2001; Walker 
and Stickgold, 2004). Thus the perceptual learning deficit in autism may be 
exacerbated by circadian and sleep disturbance in autism detailed earlier. 
Clock gene variants can contribute to altered sleep architecture and circadian 
anomalies as well as other pleiotropic effects (these are concomitant effects of 
a given gene on more than one apparently unrelated trait). For example, 
knockout of the clock gene Npas2 (in mice) reveals its impact upon sleep 
architecture, circadian rhythms, and emotional contextual memory (Garcia 
et  al., 2000). Sequence variation within the human NPAS2 clock gene is 
 associated with ad (Nicholas et al., 2007).

Hierarchical accounts of the timing anomalies in autism may, of course, 
include those that are not dependent on clock genes. For example, as Russo 
et  al. (2012) suggest, enhanced visual processing speed may account for the 
wider temporal binding window reported in autism (Foss-Feig et al., 2010; 
Kwakye et al., 2011). Allman (2011; Allman, DeLeon, and Wearden, 2011) builds 
on both Wimpory and Boucher’s theories, to provide a temporal account of 
autism symptomatology regarding: executive functioning, memory, interac-
tional synchrony, bonding, communication, weak central coherence, percep-
tion, restricted and repetitive behaviours, learning and memory problems, 
etc. (Boucher, 2001; Boucher et al., 2007; Wimpory, Nicholas, and Nash, 2002).

Allman’s account assumes that duration sensitivity relates to the subjective 
sense of time and considers that autistic impairments in ToM, empathy, and 
imagination, might relate to deficits in the capacity for “mental time travel” 
(Allman, 2011; Suddendorf and Corballis, 1997). In  accounting for these 
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impairments, this chapter now draws on an understanding of the processes 
involved in typical development and the implications of timing anomalies for 
such processes in autism.

4.3 How Typical Development Can Inform Our Understanding of Autism
4.3.1 Developmental Correlates Relevant to Autism
Whilst there are some skills, relevant to deficits in autism, that may obviously 
be honed through early preverbal interaction (prosody, turn taking, facial 
expression, gesture, etc.), the apparent developmental role of early temporal 
synchrony in typical development may also enhance our understanding of 
important symbolic functioning deficits in autism. There are autistic deficits in 
each of the following areas, and each of these are shown to correlate develop-
mentally with typical infant temporal synchrony: symbolic functioning/social 
pretence, social-emotional adaptation (Feldman and Eidelman, 2004; Harrist 
et al., 1994), empathy, ToM, and attachment (Jaffe et al., 2001).

4.3.2  Links from Preverbal Timing to Symbolic Functioning in  
Typical Development

Bergson (1911) originally argued that human experience and consciousness is 
essentially relational and inextricably linked with our evolved sense of time. 
The development of interpersonal synchrony, initially dependent on the 
infant’s experience of his/her own rhythmic functions, and then on their rela-
tion to those of another, appears to support the development of procedural 
interactive pre-symbolic knowledge (Jaffe et al., 2001; Stern, 1974, 1985, 1995). 
More active turn taking, evolving the concept of self and other, may provide 
the basis for developing declarative knowledge (Feldman, 2007a and b). The 
appearance of symbolic functioning (at approximately 1 year) may further 
depend on the creation and acquisition of shared meaning that emerges from 
timing dependent parent–child interaction (Feldman, 2007b; Newson and 
Newson, 1975; Wimpory et al., 2000).

Symbols emerge within an interactive context during positive moments 
between caregiver and child whereby the synchronicity of experience (affec-
tive, communicative) is often crucial. Early joint action formats can typically be 
characterized as “always the same yet always different” (such as ‘peek-a-boo’ in 
different contexts, moods, speeds, etc.). Symbols may develop on the basis of 
playful repetitive encounters within such experiences. During synchronous pre-
verbal interaction a supportive adult’s communication may assist an infant in 
abstracting the shared characteristics of represented phenomenon into a single 
concept while overlooking minor differences, so enabling its symbolic encoding 
(Rogoff, 1990; Vygotsky, 1978). td infants’ earliest mental representations likely 
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characterise their significant others, with whom they interact in a temporally 
specific manner.

Attachments are based around such experiences during a period when 
capacities for mental acts of substitution and referencing are only just becom-
ing available to TD infants. The referential looking (from a person to an object 
and back to that person) is just one of the activities that characterises progres-
sion from primary to secondary inter-subjectivity (whereby external objects 
are incorporated into the interaction). Parental referencing of objects, and tak-
ing of disparate attitudinal perspectives towards them, is identified by Hobson 
(1993, 1994) as essential for the typical development of symbolic functioning 
in infants.

Hobson (1993, 1994) outlines how the disparate attitudes conveyed through 
parental roles, during the incorporation of joint attention to objects in prever-
bal interaction, could be pivotal in the development of pretence in td. 
Wimpory (1995; Wimpory et al., 2000) has extended this to consider teasing in 
preverbal social interaction before the incorporation of physical objects into 
such engagement. Playful teasing by parent and infant is common in the pre-
verbal social interaction of td infants (Reddy, 1991, 2001, 2008). It is often facili-
tated through non-verbal play around issues of timing (for example, during the 
exaggerated speech and rotating hand movements of the action rhyme “s-l-o-
w-l-y, s—l—o—w—l-y, quickly!”). As in this example, teasing involves play-
fully sabotaging another’s expectations; these are often time dependent. 
Although this behaviour inevitably involves some mental representation of 
such parental expectations on the infant’s part, it precedes other more formal 
manifestations of symbolic functioning (Hoicka and Gattis, 2008; Reddy, 1991, 
2001, 2008; Trevarthen and Logotheti, 1987).

4.3.3 The Implications for Autism
Wimpory and colleagues have applied the above arguments to autism. In 
recognising timing as central to the development of social communication and 
symbolic functioning, they emphasize and report an early inability to partake 
in the proto-conversations that characterise td in social communication and 
symbolic functioning (Nicholas et al., 2007; Wimpory et al., 2000; Wimpory, 
Hobson, and Nash, 2007; Wimpory, Nicholas, and Nash, 2002). Furthermore, par-
ents of children with autism do not recall them engaging in teasing during infancy 
(Wimpory, 1995; Wimpory et al., 2000), and the teasing shown by older children 
with hfa and as is much more limited (less playful and provocative) than that of 
matched controls (Heerey et al., 2005). Referential looking predicts ToM, and 
both these phenomena remain elusive in autism, along with broader aspects of 
symbolic functioning. Although autistic savants, with higher mathematical 
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capacity, may be using symbols, their abilities do not extend to the full capacity 
to create symbols, particularly in an interactive context, as characterizes young 
td children.

mit offers opportunities to establish synchronous proto-conversational 
experience in autism (Wimpory et al., 1995, Wimpory and Nash, 1999b). mit is 
recommended early and there is precedent for this conceptualization in the 
narrow time window during which chicks are able to learn their species- 
specific song from their parents. If this opportunity is missed, the young birds 
are not subsequently able to acquire the capacity for meaningful song (Bolhuis, 
Okanoya, and Scharff, 2010). Furthermore, song learning in birds is regulated 
by the circadian clock (Cassone and Westneat, 2012). In the fruit fly, Drosophila, 
the courtship song is an innate and genetically programmed behaviour regu-
lated by the circadian clock gene, period (Kyriacou and Hall, 1980). Thus, there 
is cross-species evidence for co-regulation of the circadian clock and social, 
communicative capacity.

4.3.4 Conclusion
Earlier sections within this discussion draw on typical development to outline 
how timing anomalies in autism could account for: (i) temporally disabled 
relations, (ii) an impoverished sense of self and other, (iii) an impaired quality 
of attachments, and (iv) impaired symbolic functioning in terms of the cre-
ation of symbols and development of shared meaning. The focus on timing, as 
outlined above, has led to investigations identifying variations in clock genes 
associated with ad (NPAS2 and PER1, Nicholas et al., 2007) as well as to thera-
peutic facilitation of temporal synchrony through mit. mit provides a unique 
opportunity to test the perspectives presented here; it is now the subject of a 
larger scale service-based project (Methley and Wimpory, 2011; Wimpory, Nash, 
Muth and Nicholas, in progress).
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chapter 4

Time Processing in Schizophrenia

Deana B. Davalos* and Jamie Opper*

Time is inside as well as outside of ourselves. Time is a perception. It is 
part of the outside world, but it is also a sensation immediately experi-
enced in ourselves. We organize and crystalize the perception of time 
into the connotation of a continuous flowing time, which we measure by 
clocks, and we try to apply the same measures to the time experience in 
ourselves, to what we may call time sensation…. Time is an inherent part 
of the world of perception, outside and inside the body.

(Schilder, 1936)

1 Introduction

Schilder (1936) described his conception of time in his paper, Psychopathology 
of Time, which addressed time perception and the idea that various types of 
psychopathology involved a disturbance in time perception. Schilder wrote 
the paper while at Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital and detailed a variety of disor-
ders and the possible temporal distortion associated with each type of pathol-
ogy. About schizophrenia, he quotes a patient who says, “I can’t orient myself 
in the world – I am not clear anymore…I continue to live in eternity. There is 
no hour, no noon, no night…. Time does not move. I am wavering between past 
and future.” Schilder’s observations of timing dysfunction in his schizophrenic 
patients led him to ask, “…why does the schizophrenic give up his time experi-
ence? What does time mean for him?” The questions regarding time percep-
tion and the role timing plays in schizophrenia continue to perplex researchers 
today. Our understanding of time processing in schizophrenia has developed 
over the years from a once rather simplistic view of temporal dysfunction to an 
elaborate organization of temporal deficits that span from simple sensory 
measures of timing to higher order processes. And while it has been argued for 
decades that time processing is disrupted in schizophrenia, the breadth of the 
implications stemming from those temporal deficits have grown to include 
areas of clinical symptomatology, social and emotional processing, language, 
to higher order cognitive processes.
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Conceptually, our capacity to process time is viewed as an ability that plays 
a critical role in our perception of the world around us. Navon (1978) wrote that 
our perception of the world consists of a hierarchy of dimensions and that 
time is at the top of that hierarchy. The ability to process time has been associ-
ated with relatively basic tasks such as planning and sequencing and process-
ing basic sensory input to higher order processes that are involved in athletic 
ability, driving, language, walking, and musical ability (Eagleman et al., 2005; 
Eagleman, 2009; Ferrandez et al., 2003; Macar et al., 2006; Mangels et al., 1998; 
Tracy et al., 1998). Given the widespread collection of behaviors, actions, and 
cognitive processes that appear to be influenced by timing, investigators have 
begun to speculate whether deficits in information processing and higher level 
cognitive processing that have been associated with dysexecutive syndrome, 
and schizophrenia specifically, may be in part due to temporal dysfunction 
(Macar and Vidal, 2009; Volz et al., 2001). And while time processing may not 
have a place in the scientific literature as extensive as other cognitive pro-
cesses, such as attention, working memory, or inhibition, there are indicators 
that suggest that the magnitude of the importance of intact temporal process-
ing is beginning to be understood. First, Head and colleagues (2008) have 
recently included time processing as one of the few possible “cognitive primi-
tives” or what is described as basic neuropsychological processess that have 
broad influence on other cognitive functions, but cannot be separated into 
component processes themselves (Salthouse, 1985; Verhaeghen and Salthouse, 
1997; Zacks and Hasher, 1994). While Head et al. have introduced the idea that 
time perception has a place in the hierarchy of cognitive processes alongside 
what have been viewed as fundamental cognitive capacities, such as inhibition 
and processing speed, there have been relatively few studies that can be used 
to support the argument. Cognitive primitives cannot, by definition, be sepa-
rated into component processes and many of the current studies assessing 
time processing highlight the complexity of measuring temporal processing as 
most timing tasks generally involve some degree of attentional resources, deci-
sion making, and vigilance. Head’s proposal, nonetheless, highlights the fact 
that timing is now considered as being a foundational cognitive process that 
may be involved in widespread dysfunction. The idea that temporal processing 
may lead to some type of dysfunction highlights the second indicator that 
stresses the magnitude of the importance of intact time processing.

The scientific literature is rich with studies assessing clinical populations 
and how time processing may be at the root of clinical symptomatology and 
deficits associated with various disorders. While it is beyond the scope of this 
chapter to address all of the types of psychopathology associated with tempo-
ral processing, included in the list of clinical disorders and/or clinical features 
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are: aphasia, Alzheimer’s disease, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, dys-
lexia, apraxia of speech, traumatic brain injury, autism-spectrum disorders, 
and schizophrenia (Anderson and Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2011;  Barabasz, 1973; 
Bauermeister et al., 2005; Carroll, O’Donnell, Shekhar, and Hetrick, 2009; 
Condray, 2005; Efron, 1963; Kaminsky et al., 2002; Kraus, 2003; Merzenich 
et al., 1996; Rueda and Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2009; Wallace and Happe, 2008; 
Ziegler and von Cramon, 1986). These represent but a few of the many clinical 
disorders that are linked to time processing deficits. The breadth of disorders 
that link clinical symptomatology to temporal processing difficulties suggest a 
critical role between timing and clinical health, or more specifically clinical 
psychopathology. Regarding schizophrenia, the link between the disorder and 
timing dysfunction has been recognized for nearly a century. Minkowski (1931) 
argued that many clinical disorders could be linked to a disorder in space, time, 
or memory. Specifically, he described conditions such as dementia as being dis-
turbed in terms of memory while the space and time “I-Here-Now” factors are 
intact. Schizophrenia, on the other hand, appears to involve intact memory, 
with disturbed “I-Here-Now” factors (Minkowski, 1928). Israeli (1932) elo-
quently reviews physician and researchers’ perspectives on time processing in 
schizophrenia during the 1920’s and 1930’s and highlights the personal views of 
distorted time in patients with schizophrenia. Specifically, he discusses patient 
complaints presented by Fischer (1929, 1930a,b,c), which stress the “I-Here-
Now” disturbance. Fischer reports that his patients complain of: feeling that 
time has come to a standstill which is compensated for by a dreamlike exis-
tence, demonic playing with time, praying for the destruction of time, and feel-
ings of timelessness. Fischer goes on to speculate that there is no symptom of 
schizophrenia, which is not a product of a time-space disturbance.

The idea that most symptoms of schizophrenia, both cognitive and clinical, 
may be affected by a disturbance in timing has persisted over the years. 
Eagleman and Holcombe (2002) point to research, which argues that individu-
als with schizophrenia may believe that their own thoughts are caused by 
someone else or possess a delusion that unrelated events are attributable to 
their actions (Frith, Blakemore, and Wolpert, 2002). In Frith and colleagues’ 
research, they speculate that these disturbances may be due to a lack of aware-
ness of certain aspects of motor control. Eagleman and Holcombe have argued 
that rather than an emphasis placed on difficulties in the processing of motor 
control, these symptoms could instead be due to difficulties in temporal pro-
cessing. Stetson et al. (2006) have shown that when healthy control subjects 
had a relatively simple sensory-motor task slightly adjusted in terms of the 
interval duration between when a button was pushed and a stimulus was pre-
sented, it induced a sense of not being in control of their physical response. 
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Specifically, participants were first asked to simply press a button, which 
instantly resulted in a nearby light to flash. The paradigm was then slightly 
changed to add a tenth of a second delay between the button press and the 
flash of light appearing. Following this condition with the slight delay, the 
experimenters removed the delay and returned to the initial presentation. The 
removal of the delay appeared to induce in the participants, a perception that 
the flash was occurring before the responder had pressed the key. This study, 
among others, has led to questions about whether individuals with schizophre-
nia may experience was has been termed credit misattribution, or difficulty 
recognizing actions as one’s own. The thought is that a relatively brief temporal 
distortion may be associated with the delusion that someone other than the 
individual themselves is in charge of their behavior (Gandhi, Wassef, and 
Eagleman, 2007). These findings of slight temporal distortion leading to delu-
sions or feelings of confusion in healthy young adults has been compelling 
evidence in support of an argument for the important role temporal dysfunc-
tion may play in the clinical pathology of schizophrenia.

While research continues to explore the role of temporal deficits in schizo-
phrenia, our understanding of the neural underpinnings of temporal dysfunction 
remains elusive. Comprehending the neural mechanisms involved in timing is 
important for a number of reasons. Given the breadth of timing deficits observed 
in schizophrenia, one question that persists is whether there may be a specific 
type of neural dysfunction that affects a wide range of processes or whether there 
are multiple areas of dysfunction in the schizophrenic brain that each contribute 
a unique piece to the various types of timing dysfunction observed.

To understand the complexity of trying to unravel the neural underpinnings 
of temporal processing, one first has to appreciate the plethora of tasks that 
are subsumed under the heading of time processing. The types of task that are 
considered timing-related represent a diverse set of processes ranging from 
time perception of durations in milliseconds, time-based prospective memory, 
temporal reproduction, temporal order, to temporal estimation of hours. Many 
researchers have attempted to organize types of temporal tasks to better 
understand timing. This need to clarify temporal processes, specifically in the 
context of psychopathology, is clear in the literature as early as the 1960’s. 
Lehmann (1967) presents one of the important distinctions in our understand-
ing of time processing. He argues that there are two types of time, external 
time and internal time. External time is the “objective, universal, and absolute” 
time that is measured within a “conceptual framework.” Internal time, on the 
other hand, is “subjective, individual, and relative” and he describes it as “the 
perception of enduring.” It is this internal time that has been of most interest 
in the study of schizophrenia. Specifically, it is thought that disruptions in 
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one’s internal clock, even slight disruptions, appear to lead distortions in how 
individuals with schizophrenia conceive their environment and how they 
operate in their environment. And it is difficulties with the internal clock that 
appear to be at the root of a wide spectrum of clinical pathology in schizophre-
nia (e.g., hallucinations, delusions, psychomotor poverty, poverty of speech; 
Andreasen, 1999; Hyde, Ziegler, and Weinberger, 1993; McGlashan and Hoffman, 
2000). In addition, temporal processing deficits have been argued by many to 
also affect cognitive functioning in schizophrenia.

For decades, researchers have posited that individuals with schizophrenia 
appear to process time differently than those who are not affected with the 
mental illness on a variety of behavioral and cognitive measures (Rabin, 1957). 
These deficits are noted on tasks assessing various types of time processing, 
including temporal perception, temporal estimation, and time reproduction 
(Davalos, Kisley, and Ross, 2002, 2003a; Rammsayer, 1990; Tysk, 1990). And 
these deficits of time processing seem to be widespread, spanning both audi-
tory and visual temporal processing tasks (Schwartz, Mallott, and Winstead, 
1988; Tysk, 1990). As will be addressed repeatedly in this Chapter, one of the 
primary limitations to understanding the neural underpinnings of time pro-
cessing per se is the degree of nontemporal information that has historically 
been included in temporal processing tasks. Poynter and Homa (1983) point 
out that temporal perception tasks generally require the participant to be able 
to attend successfully to the nontemporal information that is often embedded 
in tasks. Given that most cognitive measures of timing employ attention and 
working memory, it is likely “temporal processing performance” in actuality 
reflects an amalgamation of multiple cognitive skills. The variations in atten-
tional demands or recruitment of other cognitive resources have likely 
 contributed to the variability in findings across behavioral studies and neuro-
physiology studies.

2 Electrophysiology

Mismatch negativity (mmn) has been utilized as a physiological measure of 
temporal processing. mmn is a brain response elicited to infrequent deviant 
stimuli in the context of recurring standard stimuli (Naatanen, 1992). One of 
the most important aspects of mmn is that it is generated in the absence of, or 
with minimal demands, on focused attention. Also, there is no motor response 
required nor is there a decision making element that is often involved in cogni-
tive tasks and even other event related potentials (Sussman, Winkler, and 
Wang, 2003). mmn has been utilized in studies with a variety of clinical 
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disorders, specifically those with suspected frontal deficits as it allows detec-
tion of deficits associated with frontal and temporal lobe dysfunction while 
minimizing confounding deficits associate with attention, vigilance, motiva-
tion, and decision making in these populations. mmn represents the neural 
process of detecting change in stimuli and generally exhibits maximal ampli-
tude at frontal and central sites of the scalp. The main generators are thought 
to be located in the auditory and frontal cortices (Naatanen, 1992; Pulvermuller 
and Shtyrov, 2003). The frontal contribution to this waveform is thought to 
reflect an involuntary switch of attention to specific changes in the sensory 
environment (Deouell, Bentin, and Giard, 1998). mmn studies focusing on 
individuals with schizophrenia have included deviations in pitch, intensity, 
frequency, or, more specific to the current discussion, deviations in the dura-
tion of tones and/or interstimulus intervals (Baldeweg et al., 2002; Naatanen et 
al., 1993; Todd, Michie, and Jablensky, 2003). mmn paradigms utilizing duration 
intervals are thought to be valid representations of time processing as mmn 
amplitude is proportional to the relative discriminability of interval devia-
tions, suggesting that the preattentive neural activity measured during mmn is 
that which is subsequently available for the conscious perception of time 
(Kisley et al., 2004). In schizophrenia, results consistently find that individuals 
with schizophrenia exhibit deficits in temporal processing measured via mmn 
(Baldeweg et al., 2002; Davalos, Kisley, and Ross, 2003b; Light and Braff, 2005). 
Light and Braff (2005a) have emphasized the practical applications of these 
deficits by linking these time-based mmn deficits to functional status (i.e., gaf 
Scale ratings and level of independence in community living situation). In 
their studies, an mmn utilizing a subtle temporal deviant (90% standard,  
50 msec, and 10% deviant, 100 msec, duration stimuli) was assessed in patients 
with schizophrenia. mmn deficits in this population were accounted for up to 
42% of the variance in functional status. As the authors note, the correlation 
between time-based mmn deficits and impaired functioning in their study was 
observed as being much higher than the correlation between traditional neu-
rocognitive measures and functional status and outcome (Green, 1996; Green 
et al., 2000; Palmer et al., 2002). In a separate study, the authors extend their 
findings by proposing that time-based mmn may also serve as a useful method 
to track progressive changes in neural substrate dysfunction and functional 
impairments over the course of schizophrenia (Light and Braff, 2005b). Light 
and Braff bolster this argument by highlighting past research indicating that 
while clinically unaffected relatives of individuals with schizophrenia and 
those with chronic schizophrenia exhibit mismatch negativity deficits, first-
episode patients exhibit intact mismatch negativity (Light and Braff, 2005b, 
Michie et al., 2002; Salisbury et al., 2002a; Umbricht et al., 2003). These findings 
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support the utility of using temporal mmn indices as a tool for tracking brain-
based changes associated with the progression of schizophrenia and possibly 
the role that mmn may play in serving as a biomarker for schizophrenia. While 
Light and Braff have highlighted the potential clinical utility of mmn, the 
authors point out that further research is needed to fully appreciate the poten-
tial strengths and limitations of time-based mmn in diagnoses and under-
standing of progression of schizophrenia. They argue that greater clarification 
is needed to understand the longitudinal course of time-based mmn deficits 
and the role that temporal processing measured via mmn may play in under-
standing neurodegeneration in schizophrenia.

It should be noted that if the reader questions whether it is the general elec-
trophysiological index, mmn, independent of type of deviant, that appears to 
be the basis for the relationship between neurocognitive functional, functional 
status, and tracking progression of the disease in schizophrenia, the literature 
suggests otherwise. Specifically, past studies suggest that there is something 
unique about temporal deviants that are not present with other types of devi-
ants. mmn response to duration deviants has been compared to frequency and 
intensity in the past to assess test-retest reliability and duration only was most 
replicable amplitude and latency among the deviances assessed. The authors 
argue then that duration-dependent mmn may be the best measure to utilize 
in the study of cognitive brain functioning (Tervaniemi et al., 1999). In general, 
these findings, along with others, illustrates the role that temporal processing 
measured via mmn plays in detecting vulnerability for schizophrenia, indi-
rectly assessing the state of nmda receptor functioning, and measuring the 
integrity of frontotemporal brain systems.

It should be noted, however, that recent electrophysiological research sug-
gests that the timing deficits observed in schizophrenia are not generalized 
across all timing paradigms nor are they apparent across all areas of the brain. 
Rather, poor temporal processing was only noted for the conditions in which 
the difference between the standard interstimulus interval and the deviant 
interstimulus interval was more subtle (e.g., 15% different rather than 50% dif-
ferent; Davalos, Kisley, and Freedman, 2005). What was notable during the study 
was that there was a dissociation between behavioral performance and neuro-
physiological indices of temporal processing in the schizophrenia group. While 
their neurophysiological response was comparable to controls on the “easy” 
deviant, their behavioral performances were impaired compared to controls 
on both the “easy” and “difficult” deviants. The finding suggesting differences 
between conditions (easy vs. difficult) and across method of assessment 
(event-related potentials versus behavioral) suggests that the role of attention, 
motivation, and other mediating cognitive factors cannot be minimized when 
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examining behavioral indices of time processing in populations that may be 
more affected by impairments in these cognitive areas. Salisbury et al. have 
argued in the past that the use of traditional behavioral measures of cognition 
paired with electrophysiological measures of brain activity allow for a unique 
multifaceted examination of behavior and the underlying processes (Salisbury 
et al., 2002b). And while erp measures allow us to begin to understand that 
there are neurophysiological differences in the brains of patients with schizo-
phrenia and healthy controls when it comes to temporal processing, it has not 
told us about the ‘where’ and ‘how’ of these processes.

3 Functional Imaging/Localization

The links between neurophysiology and behavioral indices of temporal pro-
cessing highlight that there are clearly shared neural networks between both 
types of measures of time processing as well as distinct processes involved. 
This has led to questions about the neural etiology of time processing. Is there 
truly an “internal clock” that may be associated with all temporal information 
(Mangels et al., 1998)? And is this impaired internal clock the common link 
that is shared across an array of clinical disorders, such as pd, amnesia, cere-
bellar, and basal ganglia insult, in addition to frontal syndromes (Artieda et al., 
1992; Casini and Ivry, 1999; Harrington and Haaland, 1998; Ivry and Keele, 1989; 
Nichelli et al., 1995; Rammsayer, 1993). Or is it more likely that there are specific 
types of temporal processing that rely on different neural networks?

For years it has been argued that the cerebellum is the key structure associ-
ated with short-duration processing while longer duration processing may be 
dependent on prefrontal cortical functioning (Clarke et al., 1996; Heatherington 
et al., 2000; Mangels, Ivry, and Shimizu, 1998). While the cerebellar argument 
appears to be relatively well established in terms of the role in automatic short-
duration processing, the processing of longer durations appears more com-
plex, with the relative roles of the basal ganglia and frontal cortex still contested 
(Hazeltine, Helmuth, and Ivry, 1997; Ivry, 1996). Specifying the neural under-
pinnings to processing longer durations is inherently more complicated 
because of the possible recruitment of other cognitive processes. Mangels 
et al. (1998) point out that longer durations (e.g., 3 or 4 s) utilized in interval 
comparison tasks may require working memory to keep those interval dura-
tions available for comparison. These types of temporal judgments may be 
particularly sensitive to frontal lobe functioning. Nichelli et al. (1995) supports 
this argument, noting that timing beyond 2 or 3 s may exceed more automatic 
“motor routines” and may require sustained attention and/or strategy use. 
Whether one argues for the necessity of sustained attention or working 
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memory, it is likely that, unlike short intervals, longer intervals recruit the pre-
frontal cortex. Given the well-established prefrontal dysfunction associated 
with schizophrenia, this potential confound has made measuring the “true” 
neural correlates of temporal process difficult (Goldman-Rakic and Selemon, 
1997; Goldman-Rakic, 1999; Mull and Seyal, 2001; Perry et al., 2001; Wall and 
Messier, 2001). Volz and colleagues began to explore the neuroanatomy of time 
processing by assessing patterns of brain activation during a functional mag-
netic resonance image (fMRI) study during which patients with schizophrenia 
were assessed on time estimation and pitch discrimination. Their findings, 
using psychophysical threshold levels, indicated that the groups differed sig-
nificantly only in time estimation. In addition, their comparison of pitch ver-
sus time discrimination indicated a specific dysfunction of the right putamen, 
right medial/superior prefrontal cortex, and right anterior thalamus to under-
lie that was associated with timing dysfunction in schizophrenia. The authors 
speculated that, based on their findings, timing deficits in schizophrenia might 
be due to impairment in both the basal timing mechanisms of the basal gan-
glia and/or thalamus paired with impaired attentional or working memory 
resources that are facilitated by the prefrontal cortices. An additional finding, 
that is important when studying individuals with schizophrenia, is that their 
findings were not simply a function of the patients performing worse than the 
controls, as difficulty was adjusted to an individual performance level. The 
authors, like many to follow, argue that timing in the brain is associated with a 
disturbed fronto-thalamo-striatal circuit.

Davalos, Rojas, and Tregellas (2011) followed up on Volz and colleagues work 
with some minor changes, including varied levels of difficulty assessed between 
patients and controls, a larger cohort of patients and healthy comparison sub-
jects, and the use of a 3T scanner in contrast to the 1.5T scanner used in the 
earlier study. The study not only sought to elaborate on the work of Volz and 
colleagues, but also to provide a follow up to the previous electrophysiological 
study (Davalos, Kisley, and Freedman, 2005), which indicated a dissociation 
between behavioral indices of time processing and neurophysiological 
responses to temporal deviants. Similar to the previous erp study, participants 
were assessed on an “easy” and a “difficult” condition. In the “easy” condition, 
participants heard two tones, the first 200 msec in duration, the second either 
shorter in duration (70ms, 100ms) or longer (300ms, 330ms) than the first tone. 
The paradigm utilized an interval, separated by 500ms. In the “difficult” condi-
tion, the duration of the second tone was more similar to the standard tone, 
either shorter (160ms, 170ms) or longer (230ms, 240ms; Figure 4.1).

Finally, in the base condition, both tones were 200ms. On both the “easy” and 
“difficult” conditions, the control group performed significantly better than the 
schizophrenia group. Regarding hemodynamic responses, group differences 
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(control vs. schizophrenia) were assessed for three contrasts. In the easy dis-
crimination condition, individuals with schizophrenia exhibited reduced acti-
vation in the supplementary motor area (sma), insular/opercular cortex, and 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlpfc; Table 4.1, Figure 4.2).

In the “difficult” condition, the individuals with schizophrenia showed a 
more robust reduction in response in the sma, insular/opercular cortex, and 
dlpfc. Also, reduced activation was observed in the striatum and thalamus 
(Figure 4.3). Regarding the difficult–easy contrast, findings indicate that the 
schizophrenia group exhibited reduced activation in the insular/opercular 

Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of experimental design. During the “easy” condition, the 
200ms standard tone was followed by a comparison tone of 70, 100 300 or 330ms (±50 
or 65%). During the “difficult” condition, the comparison tone was 160, 170, 230 or 
240ms (±15, 20%). During “baseline,” subjects pressed a button, but did not judge, 
following two 200ms tones. Reprinted from Schizophrenia Research, Vol. 127,  
D.B. Davalos, D.C. Rojas, and J.R. Tregellas, Temporal processing in schizophrenia: 
Effects of task-difficulty on behavioral discrimination and neuronal responses,  
pp. 123–130.
Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.
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Table 4.1 mni coordinates and statistics for brain regions with greater activation in con-
trols compared to individuals with schizophrenia. Reprinted from Schizophrenia 
Research, Vol. 127, D.B. Davalos, D.C. Rojas, and J.R. Tregellas, Temporal processing in 
schizophrenia: Effects of task-difficulty on behavioral discrimination and neuronal 
responses, pp. 123–130. Copyright 2011.

x y z t value P value

Easy
Operculum/Insula (L) –36 24 –3 1.79 0.042
Pre-SMA (R) 12 21 51 1.69 0.051
DLPFC (L) –48 9 36 1.88 0.035

Difficult
Operculum/Insula (R) 51 24 0 2.06 0.03

30 24 –6 2.25 0.016
Operculum/Insula (L) 36 27 –9 2.69 0.006
Pre-SMA (R) 12 24 51 2.8 0.004
Putamen (R) 18 12 6 1.85 0.37
Putamen (L) –24 –3 3 2.24 0.016
DLPFC (R) 45 12 18 1.95 0.03
DLPFC (L) –45 12 36 1.77 0.043

Difficult-Easy
Operculum/Insula (R) 48 27 3 2.07 0.023
Putamen (R) 21 18 3 2.46 >0.001
Putamen (L) -24 18 –6 1.67 0.052

cortex and striatum (Figure 4.4) and striatum rois. The findings described a net-
work of brain regions with reduced temporal processing-related responses in 
the participants diagnosed with schizophrenia. Included in this network were 
the sma, dlpfc, striatum, thalamus, and insula/operculum. Also observed 
were differing levels of activation, or to be precise, more pronounced differ-
ences between patients with schizophrenia and controls in striatum and 
insula/operculum function under conditions of high task difficulty.

What appears to be clear from neuroimaging data is that timing in the 
schizophrenic brain is complex. While there are similarities to healthy con-
trols, there are clearly regions that appear to “work harder” to process temporal 
information. There are also regions that seem to underperform when engaged 
to make temporal distinctions. For example, the (pre) sma appears to be under-
active in schizophrenia, independent of task difficulty. The sma is thought to 
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Figure 4.2 Temporal processing during “easy” temporal processing. Reduced activation in 
the schizophrenia group relative to controls was observed in the supplementary 
motor area (sma), insula/ opercular cortex, and the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex (dlpfc). Statistical parametric maps thresholded at p <0.01, overlaid onto 
the average T1-weighted anatomy of all subjects. Reprinted from Schizophrenia 
Research, Vol. 127, D.B. Davalos, D.C. Rojas, and J.R. Tregellas, Temporal processing in 
schizophrenia: Effects of task-difficulty on behavioral discrimination and neuronal 
responses, pp. 123–130.
Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.

Figure 4.3 Temporal processing during “difficult” temporal processing. Reduced activation in the 
schizophrenia group relative to controls was observed in the sma, insula/opercular cortex, 
and the dlpfc, as well as the striatum and thalamus. Statistical parametric maps thres-
holded at pb0.01, overlaid onto the average T1-weighted anatomy of all subjects. Reprinted 
from Schizophrenia Research, Vol. 127, D.B. Davalos, D.C. Rojas, and J.R. Tregellas, 
Temporal processing in schizophrenia: Effects of task-difficulty on behavioral discrimina-
tion and neuronal responses, pp. 123–130.
Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.

be a key structure during temporal processing (Ferrandez et al., 2003; Macar 
et al., 2002; Rao et al., 2001; Tregellas et al., 2006). Specifically, the sma has been 
associated with the ‘pulse accumulation’ process (Gibbon, Church, and Meck, 
1984; Macar et al., 2004) and timing comparisons (Coull et al., 2004). Another 
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region that appears to be underactive in schizophrenia is the insular/opercular 
cortices. The insular/opercular cortex has been identified in a number of tim-
ing studies and is thought to be involved in a variety of aspects of timing. These 
timing processes include attention to time components (Coull et al., 2000, 
2004), encoding time-based sequences (Schubotz et al., 2000), and perceiving 
interval duration information (Hinton et al., 2004; Maquet et al., 1996; Ferrandez 
et al., 2003; Lewis and Miall, 2003). The dlpfc is a region of the brain that is 
linked to various types of cognitive deficits in schizophrenia, including higher 
level cognitive functioning (Glahn et al., 2005; Wilmsmeier et al., 2010). Some 
have speculated that the dlpfc differences observed in schizophrenia versus 
control studies represents a difference that emerges primarily as a function of 

Figure 4.4 “Difficult” compared to “easy” temporal processing. Reduced activation in the 
 schizophrenia group relative to controls was observed in the insula/opercular cortex 
and the striatum. Statistical parametric maps thresholded at pb0.01, overlaid onto the 
 average T1-weighted anatomy of all subjects. Reprinted from Schizophrenia Research, 
Vol. 127, D.B. Davalos, D.C. Rojas, and J.R. Tregellas, Temporal processing in schizophrenia: 
Effects of task-difficulty on behavioral discrimination and neuronal responses, pp. 123–130.
Copyright 2011, with permission from Elsevier.
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task-difficulty (Manoach et al., 1999). Davalos, Rojas, and Tregellas (2011), how-
ever, found reduced activity in patients with schizophrenia regardless of task 
difficulty. The involvement of the dlpfc in time processing has been docu-
mented previously across a variety of timing tasks and for both healthy con-
trols and clinical populations. dlpfc is thought to be involved in duration 
perception (Rao et al., 2001; Lewis and Miall, 2003; Smith et al., 2003), interval 
time estimation (Macar et al., 2002; Basso et al., 2003), and motor timing (Rubia 
et al., 1998; Jancke et al., 2000). As noted previously, there continues to be a 
debate regarding the role of the dlpfc in time processing. The argument per-
sists that dlpfc may be secondarily involved in time processing, when it’s 
primary role is associated with task difficulty or keeping information online 
successfully for temporal discrimination and comparison (Abi-Dargham, 
2004). However, relatively recent data suggests that the dlpfc is also involved 
in time processing paradigms that minimize working memory components, 
suggesting that the reduced response in the region in schizophrenia reflects a 
timing-specific deficit (Davalos, Rojas, and Tregellas, 2011; Smith et al., 2003; 
Tregellas et al., 2006). The regions discussed so far all seem to be involved in 
general time processing, independent of task difficulty. All appear to be under-
activated, or at least show a reduced response to timing stimuli in patients 
with schizophrenia compared to healthy controls. In contrast, the thalamus 
has been shown to be significantly diminished in schizophrenia, but only for 
difficult temporal distinctions (Davalos, Rojas, and Tregellas, 2011). The thala-
mus is one of the key structures previously identified in timing literature, both 
in healthy controls, and more specifically in schizophrenia. It is one of the inte-
gral structures in the fronto-striatal network that is involved in complex tem-
poral processing tasks (e.g., perceptual timing; Menon et al., 2000; Rubia and 
Smith, 2004; Volz et el., 2001). Rao and colleagues’ (2001) work in which tha-
lamic responses were observed during timing, but not pitch perception, has 
added weight to the argument that, like the dlpfc, the thalamus plays a spe-
cific role in time processing.

Another region of the brain that has emerged as being critical in timing, and 
possibly associated with load-dependent temporal processing for individuals 
with schizophrenia is the striatum. The striatum, or more specifically the puta-
men, was identified as being “most impaired” in terms of the spatial extent of 
response differences between patients with schizophrenia and healthy con-
trols (Davalos, Rojas, and Tregellas, 2011). The striatum has been shown to play 
a central role in temporal processing in animal model studies and studies 
assessing healthy controls compared to populations with disorders affecting 
the striatum (e.g., pd; Coull et al., 2004; Ferrandez et al., 2003; Harrington et al., 
1998; Maricq et al., 1981; Meck, 1996; Schubotz et al., 2000). Regarding 
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schizophrenia, in particular, the striatum was also identified as being a critical 
structure involved in temporal processing dysfunction in Volz and colleagues’ 
(2001) work. As was described with the thalamus, timing-related responses in 
the striatum were reduced in the schizophrenia group only in the “difficult” 
condition. These findings suggests that there may be at least a couple of dis-
tinct neural networks involved in temporal processing in schizophrenia and 
that timing judgments that are relatively easy may result from a different sys-
tem that does not involve the striatum and thalamus. It is clear that there may 
be core areas of the brain that are involved in timing, independent of task dif-
ficulty, while there may be other areas of the brain that are recruited for tem-
poral processing on an as-needed basis.

In summary, it appears that the neuroanatomical basis for temporal pro-
cessing deficits in schizophrenia involves a widespread network of brain 
regions, including the sma, pfc, striatum, thalamus, and insula/operculum. 
As is consistent with behavioral and electrophysiological data, there appears 
to be dissociation in behavioral responses, erp responses and activation 
observed in neuroimaging that is dependent on task difficulty. Specifically, 
 difficult temporal processing paradigms appear to involve the recruitment of 
other cognitive processes (e.g., decision making) and supplemental brain 
regions (e.g., striatum and insula/operculum).

4 Summary

Eagleman (2008) questioned whether subjective time should be viewed as a 
unitary phenomenon, or whether there are separate neural mechanisms that 
typically work together, but can be dissociated under certain circumstances? 
Research to date suggests that there is a general temporal dysfunction in schizo-
phrenia that appears across a variety of measures, which all loosely assess tim-
ing. What is also clear from research is that understanding and rectifying the 
etiology of that dysfunction is complex. We know that individuals with schizo-
phrenia do not have only temporal processing difficulties. Schizophrenia is 
characterized by a variety of cognitive difficulties that may contribute to time 
processing deficits or simply confound our ability to truly understand timing in 
the schizophrenic brain. What appears fairly safe to conclude is that individu-
als with schizophrenia exhibit timing deficits, regardless of the method used to 
assess timing (e.g., behaviorally, neurophysiologically). These deficits appear to 
be hard-wired in some ways and appear to affect many aspects of the lives of 
individuals with schizophrenia. These deficits are likely exacerbated when 
they are combined with other demands that are deficient in this population 
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(e.g., working memory, decision making) and appear to be worsened, as tempo-
ral judgments are made more difficult. It seems clear that temporal dysfunction 
is embedded in the psychopathology of schizophrenia and that the construct 
of timing needs to move up on the hierarchy of schizophrenia dysfunction. 
Rather than generally taking a backseat to executive dysfunction, disinhibition, 
and poor working memory, as it has in the past, time processing dysfunction in 
schizophrenia needs to be appreciated as a core deficit that may be the key to 
improving cognition and clinical presentation in this population.
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chapter 5

Sense of Time Continuity: Possible Mechanisms  
of Disruption in Schizophrenia

Anne Giersch*, Laurence Lalanne*, Mitsouko van Assche*,  
Patrick E. Poncelet*, and Mark A. Elliott**† 

1 Introduction

Several psychiatrists have described clinical symptoms that suggest a disturbed 
sense of time continuity (i.e., a fragmentation of time) in patients with schizo-
phrenia (Fuchs, 2007; Vogeley and Kupke, 2007). All aspects of mental life 
involve the succession of events in time, and according to several authors 
(Andreasen, 1999; Minkowski, 1933), time disturbance might play a central role 
in the pathophysiology of disorders such as schizophrenia. Approaching the 
phenomenological experience of time in patients with schizophrenia is com-
plex, particularly given patients’ difficulty in reporting their inner mental life. 
Patients nonetheless report disturbances that can be taken as hints as to how 
they experience their disorder. For example, Chapman (1966) describes several 
patients’ reports as follows:

Things go too quick for my mind. […] It’s as if you were seeing one picture 
one minute and another picture the next.

You are dying from moment to moment and living from moment to 
moment and you’re different each time.

When I start walking I get a fast series of pictures in front of me. 
Everything seems to change and revolves around me. Something goes 
wrong with my eyes and I’ve got to stop and to stand still.

What are the mechanisms underlying the sense of time continuity in healthy 
adults and what type of impairment leads to the disturbances experienced by 
patients? On a more practical level, how can we address questions of the 
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experience of time continuity using an experimental approach and objectify 
clinical descriptions? These are questions that are fundamental to the work 
described in the following paragraphs. Mechanisms involved in the sense of 
time continuity may operate at various time scales (reviewed in Wittmann, 
2011). In our work, we have chosen to focus on very short time scales below 
100ms, with the aim of assessing the elementary mechanisms that subtend 
processing of successive stimulus events in patients. A focus on short time 
scales was motivated by several results from the literature: elementary timing 
mechanisms have been related directly with neuronal synchronization (reviews 
in Elliott, 2005; Elliott et al., 2006; van Wassenhove, 2009), which seems appro-
priate given that schizophrenia is very precisely characterized by abnormali-
ties in synchronization at frequencies in the eeg gamma band (i.e., at around 
40 Hz), and, thus, correspond to intervals of around 25ms (reviewed in Uhlhaas 
and Singer, 2010). In addition, impairments are also observed at a behavioural 
level that may be explained by elementary time disorders, such as in motor 
actions (Carroll et al., 2009; Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2003): for example, when 
participants lift an object or hit a target with an object, the peak grip force is 
usually synchronized with the time of impact or maximal load. In patients, 
however, grip force is delayed by around 30 to 100ms (Delevoye-Turrell et al., 
2003). This means a difficulty at precisely synchronizing grip force in time. 
Another example of abnormalities at short time scales can be found in visual 
perception tasks: it has been proposed that patients have difficulties to effi-
ciently allocate attention in time (i.e., to focus attention at precise moments in 
time), when two stimuli follow each other at delays of between 50 to 250ms 
Stimulus Onset Asynchrony (soa; Granholm et al., 2009; Lalanne et al., 2012a). 
Impairments in timing at the shortest time scales have all the more to be con-
sidered in schizophrenia that these time scales might be involved in the sense 
of time continuity.

In fact, different time scales must be involved in the sense of time continu-
ity: first, there is a lower margin in our ability to distinguish separate events in 
time. Even though two spatially separate stimuli are presented at different 
times for very brief intervals they may appear to be presented simultaneously. 
Exner (1875) suggested minimum time differences in temporal order discrimi-
nation for intervals of up to 17 and 44ms. Considering invariances, a common 
measure that extends across sensory modalities seems to be the minimum 
time required for temporal order discrimination following the successive pre-
sentation of more than two stimuli. For tactile and visual stimuli, and irrespec-
tive to the precise structure of the visual stimuli concerned, simultaneity 
thresholds have been determined with remarkably little variation: Brecher 
(1932) showed what he referred to as units of ‘subjective time’ corresponded to 
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average periods of 55.3ms for tactile stimulation and periods of 56.9ms for 
visual stimulation, with standard deviations of no greater than 1.4ms.

This observation relates to the concept of a window of time, or perceptual 
moments, within which all events are processed together and perceived as 
occurring simultaneously (Brecher, 1932; Elliott et al., 2006, 2007; Lalanne, 1876; 
van Wassenhove, 2009; von Baer, 1864; Wittmann, 2011). Although referred to in 
terms of perception, time windows of this order of magnitude would represent 
an elementary quantum without experienced duration. Only larger time win-
dows of up to 2 to 3 s would be associated with the experience of duration, and 
these would represent the second time scale involved in the sense of time con-
tinuity. At these larger time scales, information would not be temporally fused 
and as such perceived in terms of a perceptual unity but would be separate 
events grouped together within the same moment of experience. A popular 
example is the experience of present time arising when listening to a melody: 
when listening to the present tone, the previous tone is still in mind, while the 
coming tone is usually anticipated. Because past, present, and future tones are 
all momentarily present in mind, all of them are part of the subjective present. 
The past tone is nonetheless known as being past, and is thus both past (in 
objective time) and present (in subjective present time). Similar reasoning 
holds for the future tone, and this leads to the concept of specious present 
(James, 1896). Husserl (1893–1917) has proposed that the integration of past, 
present, and future represents a key mechanism in our sense of time continu-
ity. It is not known to which amount and how the shorter 30ms time windows 
are integrated within the experienced 3-s moments (Pöppel, 1997, 2009; Szelag 
et al., 2004). This requires an understanding of how windows overlap and inte-
grate with one another (Dainton, 2010; Elliott, 2005). It might be proposed that 
temporal windows and their overlap are brought about by neuronal synchroni-
zation (Varela, 1999). Because neuronal synchronization of action potentials 
requires time, even the processing of the simplest event, like the display of a 
square on a computer screen, is time-consuming, and is coded within a tempo-
ral window. Different events would then overlap in time even if their onset 
were shifted in time. The result would be a sense of continuity rather than the 
perception of discrete moments.

There are, thus, several candidate mechanisms bringing about a sense of 
time continuity, but a number of questions require clarification: are events 
judged to be simultaneous really processed as co-temporal? Is the overlap of 
events enough to bring about continuity of time, or is it required to integrate 
events with one another? At which time scale do these mechanisms occur? We 
first explored the length of the elementary time window in patients with 
schizophrenia. We found these elementary time windows to be altered in 
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1 Our groups of patients with schizophrenia (around 20 in each study) were mildly symptom-
atic outpatients, usually treated with antipsychotics, but without benzodiazepines. Their 
performance was compared with those of control participants individually matched on sex, 
age, and education level (Giersch et al., 2009; Lalanne et al., 2012a,b,c). Until now, no result 
allows us to firmly exclude an effect of antipsychotic medication, although the doses of anti-
psychotic medication do not correlate with performance. It is to be noted that clinical 
descriptions of time continuity disruptions predate the establishment of antipsychotic 
medication. Besides, the mechanisms of the sense of time continuity and its impairments 
need to be unraveled even in treated patients.

patients, but these disturbances led us to wonder about the processing of 
events within time windows. To answer this question, we devised a new 
method of analyzing participants’ responses. The results question the usual 
assumption that events are treated as co-temporal within temporal windows, 
and lead us to reconsider the mechanisms underlying the sense of time conti-
nuity. We summarize our findings in the following.1

2 Measuring the Windows of Visual Simultaneity

Visual stimuli separated in time by an soa of less than 20 to 30ms are judged as 
being simultaneous. Our aim was to compare the associated time window in 
patients with schizophrenia against that found in healthy participants. The 
paradigm used to determine this window is relatively simple: two visual stimuli 
(two bars or two squares, for instance) are shown on a computer screen. They 
appear either simultaneously or with a short asynchrony and participants 
decide whether the two stimuli are simultaneous or asynchronous. In our exper-
iments, participants gave their response by pressing on a left response key in 
case of simultaneity or a right response key in case of an asynchrony. To date, 
four studies have shown that patients need larger asynchronies than healthy 
participants to report two stimuli as appearing at different times (Foucher et al., 
2007; Giersch et al., 2009; Lalanne et al., 2012b; Schmidt et al., 2011). Several pos-
sible confounds have been eliminated, i.e. the role of eye movements, inter-
hemispheric transfer, modality specificity, bias, and access to consciousness. 
Hereafter, we review shortly how these possibilities have been discarded.

It has been shown that the impairment persists if patients are required to 
look at a central fixation point until the stimuli appear (Lalanne et al., 2012b) 
indicating that the impairment is not related to abnormal eye movements 
(Holzman, 2000; Phillips and Davis, 1994; Trillenberg et al., 2004). In addition, 
the deficit is similar if stimuli are displayed within the same hemifield or across 
hemifields (Lalanne et al., 2012b), thus eliminating a possible role for impaired 
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interhemispheric connections (Knöchel et al., 2012; Mohr et al., 2008; Schwartz 
et al., 1984; but see David, 1993). A difficulty at discriminating simultaneous 
from asynchronous events is observed also in auditory (Foucher et al., 2007) 
and cross-modal conditions (audio-visual; Martin et al., 2013). Finally, a possi-
ble decisional bias has been carefully discarded (Giersch et al., 2009; Schmidt 
et  al., 2011). A decisional bias is independent of perceptual ability and may 
occur during response selection: in this case it might be that patients process 
asynchronies as do the healthy participants but need larger asynchronies to 
select an ‘asynchronous’ response. Classical methods based upon signal detec-
tion theory (Green and Swets, 1974) showed no difference between patients and 
healthy participants regarding bias (Giersch et al., 2009; Schmidt et al., 2011).

We used an additional method, based upon priming, which bypasses the 
problem of an explicit judgment on the part of the patients. The possibility of 
impairment due to the explicit nature of the response is distinct from a deci-
sional bias. A deficit at making explicit judgment is related to the mechanisms 
allowing information to become conscious (Del Cul et al., 2006), whereas deci-
sional biases are related to variations in the use of information to give a 
response. Each time a patient is explicitly asked to make a judgment, and show 
abnormal performance, it can be asked whether the impairment is related to 
the difficulty the patients experience in formulating an explicit judgment. 
Patients have often been shown to be thus impaired although implicit infor-
mation processing remains unimpaired (Del Cul et al., 2006). In the present 
context, a seeming difficulty to detect an asynchrony between two items might 
be due to a non-specific difficulty at making a subjective judgment, rather than 
impairment in processing the timing of events. In our task, we used a proce-
dure developed by Elliott et al. (2007) and took an implicit measure of the 
effects of an asynchrony on a subsequent explicit judgment of simultaneity/
asynchrony. In this paradigm, two priming bars were displayed on a computer 
screen, either simultaneously or asynchronously while a series of 6 distracter 
bars were rapidly switched on and off around the priming bars, thus making 
the temporal relation between the priming bars impossible to accurately 
report. After the distracters switched off the priming bars remained on screen 
and after a short interval increased in luminance separately and with a variable 
soa (which included a simultaneous increase; Figure 5.1). Participants reported 
whether this luminance increase was simultaneous or asynchronous across 
the two bars.

Elliott et al. (2007) showed that in healthy volunteers, the masked asynchro-
nous bars biased participants towards reporting an asynchrony in the subse-
quent increase in bar luminance. We showed, in addition, that this bias 
increases with the asynchrony of the priming bars: the larger the prime’s 
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asynchrony, the larger the bias (Giersch et al., 2009). This was observed even 
though the prime’s asynchrony was individually adapted so that it was below 
threshold in all cases, indicating that the effect is due to the implicit priming of 
the asynchrony. We reasoned that if the difficulties of the patients are due to 
impaired explicit judgments per se, there should be a dissociation between 
implicit and explicit processing of the asynchrony: explicit judgments of asyn-
chrony would be impaired while their implicit influence would remain unaf-
fected. If this were the case, we expected priming to be identical between 
groups for equivalent sub-threshold asynchronies. This is not what was obser-
ved, however: similar priming effects were observed in the two groups, but for 
larger asynchronies in patients than in healthy participants. This suggests that 
the enlarged temporal window observed in patients reveals a true difficulty at 
discriminating events over time, and is not explicable in terms of a non- specific 
difficulty in formulating the required judgment.

Inasmuch as the subjective experience of the present is built upon elemen-
tary time windows, it can be expected that a lengthened interval of subjective 
simultaneity distort the sense of time continuity. Before drawing this conclu-
sion however, we questioned whether this lengthened interval entailed the 
temporo-perceptual fusion of all the events within the associated temporal 
window, i.e., whether it meant that events are treated as co-temporal even at 
an implicit level. It was indeed surprising to observe the amplitude of the 
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Figure 5.1 Illustration of the paradigm used to check for a non-specific effect of subjective 
 judgments. The curves represent the increase in luminance of the two target bars,  
A and B. The first increase in luminance is used as a prime and masked by the 
distracters (‘priming’ figure). The prime is asynchronous when the two bars  
increase their luminance asynchronously. The participant’s task is to decide  
whether the second increase in luminance is simultaneous or asynchronous.
With the permission of schizophrenia bulletin.
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deficit in some patients with schizophrenia, who were unable to detect an 
asynchrony of more than 100ms. Did this really mean that patients fuse 
events in time over periods longer than 100ms? The next step was, thus, to 
check the integrity of implicit information processing within the window of 
simultaneity.

3 Implicit Processing of Information within the Temporal Window

In order to evaluate the implicit processing of information within the temporal 
window, we devised an original method of analysis, by examining the Simon 
effect. The Simon effect refers to the fact that participants are faster and more 
accurate when a visual stimulus is presented within the same perceptual hemi-
field as their responding hand (Hommel, 2011a). The precise mechanisms of 
the Simon effect are a matter of discussion (i.e., Hommel, 2011a,b; van der 
Lubbe and Abrahamse, 2011), but the important point is that the effect is inde-
pendent of the explicit instructions given to the participant. In our paradigm, 
it allowed us to check whether or not the stimuli are fused in time. During our 
task, two stimuli are displayed on the screen, one to the left and one to the 
right and participants give their response – ‘simultaneity’ or ‘asynchrony’ by 
pressing the left or right response key, respectively. When the two stimuli are 
displayed simultaneously, a Simon effect cannot occur: the participants can-
not be biased to respond on any particular side since the displayed informa-
tion is equivalent to both sides. However, when the stimuli are asynchronous 
there is an asymmetry and under these conditions we observed a Simon effect 
(Lalanne et al., 2012b,c). Healthy participants were systematically biased to 
answer to the side of the second stimulus independent of its right or left loca-
tion (Lalanne et al., 2012c). Given that physical information is identical on both 
sides, it is only the temporal difference between the two stimuli that can lead 
to such a Simon effect. The important point is that this Simon effect was 
observed even at short asynchronies when participants reported the majority 
of stimulus presentations to be simultaneous (Lalanne et al., 2012b,c). This 
result suggests that the asynchrony is processed even though participants are 
unable to report it. Interestingly, a Simon effect was also observed in patients 
with schizophrenia. At large asynchronies patients were biased to the side of 
the second stimulus to the same extent as the healthy participants (Lalanne, 
2012b). However, at small asynchronies, patients were biased to the side of the 
first stimulus (Lalanne et al., 2012b,c). This effect has been observed in three 
different studies, with three different groups of 18 to 20 patients with schizo-
phrenia. It has been observed for asynchronies of 8 to 17ms, i.e., at delays that 
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lead to rates of ‘simultaneous’ responses identical to the rates observed for per-
fect synchrony (Lalanne, 2012c). As with healthy participants, this means that 
the asynchronies are processed in patients with schizophrenia even for delays 
of below 20ms and are not fused in time. Had the stimuli been fused in time, 
then the two stimuli would have been processed as if identical. In that case, the 
Simon effect could not have occurred, i.e., the subjects could not have been 
biased to either stimulus. The Simon effect shows that patient’s process very 
short asynchronies even though they need much larger asynchronies than 
healthy participants to explicitly report them. These data show a clear disso-
ciation between the implicit response – indicated by the Simon effect, and the 
subjective experience of temporal relations between stimuli – indicated by the 
explicit judgments of those relations. A similar dissociation has also been 
observed with multisensory stimuli (Martin et al., 2013). Our results however 
do not indicate a preserved implicit processing. On the contrary, the results in 
patients with schizophrenia differ qualitatively from those in healthy partici-
pants: at short asynchronies, the responses of healthy participants are biased 
to the side of the second stimulus whereas the responses of patients are biased 
to the side of the first stimulus. Hence, consistent with our previous studies 
(Giersch et al., 2009), it seems that both the implicit and explicit processing of 
asynchronies is affected in patients with schizophrenia.

The critical question at this stage is the meaning of the bias to the side of the 
first or second stimulus. The bias to the side of the second stimulus initially 
seems surprising, given the effect of prior entry. This effect has been demon-
strated using similar tasks, involving simultaneity/asynchrony or temporal 
order judgments on successive or simultaneous stimuli (review in Spence and 
Parise, 2010). It has been frequently shown that cueing the first stimulus in a 
sequence of two facilitates subsequent judgments of order or simultaneity/
asynchrony. A cue, for example, an indicator or a flash, encourages the deploy-
ment of attention to the cued location. This is believed to speed up processing 
of the first stimulus, thus facilitating the detection of an asynchrony or of a 
succession between first and second stimuli (Spence and Parise, 2010). This 
shows that focusing attention on the first stimulus in a sequence is important 
for the processing of sequential order. By contrast, we found that the response 
of healthy participants was biased towards the second stimulus. The major dif-
ferences between the two observations is, first, that our observations take 
place when subjects are not aware of any asynchrony, and second, that prior 
entry takes place before critical stimuli are presented. In contrast, the Simon 
effect is recorded at the time of the participant’s response, i.e., after the display 
of the stimuli. From these observations it is tempting to conclude that healthy 
participants move from the first to the second stimulus during the sequence, 
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as  if biased towards the last occurring event. Conversely, patients would be 
unable to do so and would remain stuck on the first stimulus.

A number of difficulties and questions still remain with this interpretation: 
first, it might be possible that deployment of visuo-spatial attentional mecha-
nisms rather than time disorders account for the difficulties of patients with 
schizophrenia. Our results suggest a form of move between the first and sec-
ond stimulus. Given that the two stimuli differ not only on their time onset but 
also on their spatial location, it might be asked whether patients have a diffi-
culty to move from the first to the second stimulus as the result of spatial or 
visual organization impairments. In fact, patients with schizophrenia are 
known to be impaired at grouping items when those items are spatially sepa-
rate (review in Silverstein and Keane, 2011), and this might have made it diffi-
cult for them to sequentially process from the first to the second stimulus. To 
check for this possibility, we used the fact that patients’ difficulties with per-
ceptual grouping are alleviated when clear grouping cues relate the stimuli 
(Giersch and Rhein, 2008; van Assche and Giersch, 2011).We slightly adapted 
our paradigm and added line-segments between the stimuli in order to facili-
tate grouping (Figure 5.2).

We also manipulated the spatial predictability of the second stimulus to 
further facilitate the move towards this stimulus in patients: in one experi-
ment there was only two possible locations for the stimuli and the second 
stimulus location was always predictable, whereas in a second experiment, 
4 locations were used, and the location of the second stimulus was uncertain 
(Figure 5.3).

Since perceptual grouping promotes the perception of synchrony in time 
(Nicol and Shore, 2007), it was expected that all Simon effects would be reduced 
by making right and left stimuli more similar in their temporal properties. As 
expected, healthy participants’ bias to the side of the second stimulus was 
reduced when stimuli were connected (Lalanne et al., 2012c). On the other 
hand, the Simon effect to the side of the second stimulus was increased when 
the location of the second stimulus was predictable. The results in healthy par-
ticipants, therefore, confirmed that our experimental manipulations had the 
expected effect. However, in patients there was a very clear bias to the side of 
the first stimulus when the first and second stimulus were related with a line-
segment, and when the second stimulus location was predictable in 100% of 
the cases (Figure 5.4).

This suggests that in patients the abnormal bias to the side of the first stimu-
lus persists when grouping and spatial difficulties are alleviated by experimen-
tal manipulations. Overall, these results suggested difficulties related to time 
rather than to spatial and visual organization impairment.
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A difficulty remained, however, in the interpretation of the Simon effect, 
because we do not know whether participants are coding a succession between 
the first and the second stimulus when the asynchronies are very short. This 
point is critical when considering the sense of time continuity. As emphasized 
above, it has been proposed that the sense of time continuity arises from the 
integration of past, present, and future moments within the subjective present. 
If such succession is coded within the most elementary time windows, integra-
tion would take place on a shorter time scale than previously believed. It would 
then have to be explained how events are coded one relative to another on 
time scales shorter than 20ms. Automatically ordering events in time might 

Connected squares

Unconnected squares

« Simultaneous »
response

« Asynchronous »
response

Figure 5.2 Illustration of the procedure designed to compare simultaneity/asynchrony 
discrimination for connected and unconnected squares and squares displayed in the 
same hemifield vs. in different hemifields. Two squares are filled in, in gray, either 
simultaneously or asynchronously. These two squares are either connected or not. 
Participants are instructed to hit the right key when they think the squares are filled 
in asynchronously and the left key when they think the filling occurs simultaneously. 
In the examples, filled squares are connected and located within the same hemifield 
in the right top figure and unconnected and in different hemifields in the right lower 
figures. The intra- vs. across-hemifield manipulation has been conducted without 
connecters in a first experiment (Lalanne et al., 2012b) and with connecters in a 
second, distinct experiment (Lalanne et al., 2012c). The examples correspond to the 
second experiment. In this experiment, the location of the connecters (vertical vs. 
horizontal) and the location of the targets (within the same vs. different hemifields) 
yielded four main possibilities (targets connected within the same or different 
hemifields and targets unconnected within the same or different hemifields), which 
were equally represented and displayed in random order.
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indeed be costly. In our experiments, stimuli were sometimes displayed in two 
different hemifields and, thus, processed in different cerebral hemispheres 
(cf. Figure 5.2). Comparing their onsets is bound to involve long-distance con-
nectivity (at least to transfer information regarding the stimulus onset) and 
some specialized comparison mechanisms. If this is to be generalized in the 
natural environment, it would mean permanent comparisons between unre-
lated stimuli. The usefulness of such computation might be questioned. Beside, 
the computation cost would increase exponentially in a crowded environment. 
It might, thus, be proposed that even if events delayed by short asynchronies 
are not processed as being co-temporal, their succession is not coded auto-
matically. This possibility is supported by our most recent results in healthy 
participants (Poncelet et al., in preparation). We used a priming paradigm dur-
ing which two square frames (two empty squares) are displayed, one to the 
right and one to the left of fixation (Figure 5.5). These two priming frames are 
displayed either simultaneously or asynchronously, but the asynchrony is only 

Figure 5.3 Illustration of the successive events in the simultaneity/asynchrony discrimination 
task in case of an asynchrony ( from left to right). When 4 locations are used (upper 
row) and the first square is filled in (middle figure in the upper row), there are two 
possible locations for the second one ( figure on the right), and there is, thus, an 
uncertainty regarding the location of the second stimulus. The spatial location of the 
second stimulus is always predictable when only two locations are used (lower row). 
These two experiments have been conducted in two different groups of participants 
(Lalanne et al., 2012c).
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17ms and is not consciously detected by the participants. After a subsequent 
delay of between 20 to 100ms, one of the priming frames is filled in and repre-
sents the target. Participants have to decide about the right or left location of 
the filling in and give their response by pressing a right or left response key on 
the side of the target. At delays of less than 50ms between priming frame pre-
sentations and target filling in participants are faster when filling in is in the 
location of the first frame, consistent with the prior entry effect. At frame- 
target delays of 100ms, the participants are faster when the filling in is in the 
location of the second rather than the first frame, consistent with the Simon 
effect observed in our previous studies. The rt difference is of about 20ms. 
This result has been found to be significant in three different groups of 12 
healthy participants. rts in the neutral condition are intermediate between 
the two asynchronous conditions. These results are consistent with the idea of 
some kind of move between the stimuli delayed by short asynchronies.

We then adapted our paradigm to answer the critical question whether par-
ticipants also coded the succession between frames. Accordingly, instead of 
filling in only one frame, two frames were filled in with an onset asynchrony of 
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100ms, providing a perfectly detectable target order. The order of target filling 
in was in the same or in the opposite direction compared to priming frame 
order. This permits a check on whether participants automatically coded the 
order of the priming frames at an asynchrony of 17ms. It was expected that if 
participants coded the priming-frames succession, then this should facilitate 
perception of the order of target filling in when it matched the order of the 
frames. However, this is not what was observed: no succession priming was 
found while instead a facilitation was observed when prime and filling in order 
were in opposite directions.2

The results of the second priming study can be understood easily by taking 
into account the prior entry effect (Figure  5.6). The previous studies have 
shown that participants put more emphasis on the location of the second 
priming frame. This emphasis facilitated the processing of the subsequently 

Figure 5.5 Illustration of the experimental conditions used in our location priming paradigm. 
Priming frames were either simultaneous or asynchronous with a soa of 17ms 
between frames. One of the frames was then filled in and participants had to press 
a response key to the side of the target. The results correspond to a soa of 100ms 
between prime frames and the target.

2 The results of the priming studies allow us to eliminate several alternative accounts for the 
bias to the side of the second stimulus. The first study shows a bias even though the task does 
not require any judgment of asynchrony or order. This indicates that the bias to the side of 
the second stimulus does not depend on a particular task-set activation. Additionally, the 
second study shows that apparent motion does not play a role. A processing of apparent 
motion between the prime frames should have led to the coding of a succession between the 
frames and should have enabled a priming of the stimulus order. This was not the case (see 
also Lalanne et al., 2012c, for a discussion on this point).
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filled in frame in the same location. Like for the prior entry effect, this led to a 
facilitated response when the first filled in target was in the location of the 
second priming frame (i.e., when the frame and filling in order was in opposite 
directions). The rt difference is again of about 20ms and has also been repro-
duced in several groups of 12 healthy participants.

These results, thus, confirm an automatic bias towards the last event in con-
trol subjects. They allow us to eliminate alternative explanations of the impact 
of the short asynchronies, in terms of a coding of motion, direction or task 
instructions. This has also implications regarding the results observed in 
patients, inasmuch it suggests the impairments observed in patients are, like 
for controls, independent from a difficulty in coding motion or in following 
instructions. The results suggest that the impairment in patients is rather 
related to a difficulty to follow events over time. Once we have reached this 
conclusion, however, we can ask about the significance of this impairment. For 
example, it might be asked how patients are able to follow a stream of incom-
ing information over time in every day life. The impact on duration perception 
should also be investigated. Inasmuch duration perception relies on the accu-
mulation of information as time moves forward; an inability to follow informa-
tion over time can be expected to disturb perception duration. However, 
duration perception concerns time scales that are much longer than those 
studied here, and theoretical models relating these different time scales are 
missing (van Wassenhove, 2009; Grondin, 2010). More generally, the conse-
quences of an elementary impairment at moving attention over time, is 

Figure 5.6 Illustration of the experimental conditions used in our succession priming 
 paradigm. Priming frames were either simultaneous or asynchronous with a soa 
of 17ms between frames. The two frames were then filled in with an asynchrony of 
100ms, with these filled in squares representing the targets. Participants had to  
press a response key to the side of the 2nd target. The results correspond to a soa  
of 100ms between prime frames and the targets.
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necessarily speculative at this stage. Yet some possibilities seem likely in light 
of the known impairments described in patients with schizophrenia, and one 
of them is briefly evoked in the next section.

4 Possible Impact of Elementary Timing Impairments on  
Visual Perception

In every day life, the outer world is usually dynamic rather than static and 
events succeed each other rapidly. Wind can make tree leaves move, alter-
nately uncovering or occluding visual information. We usually experience no 
difficulty in distinguishing the tree from the objects located behind it. Yet mov-
ing objects like the moving leaves create much ambiguity in the organization 
of information, and some processing is required in order to attribute elements 
of information to the right objects. In dynamic environments, this requires dis-
crimination in both space and time: an item has to be precisely focused in time 
in order to avoid confusion with distracter information, especially if it is dis-
played in the same location but at a different time. As a matter of fact, the use 
of masking experiments has shown that patients with schizophrenia have dif-
ficulties at distinguishing target information when it is closely preceded or fol-
lowed by a distracter (Butler et al., 2003; Green and Walker, 1986; Saccuzzo and 
Braff, 1981). Explanations for this impairment are diverse (Breitmeyer, 1984; 
Butler et al., 2003; Green et al., 1994; Green et al., 2011; Schuck and Lee, 1989), 
but the impairment certainly confirms that patients have a difficulty with 
stimuli shown in close succession. Besides, based on masking experiments, it 
has been proposed that patients with schizophrenia have a difficulty in the 
temporal precision of target-directed attention (Granholm et al., 2009; Lalanne 
et al., 2012a). All in all, temporal difficulties mean heightened difficulties at 
resolving ambiguities arising in case of dynamic visual information.

5 Relating the Simon Effect with the Sense of Time Continuity

In summary, it seems that items are distinguished in time at shorter asynchro-
nies than previously believed. However, this is not associated with succession 
processing, which instead appears to be processed only at larger intervals 
between events, perhaps associated with the explicit processing of succession. 
Dissociation between the processing of asynchronies and the sense of succes-
sion is frequently reported (reviewed in Wittmann, 2011). What is more surpris-
ing is the bias to the side of the second stimulus without any coding of 
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succession, although this might be explained relatively easily. Even if the lack 
of succession coding makes it impossible to tag stimuli as ‘first’ and ‘second’, 
the second one might nevertheless be identified as the latest occurring event. 
In fact, the bias to the side of the second stimulus in a succession of two sug-
gests the existence of a mechanism putting a priority on the last occurring 
information. This might be analogous to what happens when attention is 
driven reflexively by an external event. It is known that attention deploys to 
novel information, meaning that associated brain mechanisms are designed to 
continually check for novel information, not only in space but also in time. 
Feedback loops described in visual perception, predictive coding or forward 
models might provide neural bases for these mechanisms (Elliott and Müller, 
2000; Friston, 2008; Miall et al., 1993; Wolpert et al., 1998). Although the results 
suggest some kind of prioritization and possibly an involvement of attention, 
the processes making this prioritization possible are not available to con-
sciousness. Participants do not perceive very short asynchronies, and they put 
nonetheless more weight on the second and last stimulus. Even if this means 
the involvement of attention, it cannot be induced by some cognitive expecta-
tion. In our priming paradigm, participants have to detect a target and the task 
does not incite them to expect successive stimuli. This means that some sub-
conscious signal is powerful enough to induce a priming effect and suggests 
that at least part of the mechanisms making it possible for the last stimulus to 
be prioritized are automatic in nature.

What is the relationship between the ability to distinguish stimuli at very 
short asynchronies and the sense of time continuity? In so far as the succes-
sion of stimuli is coded only at longer delays, the integration of past, present, 
and future moments proposed as a mechanism of time continuity should 
emerge only at large delays. However, what we observe at the shortest delays is 
an automatic priority for the latest events, possibly sub-tended by mechanisms 
allowing us to permanently look forward. It might be asked whether this bias 
to anticipate future events also participates in the sense of continuity, thereby 
providing an elementary basis for the expectation of what is coming next. 
Husserl described the concept of a protention, which allows us to anticipate 
the future during the present time. Although what Husserl describes might be 
more easily related to conscious phenomena taking place at larger time scales, 
the bias towards the latest stimulus might nonetheless be considered as an 
elementary mechanism subserving protention.

Related to that, it can be asked whether patients’ disrupted sense of time 
continuity is related to their difficulty at assigning priority to the latest occur-
ring events. It certainly reminds of the observation of Minkowski (1933), who 
described a loss of life force in patients with schizophrenia.
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More concretely, it might be asked how patients perceive a rapid succession. If 
they cannot move easily from the first to the second event, do they miss infor-
mation in everyday life? How is this related with the way they perceive duration 
(Allman and Meck, 2012; Davalos et al., 2005; Elvevåg et al., 2004; Volz et al., 2001) or 
time actions (Carroll et al., 2009; Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2012; Turgeon et al., 2012)?

6 Conclusion

Although many questions remain, our results show that information is not 
fused in time at very short asynchronies, either in healthy participants or in 
patients. Our results also indicate that healthy participants move in time very 
rapidly between succeeding events and that this capability is impaired in 
patients. These observations may mean new additional mechanisms underly-
ing the sense of time continuity. It remains to be investigated whether and how 
these mechanisms are really involved in the sense of time continuity, and how 
the impairments of these mechanisms impact cognitive functions and clinical 
symptoms in schizophrenia.
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chapter 6

Predictive Timing for Rhythmic Motor  
Actions in Schizophrenia

Yvonne Delevoye-Turrell*, Hélène Wilquin†, and Mariama Dione* 

1 Introduction

Time is a common word, used frequently in our everyday language. It appears in 
many expressions: “I killed time playing cards,” “Lets take time to talk,” “I did two 
things at the same time.” However, even if used by all, the word Time refers back 
to a complex phenomenon that is difficult – even impossible – to define. To this 
a priori simple question: “What is time?” the theologist Saint Augustin answered: 
“If no one asks, I well know; but if someone poses me the question, and I try to 
reveal my thoughts, I realise that I in fact do not know” (Les Confessions de 
Saint Augustin, Livre xxi, chapitre xiv, traduit de Moreau, 1864, édition 1942). 
Time has the ineffable character that reveals its existence only through a con-
struct of the mind (Kant, 1845). Hence, Kants’ understanding of Time infers two 
distinct phenomena: a physical absolute time and the psychological subjective 
time, the later being the only one sensitive to a distorted mind.

The physical time, encapsulated in the real number “t,” would correspond to 
that defined by Newton as Absolute Time: “Absolute time, without reference to 
anything external, flows uniformly” (1726 (1987), p. 408). Two concepts are here 
involved: absolute equality of time intervals (“uniform flow”) and less obviously 
but equal essentially, absolute simultaneity, which is the more pervasive con-
cept that underlies not only physics, but also the notion of past, present, and 
future. As such, the laws of physics impose to Time the idea of causality with 
the impossibility to act upon the past (i.e., to modulate events that have already 
taken place). The causality postulate may be one of the reasons why psycholo-
gists have revealed more interest in the study of Subjective time. The question 
being: “How does a subject experience the passage of Time? What is the experi-
ence of my own body as an actor in the past causing the occurrence of an event 
in the present time? Why can I, under certain situations, lose track of time with 
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confusions between actions that I am performing and those that are to come in 
the future?”

It is the case that Time is in the hearts of our daily motor activities. Time 
helps structure our sensations and thoughts; Time is required for the production 
of coordinated motor sequences and voluntary interactive behaviours. Because 
movements involve changes in muscle length over time, motor control and tim-
ing are inextricably related. In the present chapter, we will consider the specific 
case of Motor Timing in Schizophrenia, a pathology affecting the mind and also 
the subjective experience of the passage of time. We will present a brief over-
view of the literature on subjective timing in adults suffering from chronic 
schizophrenia, starting from the patients’ verbatim to the initial empirical data 
that has been reported. Then, we will present our own work on rhythmic pro-
duction in schizophrenia to show the importance of developing new paradigms, 
based on more objective and non verbal paradigms. We will further try to show 
that these paradigms have the advantage of providing a better insight on the 
psychological mechanisms that may be at the origin of the distorted experi-
ences of subjective time and agency in schizophrenia. We will finally conclude 
on the possible neurocognitive mechanisms that may underlie timing processes 
required for normalised motor control but that may also be the basis for the 
emergence of an anchored experience of the present time, psychological experi-
ence that is required for the construct of self as a unity of being.

2 Subjective Time in Schizophrenia

The challenge in psychology has been to study the sensation of time, a sensa-
tion that has no specific sensory system or organ – contrary to sight, hearing, 
taste, smell, and touch. A multitude of experimental paradigms have thus been 
proposed to study temporal processing in mind for: (1) the experience of being 
through time, (2) perceptual timing, and (3) motor timing. Substantial reviews 
have been published throughout the years about these diverse approaches 
(e.g., Bindra and Waksberg, 1956; Grondin, 2010; Repp, 2005). In this section, we 
will discuss a series of studies that reported the presence of time abnormalities 
in schizophrenia, with both explicit and implicit measures of temporal pro-
cessing in the experiential and the sensory domains. But before, we first briefly 
describe the clinical aspects of the pathology.

2.1 Schizophrenia: The Pathology
Schizophrenia is a chronic, severe, and disabling mental disorder that affects 
approximately 1% of the population at some point in their lifetime. The 
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disorder often develops earlier in men, usually in the late teens or early twen-
ties, while women typically develop the disorder in their twenties and early 
thirties. People with schizophrenia often experience positive symptoms, e.g., 
delusions (believing that other people are reading their minds, controlling 
their thoughts or plotting to harm them), hallucinations (usually hearing 
voices not heard by others), incoherence, and physical agitation. Patients are 
also often identified with significant negative symptoms, e.g., disturbed inter-
personal relationships, fearfulness, and social withdrawn. In later years, schizo-
phrenia has been considered to be associated systematically to a disorganisation 
aspect that would affect all aspects of cognitive interplay, with disorganised 
speech, thoughts, emotions, and motor behaviour. Treatment almost always 
includes medications, with newer drugs being more effective (especially for 
the positive symptoms) and associated to fewer side effects than older ones.

While there is evidence that genetic factors have a role in the development 
of the pathology, other unknown causes play a significant part as well, suggest-
ing a multifactor disease (Bellak 1949; Harrow and Jobe, 2007; Tsuang et al., 
2001). While some proposed causes have been proven false, such as bad parent-
ing and poor will power, there are many theories that remain. One of the most 
famous and most debatable is the dopamine hypothesis. The proposed hypoth-
esis states that the brain of schizophrenic patients produces more dopamine 
than normal brains. It is this increased dopamine that is believed to be respon-
sible for the symptoms of the disease. However, there is much debate in the 
scientific community as to the exact mechanisms by which altered dopamine 
levels, especially in the prefrontal cortex, striatum, and limbic system, produce 
schizophrenia (for a review, see Howes and Kapur, 2009). Evidence has never-
theless been presented through the last decade indicating that brain structures 
directly linked to neural timing processes are also impaired in schizophrenia 
(Volz et al., 2001), with the cognitive dysmetria hypothesis being central to the 
pathology (Andreasen, 1999; Andreasen et al., 1998). To note the origin of the 
term “dysmetria,” which comes from the Greek term “metron,” which means, 
“to measure a (time) scale or distance.”

2.2 Experiential Distortions of Time: Studying Verbatim
The idea that time distortions are associated to schizophrenia is far from being 
a new hypothesis. Indeed, in 1932, Aubrey Lewis did a very nice report on the 
verbatim of patients suffering from schizophrenia. In their reports, patients 
describe different time abnormalities, e.g., a feeling of intemporality, the sen-
sation of having the power to influence forthcoming events, phenomenon of 
premonitions and of “déjà-vus.” For example, a clear description of a patient 
revealed a sense of time interruption with the individual stating that “Somebody 
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was playing with the clocks” (Lewis, 1932, p. 612). In this statement, the patient 
was in fact describing his feeling that time was passing extremely fast at cer-
tain moments, but was extremely slow at others with seconds seeming to last 
an eternity. Another patient reported: “he would shoot gun fires towards his 
watch in order to kill time, which he considered as his worst enemy” 
(Minkowski, 1933, p. 13). More recently, a French psychologist transcribed 
examples of time distortions in young patients with Ultra High Risk of devel-
oping schizophrenia and with first-episode psychosis (15–25 years of age) for 
her PhD work (Wilquin, 2010). In her work, she reported, for example, a young 
patient who said to have found himself in front of closed gates at his high 
school on three different consecutive days, in the middle of the night. In a sur-
prising way, this patient evoked the fact that he was unable to read the time on 
his watch as if the hands had temporarily disappeared. Another patient 
described that time passed much faster now (i.e., since his first psychotic epi-
sode) than before; and when talking about motor actions, the patient would 
state: “I make a movement but I have the impression that my body stays put,” “I 
walk but I feel as if my body remains immobile…” These two verbatim are strik-
ing revelations of the possibility that in schizophrenia, time distortions affect 
even the most basic brain mechanisms enabling the coordination of (i) those 
motor commands sent out to the limbs for movement execution with (ii) the 
sensory (reafferences) information coming back from the contracted muscles.

Overall, the verbatim of patients have been helpful in providing an insight 
in the nature of the time distortions experienced by patients suffering from 
schizophrenia. Starting in the 1950’s, more empirical studies were conducted in 
patients in order to gain a better understanding of the neuropsychological 
mechanism that may cause the temporal processing dysfunctions.

2.3 The Initial Empirical Methodologies
Various experimental paradigms have been developed in the field of time psy-
chology, using more or less strict psychophysical constraints and in different 
perceptual modalities. Four basic methods have been commonly adopted to 
investigate sensory timing capacities of interval-durations. In verbal estimation 
tasks, participants are required to verbally report the duration of a presented 
stimulus (“the sound lasted 2 seconds”). The interval production tasks require 
participants to produce a target duration (by pressing continuously a key press 
or by marking verbally the onset and the end of the duration; e.g., beep…beep) 
that has been presented by the experimenter using verbal temporal units (e.g., 
“Could you please produce an interval-duration of 2 seconds?”). Quite simi-
larly, in reproduction tasks, participants are asked to reproduce a time interval 
that they were presented with, but the time interval is presented here by a 
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continuous stimulus. Finally, many variants of a comparative method have 
been used. This approach, which resembles the closest to the classic psycho-
physical paradigms, consists in the sequential presentation of two intervals (a 
standard or reference and a test interval). Participants are asked to say whether 
the test interval is shorter or longer than the reference interval (forced choice 
response). All these paradigms have been adapted to the specificity of clinical 
populations, the auditory modality being the most commonly used with a lim-
ited number of trial repetitions in order to consider the fatigability parameter.

The Goldstone and Lhamon (1956) study is one of the first to have assessed 
through empirical measures the distorted perception of time intervals in 
schizophrenia. A sound was presented to the participants, who were required 
to indicate whether this auditory stimulus was longer or shorter than a second. 
Results from this method of time interval comparison, revealed that all partici-
pants had a net tendency to overestimate the duration of the interval. 
Nevertheless, the overestimation was significantly longer for the patients with 
schizophrenia compared to the controls. Patients were also characterised by 
more variability in their responses.

In the following section, we report complementary results confirming these 
findings in patients with schizophrenia using these various experimental para-
digms to investigate more specifically the nature of time perception distortions.

2.4 Time Perception in Schizophrenia
Patients diagnosed with schizophrenia display timing deficits. The exact 
nature of these deficits, however, varies across studies (Brown et al., 2005; 
Clausen, 1950; Densen, 1977; Johnson and Petzel, 1971; Rammsayer, 1990; Tysk, 
1983a,b, 1990; Volz et al., 2001; Wahl and Sieg, 1980).

A majority of reports have used verbal estimation tasks, most probably 
because of the simplicity of the approach (no equipment required). These 
studies have confirmed temporal disturbances in schizophrenia, with a sys-
tematic overestimation of duration (e.g., a 10-s stimulus elicits a verbal label 
larger than 10 s) in the seconds range (Johnson and Petzel, 1971; Tysk, 1983a; 
Densen, 1977; Wahl and Sieg, 1980). For example, Densen (1977) compared the 
results obtained in three different groups (10 patients with schizophrenia; 10 
patients suffering from mental disorder other than schizophrenia; 10 controls) 
and reported a general tendency towards overestimation for intervals con-
tained within the range of 5 to 120 s in the schizophrenic group of patients only 
and especially, for those short intervals of 5 s.

When using the producing and the reproducing paradigms, results described 
systematic underproductions of temporal durations ranging from several sec-
onds to one minute in schizophrenia, i.e., participants responded before 10 s 
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had elapsed when required to respond at 10 s (Clausen, 1950; Elvevåg et al., 
2003; Tysk, 1990; Wahl and Sieg, 1980). The studies conducted by Tysk (1983b) 
are interesting as they tested large patient groups (N = 50) and showed that the 
timing deficits were found in the different subtypes of schizophrenia (follow-
ing the dsm iii classification) with an absence of symptom effects when con-
trasting positive and negative aspects (Tysk, 1990). Greater differences in time 
estimation of visual vs. auditory signals have also been reported in patients 
when compared to controls (Penney et al., 2000).

In the past twenty years, more contemporary paradigms, i.e., temporal dis-
crimination tasks, have dominated research on time perception in schizophre-
nia (Carroll et al., 2008, 2009a; Davalos et al., 2003; Elvevåg et al., 2003; 
Rammsayer, 1990). For example, Elvevåg et al. (2003) employed brief stimuli so 
that the use of certain strategies, such as counting, would be reduced or elimi-
nated (short time scales <2 s). In their study, participants were asked to per-
form two different tasks. In the temporal generalization task, participants were 
initially presented with a standard duration tone (500ms) and during the test 
phase they were asked to give interval duration judgments with standards of 
various durations (125, 250, 375, 625, 750, and 875ms). Results showed that 
patients made overall more mistakes but differences laid especially for those 
intervals greater than 500ms. These deficits could not be due to contrasting 
learning effects between patients and controls. A temporal bisection task was 
also used. Here, there were two standards, one long and one short, and partici-
pants were asked to judge whether test stimuli were more similar to the long or 
to the short standard. Once more, patients performed more mistakes but sta-
tistically reliable differences were found for those intervals greater than 600ms 
only. In both tasks however, patients were characterized by flatter gradients 
than controls, indicating less accurate and especially overall more variable 
timing capacities. Using a similar comparative method, Wilquin et al. (2010) 
and Ameller et al. (2011) also reported preserved perceptual detection of irreg-
ularities in otherwise regular sequences for interval shorter than 500ms, even 
if once more patients revealed overall more errors in their decision making.

Considering all in all, patients with schizophrenia seem to experience time 
as lengthened relative to objective time, especially for inter-tone intervals 
greater than 600ms, which is consistent with patients’ subjective reports of an 
elongated experience of the passage of time in daily activities (Freedman, 
1974). These findings have generally been interpreted as reflecting an increase 
in speed of a hypothetical “internal clock” (Johnson and Petzel, 1971; Tysk, 
1990 – for theoretical basis to the question, see Gibbon and Church, 1984), an 
interpretation that has been assumed consistent with animal studies of the 
effects of dopamine agonists on timing (Rammsayer, 1990). We will come back 
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to this concept of internal clock in Section 3 of the present chapter. However, 
while these results may reflect temporal deficits in schizophrenia, they may 
also be due to other (cognitive) dysfunctional processes. Specifically, global 
deficits in verbalisation, motivation, or even attention capacities may also 
affect performance levels in verbal estimation tasks (Brébion et al., 2000). Yet 
an additional possibility is that the overestimations and underproductions are 
a consequence of systematic memory distortions (Penney et al., 2000). Indeed, 
recent studies have observed significant correlations between the performance 
on time perception tasks and that found in neuropsychological outcomes typi-
cally affected in schizophrenia (e.g., Lee et al., 2009; Wilquin et al., 2010).

This limit of the verbal estimation paradigms, especially when working in clini-
cal populations, has led to the use of non-verbal, non-decisional tasks in order to 
gain a more accurate (pure) assessment of timing deficits in schizophrenia.

In the following section, we report findings obtained for motor timing in 
adult patients suffering from schizophrenia in various motor sequential tasks 
in order to gain a better understanding of the nature of the timing processes 
that may be impaired. With this aim, we will now report those studies investi-
gating timing deficits using synchronization-continuation finger-tapping 
tasks, a paradigm that does not require verbal or explicit report. Here, we have 
taken the position that motor timing and time perception rely on overlapping 
(and maybe identical) brain circuitries (Burr et al., 2007; Ivry and Hazeltine, 
1995; see Buonomano and Laje, 2010 for a counter discussion).

3 Motor Timing to Assess Subjective Time in Schizophrenia

It is the case that a number of studies of human timing have indicated that 
accurate estimation of intervals in the order of several seconds requires sus-
tained focusing of attention and/or memory (Fortin et al., 1993; Fortin, 1999; 
Zakay and Block, 1996). Furthermore, strategies such as counting can be 
recruited in making such judgments of interval durations. The involvement 
of attentional and strategic processes in these perceptual tasks is noteworthy 
given the well-documented reports in schizophrenia of systematic atten-
tional impairments (e.g., Cornblatt and Keilp, 1994; Delevoye-Turrell et al., 
2006; Nuechterlein and Dawson, 1984), and working memory deficits (e.g.,  
Fleming et al., 1997; Stone et al., 1998). Hence, it is important to consider 
whether the systematic findings of perturbed timing processes in schizo-
phrenia – reviewed above – reflect general impairments in cognitive pro-
cesses rather than a specific difficulty with temporal processing (Rammsayer, 
1999).
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With this in mind, we have started to develop an original approach consist-
ing in adapting the synchronization-continuation finger-tapping paradigm 
(Stevens, 1986) to pathological populations. Such a task requires participants 
to first tap in time with computer-generated tones separated by a fixed inter-
tone interval (tone-paced tapping). After a series of tone-paced responses, the 
tones are discontinued and participants are required to continue. Using mea-
suring devices like button presses, force transducers, and tactile screens, we 
have investigated the capacity of individuals to tap in rhythm to a metronome. 
Without explicit instructions to focus attention on the temporal information, 
participants perform the task as a simple rhythmic motor task. Importantly, 
the difficulty of the task can be manipulated experimentally by varying the 
complexity or length of the tapping sequence to produce; the rhythmic pat-
tern can be maintained but task difficulty modulated by changing the spatial 
relationship between successive taps; and the pleasure experienced by the 
participants can be also modulated by changing the types of sounds the par-
ticipants are required to synchronise to (tap to the sound of marching feet or to 
your favourite pop tune vs. tap to the metronome beat) – a nice approach to 
limit boredom.

We have used adapted synchronization-continuation tasks in order to work 
with different age groups of participants and with individuals suffering from differ-
ent types of mental illnesses, with limited influences of associated cognitive abnor-
malities in memory, iq or attention capacities. Thus, in the following sections, we 
report some of our recent findings obtained with these original motor timing tasks 
in patients suffering from schizophrenia (the “Touch 2 Know” tablet application).

Before, however, we wanted to emphasize in a first section the fact that 
accurate timing is crucial for motor control, especially for the fluency of motor 
sequencing. More precisely, we report data obtained in patients performing 
different types of sequential motor actions that require the precise timing of 
each sub-movement of the sequence in order to achieve motor goals.

3.1 Sequential Motor Control in Schizophrenia
Motor control, from catching a ball to playing a musical instrument or danc-
ing a waltz, requires the production of complex spatiotemporal patterns of 
muscle activity. As such, most motor tasks, including speech production, 
require the carefully orchestrated movement times in the order of tens of mil-
liseconds to a few seconds. In a task where a single effector is used to perform 
a sequence, each successive sub-movement is dependent on completion of 
the preceding one. It takes an appreciable amount of time for peripheral sen-
sory information to reach the central nervous system, and in the presence of 
such delays, it is generally suggested that motor sequences may be timed in 
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two fundamentally different ways depending on whether or not they require 
sensory information. First, sequencing may be based on concurrent pro-
cessing of sensory information (Macefield and Johansson, 1994). For such 
triggered sequences, each element in the sequence will be initiated only 
after the arrival of the sensory feedback signalling the end of the preceding 
element. An alternative approach involves preplanning the entire sequence 
before its initiation as a whole (Billon et al., 1996). In this case, the sequence 
is represented as a single entity and performed without reference to feed-
back from external events in a pre-planned fashion. The correct preparation 
and execution of such planned sequences rely on well-defined predictive 
processes developed through previous experiences and depend on the 
brain’s ability to organize through time and space information from multi-
ple sources.

In the psychiatric literature of schizophrenia, many reaction time studies 
reported general slowness in schizophrenia (Cohen and Servan-Schreiber, 
1992; Sereno and Holzman, 1996; for a review, see Nuechterlein, 1977). However, 
it is the case that the selected tasks often required sequencing over time, for 
example, detect a white dot and then detect a blue dot and then press the 
switch as soon as the blue dot disappears (Zahn et al., 1998). Hence, it is pos-
sible that slowness is not characteristic of patients with schizophrenia but 
arises in these patients because timed sequencing is necessary.

In a series of sequential motor tasks, we used a simple load cell to assess 
whether the motor slowness in schizophrenia was directly related to the need 
to sequence a series of actions through time (Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2003). 
Furthermore, through the implementation of different types of action sequen-
ces (triggered vs. planned), we were able to dissociate between lower and higher 
timing mechanisms for the deficit. Overall, results demonstrated that schizo-
phrenia is associated to higher timing mechanisms only. Indeed, for triggered 
sequences, the participants’ task was to let an object slip between fingertips and 
to augment grip force to arrest object fall. Results showed that the group mean 
time delays between two successive motor elements were similar in patients 
and controls, supporting the hypothesis of preserved lower order (subcortical) 
integrative mechanisms in schizophrenia (Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2007). For 
planned sequences, participants were required to press a series of flat button 
that were displayed on a table top, one after the other, as fast as possible at a 
stop signal (i.e., following a regular and fast rhythmic pattern). For the controls, 
the time delay between successive elements was short (40ms) affording a fluent 
and fast execution of the rhythmic pattern, suggesting that the timing of the 
motor elements was pre-programmed without the need of external sensory 
information (Billon et al., 1996). A different pattern of results was obtained in 
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the patients with performances that were characterized by inter-movement 
delays that were: (a) longer for planned than for triggered sequences, (b) abnor-
mally long compared with the controls, and (c) increased with sequence timing 
complexity. Overall, these data support the possibility that schizophrenia is 
characterized by a lack of fluency in the execution of planned sequences, which 
would be related to a higher order deficit in the temporal sequencing of multi-
ple elements for motor fluency. This high order timing deficit may be a plausible 
explanation for the impaired ability to detect a mismatch between a self- 
generated movement and its consequences, but not impaired in their ability to 
automatically compensate for low level gain change in a continuous circle-
drawing task (Knoblich et al., 2004), which may require two complementary 
timing mechanisms (Robertson et al., 1999; Zelaznik et al., 2000).

After presenting findings from sequential motor experiments in patients 
with schizophrenia, we continue in the next section, by reporting experimen-
tal studies tailor-made to assess motor timing distortions in schizophrenia dur-
ing the planning and execution of rhythmic motor sequences.

3.2 Motor Timing in Schizophrenia
Elveväg and collaborators (2004) were among the first that tested patients with 
schizophrenia in a synchronization-continuation finger-tapping task to an 
auditory beat, with a metronome at 30 or 60 beats per minute (bpm). After a 
5-minute period, the metronome was then switched off and participants were 
to continue as before for 5 min, but now were required to generate the rhythm 
internally. Results revealed that all participants were rather accurate during 
the synchronisation task (unpublished data) but when asked to tap without 
the metronome, controls were better able to generate a constant tempo with 
minimal fluctuations than were patients. Interestingly, in the 30-bpm task 
patients disproportionately speeded up their responses over time. Note that 
the patients were reported being better when asked to perform faster rhythmic 
patterns (60-bpm) than slower ones (30-bpm) – we will come back to this 
point in the last section of this chapter.

Carroll et al. (2009b) used a similar synchronization-continuation finger-
tapping task with an auditory tone paced at 500ms inter-tone intervals 
(iti  =  500ms). Thirty-two participants with schizophrenia displayed signifi-
cantly faster tapping rates, with significantly shorter itis, for both tone- and 
self-paced portions of the task compared to the non-psychiatric group. They 
also displayed greater tapping variability during both tone- and self-paced por-
tions of the task. In a second analysis, the Wing-Kristofferson model (Wing and 
Kristofferson, 1973) was applied to the self-paced data to determine whether 
increased tapping variance in schizophrenia should be attributed to clock or 
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motor implementation factors. Consistent with the temporal representation 
demands of the self-paced task, clock variability was significantly higher in the 
schizophrenia group. Estimates of motor implementation variance did not dif-
fer between individuals with schizophrenia and controls. The partitioning of 
variance into clock and motor factors hence suggested that group differences 
in tapping variability were largely due to decreased temporal precision of the 
internal clock, in schizophrenia.

Still using a synchronization-continuation finger-tapping task, we wanted 
to go further by assessing the effects of task difficulty and attention demands 
for motor timing during motor sequencing. For this reason, we manipulated 
the complexity of the rhythm and/or the complexity of the motor task to per-
form motor sequences in synchrony with an external metronome (Wilquin 
et al., 2010). The participants’ task was to squeeze a force transducer in its cen-
tre in beat with a metronome for a 12-s period, and then to continue producing 
the same rhythm in a continuation phase for another 12-s period (Figure 6.1-
left). In order to manipulate task difficulty without modifying rhythm com-
plexity, two pitch tones were used. Participants were required to produce 
strong squeeze forces for high pitch (16 N) and small squeeze forces for low 
pitch (8  N). These pitches were presented alternating providing the partici-
pants with the possibility to predict the rhythmic sequence to perform well 
before the start of each trial. In a second condition, we manipulated rhythm 
complexity without modifying task difficulty. Here, itis of 300 and 700ms were 
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Figure 6.1 Picture of the experimental apparatus used to measure squeeze forces produced on the 
load cell with the participants’ dominant hand (example of a left-handed patient with 
schizophrenia) in function of a metronome (left). Example of an equivalent rhythm for 
which subjects were required to alternate force levels in function of high and low pitch 
tones as a function of time (in seconds). Note the difficulty in force alternation but also 
of the presence of an attentional lapse twelve seconds after the start of the trial (right).
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alternated with a single pitch tone for which participants were to use a 12 N 
squeeze force. Results revealed that in the simplest of conditions (equivalent 
force/equivalent time), patients and controls performed very few production 
errors and were highly accurate with mean errors smaller than 10ms, which is 
similar to that classically reported in the literature (for review, see Aschersleben, 
2002). With motor task complexity (alternated force/equivalent time), patients 
were in difficulty and were characterised by more rejected trials. A more spe-
cific analysis of these errors confirmed that patients were characterised by 
more frequent arrests in rhythm execution (Figure 6.1-right), attentional lapses 
that are consistent with the clinical lapses frequently noted during semi- 
structured interviews of patients with schizophrenia (Ameller et al., 2011). 
Nevertheless, for those trials (alternated force/equivalent time) performed 
correctly and without lapses throughout the 24-s period, timing errors were 
similar in controls and patients, suggesting a problem of attention for action 
execution (Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2006) rather than a timing problem per se.

Interestingly, in both conditions for which the rhythm complexity was 
manipulated (equivalent force/alternated time; alternated force/alternated 
time), patients revealed on those trials correctly performed, significant timing 
errors both during the synchronisation and the continuation phases 
(Figure 6.2). These errors were not correlated with the treatment dosages or 
age; they were slightly correlated to the attention capacities as evaluated by 
the D2 test for attention (i.e., the participants are required to cross out as many 
d” symbols that are mixed up with p, d, and d’ symbols within a timed period of 
1 minute – see Brickenkamp, 1962). Following the theories developed for 
dynamical systems, sensorimotor synchronisation for equivalent time inter-
vals would need the same timing mechanisms than that used for continuous 
movements (Zelaznik et al., 2005). It would require minimal attention resources 
because it would be highly automatic (Pressing, 1999) emerging from the 
inherent timing properties of the neural circuits processing motor planning 
and execution. For this low-level processing of motor timing, patients with 
schizophrenia would not be perturbed and thus, they show similar timing 
capacities than controls. For alternated interval timing, a more explicit control 
would be required in order to process each interval as a discrete time series 
(Pressing, 1998). Here, participants would be required to maintain cognitive 
representations of time interval durations, and order thanks to the existence of 
a kind of internal clock. Predictive timing would thus be involved, an anticipa-
tory cognitive mechanism that would be impaired in schizophrenia. Because 
of the need of significant cognitive resources, alternated interval-timing tasks 
are more difficult to execute even for healthy controls than equivalent interval-
timing tasks (Delignières et al., 2004; Zelaznik et al., 2002).
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In the following section, we present two studies that were conducted specifi-
cally to test the hypothesis that the abnormal performance patterns reported 
both for time perception and motor timing in individuals with schizophrenia 
may be associated to a distorted internal clock for temporal processes. The 
inconclusive findings will lead us to propose in a fourth and final section a 
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Figure 6.2 Number of bad trials measured in healthy controls (black) and patients with 
schizophrenia (grey) in a synchronisation task requiring subjects to perform a series 
of squeezes on a load cell synchronisation with equivalent time intervals (R0; R2) and 
alternated time intervals (R1; R3) with equivalent force levels (R0; R1) or alternated 
force levels (R2; R3). Results showed that for both controls and patients, it was dif-
ficult to alternate force levels and maintain the timing motor task but patients failed 
more often than the controls (top). When assessing absolute timing errors on those 
trials performed correctly (bottom), results demonstrated that patients made signifi-
cantly more timing errors than controls in those conditions for which alternated time 
intervals were to be performed. Overall, these results suggest a specific difficulty in 
predictive timing in schizophrenia.
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novel spatio-temporal paradigm that has given us the means to reveal in 
schizophrenia a specific problem of the anticipatory process that is necessary 
for predictive timing.

4 A Preserved Internal Clock in Schizophrenia

The overestimation and underproduction results described above for both 
time perception (Section 2.4) and motor timing (Section 3.2) suggest that the 
representation of time is severely distorted in schizophrenia. In the following 
section, we report two fundamentally different protocols that were developed 
in our laboratory to test the degree of normality of the pulse rate of a possible 
central oscillator (internal clock) for explicit and linear metric of time in 
schizophrenia.

4.1 Time Decay of Body Schema
Numerous contributions, mostly clinical reports and phenomenological con-
siderations, have been published on body image pathology in schizophrenia 
(for reviews, see e.g., Fisher, 1986; Priebe and Röhricht, 2001). Schizophrenia 
patients are reported to suffer from symptoms of disembodiment such as not 
feeling at home in one’s body anymore, feeling disintegrated, or feeling as if the 
body is torn apart, suggesting a problem in integrating different sources of 
information in a unified body representation. Explanations vary and range 
from neurological to psychological perspectives (Cumming, 1988). In the fol-
lowing study, we wanted to quantify the degree of abnormalities of body image 
in schizophrenia but especially assess its decay over time in order to get an 
insight on the phenomenology of the passage of time and its role in a possible 
distorted body image in schizophrenia.

For this purpose, we adapted the head “return” paradigm, with which one 
can dissociate the perceived orientation of a body part from its actual position 
without manipulating proprioceptive information. The so-called head “return” 
phenomenon was described by Gurfinkel et al. (1989) as the perception of a 
slow head movement toward the mid-sagittal plane, i.e., its neutral position, 
while the head is kept turned about 10 minutes with eyes closed. The head 
“return” phenomenon has since been studied by many researchers and it has 
been proposed that the illusory displacement of the body segment is due to 
the decay over time of the body image. In the present case, we studied an arm 
“return” phenomenon in patients with chronic schizophrenia to assess whether 
the decay over time would be faster than in healthy controls, under the effects 
of a faster ticking internal clock.
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Twenty-nine patients with schizophrenia (10 females, mean age  =  36, 
sd = 10.7) and thirty healthy controls (12 females, mean age = 34.5, sd = 14.4) 
were tested in a simple session (unpublished data from Gorog et al., 2005). 
All patients fulfilled the dsm-iv criteria for schizophrenia and three were 
drug-free. Participants were invited to seat in front of a table, facing a cur-
tain that prevented them to see more than 30 cm in front of them. They 
were asked to passively let the experimenter put their (right) target hand 
behind the curtain, flat on the table, rotated with a 30° angle from the 
body’s straight ahead axis. During the entire session, participants were 
required to maintain this body position, with shoulders and back straight, 
with minimal muscle contractions of upper limbs and no visual feedback of 
the hands.

At the experimenter’s signal, the participants were required to move their 
(left) pointing hand in a symmetrical position from the target hand, relative 
to the body sagittal axis, and place their palm flat on the table. When set, the 
positions of both hands were measured on a bidirectional scale (X, Y) in 
centimetres (cm) with point zero being aligned with the participants’ body 
sagittal axis. The experimenter was careful not to touch the participants’ 
hand. With the measurements completed, the participants were required to 
bring their pointing hand back to the resting position, which was tactilely 
detectable with the help of a small rough surface that was placed on the 
table close to the participants’ midline. They were asked to repeat this exact 
same procedure at five critical moments: 0, 1, 3, 5, and 8 minutes at the 
experimenter’s signal.

Results revealed a significant Group effect for the error of initial hand posi-
tion at T0 [F(1,43) = 10.704, p < 0.01]. Twenty-seven patients out of 29 were char-
acterised with a greater error (me = 12.1, sd = 10.6 cm) than that obtained in the 
control group (me = 0.8, sd = 5.9 cm). Interestingly, errors at T0 for the patients 
were positively correlated with the negative score of the panss (R  =  0.43, 
p < 0.02), suggesting greater initial distortions of body image for patients with 
more severe negative symptoms (even when controlling for treatment dosage). 
More importantly for the scope of the present chapter, the effects of Time on 
the decay of body image was highly significant [F(1,43) = 15.05, p < 0.001], with 
similar slopes for the linear regressions in both groups [F(1,43)  =  0.490, 
p = 0.481]. This preserved “return” phenomenon in schizophrenia is illustrated 
in Figure 6.3.

Overall, these findings indicate that over the 8-minute period the effects of 
time gave the participants’ the illusion of the hand progressively being closer 
to the body’s sagittal axis. But importantly, the ticking clock decay was similar 
in the healthy controls and in the patients with schizophrenia.
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4.2 Ticking Frequency of the Internal Clock
Within the framework provided by pacemaker-accumulator models of interval 
timing (Gibbon et al., 1984), a faster internal clock than normal clock speed 
would result in a shift in an estimate of duration only when the experience of 
time on the test trial is measured with a faster clock than that used to measure 
the reference duration (Meck, 1996). Given the same contingencies in a verbal 
estimation task, the findings for patients with schizophrenia might be inter-
preted as due to differential clock speeds for reference and comparison dura-
tions, suggesting a less stable clock ticking frequency. To test this hypothesis 
directly, the spontaneous tapping task has been proposed for which partici-
pants are required to produce a regular sequence of finger taps (Vanneste et al., 
2001). This measure has the advantage of requiring no subjective or explicit 
decision-making as well as no need for explicit memory capacities.

In a recent study, we measured spontaneous tapping tempo and used a 
touch screen in order to measure Inter Response Interval (iri), i.e., the depen-
dent variable traditionally measured in finger tapping studies. However, thanks 
to technological advances, we were able to decompose each iri as the sum of 
two new variables that helped us dissociate timing distortions from motor con-
trol dysfunctions (Delevoye-Turrell et al., 2012). First, Contact Duration (cd) 
was defined as the time interval during which the finger is in contact with the 
screen. This indicator is associated to the time needed by the sensorimotor 
system to detect that the finger has made contact (finger down) and that the 
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Figure 6.3 Graphical representation of the errors in body schema observed in patients with 
schizophrenia (red) and controls (blue) during the arm “return” paradigm at four 
critical moments: 0, 3, 5, 8 minutes from the start of the experimental session. Note 
that reproduction errors of hand symmetrical position compared to the subjects’ 
body sagittal axis increases at a similar rate for both subject groups suggesting a 
normalised ticking clock decay in schizophrenia.
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next element can thus be initiated (finger up). Hence, contact duration is an 
indicator of the brain capacity to quickly integrate incoming sensorimotor 
(haptic) afferences with outgoing motor efferences. The second parameter is 
the Flight Time (ft), i.e., the time during which the finger is moving from one 
target to the next. This parameter is planned in a predictive manner on the 
basis of an open loop that cycles at the ticking frequency of the internal clock 
(finger down…finger down…). As such, it does not depend on sensorimotor 
integration but requires clock-based mechanisms and may, thus, reveal the 
pure ticking frequency of a possible timer.

Twenty-four patients and 22 controls participated in the study. Participants 
were seated comfortably on a chair in front of a touch screen (Elo Touch, 23 cm 
36 cm, 30 cm), which was placed on a narrow support at knee-height. Each trial 
started with the presentation of a visual image that was made of 6 black circles 
(Figure 6.4-left). The participants’ task was to point each circle one after the 
other, clockwise, starting from the bottom-right circle. Participants were asked 
to use their preferred hand and to tap as regularly as possible, at their preferred 
rate. No sound was ever heard. A trial was ended after the production of 30 
taps, and a total of 12 trials were recorded.

Results revealed that patients with schizophrenia were able to produce regu-
lar sequences of spontaneous taps but at a slower rate than that measured in 
age-matched controls (iri of 610 vs. 487ms for patients and controls, respec-
tively). These results are consistent with previous studies reporting (1) iri of 
around 500ms in healthy adults (McAuley et al., 2006) and (2) general move-
ment slowness in patients with schizophrenia (Morrens et al., 2007). Interestingly, 
tempo slowness was positively correlated to the slowdown of cognitive speed in 
patients, which suggested a central origin for the deficit (Figure 6.4-right).

However, through the use of a touch screen with an original time perfor-
mance subdivision, our analyses revealed that an overall mean ft of 349ms 
was displayed across experimental groups (328 and 369ms for controls and 
chronic patients, respectively). Coherent with an absence of group effect, our 
results argue in favour of a normalised ticking frequency of the internal clock 
in chronic and stabilised patients with schizophrenia, with furthermore simi-
lar timing stability (ft variability) in both patients and healthy individuals. 
These results resemble those reported in the early 80s in studies investigating 
spontaneous eye-blink rates, with normalised spontaneous rates in stabilised 
patients under neuroleptic treatment (Karson, 1983). Our chronic patients 
were characterised nevertheless with significantly longer cds than controls 
(see Table 6.1), which argues in favour of a specific problem in the fluent pro-
duction of the finger down/up rhythmic movement in schizophrenia.
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In conclusion, it is possible that the general psychomotor slowness and espe-
cially distorted temporal processes are not related to frequency abnormalities 
in a central oscillator that would play the role of a possible internal clock. We 
favour here the hypothesis of a specific deficit in the rhythmic timing of action 
sequences, i.e., a deficit in the sensorimotor integration of predicted incoming 
afferences with outgoing efferent commands.

5 Tempo Variations to Reveal Specific Timing Processes

In the field of visual perception, authors have suggested difficulties in discrim-
inating simultaneity during the presentation of visual stimuli in schizophre-
nia, findings that may suggest a specific impairment in time event coding 
(Foucher et al., 2008; Giersch et al., 2009; Lalanne et al., 2010; see Chapter 5 of 
this book). With a difficulty to distinguish physical past and present events, 
the coding of the passage of time could be impaired with direct consequences 
on the capacity to correctly time and integrate sequences of multiple events. 
In the following section, we present the idea that the time-dependent proper-
ties of a task may induce two different timing processes for perceptual and 
motor timing. A new protocol in which the tempo is manipulated will be pro-
posed to assess whether synchrony disturbances may be present only in cer-
tain time spectrum, suggesting a specific deficit in predictive timing in 
schizophrenia.
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Figure 6.4 Illustration of the experimental setup used to measure spontaneous tempo in 
 controls and patients with schizophrenia (left). Results showed that tempo was 
slower in patients but this difference was solely due to a significant increase in 
contact duration (cd) of finger on the screen. Flight time (ft) was similar across 
groups arguing in favour of a normalised ticking frequency of the internal clock in 
schizophrenia (right).
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5.1 Two different Timing Mechanisms for Interval Timing
Analyses of the neural basis of timing have generally focused on two general 
computational strategies: mechanisms based on neural clocks and mecha-
nisms that emerge from the dynamics of neural networks. In general, these 
models must accomplish some variant of the same computational task by 
recoding the temporal information present in the (sensory) input into a spatial 
(motor) code. Hence, different cells must respond selectively to temporal fea-
tures of the stimulus.

When considering the mechanisms of timing it is perhaps most intuitive 
to think in terms of clocks or interval timers. The basic computational unit 
of clock theories involves an oscillator and a counter (Creelman, 1962; 
Treisman, 1963). Conceptually, in this top-down approach, the oscillator 
beats at some constant frequency and each beat is then counted by some 
sort of neural integrator. These clock-like mechanisms could be involved in 
timing on the scale of seconds and minutes (Meck, 1996; Matell and Meck, 
2000) but would clearly be, at the neurophysiological level, in difficulty for 
shorter intervals. We consider an alternative bottom-up approach to be 
interesting when considering short time intervals (<1 s). Here, starting from 
biologically realistic assumptions, authors have asked the extent to which 
temporal processing can be found as an emergent property. Then, it has been 
shown that cortical networks are inherently able to process temporal infor-
mation because information about the recent input history is inherently 
captured by time-dependent changes in the state of the network (Buonomano 
and Merzenich, 1995; Buonomano, 2000; Maass et al., 2002). Given the high 
dimensionality and abundance of time-dependent properties of cortical net-
works, this type of model could provide a realistic means to decode complex 

Table 6.1 Mean values (standard deviation) obtained in healthy controls and patients with schizo-
phrenia for rhythm production corresponding to spontaneous tempo, with the subdivision 
of inter-response-intervals (iri) in Contact Durations (cd in ms) and Flight Times (ft in 
ms). Note that patients are as regular than controls in their rhythmic production.

Spontaneous  
Tempo (iri)

Regularity  
ratio

Sensori- 
motor integration cd

Internal clock ft

Controls  
(N = 22)

487 (107) 1.004 (.007) 161 (74) 328 (78)

Patients 
(N = 30)

610 (155) 1.010 (.010) 246 (133) 369 (115)
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temporal and spatial-temporal patterns of sensory information (Buonomano 
and Laje, 2010). As such, there would be no need of a centralized clock for 
temporal processing on the scale of tens to hundreds of milliseconds, but 
interval  timing for fast tempi  and complex temporal patterns would be 
accomplished through non-specialised network dynamics (Buonomano, 
2000; Maass et al., 2002).

Ivry et al. (1988) provided one of the first neurophysiological evidence that 
central (clock) timing and emergent timing processes are independent. 
Patients with a lesion only in the medial region of a cerebellar hemisphere 
exhibited increases in emergent timing variance for the ipsilesional hand, 
compared to the contralesional hand, whereas those patients with localized 
lateral damage to a cerebellar hemisphere exhibited increases in central clock-
like variability, only for the ipsilesional hand compared to the contralesional 
hand. Moreover, patients with cerebellar lesions also were impaired on a vari-
ety of sensory interval-timing processing tasks, suggesting that this structure 
operates as an internal timing system that is exploited for both motor and non 
motor tasks, which require the precise representation of temporal duration 
(reviewed in Ivry, 1997).

In an elegant and systematic analysis of timing aspects for motor control, 
Zelaznik and collaborators explored the idea that the timing of movement ini-
tiation processes involves an explicit representation of time, whereas move-
ments that are continuous may not (Zelaznik et al., 2002; Robertson et al., 
1999). They hypothesized furthermore that once initiated, continuous move-
ments no longer involved explicit temporal control. Rather, the temporal regu-
larities would be emergent, reflecting the implicit operation of a different 
control mode. For this, the authors used three different tasks in a classic 
 synchronisation-continuation paradigm. Two tasks were used in the discrete 
condition: a finger-tapping movement and an intermittent circle drawing task, 
for which participants were required to insert a pause between each drawing 
cycle. In the continuous condition, participants were asked to perform the 
circle-drawing task without intermittence. Results showed that temporal con-
sistency on the tapping and intermittent circle drawing tasks was significantly 
correlated in all of the experimental situations, and performances on these 
tasks were also correlated with acuity on a duration discrimination task. In 
contrast, the correlations were either weaker or absent between these tasks 
and the continuous circle drawing task. While all of the tasks could be consid-
ered as “timing” tasks, one fundamental difference here between the tasks in 
the discrete condition, on the one hand, and the task used in the continuous 
condition, on the other hand, was the need to explicitly time the end and 
beginning of each sub-movement, in the discrete condition.
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In the above example, the two timing modes were revealed through the use 
of two different motor tasks. It is, thus, difficult to ensure that all other features 
of the motor planning and execution steps were identical and that the only 
differing parameter was the temporal aspect. In the following section, we pres-
ent a unique synchronisation task that provided the means to investigate the 
accuracy and the stability of explicit and implicit timing mechanisms in both 
healthy controls and patients with schizophrenia.

5.2 The Spatial-tapping Task and Schizophrenia
When walking down the street, at a slow pace, it frequently happens that we 
control the end position of our foot. This may especially be the case in dirty 
streets to avoid dog-poo or mud holes. Now imagine walking to catch a bus that 
is on the verge of departing. Now, your steps will be executed at a higher tempo; 
you may not think of the cleanness of your shoes because your primary goal is 
to catch that bus. The Spatial Tapping task is based on this simple idea and 
requires participants to perform a synchronization task with a metronome 
that sets different tempo speeds. Contrary to all classic finger-tapping tasks, 
the participants will in addition need to move through space tapping in a coun-
ter clockwise order a series of 6 targets disposed around a circle (see Figure 6.4-
left). As such, there is both a timing aspect and a spatial dimension to the task. 
We predicted that at slow tempi, participants would explicitly control the 
sequential timing of the initiation of each finger-tap; at fast tempi, the objec-
tive would be to move the arm around the global circle, keeping as best possi-
ble the overall timing of the cycle dynamics. In this later case, the timing of 
each individual tap would thus become emergent, slave to the overall timing of 
the arm movement. To test our hypothesis, we performed analyses on the end-
point distributions both in time and space in order to confirm the presence of 
two different temporal processes in function of imposed tempo.

In the motor control literature, the analysis of endpoint distributions of 
hand pointing actions has revealed the existence of different planning strat-
egies depending upon task demands (Gordon et al., 1994). Inspired by the 
findings of Gordon and collaborators, Desmurget et al. (1998) demonstrated 
that the dispersion properties of endpoint distributions of single pointing 
movements – from a starting point to a visual target – could be influenced 
through instructions. When no other instructions were given than executing a 
pointing movement towards a visual target, Desmurget et al. observed that 
the distribution of the endpoint errors around the target was roughly circular. 
However, with the specific instruction to ‘follow a straight line path’, the end-
point distributions of the pointing actions were elliptical in shape, with the 
major axis being systematically oriented along a virtual line joining the 
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starting point and the final visual target. Similar results have been published 
by others, suggesting that endpoint ellipses emerge as oriented when the 
motor plan is guided by an internal representation of grouped targets (Vindras 
and Viviani, 1998).

Recently, we applied the analysis of endpoint ellipses (orientation and area) 
to the results obtained in the finger-tapping synchronisation task to reveal dis-
tinct control (executive) strategies in relation to two different temporal control 
processes for various imposed tempi. Eighteen controls and 18 patients with 
schizophrenia participated in a unique experimental session. After sitting 
down in a silent room for 5-min (brain-clearing phase for rhythmic cues), par-
ticipants were invited to produce a spontaneous series of 60 touchdowns on a 
tactile screen. The explicit instruction was as follows: “Point each target, one 
after the other, at your preferred speed…one that seems the most comfortable to 
you. Try to be as regular as possible.” Customised software (written in matlab 
programming language) calculated the participants’ spontaneous tempi and 
then, the software proposed a series of 11 trials at various tempi at and around, 
the middle-spontaneous tempo. On average, the spontaneous tempo was simi-
lar in patients and controls and was close to 600ms (patients: M  =  658ms, 
sd  =  131ms; controls: M  =  579ms, sd  =  127ms). Thus, for all individuals, the 
speed of the metronome was varied between Inter-Response-Intervals (iri) of 
300 and 1100ms and participants were invited to produce a series of 60 touch-
downs at each tempo. The explicit instruction was as follows: “Point each tar-
get, one after the other, following the speed set by the metronome. You must be as 
accurate as possible in space but when in difficulty, make sure you are always in 
time with the metronome.” Resting periods were given periodically to limit arm 
and cognitive fatigue.

Patients with schizophrenia and controls performed the task without appar-
ent difficulty for 8 out of the 9 tempi. There were no significant differences for iri 
errors between controls and patients at all tempi except for the fastest (300ms). 
For both groups, the fastest tempo was difficult to perform and was characterized 
by significant increases in iri errors. These results are presented in Figure 6.5a. 
At the faster tempi of 400 and 300ms, many participants reported needing to be 
highly concentrated and to accept to “let go” in order to maintain rhythmic syn-
chrony. Patients were characterized by larger spatial errors (area) throughout. 
However, longer contact times were revealed at slower tempi only (from iti = 700 
to 1100ms). Contrary to what would have been expected in patients characterized 
by general slowness, our patients with schizophrenia performed as the controls 
for the faster tempi (from iti = 300 to 600ms – see Figure 6.5b).

It is possible that two different temporal processes are used for faster tempi 
(from iti = 300 to 700ms), on the one hand, and slower tempi (from iti = 700 to 
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1100ms), on the other hand. Following this idea, patients with schizophrenia 
would be impaired because of a specific difficulty in the timing of those slow 
tempi that required (1) the inhibition of spontaneous response and (2) a more 
cognitive control of timing for long intervals. A first indication of this would be 
the indication of contrasting cognitive strategies in these two different tempi 
intervals. The analysis of endpoint distributions (orientation bias) in the 
healthy controls confirmed that the spatial ellipses were significantly more 
oriented at faster tempi (iti < 600ms), in reference to the straight line connect-
ing successive targets, than at the slower tempi (i.e., smaller errors to the pre-
dicted model). As proposed by Desmurget (1998), we suggest that these results 
reveal the use of an internal representation of the grouped targets, which was 
used to plan and execute fast sequential actions without the needs to focus 
attention on each individual target; the temporal processes used here would 
be emergent and characteristic of the time needed for motor loops to initiate 
each step of the sequence. At slower tempi however, participants individuated 
each target more and as such, there was an absence of orientation of the distri-
bution of the endpoint errors (see Figure 6.5c). The change from one type of 
temporal process to the other appears to be around the critical spontaneous 
tempo (i.e., 600ms). Interestingly, our patients with schizophrenia revealed 
similar results except around the critical spontaneous tempo and seemed to 
switch timing processes faster than the controls, with more oriented endpoint 
distributions than that observed in the controls, at the intervals of 600 and 
700ms. It is possible that switching strategies occurred faster in the patients 
from predictive timing to emergent timing in order to engage faster in the 
emergent timing strategy that would be preserved. This may be also due to 
perturbed inhibitory functions that are frequently reported in schizophrenia.

Overall, our results suggest the existence of two fundamentally different 
timing processes with a change in the interplay around the critical moment of 
preferred tempo. In schizophrenia, the brain mechanism for emergent timing 
would be preserved. Indeed, patients revealed normalized performances both 
in time and space compared to adult controls, even if at these fast tempi all 
participants found the task difficult to achieve. The brain mechanism for pre-
dictive timing however seemed to be perturbed in our patients. With a diffi-
culty to inhibit direct response, timing errors were significantly greater than 
that observed in controls; patients also were characterised with higher perfor-
mance variability. This pattern of results strongly resembles those reported in 
the first two sections of this chapter; they also echo recent results published by 
our co-workers reporting a specific problem in predictive timing using a phase 
shift detection paradigm (Turgeon et al., 2012).
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Figure 6.5  Results obtained in the Spatio-tapping task in controls (grey) and patients with 
schizophrenia (black). The top figure (6.5a) illustrates the inter-tap interval error 
(iti in ms) compared to the target inter response interval (iri in ms) that was 
imposed by a regular metronome. The middle figure (6.5b) presents mean results 
obtained for the Contact times (ct in ms) measured for the 11 different tempi.  
Finally, the bottom figure (6.5c) presents the mean orientations of the endpoint error 
distributions calculated for oriented scatter plots towards the next target. Large 
values suggest an absence of orientation.
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In conclusion, two fundamentally different timing processes may exist for 
both perceptual and motor timing. Repp and Steinman (2010) have recently 
furthermore argued that these two mechanisms co-exist within the same task. 
They demonstrated that when carried out simultaneously in synchrony, dis-
crete and continuous tasks (finger-tapping vs. circle drawing) could affect each 
other in some ways but retain their distinctive timing characteristics. This 
strongly suggests that predictive timing and emergent timing processes can 
coexist, with one mode dominating the other as a function of task timing prop-
erties. Our findings suggest that schizophrenia may affect specifically those 
processes involved in predictive timing with the behavioural consequence of 
significantly perturbing those tasks that require predictive timing, i.e., esti-
mate interval durations in an explicit way; because of the coexisting proper-
ties, patients with schizophrenia would also be mildly perturbed in tasks 
requiring emergent-timing but especially for performance stability, indicator 
of the event-based aspect of the task. This hypothesis needs now to be tested 
using both behavioural and brain imaging techniques.

6 General Conclusions

Attempts to understand the underlying pathophysiology of schizophrenia 
have increasingly emphasized disturbances in the temporal coordination of 
information processing in the brain (Tononi and Edelman, 2000), leading to 
sensory and motor timing dysfunctions (Carroll et al., 2008; Elvevåg et al., 2003; 
Penney et al., 2000). In the present chapter, we reviewed a number of studies 
that investigated interval timing in patients with schizophrenia. Through the 
use of objective measures of temporal processing capacities, we have shown 
that the motor fluency deficits in schizophrenia may be due to a deficit in pre-
dictive timing and not to a general slowing or instability of the internal clock. 
The use of new technologies (e.g., tactile screens) will provide the means to 
develop new tools that will help gain a neuropsychological description of the 
abnormalities in the phenomenology of timing in patients suffering from brain 
dysfunctions.

Because the neural circuits that are required for interval timing and those 
thought to be compromised in schizophrenia overlap, it has been proposed 
that a focus on temporal information processing offers a window into under-
standing the cognitive deficits of schizophrenia and how deficits may contrib-
ute to a variety of clinical symptoms (Ward et al., 2012). In our laboratory, we 
are specifically interested in understating the functional overlap that may exist 
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between predictive timing and anticipatory motor control, which seem to be 
two processes that are necessary for a normalised sense of agency (Jardri et al., 
2009) and a stable construct of self as a unity of being (Wilquin and Delevoye-
Turrell, 2012).
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chapter 7

Interactions of Timing and Motivational 
Impairments in Schizophrenia

Ryan D. Ward*, Billur Avlar**, and Peter D. Balsam**† 

1 Introduction

Cognitive impairments are a hallmark of schizophrenia and include distur-
bances in working memory, attention, and executive function (Kerns et al., 
2008). Some investigators have proposed that dysfunctional cognition is the 
core deficit in schizophrenia (Elvevåg and Goldberg, 2000; Heinrichs, 2005). 
For example, Andreason and colleagues have suggested that the primary phe-
notype in schizophrenia is “cognitive dysmetria” which they define as “a dis-
ruption in the fluid coordination of mental activity that is the hallmark of 
normal cognition” (Andreason et al., 1999). Such a dysfunction in some funda-
mental aspect of cognition could result in a detrimental cascade of effects, 
ultimately giving rise to more serious cognitive impairments, as well as con-
tributing to the positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia.

What crucial aspect of cognition could be responsible for such a pervasive 
impairment? Some have suggested that the fundamental process that may be 
impaired is temporal information processing (Andreason et al., 1999; Elvevag 
et al., 2004). Distorted timing is well documented in patients with schizophre-
nia. Patients have been described as being disoriented in time: not knowing 
the time of day, day of the week, month or even year (Lewis, 1932). Patients also 
report alterations in the perception of time. Sometimes time slows (even to the 
point of standing still) and sometimes it rushes by at high speed (Freedman, 
1974; Lewis, 1932). In addition to these more anecdotal reports of temporal dis-
tortions, a growing literature has demonstrated empirically the existence of 
distorted temporal information processing in a variety of experimental para-
digms in individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia (e.g., see Penney et al., 
2005, for review). For example, patients have been reported to overestimate 
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interval duration when they are asked to verbally report the duration of a pre-
sented stimulus (e.g., Clausen, 1950; Densen, 1977; Johnson and Petzel, 1971; 
Lhamon and Goldstone, 1956; Tysk, 1983, 1984a, 1990). When asked to reproduce 
a standard interval of some specified duration, patients have been reported to 
underestimate time (e.g., Clausen, 1950; Johnson and Petzel, 1971; Tysk, 1983, 
1990; Wahl and Sieg, 1980). While the specific nature of the timing deficit is 
different depending on the experimental paradigm employed, when all data 
are considered together, the most reliable finding across paradigms and stud-
ies is that patients are more variable in their timing of temporal intervals than 
controls (Carroll et al., 2008, 2009; Davalos et al., 2003; Elvevag et al., 2003, 2004; 
Todd, 2006; Yang et al., 2004). Thus, distortions in temporal information pro-
cessing are reliably associated with the disease. Furthermore, interval timing 
deficits were evident in patients who were at risk for developing schizophrenia 
but not major affective disorder (Penney et al., 2005) providing additional evi-
dence that schizophrenia and timing are deeply linked.

1.1 Dopaminergic Dysfunction in Schizophrenia
Although the specific neural underpinnings of schizophrenia are not fully 
described, one of the most influential hypotheses is that the disease reflects 
pathological changes in activity of the dopaminergic systems (e.g., Howes and 
Kapur, 2009). Hyperactivity of the striatal dopamine (da) system in patients 
has been consistently observed through a variety of methods (see Kellendonk, 
2009, for a review). For example, a number of postmortem studies have 
reported an increase in subcortical da in patients (e.g., Davis et al., 1991). In 
addition, studies using positron emission tomography (pet) to assess dopami-
nergic neurotransmission have reported increased uptake of the radioligand 
fluorodopa in the striatum of patients with schizophrenia (e.g., Frankle, 2007) 
as well as in individuals in the prodromal phase of the disease (Howes et al., 
2009), indicating increased da synthesis. Other pet studies have shown 
increased da neurotransmission in schizophrenia, as evidenced by increased 
amphetamine-induced displacement of D2 binding in patients (see Frankle, 
2007, for review).

In addition to increased da synthesis and neurotransmission, other studies 
have shown that striatal D2 receptors are also altered in schizophrenia. One of 
the most general and replicable findings is hyperactivity of da D2 receptors in 
the striatum of patients and all effective antipsychotic drugs antagonize D2 
receptors (e.g., Seeman et al., 1976). Post mortem studies report an upregula-
tion in striatal D2 receptors in drug-free patients (Davis et al., 1991). These data 
have been confirmed in pet studies, which demonstrate about a 12% average 
increase in da D2 receptor density in the striatum of drug-free and drug-naïve 
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patients (see Laruelle, 1998, for meta-analysis and review). Patients also dis-
play increased occupancy of striatal D2 receptors by da (e.g., Abi-Dargham 
et al., 2000). Thus, the majority of evidence confirms that there is a hyperfunc-
tion of the striatal da D2 system in schizophrenia, suggesting it is an important 
part of the pathophysiology of the disease. Furthermore, pfc hypoactivity has 
also been reported (Barch, 2005; Glahn et al., 2005) and the pfc has long been 
a target of schizophrenia research, given the well documented reliance of 
working memory, which is compromised in schizophrenia, on normal pfc 
function (e.g., Goldman-Rakic and Selemon, 1997; Goldman-Rakic et al., 2004; 
Lewis et al., 1999). Abnormal pfc and striatal functioning is thought to com-
promise the integrity of cortico-striatal circuits, leading to functional impair-
ments (see Simpson, Kellendonk, and Kandel, 2010, for review and discussion 
on how excessive striatal D2 activity could lead to pfc dysfunction).

1.2 Modeling Increased Striatal D2 Receptor Activity in Schizophrenia
One of the ways to examine the causal relationship between D2 receptors and 
the deficit in interval timing observed in patients is to utilize transgenic animal 
models that may mimic the endophenotypes in schizophrenia. In an effort to 
model the increased occupancy and density of striatal da D2 receptors in 
patients, Kellendonk et al. (2006) generated transgenic mice which selectively 
overexpress da D2 receptors in the striatum. To accomplish this, they employed 
the tetracycline controlled gene expression system (see Aiba and Nakao, 2007, 
for discussion). This system utilizes a recombinant protein, the tetracycline 
transactivator (tTA), which is a transcription factor that binds to a specific dna 
sequence, the tetracycline response element (tetO). The transgene is linked 
downstream of tetO in this system, so that transcription of the transgene only 
occurs upon binding of tTA to tetO. The antibiotic tetracycline as well as the 
tetracycline derivative doxycycline bind tTA and render it incapable of binding 
to tetO, thus preventing expression of target genes. This allows for temporal 
control of transgene expression; by supplementing the animals diet with doxy-
cycline the transgene is silenced.

Kellendonk et al. (2006) used a line of transgenic mice in which the expres-
sion of tTA is directed by a region and cell type specific promoter to a particu-
lar brain area and cell type of interest (Mayford et al., 1996). They generated a 
second line of transgenic mice, in which the dna coding sequence for the 
human dopamine D2 receptor was downstream of the tetO promoter. When 
mice from each of these lines are bred together, mice carrying both transgenes 
are produced, in which the transgenic D2 receptor gene is expressed when tTA 
binds to its tetO promoter, thus resulting in region and cell specific expression 
of transgenic D2 receptors (Figure 7.1).
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Figure 7.1  The upper panels show the genetic system used to generate the D2R-OE mice. In 
one mouse line, the human D2 receptor gene is expressed under control of the tetO 
promoter. In a second mouse line, the tTA element is expressed under control of the 
CamKIIa promoter. In a mouse in which both transgenes are present, the tTA element 
binds to the tetO promoter, driving expression of D2 receptors. In the D2R-OE mice, 
expression of excess D2 receptors is confined to the striatum and olfactory tubercule 
(shown via in situ hybridization in the upper right panel). Feeding the mouse doxy-
cycline prevents tTA from binding to the tetO promoter (bottom left panel), thereby 
eliminating expression of the transgenic D2 receptors (bottom right panel). Figure 
adapted from Kellendonk (2009).

While the endogenous expression pattern of the CamKIIα gene is in neu-
rons of the entire forebrain, this promoter, in combination with the tetO-D2R 
transgene, resulted in transgenic D2 receptor expression restricted to the stria-
tum and olfactory tubercule. This model system has a 15% increase in overall 
striatal D2 receptors, fortuitously mimicking the level of increase found in 
patients. The overexpression can be turned off by feeding the mice 
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doxycycline, which prevents tTA from binding to tetO, thus preventing expres-
sion of the D2 receptor gene.

1.3 Interaction of Timing and Motivation in D2R-OE Mice
Given that the ability of a drug to modulate timing was correlated with the 
affinity of the drug for the D2 receptor (Meck, 1986) as well as the dependence 
of timing on the striatum (Matell and Meck, 2004) we thought that it would be 
worthwhile to use the D2R-OE mouse to study the specific role of striatal D2 
signaling on interval timing. In the first of our studies, Drew et al. (2007) found 
severe impairments in temporal information processing in these mice when 
trained on a task called the peak procedure. In this procedure, animals were 
first trained to press a lever in an operant chamber and to consume liquid 
rewards. Following this training, mice were trained to press the lever on a 
fixed interval (fi) schedule in which lever presses were not reinforced until 
after a fi had elapsed from the insertion of the lever into the chamber at the 
start of a trial. Mice went through training on an increasing series of fi 
schedules until the final target duration of 24 s was reached. When perfor-
mance on the fi 24 s schedule was stable, peak interval trials were intro-
duced. On peak trials, the lever was extended as on fi trials, but the lever 
remained extended for 96 s and no reward was given. In a well-trained ani-
mal, the average rate of responding generally begins low, then increases and 
peaks at or around the usual time of reinforcement, and then decreases 
(Roberts, 1981). Quantitative analysis of the distributions of lever press 
responses on the peak trials can be used to provide estimates of motivation 
to respond in the task, accuracy, and precision of interval timing. The peak 
height of the response rate distribution indexes motivation, and is affected 
by manipulations that target motivational states, such as feeding the animal 
prior to the session, changing the magnitude of the reward, or devaluing the 
reward via pairings with lithium chloride (Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2009; 
Ludvig et al., 2007; Roberts, 1981). The location of the maximal rate of 
responding gives an index of how accurately the mice were able to time the 
temporal interval, and the spread of the response rate distribution is a mea-
sure of the precision (variability) of interval timing. Figure  7.2 shows that 
when performance was characterized in this way, D2R-OE mice responded at 
overall lower rates, indicating lack of motivation.

In addition, the response rate distributions of D2R-OE mice were flatter, and 
peaked later than the target interval of 24 s, indicating decreased precision and 
accuracy of timing. Turning off the transgene with doxycycline improved moti-
vation (increased response rate), and partially rescued the deficit in the accu-
racy and precision of timing. These data suggest the possibility of a motivational 
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component to the timing deficits, which is rescued by turning off the 
transgene.

Response rates in the peak procedure provided an indirect measure of moti-
vation. To more directly assess motivation, the progressive ratio task, which 
measures the amount of effort a subject will expend to earn a reward, was used 
(Drew et al., 2007). In this task, the mouse earns reward after completing a 
criterion number of lever presses. The criterion was set at two lever presses for 
the first trial and then doubled with each successive trial. In this procedure, as 
shown in Figure  7.3, D2R-OE mice ceased responding significantly earlier, 
earned fewer rewards, and made fewer responses. These deficits were amelio-
rated when the transgene was turned off, indicating that the progressive ratio 
impairment in D2R-OE mice results from acute overexpression of the D2 
receptor.

We investigated the interaction between timing and motivation in the peak 
procedure by reducing the probability of reward on fi trials (Ward et al., 2009). 
Our reasoning was that if the timing deficits in D2R-OE mice resulted from 
motivational impairments, we should be able to mimic the impairment in con-
trols by reducing motivation during the peak procedure. The peak procedure 
was employed exactly as described above, except that the percentage of 
rewarded fi trials was decreased across conditions from 100 to 5%. Each 
reward percentage condition was in place for at least five sessions until the 
response rate data appeared stable. As shown in Figure 7.4A, manipulation of 
reward probability impacted performance of both control and D2R-OE mice, 
with poorer performance as reward probability was reduced.
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Figure 7.2  Temporal information processing during the peak procedure. Responses per second 
as a function of time during peak interval trials (see text for details). D2R-OE mice 
have lower response rates, and are less accurate and precise in their timing of the 24 
s target interval. Turning off the transgene (D2R-OE-Dox) increases response rates 
and rescues accuracy of interval timing. Data taken from Drew et al. (2007).
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Most interestingly however, when the level of motivation as indexed by peak 
height was similar between control and D2R-OE mice, timing accuracy and 
precision were also similar, strongly suggesting a motivational component to 
the timing deficits in D2R-OE mice.

These results are consistent with a large body of evidence implicating the 
da D2 receptor in both motivation and temporal information processing. As 
far as motivation is concerned, DAergic signaling has been shown to be critical 
to the performance of motivated behavior in a number of paradigms (see 
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Figure 7.3  Assessment of motivation in the progressive ratio schedule in D2R-OE mice. A. 
Survival functions showing the percentage of mice in all groups that were still 
responding on the schedule as a function of time in the progressive ratio session. 
D2R-OE mice quit responding significantly sooner than controls, and turning off 
the transgene (D2OE-Dox) rescues the progressive ratio performance. B. Number 
of rewards earned and break point (last ratio completed) for all groups of mice. 
D2R-OE mice earned significantly fewer rewards and had significantly lower break 
points than control and D2R-OE-Dox mice. C. Total number of lever presses emitted 
by all groups of mice on the progressive ratio schedule. D2R-OE mice made signifi-
cantly fewer lever presses than control mice. Turning off the transgene improved 
performance. D. Number of head entries made by all groups of mice following a 
reward delivery. There was no difference in this measure across groups, indicating 
that all mice consumed the reward once it was earned. Reprinted with permission 
from Drew et al. (2007).
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Salamone et al., 2007, 2009, 2012, for reviews). For example, both da antago-
nists and depletion of nucleus accumbens da decrease operant responding for 
food, particularly when the lever press requirement becomes more effortful 
(e.g., Aberman and Salamone 1999; Ishiwari et al., 2004). The specific role of da 
in reward motivated behavior has been clarified using a procedure in which 
animals are given the choice to work (lever press) for a more preferred reward, 
or consume a freely available less preferred reward. In this procedure, animals 
with intact da signaling press the lever for the preferred reward, and consume 
little of the free chow. However, antagonism of da receptors leads to a shift in 
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Figure 7.4  A. Peak interval performance of both control and D2R-OE mice is sensitive to manip-
ulation of motivation. Motivation was manipulated by changing the percentage of 
rewarded fixed interval trials (see text for details). Circles show performance under 
conditions of 100% rewarded fi trials, while triangles show performance under 10% 
rewarded fi trials. Closed symbols show control performance, while open symbols 
show performance of D2R-OE mice. Decreasing motivation in control mice results 
in performance that is indistinguishable from that of D2OE mice. B. Performance of 
control and D2OE mice on the bisection procedure (see text for details) with anchor 
durations of 2 and 8 s. The figure shows the proportion of trials on which the mice 
chose the response lever corresponding to a “long” sample duration as a function 
of sample duration. There are no differences in performance between genotypes. C. 
Performance of control and D2R-OE mice on the bisection procedure with anchor 
durations of 6 and 24 s. D2R-OE mice are selectively impaired on longer duration 
sample trials, suggesting a deficit in working memory or sustained attention. Data 
from Ward et al. (2009).
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behavior away from the more effortful lever press towards the freely available 
chow (Cousins and Salamone, 1994; Farrar et al., 2010; Salamone et al., 1991, 
1996; Salamone and Correa, 2002). Data like these are clarifying the role of da 
in motivated behavior and emphasize the importance of da signaling in con-
tributing to the computation of work-related response costs.

Many studies indicate that temporal information processing can be dis-
torted by manipulations that target the da system (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; 
Maricq and Church, 1983). Although theoretical accounts of the underlying 
mechanisms of these effects differ, administration of both da agonists and 
antagonists has been shown repeatedly to produce disruption of temporal 
information processing in a variety of experimental protocols (see Coull et al., 
2011 for review). In particular, empirical evidence indicates that temporal 
information processing is particularly sensitive to manipulation of D2 receptor 
function. For example, Meck (1986) demonstrated that the dose of a neurolep-
tic that was required to distort rats’ perception of a time interval by 10-15% was 
negatively correlated with the drugs’ affinity for da D2 receptors. Thus, D2 
receptor activity is critical in accurate temporal information processing.

1.4 Rescuing Motivation Rescues Timing in D2R-OE Mice
The data from the peak procedure in which the probability of reward was 
manipulated indicate that manipulation of motivation impacts timing, and 
strongly suggest that the timing impairment in D2R-OE mice has a motiva-
tional component. However, in the peak procedure it is not possible to sepa-
rate deficits in timing from those in motivation, because the index of timing is 
response rate, and response rate is greatly impacted by motivation. To further 
examine the nature of the timing impairment, we tested the D2R-OE mice on 
a timing task, which is not dependent on response rate as the measure of tim-
ing (Ward et al., 2009). In the temporal bisection task (Church and Deluty, 
1977) at trial onset a sample (e.g., tone) is presented for either a short (e.g., 2 s) 
or long (e.g., 8 s) duration. Following sample presentation, response levers are 
presented and responses on one lever are only rewarded following presenta-
tion of short samples while responses on the other lever are only rewarded 
following presentation of long samples. Once performance with these anchor 
durations is learned, mice can be tested on trials in which intermediate dura-
tion samples are presented. Accuracy and precision of interval timing perfor-
mance can be assessed by examining the proportion of choices to the lever 
corresponding to a ‘long’ sample duration as a function of sample duration. 
Once performance is stable, the proportion of responses to the long choice 
option is generally an increasing sigmoidal function of sample duration 
(Church and Deluty, 1977). The slope of this function indicates precision of 
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interval timing, while the point on the function that corresponds to 50% long 
choices, or the point of subjective equality, gives an estimate of the accuracy of 
interval timing. Because only a single response is required in each trial, perfor-
mance in the bisection task is not as affected by motivation to respond as the 
peak interval procedure.

The bottom panels of Figure 7.4 show the results of these experiments. The 
results indicated that D2R-OE mice have difficulty processing temporal infor-
mation only at relatively long durations. With the relatively short anchor dura-
tions of 2 and 8 s (Figure  7.4B), for both control and D2R-OE mice the 
proportion of responses corresponding to the “long” response option increases 
with increasing sample duration, but there is no difference between control 
and D2R-OE mice, indicating that timing of these relatively short durations is 
intact. However, when the anchor durations were 6 and 24 s (Figure 7.4C), a 
difference emerged. At the longer durations, the proportion of “long” responses 
was significantly lower for D2R-OE mice than controls, indicating a selective 
impairment when required to process temporal information over longer inter-
vals. This selective impairment in timing of relatively long durations could be 
due to a deficit in working memory or sustained attention, psychological pro-
cesses that are critical to accurately process temporal information over longer 
intervals. However, when we tested the D2R-OE mice in operant paradigms, 
which assessed retention of information in working memory and sustained 
attention, we found no deficit. This suggested to us the possibility that there 
may be a motivational component to the timing impairment.

We had previously demonstrated that the motivational impairment could 
be rescued by turning off the transgene by feeding the mice doxycycline (Drew 
et al., 2007; Simpson et al., 2011). We next tested whether the timing impair-
ment in the bisection procedure could also be rescued by turning off the trans-
gene. Indeed, turning off the transgene rescued the timing impairment in the 
bisection procedure (Avlar et al., in preparation) suggesting a motivational 
basis for this deficit. The specific contribution of motivation to the timing defi-
cits in the bisection procedure must be complex. The data from the peak pro-
cedure in which response rates of D2R-OE mice were significantly lower than 
controls indicates the presence of a basal motivational impairment. However, 
when the influence of response rates on the index of timing was removed by 
testing the mice in the bisection procedure, there was no general timing 
impairment with brief stimuli (Figure  7.4C). Only when the target duration 
became relatively long (>15 s) did the impairment manifest itself. On the face 
of it, this selective impairment in processing of longer temporal durations sug-
gests a difficulty in working memory or attention. The fact that sustained atten-
tion and working memory maintenance are not impaired in the D2R-OE mice 
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when assessed separately, however, suggests the possibility that the deficit 
results from an interaction of these cognitive processes when they are both 
required to work in concert, as in processing of longer temporal delays.

If there is a motivational component to the temporal information process-
ing impairments in D2R-OE mice, we should be able to improve performance 
using an experimental manipulation that improves motivation. Therefore, 
manipulating the reward magnitude in a temporal discrimination task is par-
ticularly beneficial, because it gives us an opportunity to assess the interval 
timing independent of lever pressing vigor. Preliminary results from our lab 
(Avlar et al., in preparation) showed that altering the levels of motivation by 
increasing the reward magnitude for the longer cue durations, also improved 
the timing of both control and D2R-OE mice, although D2R-OE mice required 
a longer period of exposure to the increased reward magnitude before the 
improvements were manifest.

2 How Does Motivation Impact Timing?

The results from our assessment of timing and motivation in D2R-OE mice 
indicated that motivation is critical in accurate temporal information process-
ing. To conceptually dissect this interaction, Figure 7.5 shows the psychological 
processes thought to be involved in interval timing.

Although different accounts differ in the specifics, the general component 
processes are common across theories. In order to accurately process temporal 
information, an organism must perceive and attend to the passage of time, 
store a representation of time in memory, and then make decisions about 
appropriate behavioral responses based on a comparison of the currently 
elapsing duration with previously experienced durations. First, some environ-
mental event must trigger a timing mechanism. Information about the dura-
tion of the currently elapsing interval is stored and continuously updated in 
working memory. When the stimulus event ends or another biologically sig-
nificant event occurs, the duration of the interval is transferred to long term 
memory. On subsequent occasions when the same or similar stimulus events 
are encountered, the elapsing duration is compared to a stored duration in 
long term memory. If the comparison crosses response thresholds, an appropri-
ate behavioral action is selected. Thus, accurate interval timing requires proper 
functioning of a cascade of related psychological processes, including percep-
tion, attention, working memory, long term memory, and decision processes. 
In addition, these processes are impacted by motivation. A large literature has 
demonstrated that manipulations of aspects of reward, which putatively 
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impact motivation during cognitive tasks, impact performance on these tasks. 
For example, in the peak procedure, when animals are pre-fed a large amount 
before the daily session, the response rate function flattened and shifted to the 
right, and this effect was interpreted as evidence of a change in clock speed 
(Roberts, 1981; see also Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2009; Ward and Odum, 2006, 
2007). Others have demonstrated similar effects with manipulations of reward 
magnitude. Increases and decreases of reward magnitude produce leftward, 
and rightward shifts in the response rate function, respectively, and these shifts 
have also been interpreted as changes in the speed of the clock (Grace and 
Nevin, 2000; Kacelnik and Brunner, 2002; Ludvig, Conover, and Shizgal, 2007; 
see also Bizo and White, 1995; Killeen et al., 1999; Ward and Odum, 2007). In 
addition to effects on clock speed, motivation has also been theorized to impact 
the latency to initiate the timing mechanism (Gibbon and Church, 1984; 
Lejuene, Macar, and Zakay, 1999), the vigilance with which the elapsing interval 
is attended to (Fortin and Masse, 2000; Ward and Odum, 2007; Zakay, 1989), and 
decision related computations (e.g., Bendiksby and Platt, 2006; Gold and 
Shadlen, 2001; Leon and Shadlen, 1999; Platt and Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 
2004), among others. Determining the impact of motivational manipulations 
on specific psychological processes or their interaction is challenging, but what 
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Figure 7.5  Conceptual framework showing the psychological processes 
which are thought to underlie temporal information processing, 
and their interaction with motivation (see text for details).
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is clear from these types of studies is that motivation plays a critical modulatory 
role in cognitive processes which underlie temporal information processing.

2.1 Motivation as a Target for Improving Cognition and Timing
Our work with the D2R-OE mice indicated that both motivation and temporal 
information processing could be improved by switching off the transgene by 
feeding the mice doxycycline. These results indicate that these impairments 
are caused by the acute overexpression of D2 receptors, and returning D2R 
expression levels to normal is sufficient to rescue the performance deficits. 
Thus, it should be possible to perform some acute manipulation and rescue 
the performance. We (Simpson et al., 2011) therefore conducted a series of 
studies in an effort to find successful strategies for rescuing the motivational 
deficit. Because the most obvious effect of turning off the transgene is normal-
ization of D2R activity, we first attempted to use a pharmacological strategy to 
recapitulate this normalization. We administered the D2 receptor antagonist 
haloperidol chronically for two weeks (via subcutaneous osmotic mini-pumps) 
and assessed motivation in the progressive ratio paradigm. Even with the low-
est dose used, we were unable to improve performance via haloperidol. In fact, 
at the higher doses, haloperidol produced performance decrements. 
Interestingly, these results are in line with clinical reports, which indicate that 
haloperidol, although effective in treating positive symptoms in schizophre-
nia, has no efficacy for treatment of motivational deficits. In fact, as we 
observed and as corroborated by numerous published studies, haloperidol has 
been shown to decrease motivation as assessed in a number of paradigms. The 
lack of efficacy of haloperidol could possibly be due to the difficulty in target-
ing and antagonizing only the excess D2 receptors, or it could be due to halo-
peridol’s actions at other receptors. We, therefore, searched for an alternative 
strategy for modulating circuit function. We performed an unbiased gene chip 
assay, which determined the expression levels of thousands of genes. Because 
the motivational deficit was reversed when the transgene was turned off, we 
focused on changes in gene expression, which were also reversed when the 
transgene was turned off. Given the demonstrated role of the serotonin system 
in psychiatric diseases in which motivation is compromised, we were particu-
larly interested in changes in this system. We surveyed the changes in the sero-
tonin system and found increased expression of the serotonin 2C (5-HT2C) 
receptor in the striatum of D2R-OE mice, which was normalized when the 
transgene was turned off. To see if this overexpression of the 5-HT2C receptor 
contributed to the motivational impairment of the D2R-OE mice, we adminis-
tered the selective 5-HT2C antagonist SB 242084. Systemic administration of 
this drug rescued performance in a progressive ratio schedule.
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Not only did the 5-HT2C antagonist rescue motivation in D2R-OE mice, it 
also improved motivation in control mice. This suggests that the impact of the 
drug was not through a mechanism specific to the deficit in D2R-OE mice. 
Rather, the effect was likely due to a general role of 5-HT2C receptors in moti-
vation. These results indicate that motivation in the D2R-OE mice can be res-
cued by 5-HT2C receptor antagonism and suggest a novel therapeutic strategy 
for patients.

Consistent with the idea that motivation modulates the accuracy and  
precision of timing, preliminary data from our lab is in line with the hypothesis 
that timing deficits can be ameliorated by increasing motivation via 
5-HT2C antagonism. In a temporal bisection task, administration of SB242084 
improved the precision and accuracy of the timing in both controls and 
D2R-OE mice (Avlar et al., in preparation) in the same way such improvements 
might be anticipated when reward factors are directly manipulated to increase 
motivation (Galtress and Kirkpatrick, 2010; Ward et al., 2009). Of course, 
improvement in timing could be due to the 5-HT2C receptor antagonist having 
a direct pro-cognitive effect (e.g., altered memory or attention) but the evi-
dence so far is consistent with the hypothesis that the improvements arise 
from an indirect effect on cognition via modulation of motivation. We suggest 
that therapeutic strategies that target motivation may be a viable strategy for 
improving cognition in schizophrenia.

These results may also be relevant to depression. Lack of motivation is also 
characteristic of depression, and there are data to suggest that the 5-HT2C 
receptor may be altered in depression. For example, post mortem studies of 
suicide victims with a history of depression showed that 5-HT2C pre-mRNA 
editing was altered in prefrontal cortex (Gurevich et al., 2002). In addition, 
using a mouse model, Mombereau et al. (2010) reported that complete editing 
of 5-HT2C receptor mrna resulted in an antidepressant-like phenotype as 
measured in a forced swimming test. There is also some evidence that tempo-
ral information processing is disrupted in depression (Bschor et al., 2004; Gil 
and Droit-Volet, 2009; Grinker et al., 1973; Sevigny et al., 2003; Tysk, 1984). Given 
the demonstrated role of the 5-HT2C receptor in motivation (Pentkowski et al., 
2010; Simpson et al., 2011), perhaps targeting this receptor would be therapeuti-
cally beneficial in depression as well.

3 Conclusions

The dysmetria hypothesis of the symptoms of schizophrenia is an appealing 
one. It is easy to imagine how improper timing in the flow of information leads 
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to many of the symptoms of the disorder (see Ward et al., 2012, for discussion) 
including disorganized behavior, delusions, and misjudgments of causality 
(Andreason et al., 1999; Carroll et al., 2008; Metcalfe et al., 2012). For example, 
consider the case of delusions. Disruption in temporal perception could lead 
to failure to correctly perceive the temporal order of temporally contiguous 
events. This in turn could lead to a lack of attribution of causality to one’s own 
actions, and instead causally attributing events in one’s life to other sources 
(aliens, spies, etc.). Of course some of the symptoms of schizophrenia may also 
be directly affected by difficulties in other aspects of information processing 
such as memory and decision-making, or as the results of our experiments 
with the D2R-OE mice suggest, some of the cognitive deficits may be a conse-
quence of a dysfunction in motivation. The developmental overexpression of 
striatal D2 receptors is sufficient to produce both motivational and timing 
impairments. Our data indicate that motivational and cognitive processes 
interact in producing the timing deficits. The level of motivation modulates 
timing accuracy and precision in both D2R-OE and control mice to such an 
extent that as motivation is decreased in control mice, a timing phenotype 
emerges that is identical to that of D2R-OE mice. Thus, it seems plausible that 
at least in the subset of patients who exhibit negative symptoms, the deficit in 
motivation contributes to their cognitive deficits including those in timing.

In recent years, there has been a renewal of research effort into the negative 
symptoms of schizophrenia. While positive symptoms (disordered thoughts, 
delusions, hallucinations) are perhaps the most prototypical symptoms of 
schizophrenia, severity of positive symptoms is not correlated with functional 
impairment in the disease. Cognitive (deficits in perception, attention, work-
ing memory, executive functioning) and negative (blunted affect, social with-
drawal, lack of motivation) symptoms, on the other hand, are highly predictive 
of functional outcomes (Beng-Choon et al., 1998). There has been significant 
research effort focused on developing pharmacological interventions for the 
cognitive deficits in schizophrenia, but so far an effective therapeutic strategy 
remains elusive (Keefe et al., 2007). Aside from the general complexity of the 
neurobiological mechanisms of the disease, one reason that current pharma-
cological strategies are ineffective in producing improvements in functional 
outcomes may be that a critical motivational component is not being 
addressed. While there have been some modest successes in treating cognitive 
impairment, there are no efficacious therapies for treating the motivational 
impairments. In fact, current therapeutic strategies for treating positive symp-
toms based on some level of D2 receptor antagonism likely worsen motiva-
tional impairments (Salamone et al., 2009; Simpson et al., 2011). By focusing on 
the interaction of motivation and cognition, the work with the D2R-OE mouse 
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model directly points to some novel treatment strategies. The motivational 
impairments are rescued and there is a concomitant improvement in timing 
when D2 receptor expression is returned to normal levels. This suggests that 
targeting motivational circuits might be an effective means of improving both 
motivation and cognition. Consistent with this hypothesis we found that a 
5-HT2C receptor antagonist improves motivation (Simpson et al., 2011) and 
here describe preliminary data showing that timing is also improved by this 
intervention.

More generally, the difficulty in finding effective treatments for psychiatric 
diseases with heterogeneous symptom manifestation illustrates the need for 
caution when trying to understand psychiatric disease as comprising distinct 
clusters of clinical symptoms. Of course, parsing psychiatric syndromes into 
symptom clusters, as in the case with the three symptom clusters in schizo-
phrenia (positive, negative, cognitive) aids in being able to speak in a coherent 
way about patients and in forming a coherent clinical picture of the disease. 
This view, however, becomes problematic when it is treated as indicative of an 
actual partitioning of various psychological and biological processes that may 
be impaired in disease states. This mindset has perhaps been perpetuated by 
the advances in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technology, 
which make it possible to visualize brain activity of participants while they are 
engaged in various experimental protocols. Many of these studies then corre-
late brain activity in a certain region of interest with severity of patient symp-
toms as indexed on a clinical scale. This practice reinforces the tendency to 
interpret fMRI data as a visualization of specific and distinct symptom types 
(or cognitive processes which underlie these symptoms) physically instanti-
ated in the brain. These types of interpretations lead to the compartmentaliza-
tion of the brain into areas based on some purported functional specificity. 
Although some functional selectivity has been supported empirically, in gen-
eral, the notion that specific brain regions or networks subserve specific sub-
sets of cognitive processes is the topic of considerable debate among cognitive 
neuroscientists (Barrett, 2012; Friston and Price, 2011; Mahon and Cantlon, 2011; 
Uttal, 2001, 2011).

The situation becomes even more challenging when one considers the fact 
that even specific symptoms are not monolithic constructs, but nuanced and 
complex phenomena. For example, it is easy to say that motivation is impaired 
in schizophrenia, but what is motivation? The outward behavioral manifesta-
tion of a lack of motivated behavior could result from impairments and interac-
tions in numerous aspects of reward and cognitive processing (Barch and Dowd, 
2010; Salamone et al., 2007; Ward et al, 2012) which would have to be dissected in 
order to understand the specific nature of the deficit. Thus, attempting to treat 
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certain symptoms while failing to consider their interactions with other symp-
toms is not likely to lead to the most efficacious therapeutic strategies.

In closing, we suggest that is important to consider the inseparability of motiva-
tion, cognition, emotion, perception, decision-making, and action selection. All 
these features of behavioral regulation evolved to produce a reasonably successful 
behavioral output in the right place and at the right time. We identify psychiatric 
disorders because the output of these systems becomes dangerous or disruptive. 
Consequently, it seems foundational to understand that behavioral outputs are 
simultaneously regulated by this entire set of interacting processes. In this con-
text, we should not expect to find a single cause for complex psychiatric disorders, 
nor perhaps a single cure. Although this approach increases the complexity of the 
search to understand causes of psychiatric disease, it also holds a promise for con-
tributing to significant advances in helping patients deal with their difficulties.
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chapter 8

Timing in Neurogenerative Disorders of the  
Basal Ganglia

Deborah L. Harrington*** and Stephen M. Rao†

1 Introduction

Time is an integral facet of behavior that structures our perceptions, experi-
ences, and memories. Although there is no clinical disorder that is specifically 
characterized by timing disturbances, some are known to alter certain inter-
related cognitive functions, such as planning. A host of neurological and psy-
chiatric diseases that affect basal ganglia, cerebellar, and cerebral cortex 
functioning affect timing within the scale of tenths of milliseconds on up to 
seconds or even minutes. As such, there has been a lively debate over the neu-
ral sources of temporal processing deficits in various disease processes. 
Presently, there is substantial support for the centrality of the striatum and 
dopamine neurotransmission in explicit timing (Balci et al., 2012; Hohn et al., 
2011; Lake and Meck, 2012; Meck, 2006a,b; Rammsayer, 1993). This chapter dis-
cusses timing disturbances in two disorders of the basal ganglia in which dopa-
minergic functioning is decreased, namely Parkinson’s disease (pd) and 
prodromal Huntington disease (hd). There is a growing interest in these disor-
ders since temporal processing deficits contribute to the breakdown in the 
spatiotemporal organization of movement in pd (Vercruysse et al., 2012) and 
timing ability is a marker of proximity to a diagnosis of manifest hd   
(Harrington et al., 2012; Rowe et al., 2010). This chapter places an emphasis on 
functional imaging investigations of timing disturbances in pd and prodromal 
hd, as this has received little attention in the literature to date. To set the stage 
for our discussion, we first review two influential timing models that under-
score the crucial roles of key component processes and neurophysiological 
mechanisms. The framework provided by these models, together with advance-
ments in neuroanatomical connectivity, has guided research into the 
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neurocognitive mechanisms of timing and its breakdown. We then give an 
overview of timing disturbances in pd and the effects of dopamine therapy, 
followed by research into prodromal phases of hd. This section is not intended 
to provide a thorough treatment of this topic as there are several excellent, 
recent reviews of temporal processing disturbances in pd (Allman and Meck, 
2012; Koch, Oliveri, and Caltagirone, 2009). We then discuss emerging func-
tional imaging research, which is beginning to reveal brain circuits that govern 
timing deficits in these disorders. Lastly, we consider the clinical relevance of 
temporal processing dysfunction in these diseases and future avenues for 
research.

2 Models of Timing

We lead with a brief description of two influential models that have driven 
research in neurologically intact adults and in clinical disorders of temporal 
processing. The information processing model has provided a strong frame-
work for studying component processes of interval timing, which can have 
distinct effects on timing accuracy and variability. In contrast, a leading neuro-
physiological model delineates the physiological and neuroanatomical proper-
ties of timing networks, thereby fostering an understanding of the functional 
significance of abnormalities in corticostriatal networks that underlie timing 
disturbances.

2.1 Information Processing Model
Over the last two decades there has been an explosion of research into the 
neuroanatomical underpinnings of interval timing in disorders of the basal 
ganglia. Initially, a driving force behind much of this work was scalar expec-
tancy theory (set; Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon, Church, and Meck, 1984), which 
defined sources of timing variability that were derived from clock, memory, 
and decision processes (Figure  8.1A). Empirical findings in pharmacological 
and lesion studies in animals further suggested that the clock process depended 
on dopamine neurotransmission and the striatum (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; 
Maricq and Church, 1983; Meck, 1996). In set, timing is implemented via a 
pacemaker mechanism, which represents time through the accumulation of 
pulses. Pulses are turned on and off by a mode switch and then passed onto an 
accumulator to be counted. Perceived duration is intimately related to the 
interplay between the pacemaker and the level of attention given to the pas-
sage of time. Attention affects the mode switch, which controls the flexible 
starting and stopping of pulses from the pacemaker, thereby enabling 
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anticipation of predictable events. Attention also affects the accumulation of 
pulses, such that when attention is diverted there is a shortening of perceived 
duration, suggesting that pulses are lost. The current representation of time is 
stored in working memory, where it is maintained in accord with current goals 
and over time, more enduring interval representations are stored in long-term 
memory. A decision process compares pulse counts from the accumulator 
with ones in memory to determine when or how to respond. At this stage, stra-
tegic or attentional factors can influence decision processes by biasing response 
thresholds that determine when the current time is sufficiently close to the 
remembered time. Altogether, the perception of time emerges from the inter-
play among these component processes. For this reason, set continues to be 
an influential framework for unraveling the potential influence of various cog-
nitive processes on disturbances in temporal processing. Potential sources of 
timing deficits are inferred through different patterns of accuracy and vari-
ability, which has been discussed in detail by others (Allman and Meck, 2012; 
Wearden, 1999).

2.2 Neurophysiological Model
As knowledge grew about the neurobiological bases of timing, the challenge of 
unraveling the functional significance of temporal processing deficits in neu-
rological disorders became more apparent. This challenge can be better appre-
ciated upon consideration of the complexity of corticostriatal connectivity 
(Figure 8. 1B). Cortical networks subserving different behaviors have separate, 
partially segregated pathways to the striatum that return to the same areas via 
direct and indirect pathways. There is also a hyper-direct pathway from the 
cortex to the subthalamic nucleus (stn), which circumvents the striatum. 
Dopaminergic input to the striatum and cerebral cortex is via the substantia 
nigra pars compacta (SNc; nigrostriatal pathway) and the ventral tegmental 
area (vta; mesolimbic and mesocortical pathways), respectively. The cerebel-
lum also has separate parallel connections with the cerebral cortex (Akkal, 
Dum, and Strick, 2007; Clower, Dum, and Strick, 2005). Moreover, the cerebel-
lum and the basal ganglia communicate with each other by way of output 
nuclei from each region (dentate nuclei) and the stn (Figure  8.1C; Bostan, 
Dum, and Strick, 2010; Hoshi et al., 2005). Thus, timing might emerge from 
complex interactions within corticostriatal, cortico-cortical, and/or striatal-
cerebellar networks.

The Striatal Beat Frequency Model (sbf; Matell and Meck, 2004), which 
evolved from an elegant body of work in rodents, captured the inherent inter-
active nature of timing networks (Matell, Meck, and Nicolelis, 2003; Matell et 
al., 2011; Meck et al., 2012). By this model (Figure 8.1B), the striatum receives 
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Figure 8.1  Interval timing models and brain networks. A: Illustration of the three component 
processes of an information processing model of timing, scalar expectancy theory 
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Figure 8.1 (cont.)  (set). The clock component consists of a pacemaker that represents time 
through the accumulation of pulses. Pulses are turned on and off by a 
switch and then passed into an accumulator to be counted. Accumulated 
pulses are encoded into working memory and over time, more endur-
ing interval representations are stored in long-term memory. Decision 
processes compare pulse counts from the accumulator with ones in 
memory to determine when or how to respond. B: The neuroanatomi-
cally connectivity of the striatum and cortex is illustrated in the context 
of the Striatal Beat Frequency Model (sbf). By this model, the striatum 
receives cortical oscillatory activity, which evolves as a function of event 
duration, thereby serving as a clock signal. The striatum detects the state 
of the cortical oscillatory patterns and responds when a pattern matches 
previously reinforced or intrinsically important states, thereby serving 
as a core timer. Tonic dopamine and glutamate alter cortical oscillation 
frequencies; nigrostriatal phasic dopamine signals the onset and the offset 
of a timed event. Dopamine also strengthens striatal synapses that are 
activated by the frequency pattern of cortical neurons to a timed event.  
C: Illustration of anatomical pathways that enable two-way communica-
tion between the striatum and cerebellum. acc = anterior cingulate 
cortex; dlpfc = dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; dn = dentate nucleus; 
fef = frontal eye fields; GPe = globus pallidus externa; GPi = globus 
 pallidus interna; ppc = posterior parietal cortex; pm = premotor; 
pn = pontine nucleus; sma = supplementary motor area; sc = sensory 
 cortex; SNc = substantia nigra pars compacta; SNr = substantia nigra 
pars reticulata; stn = subthalamic nucleus; vlpfc = ventrolateral 
prefrontal cortex; vta = ventral tegmental area.

cortical oscillatory activity, which evolves as a function of event duration, 
thereby serving as a clock signal. The striatum detects the state of the cortical 
oscillatory patterns and responds when a pattern matches previously rein-
forced or intrinsically important states, thereby serving as a core timer. Tonic 
dopamine and glutamate are thought to alter cortical oscillation frequencies, 
whereas nigrostriatal phasic dopamine signals the onset and the offset of a 
timed event. Dopamine also strengthens striatal synapses that are activated by 
the frequency pattern of cortical neurons to a timed event. So by the sbf, tim-
ing depends on dopamine input from different pathways and corticostriatal 
interactions. An implication of the sbf is that timing disturbances in basal 
ganglia disorders should arise from changes in pathways involving the stria-
tum, but also other brain circuits that govern cognitive functions. This is sup-
ported by psychopharmacological challenges in rodents that demonstrate that 
cognitive enhancers (atomoxetine and physostigmine) and disruptors (scopol-
amine and chlordiazepoxide) respectively improve and worsen temporal pre-
cision in the peak procedure task (Balci et al., 2008). Though not specifically 
addressed by the sbf, diminished striatal functioning might also engage brain 
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circuits that compensate via degeneracy mechanisms, wherein different ana-
tomical networks are engaged (Merchant, Harrington, and Meck, 2013). 
Degeneracy in timing systems is plausible since time-related cell activity is not 
only found in the basal ganglia, but also the cerebellum, thalamus, posterior 
parietal cortex, prefrontal cortex, and the supplementary motor area (sma and 
preSMA; Merchant et al., 2013). Timing in different behavioral contexts is also 
associated with different neural architectures. For example, implicit and 
explicit timing are thought to respectively depend on the cerebellum and stria-
tum (Coull, Cheng, and Meck, 2011). Similarly, cortico-cortical systems are 
more engaged when timed movements that are externally paced, whereas the 
striatum is engaged when movements are self-paced or internally timed (Rao 
et al., 1997; Taniwaki et al., 2003). Thus, different neural systems may be capable 
of timing. At the same time, it is far from clear whether degeneracy mecha-
nisms actually compensate (i.e., improve performance) for diminished timing. 
We will return to this issue when discussing neuroimaging studies of timing in 
pd and prodromal hd.

3 Temporal Processing Deficits in Basal Ganglia Disorders

Temporal processing in pd and prodromal hd is of keen interest due to the 
centrality of the striatum and dopamine neurotransmission in timing. Though 
traditionally considered disorders of movement, timing disturbances in both 
diseases are not simply due to motor symptoms, since they are found in con-
texts that minimize motor output. Temporal processing has been far more 
studied in pd than prodromal hd. In this section, behavioral studies will be 
reviewed in pd, followed by those in prodromal hd. For each disorder, we first 
briefly review the underlying neuropathology. Then clinical features are dis-
cussed that are relevant to elucidating the neurobehavioral mechanisms of 
temporal processing deficits and interpreting discrepancies that have been 
reported across studies.

3.1 Parkinson’s Disease

3.1.1 Neuropathology and Symptoms
The principal neuropathological finding in pd is dopamine cell loss in nigros-
triatal pathway and to lesser extent, the mesocortical/limbic pathway. pd not 
only presents with classic motor symptoms (tremor, rigidity, slowness, postural 
instability, freezing), but it has a progressive impact on cognition. In pd with-
out dementia, cognitive decline is often subtle and attributed to frontostriatal 
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dysfunction, as it most commonly affects executive functions, attention, and 
working memory. By set, some of these functions may interact with the clock, 
thereby complicating the interpretation of the source for timing deficits. It is 
also important to recognize that there is considerable clinical heterogeneity of 
cognitive symptoms in pd (Carbon, Edwards, and Eidelberg, 2003; Lewis et al., 
2003; Williams-Gray et al., 2009). This heterogeneity likely relates to individual 
differences in pathological changes and their severity, although this is not well 
understood nor is the effect of dopamine therapy on various cognitive func-
tions. Another important consideration is that there are day-to-day fluctua-
tions in symptoms and individual differences in responsiveness to medication 
therapy. Thus, a gamut of clinical phenotypes may underlie some discrepan-
cies reported across studies with regard to whether timing is impaired in pd or 
affected by dopamine therapy.

3.1.2  Temporal Processing in Parkinson’s Disease and the Effect of 
Dopamine Therapy

Most studies have reported temporal processing deficits in pd across a variety 
of tasks including time production or reproduction (Elsinger et al., 2003; 
Harrington, Haaland, and Hermanowicz, 1998; Jones et al., 2011; Jones et al., 
2008; Koch et al., 2008; O’Boyle, Freeman, and Cody, 1996; Pastor et al., 1992a; 
Pastor et al., 1992b; Perbal et al., 2005; Wing, Keele, and Margolin, 1984), time 
estimation (Koch et al., 2004a, 2004b; Malapani, Deweer, and Gibbon, 2002; 
Pastor et al., 1992b; Smith et al., 2007; Wild-Wall et al., 2008), and time discrimi-
nation (Harrington et al., 2011b; Harrington , Haaland, and Hermanowicz, 1998; 
Rammsayer and Classen, 1997; Riesen and Schnider, 2001). Basal ganglia lesions 
also disrupt the detection and production of intervals (Schwartze et al., 2011). 
However, the mechanisms underlying these deficits are unclear. By set, a slow-
down in the clock process in pd should alter timing accuracy, thereby produc-
ing an underestimation of time. Although this has been reported for time 
estimation (Malapani et al., 2002; Pastor et al., 1992; Smith et al., 2007; Wild-
Wall et al., 2008), measures of accuracy that are straightforward to interpret 
within set are often not available for other tasks. For example, repetitively 
timed movements in pd can be over produced, especially for subsecond inter-
vals (Elsinger et al., 2003; Harrington, Haaland, and Hermanowicz, 1998; Jones 
et al., 2011; Pastor et al., 1992a), but this may not be due to a timing disturbance 
per se. Rather, the finding may relate to a clinical feature of pd, namely motor 
festination, wherein individuals attempt to correct for the decreased ampli-
tude of repetitive movements by speeding them up (e.g., gait, handwriting). 
Most studies of timing reproduction or production also report greater timing 
variability in pd, which by set may reflect changes both in the clock and other 
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component processes. Though time discrimination paradigms circumvent the 
potentially confounding effects of motor symptoms on timing, increased tem-
poral difference thresholds in pd (i.e., the least amount of time that can be 
perceived between two intervals) may also relate to changes in the clock and/
or other component processes. As an aside, several reviews suggest that the 
basal ganglia are more important for timing within the range of seconds, 
whereas the cerebellum subserves timing functions with the subsecond range 
(Koch et al., 2009; Lewis and Miall, 2003). Although this has received support in 
some studies of pd (Koch et al., 2008; Smith et al., 2007), others have found 
timing deficits in the range of subseconds (Elsinger et al., 2003; Harrington, 
Haaland, and Hermanowicz, 1998; O’Boyle et al., 1996; Rammsayer and Classen, 
1997; Riesen and Schnider, 2001). The reasons for the discrepancies are not 
entirely clear and will require carefully conducted psychophysical studies 
across a range of timing tasks to sort this out. It is also important to recognize 
that while dichotomies can provide useful frameworks to advance research, 
they often oversimplify the organization of neurocognition.

As for the effect of dopamine replacement therapy, it can improve (O’Boyle 
et al., 1996; Pastor et al., 1992a, 1992b), have no effect (Elsinger et al., 2003; Harrington 
et al., 2011; Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Koch et al., 2008), or hinder timing performance 
(Jones et al., 2008). At first glance, the absence of an effect of dopamine on timing 
in pd seems at odds with the sbf model and the effects of dopamine agonists and 
antagonists on timing (Buhusi and Meck, 2002; Lake and Meck, 2012; Meck, 1996; 
Meck et al., 2012). However, dopamine replacement therapy is not complete in pd, 
which concurs with timing dysfunction even when patients are tested on their 
medication therapy (Harrington et al., 2011; Harrington, Haaland, and 
Hermanowicz, 1998; Rammsayer and Classen, 1997; Riesen and Schnider, 2001). 
There are also lingering effects of medications when they are temporarily stopped 
for up to 24 hours, because they are long acting and there are individual differ-
ences in treatment responsiveness. The effect of dopamine therapy on cognition 
is not well understood, but it can hinder performance if there is too much dopa-
mine in functionally-intact corticostriatal circuits that support a cognitive func-
tion (Cools, 2006). Altogether, these factors can make it difficult to evaluate the 
influence of dopamine on temporal processing in the pd model.

An important consideration is that timing deficits have not always been 
found in pd. For example, normal performance was reported on a test of motor 
timing (Spencer and Ivry, 2005) and on several different tests of time percep-
tion (Wearden et al., 2008). The reasons for this are unknown, but may be 
due  to the insensitivity of tasks when time discriminations are rather easy 
(i.e., 25% or more than the duration of anchor stimuli) and/or when feedback 
is regularly given (Wearden et al., 2008). In addition, timing deficits in pd 
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correlate with disease severity (Artieda et al., 1992). Several studies have tested 
early-stage patients (Spencer and Ivry, 2005), who despite considerable dopa-
mine cell loss may have the capacity to compensate for timing difficulties. The 
cerebellum may be one compensatory route (Kotz and Schwartze, 2011), pos-
sibly because it predicts and finely tunes behavioral states based on efferent 
copy of sensory and motor information. Cortical systems might support com-
pensatory processing in pd as well. Apart from these issues, the finding that 
there are subgroups of patients who do and do not exhibit timing disturbances 
(Merchant et al., 2008) resonates with the substantial heterogeneity of clinical 
phenotypes in the disease, day-to-day fluctuations in symptoms, and individ-
ual differences in response to dopamine therapy. Neurodegenerative disorders 
of the basal ganglia eventually alter cortical functioning, which may be another 
source of interval timing disturbances. This prospect was suggested in an early 
report that damage to the right hemisphere of the prefrontal (dorsolateral pre-
frontal and premotor cortices) and the inferior parietal cortex disrupted time 
perception (Harrington, Haaland, and Knight, 1998). Additionally, damage to 
the right, but not the left hemisphere, produced elevated temporal discrimina-
tion thresholds that correlated with a decreased ability to flexibly reorient 
attention. This finding comports with a report that time estimation is improved 
in pd after repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) to the right 
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, but not the sma (Koch et al., 2004b). Moreover, 
rTMS to the supramarginal gyrus of the right hemisphere in healthy adults 
causes a distortion in perceived duration (Wiener et al., 2012; Wiener et al., 
2010). Thus, frontoparietal systems, which govern attention functions, interact 
with timekeeping processes (Lustig, Matell, and Meck, 2005). Unfortunately, 
systematic investigations into cortical regions that are essential for timing in 
humans have been hampered by difficulties in obtaining sufficient samples of 
patients with focal cortical damage. For this reason, functional imaging has 
become increasingly important for understanding brain circuits that govern 
disturbances in temporal processing.

3.2 Huntington Disease

3.2.1 Neuropathology and Symptoms
Huntington disease (hd) is an autosomal dominant neurodegenerative disor-
der caused by a polyglutamine (cag) expansion in the IT15 gene, which leads 
to the production of a mutant form of the protein huntingtin. hd usually 
manifests in midlife, but the age of onset varies considerably and partly 
depends on the cag repeat length. The mutant huntingtin protein is expressed 
throughout the brain, yet the medium spiny neurons of the caudate nucleus 
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and to a lesser extent, the putamen, are the most vulnerable early in the dis-
ease process. Pathological changes in cortical gray- and white-matter also 
gradually develop as individuals approach onset of the illness (Aylward et al., 
2012; Nopoulos et al., 2010). The hd diagnosis is based on the appearance of 
unequivocal extrapyramidal motor symptoms (e.g., chorea, oculomotor prob-
lems, dysarthria, dystonia, gait disturbance, postural instability, rigidity, 
bradykinesia).

There is an inverse correlation between age of onset and cag repeat length, 
such that greater repeat lengths signify a stronger genetic burden and earlier 
onset of illness. Because this relationship accounts for only 47 to 73% of the 
variability in age of illness onset (Brinkman et al., 1997; Ranen et al., 1995), 
there has been a concerted effort to identify early markers of the disease dur-
ing the prodromal phase, when potential treatments are more likely to be 
effective. In prodromal hd, the striatum begins to atrophy decades before 
diagnosis, rendering it a good model of basal ganglia dysfunction. Pathological 
changes are accompanied by subtle motor and psychiatric symptoms, but also 
cognitive decline (e.g., processing speed, executive functions, and sensory-
perceptual processes; Harrington et al., 2012; Stout et al., 2011) that typically is 
not clinically significant until an individual approaches diagnosis. Like pd, 
however, subtle cognitive changes may interact with the clock process, thereby 
complicating the interpretation of the source for temporal processing 
deficits.

3.2.2 Temporal Processing in Huntington Disease
Interval timing in hd has been far less studied than in pd. Deficits in timed 
repetitive movements were first reported in manifest hd using the classic 
paced tapping task wherein finger movements are initially entrained to a series 
of isochronous tones (synchronization phase), followed by a period of tapping 
at the same pace without the tones (continuation phase; Freeman et al., 1996). 
Abnormal timing accuracy and variability was found, irrespective of whether 
cues (tones) were present or absent. Recent studies have replicated this finding 
in manifest hd using similar motor timing tasks (Bechtel et al., 2010; Thompson 
et al., 2010). Deficits in time estimation and discrimination have also been 
found in manifest hd (Beste et al., 2007), which suggests that motor distur-
bances cannot entirely explain impaired motor timing. Still, sources of tempo-
ral processing dysfunction remain difficult to ascertain due to the significant 
cognitive disturbances in manifest hd.

A better model of basal ganglia dysfunction is prodromal hd, since motor 
and cognitive changes are typically subtle. In prodromal hd, paced-tapping 
variability, but not accuracy, is abnormal for both subsecond and suprasecond 
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intervals during synchronization and continuation phases of the task (Hinton 
et al., 2007; Zimbelman et al., 2007). Timing variability also increased nonlin-
early with estimated years to onset, demonstrating that timing dysfunction 
accelerates as individuals approach a clinical diagnosis (Hinton et al., 2007). 
This finding was replicated for subsecond intervals by large multisite studies, 
which also controlled for subtle motor symptoms (Bechtel et al., 2010; Rowe  
et al., 2010; Stout et al., 2011). In addition, a longitudinal study of paced timing 
performance demonstrated that timing variability gradually increased over a 
two to four year period, but at a faster rate in individuals who were closer to 
diagnosis (Rowe et al., 2010). Thus, there is consensus that rhythmically timed 
movements progressively deteriorate with proximity to diagnosis.

To date, only two studies have investigated temporal processing on tasks 
that minimize motor output requirements. One study found time discrimina-
tion deficits (reduced accuracy) for suprasecond intervals (1200ms) in indi-
viduals close (<12 years), but not far (>12 years) from diagnosis (Paulsen et al., 
2004). Another study found that time discrimination was normal in prodromal 
hd relative to a control group (Beste et al., 2007). However, higher error rates 
on the task correlated with estimated proximity to diagnosis, suggesting that 
the absence of group differences may have been due to the small (N = 12) het-
erogeneous sample of prodromal hd participants. Clearly, more studies of 
time perception tasks are needed to determine if temporal processing deficits 
in prodromal hd are independent of changes in the motor system.

Another issue is that pathological changes in the cortex (i.e., cortical thin-
ning, white-matter atrophy, altered white-matter diffusivity) are seen more 
than a decade before a diagnosis of manifest pd (Dumas et al., 2012; Nopoulos 
et al., 2010; Paulsen et al., 2010). These changes likely cause subtle cognitive 
decline, which progresses with proximity to diagnosis. As in pd, cognitive dys-
function may interact with timekeeping processes, thereby rendering it diffi-
cult to identify the neurocognitive mechanisms of temporal processing 
dysfunction. The advent of functional imaging has therefore been a welcome 
development.

4  Neuroanatomical Underpinnings of Temporal Processing 
Dysfunction in Basal Ganglia Disorders

The neural underpinnings of timing dysfunction in pd and prodromal hd are 
not well understood due to the dearth of functioning imaging investigations. 
To date, there have been only four functional imaging studies of motor timing 
dysfunction in pd, all of which have used the paced-tapping task (Cerasa et al., 
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2006; Elsinger et al., 2003; Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2007). Despite differ-
ences among studies in the analysis methods and the control conditions, some 
results are remarkably consistent, particularly as they concern the functional 
role of the cerebellum in timing. However, there are also discrepancies among 
studies in regional patterns of timing-related dysfunction during the synchro-
nization and the continuation phases of the task or whether pd is character-
ized by hypo- or hyperactivation. This may be partly a consequence of the 
small samples pd participants in all studies (10 or fewer), as there is consider-
able heterogeneity of clinical phenotypes in pd. Although the brain circuits 
that govern time perception deficits in pd have been far less studied (Dusek  
et al., 2012; Harrington et al., 2011), it is clear that patterns of regional brain 
dysfunction in pd depend on the extent to which timing and other cognitive 
processes are emphasized within a behavioral context. Another important 
development concerns investigations into disturbances in timing-related con-
nectivity of the striatum (Harrington et al., 2011b; Jahanshahi et al., 2010), which 
appears more sensitive to the influence of dopamine therapy than conven-
tional regional analyses of brain activation. As for prodromal hd, two studies 
have been conducted to date, one of timed movements (paced-tapping task; 
Zimbelman et al., 2007) and the other of time discrimination (Paulsen et al., 
2004). Although more research is needed, timing deficits in prodromal hd 
appear to be governed by some similar brain circuits as in pd.

4.1 Functional Imaging Studies of Parkinson’s Disease

4.1.1 Timed Movements
The neuroanatomical basis of motor timing deficits in pd was first explored by 
Elsinger and colleagues in an functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
study of participants who were tested on (ON) and off (OFF) their medication 
therapy (Elsinger et al., 2003). Paced tapping (600ms isochronous interval) was 
studied for both the synchronization and continuation phases. Timing was 
impaired in the pd group during both phases, irrespective of medication. Though 
the fMRI analyses did not directly compare the control and pd groups or the 
medication conditions, group differences were implied by two main patterns of 
regional activation. Regardless of medication or phase of the task, cerebellar 
activation was found in the control, but not the pd group, suggesting an absence 
of cerebellar compensation. Second, during the continuation phase, medication 
reinstated motor circuit activation, similar to the control group. This result sug-
gested that internally timed movements in pd depended on the motor circuit.

Cerasa and colleagues subsequently used fMRI to study paced tapping 
(750ms isochronous interval) during the synchronization and continuation 
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phases in pd OFF participants relative to controls (Cerasa et al., 2006). Timing 
was impaired in pd during both phases of the task, despite different patterns 
of abnormal activation in the two phases. During the synchronization phase, 
the pd group showed hyperactivity in the motor circuit (putamen, thalamus, 
sma), the inferior frontal gyrus and insula, and the cerebellum. During the 
continuation phase, the pd group showed hyperactivity in the thalamus and 
cerebellum. Thus, in contrast to Elsinger and colleagues, externally guided 
rather than internally controlled timing was related to motor-circuit dysfunc-
tion. Moreover, potential compensatory responses were observed in the infe-
rior frontal gyrus and insula (synchronization phase) and in the cerebellum 
(both phases).

Yu and colleagues partially replicated and extended these findings in an 
fMRI study of synchronized timing (900 and 2400ms isochronous intervals), 
which compared activation in pd OFF participants with controls (Yu et al., 
2007). Despite no group differences in timing accuracy or variability, the pd 
group exhibited hypoactivation of the motor circuit, rather than hyperactiva-
tion (Cerasa et al., 2006). However, consistent with Cerasa and colleagues, 
hyperactivation was found in the bilateral cerebellum, but also the contralat-
eral motor area. Importantly, ipsilateral cerebellar activation negatively corre-
lated with contralateral putamen activation, whereas motor cortex activation 
correlated positive with the severity of rigidity. The authors speculated that 
over activation of the cerebellum might normalize timing performance, since 
this structure supports timed movements (Harrington et al., 2004a; Ivry and 
Keele, 1989). As illustrated in Figure 8.1C, this could be achieved via direct cer-
ebellar input into the striatum (Bostan et al., 2010; Hoshi et al., 2005). The pros-
pect that the cerebellum may support timing in pd due to degeneracy in timing 
systems is intriguing (Kotz and Schwartze, 2011). However, hyperactivation 
may also reflect a loss in the topographic specificity of basal ganglia output or 
generalized spreading of activity due to a loss in regional specialization 
(Bergman et al., 1998; Bronfeld and Bar-Gad, 2011; Pessiglione et al., 2005), 
which may be the result of increased neural nose (Matell and Meck, 2004).

In a positron emission tomography (pet) study, Jahanshahi and colleagues 
(Jahanshahi et al., 2010) also found hyperactivation of the cerebellum OFF 
medication during synchronization and continuation (1000ms isochronous 
interval), despite normal timing performance, irrespective of medication. In 
addition, hypoactivity of frontal, temporal, and parietal regions was generally 
alleviated by medication, whereas hypoactivity of the caudate was not. To 
explore whether medication altered interactions between the caudate and the 
whole brain, the psychophysiological interaction (ppi) method was used to 
test the effective connectivity of the caudate with the whole brain. In the ppi 
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analysis, the time course of a seed region (caudate) is correlated with the time 
courses of other brain voxels to determine if it differs as a function of medica-
tion. The main results showed that effective connectivity between the caudate 
and the cerebellum was stronger OFF than ON medication, which is compati-
ble with the prospect of timing-related compensatory activation by the cere-
bellum (Cerasa et al., 2006; Yu et al., 2007). Interestingly, effective connectivity 
of the caudate with elements of the motor circuit (putamen and sma) was also 
stronger OFF medication, which may relate to excessive synchronicity in corti-
costriatal circuits after dopamine depletion in animal models (Costa et al., 
2006). In contrast, stronger connectivity of the caudate with prefrontal areas 
was found ON than OFF medication, possibly reflecting greater frontostriatal 
modulation of performance by cognitive-control networks. Altogether, the 
results suggest that timing in pd is associated with altered patterns of striatal 
connectivity with the prefrontal cortex and classic motor systems, the strength 
of which depends on dopamine therapy.

Although the prospect of degeneracy in timing mechanisms is intriguing, 
the above interpretations should be tempered by the fact that the mechanisms 
of effective connectivity are not well understood, nor is their relationship to 
regional patterns of hyper- and hypoactivity. More research is needed to deter-
mine if strengthening or weakening of connectivity in pd has a direct influ-
ence on performance or signifies dedifferentiation of activation due to reduced 
regional specialization. It is also unknown whether cerebellar hyperactivity or 
changes in striatal-cerebellar connectivity are due to disturbances in timing 
per se or motor-control processes. For example, the cerebellum is also hyperac-
tive in pd during the performance of self-initiated and automatic movements 
(Wu and Hallett, 2005; Wu et al., 2010), presumably due to deficits in motor 
control. Moreover, motor symptoms in pd correlate with altered effective con-
nectivity of the cerebellum, basal ganglia, and sma during movement (Wu et 
al., 2011; Wu, Chan, and Hallett, 2010). Thus, patterns of connectivity in classic 
motor areas may partly relate to disturbances in motor-control processes due 
to the significant motor-output component of the paced-tapping task.

4.1.2 Perceptual Timing
With this in mind, we used fMRI to investigate brain systems that govern time 
perception deficits in pd and to examine the effect of dopamine therapy on 
neurocognition (Harrington et al., 2011b). Participants included 21 volunteers 
with pd and 19 older adult controls. Figure 8.2A illustrates the time discrimina-
tion task, in which a standard interval (si) was presented, followed by a delay 
period and then a comparison interval (ci). The participant judged if the ci 
was longer or shorter in duration than the si. Because temporal processing 
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Figure 8.2 Time perception paradigm. A: Illustration of the trial events in the time perception 
task. A standard and a comparison interval were successively presented and sepa-
rated by a delay. The standard (si) was 1200 or 1800ms and respectively pegged to a 
delay of 6800 or 6200ms. Three shorter and three longer comparison intervals (ci) 
were ±7% increments of each si. Intervals were designated by filled tones or a blue 
sphere. B: The three hypothetical time-course functions illustrate the expected mr 
signal associated with encoding the standard interval (black curve), encoding the 
comparison interval (solid gray curve), and making a response (dotted gray curve). 
Arrows leading from each trial event designate their onset. The hemodynamic 
response peaks 4 to 6 s after the onset of the events. An image of the entire brain is  
acquired every 2 s. The fixation cross is displayed throughout the task. Figure adapted 
from Harrington and colleagues (2011b).
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unavoidably engages a host of cognitive processes, we sought to deconstruct 
component processes by separating activation associated with encoding the si 
from activation associated with encoding the ci and making a decision. This 
can be done by inserting a long delay period (6200 and 6800ms) between the 
end of the si and the onset of the ci (Harrington et al., 2004b). Figure 8.2B 
illustrates a hypothetical hemodynamic response function (hrf), which peaks 
4 to 6 s after the onset of an event (e.g., si, ci, response). By acquiring an image 
of the whole brain every 2 s, the hrf for the first 12 s of the trial constituted 
brain activity associated with encoding the si and holding it in memory 
(encoding phase) and the last 12 s of the trial constituted brain activity associ-
ated with encoding the ci and judging its duration relative to the si (decision 
phase). Both phases were assumed to engage timing. We reasoned that the 
encoding phase would also engage working memory, whereas the decision 
phase would engage executive or decisional processes involved in comparing 
the two intervals. Activation was compared to rest (i.e., fixation plus ambient 
noise) to better evaluate potential dysfunction in cognitive and sensory sys-
tems that normally support timing (Bueti and Macaluso, 2011).

Time perception performance during fMRI was impaired in pd, irrespective 
of the signal modality of intervals and dopamine therapy. In addition, volu-
metric analyses of anatomical MRIs revealed no significant cortical or basal 
ganglia atrophy in the pd group. Figure  8.3 displays areas of activation that 
were associated with temporal processing in both groups during the two 
phases of the trial. Areas color-coded blue showed normal activation in the pd 
OFF condition, whereas regions color-coded red showed significant group dif-
ferences in activation. Despite similar patterns of regional activation during 
both phases of the trial, the figure shows that abnormal regional activation in 
pd largely depended on context-specific processes. An exception was striatal 
activation (caudate and putamen), which typically was hypoactive in the pd 
OFF condition during both phases. In the encoding period, hypoactivation was 
also found in the motor circuit (putamen, preSMA/sma and cingulate, premo-
tor cortex), an attention/working memory network (caudate, middle-frontal 
gyrus, inferior parietal cortex, lateral cerebellum), a memory center (parahip-
pocampus), an attention and integration center (insula), and a sensory pro-
cessing hub (vermis). Most of these regions are commonly associated with 
timing in young adults (Bueti and Macaluso, 2011; Coull, Nazarian, and Vidal, 
2008; Coull et al., 2004; Harrington et al., 2004b; Harrington et al., 2010; Koch et 
al., 2004b; Melgire et al., 2005; Pouthas et al., 2005; Rao, Mayer, and Harrington, 
2001; Wiener et al., 2012; Wittmann et al., 2010). In contrast, in the decision 
phase, we found hypoactivation in the pd OFF condition only in elements of a 
memory retrieval hub (posterior cingulate, parahippocampus) and in the 
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vermis. These results resonate with the distinct patterns of timing dysfunction 
in pd that have been attributed to the storage and retrieval to temporal memo-
ries (Koch et al., 2004a; Malapani et al., 2002). Our results suggest the possibil-
ity that memory storage and retrieval are related to dysfunction in different 
brain circuits in pd. Interestingly, the cerebellum was hypoactive in pd OFF 
during both phases of the time perception task. This may suggest that cerebel-
lar hyperactivity during motor timing (Cerasa et al., 2006; Jahanshahi et al., 
2010; Yu et al., 2007) relates to motor control functions, rather than timing per 
se. Additional research is needed to test this proposal.

As for dopamine therapy, it had rather circumscribed effects on regional 
activation. In the encoding phase, it normalized activation in elements of the 
limbic system (insula, parahippocampus) and the vermis, but otherwise had 
no effect on cortical or striatal activation. In the decision phase, dopamine 
therapy slightly improved putamen activation and normalized vermis activity. 
Normalization of vermis activity during both phases may come about via the 

Figure 8.3 Regional analyses of brain activation in pd for the encoding and decision phases. 
Functional regions of interest (roi) were derived by conjoining timing-related 
activation from the control and pd groups. Blue areas blue signify regions in which 
activation did not differ between the groups. Red areas showed hypoactivity in the pd 
OFF group relative to the control group. Brain activation is projected onto the lateral 
(row 1) and medial (row 2) surfaces of the left and right hemispheres, the anterior 
and posterior surfaces of the cerebellum (row 3), and the left and right basal ganglia 
(row 4). Brain sections are displayed in neurological view. Figure adapted from 
Harrington and colleagues (2011b).
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striatal-cerebellar pathways (Figure 8.1C), although this was not sufficient to 
improve timing performance.

The rather limited effect of dopamine therapy on brain activation may be 
related to a host of factors discussed above. Another important consideration 
is that conventional regional analyses of brain activation are insensitive to 
changes in brain networks (Rowe, 2010). Since temporal processing depends 
on communication of the striatum with other brain regions, it is crucial to 
study striatal connectivity. We therefore used the ppi method to explore 
whether dopamine therapy altered the effective connectivity of the striatum 
(caudate and putamen) with the cortex and the cerebellum. These analyses 
were conducted separately for activation during the encoding and decision 
phases of a trial. The results showed that striatal connectivity was modulated 
by dopamine only in the decision phase, which concurred with its effect on 
striatal activation during this phase only. This finding does not mean that cor-
ticostriatal connectivity is absent during the encoding phase, only that it is not 
altered by medication. Figure 8.4 shows that striatal connectivity was stronger 
OFF than ON medication with areas of the motor circuit (green), the frontopa-
rietal attention network (purple), and the insula (blue). This effect is consis-
tent with reports that dopamine depletion produces excessive spontaneous 
synchronicity in corticostriatal circuits (Costa et al., 2006; Gatev, Darbin, and 
Wichmann, 2006; Hammond, Bergman, and Brown, 2007), which may hinder 
flexible updating and integration by the striatum in contexts that call for cog-
nitive flexibility (Lustig et al., 2005). The finding also comports with findings of 
stronger resting-state connectivity in pd OFF than ON medication (Baudrexel 
et al., 2011; Kwak et al., 2010; Stoffers et al., 2008). In contrast, left putamen con-
nectivity was stronger ON than OFF medication with the left superior frontal 
gyrus (red), possibly signifying compensatory processing in some frontostria-
tal networks. Interestingly, the putamen and caudate did not show medica-
tion-modulated effective connectivity with the cerebellum, as the caudate 
does for motor timing (Jahanshahi et al., 2010).

Although it is not clear why dopamine altered striatal connectivity in the 
decision, but not the encoding phase, a similar result was recently reported in 
an fMRI study that examined regional activation during the encoding and the 
reproduction of intervals ranging between 5 and 11.89 s (Dusek et al., 2012). One 
clue may come from the work of Cools and colleagues (Cools, 2006) who pro-
posed that mesocortical dopamine stabilizes cortical oscillatory activity, which 
in our time perception task is important during the encoding phase where 
interval durations must be maintained in working memory. An implication of 
this model is that cortico-cortico connectivity might benefit from dopamine 
therapy during interval encoding, which we did not explore. In contrast, 
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nigrostriatal dopamine is thought to improve updating and integrative func-
tions of basal ganglia networks, which is emphasized during the decision 
phase of our task. Though speculative, this model might advance an under-
standing of seemingly discrepant effects of dopamine therapy across different 
tasks, because it considers the demands placed on cognitive stability and flex-
ibility control-processes, which respectively engage the cortex and striatum.

4.2 Functional Imaging Studies of Huntington Disease

4.2.1 Timed Movements
Since striatal atrophy is seen decades before a manifest diagnosis, it is of keen 
interest to delineate the brain networks that are associated with motor timing 
deficits in prodromal hd and to ascertain the relationship to disease burden. 
Structural changes in the striatum, but also the cortex, are known to correlate 
with motor timing proficiency. In a combined sample of prodromal hd and 
early manifest hd individuals, striatal atrophy and cortical thinning on the 
lateral and medial surfaces of the rostral-frontal and occipital-parietal cortices 
correlated with changes in paced-tapping accuracy to a metronome (550ms 
isochronous interval; Bechtel et al., 2010). Though the strong association with 
thinning in the occipital cortex was unexpected, the finding may reflect dis-
ease progression rather than a functional association, because occipital cortex 
thinning begins decades before a diagnosis and progresses over time (Nopoulos 
et al., 2010). At the same time, structural changes are not necessarily function-
ally significant, since some degree of atrophy or thinning may not alter 
functioning.

For these reasons, functional imaging investigations are vital. To date, there 
has been only one functional imaging investigation into the brain circuits that 
govern motor timing deficits in prodromal hd (Zimbelman et al., 2007). Using 
the paced-tapping task (600ms isochronous interval), we sought to identify the 
brain systems associated with motor timing deficits and to determine if neuro-
cognitive dysfunction was related to disease burden. Prodromal hd partici-
pants were divided into two groups of 13 participants each based on their 
genetic testing (cag repeat length) and age. One group was estimated to be 
further (FAR) from diagnosis (more than 12 years to onset) and the other group 
was closer (CLOSE) to a diagnosis (less than 12 years to estimated onset). Both 
groups were compared to a healthy control group. Timing variability was 
greater in the CLOSE, but not the FAR group during the synchronization and 
the continuation phases of the task. Volumetric analyses showed significant 
caudate atrophy in the FAR group and significant caudate and putamen atro-
phy in the CLOSE group. No group differences were found in cortical atrophy.
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Figure 8.4 Cortical regions showing dopamine-modulated connectivity with the striatum 
during the decision phase. For each striatal seed region, effective connectivity of 
theputamen and caudate is illustrated on axial or sagittal brain sections, which are 
displayed in neurological view. Striatal connectivity was stronger OFF than ON medi-
cation with elements of the motor circuit (green areas), the frontoparietal working-
memory network (purple areas), and the limbic system (insula). Striatal connectivity 
was stronger ON than OFF medication with the superior frontal gyrus. ip =  inferior 
parietal cortex; mfg = middle frontal gyrus; sfg = superior frontal gyrus; sma = sup-
plementary motor area. Figure adapted from Harrington and colleagues (2011b).
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For the fMRI analyses, the synchronization and continuation phases were 
combined and compared to a rest condition. Figure  8.5 (top) displays the 
regions that showed significant activation in the timing task for one or more 
groups. The graphs show the mr signal change in selected regions in each 
group. The main results revealed hypoactivation in the CLOSE group relative 
to the control and the FAR groups in the motor circuit (left putamen, sma, 
preSMA, cingulate motor area; Figure 8.5, FAR = Controls > CLOSE), the left 
anterior insula, and the right inferior frontal gyrus. All of these brain centers 
are known to exhibit timing-related activation in young adults (Bueti, van 
Dongen, and Walsh, 2008; Coull et al., 2008; Harrington et al., 2010). In addition, 
the FAR group showed two patterns of functional changes. First, there was a 
stepwise reduction in activation with disease burden in the right anterior cin-
gulate and right anterior insula (Figure 8.5, Controls > FAR > CLOSE), suggest-
ing early functional decline in components of the limbic system that support 
attention and executive functions. The FAR group also exhibited hyperactiva-
tion relative to the control and the CLOSE groups in sensory and in motor 
areas including the sensorimotor cortex, the precentral gyrus, medial frontal 
gyrus, superior temporal gyrus and the right cerebellum (Figure  8.5, 
FAR > Controls = CLOSE). This result may signify compensatory responses in 
early stages of neurodegeneration, similar to pd during motor timing 
(Jahanshahi et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2007). Hyperactivation could be an intermedi-
ate phenotype of cell dysfunction, which begins long before cell death (Tobin 
and Signer, 2000). Because the close group did not exhibit hyperactivation in 
any brain regions, this purported compensatory mechanism may weaken as 
the neurodegenerative process advances. Indeed, a nonlinear trajectory of 
activation across the continuum of cognitive impairment (i.e., increases and 
decreases in brain activation) has been observed for mild cognitive impair-
ment and Alzheimer’s disease (Celone et al., 2006). Nevertheless, it is also 
important to consider that the findings may be an early sign of dedifferentia-
tion. To tease apart these explanations, longitudinal studies are needed that 
relate brain-activation patterns to timing performance.

In contrast to pd (Harrington et al., 2011b), significant caudate and/or puta-
men atrophy was found in the prodromal hd groups. Striatal atrophy is one of 
the better predictors of disease prognosis in prodromal hd (Aylward et al., 
2012). Thus, one question is whether measures of cortical functioning better 
distinguish controls from the different prodromal hd groups, beyond other 
known predictors of disease prognosis including striatal atrophy, executive 
functioning on neuropsychological tests, and timing (accuracy and variabil-
ity). We therefore performed a hierarchical discriminant analysis to examine 
group classification accuracy using striatal atrophy, task performance, and 
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Figure 8.5 Regions showing abnormal activation during motor timing in prodromal hd. 
Top: Map of the functional regions of interest, which were derived from a conjunc-
tion map that was used to test for group differences in signal intensity. Green 
line in the sagittal image is perpendicular to the anterior-posterior commissure. 
Z coordinate = mm superior to the anterior commissure -posterior commissure 
line. Bottom: The graphs display the percent mri signal change for the control, 
FAR, and CLOSE groups. Three different patterns of activation were uncovered: 1) 
FAR > Controls = CLOSE; 2) Control > FAR > CLOSE; and 3) FAR = Controls > CLOSE.  
B = bilateral hemispheres; L = left hemisphere; R = right hemisphere. Figure adapted 
from Zimbelman and colleagues (2007).
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fMRI variables as predictors. Classification accuracy was 60.7% for caudate 
and putamen volumes; the cognitive and timing measures did not add to the 
classification accuracy. However, mri signal intensity in the left medial frontal 
gyrus, right cerebellum, and right anterior insula increased classification accu-
racy to 86.8% (83.3, 84.6, and 92.3% for the control, FAR, and CLOSE groups, 
respectively). Recall that in the FAR group two of these regions showed hyper-
activity (left medial frontal gyrus and right cerebellum), whereas the right 
anterior insula was hypoactive. Thus, the addition of these variables improved 
classification the most for the FAR group (46.2% without fMRI; 84.6% with 
fMRI). Though hyperactivity in motor regions may relate to early compensa-
tory mechanisms, the insula is associated with timing-related activation in 
young adults (Harrington et al., 2010; Kosillo and Smith, 2010; Wittmann et al., 
2010a,b) and mediates the synthesis of temporal information across the senses 
(Harrington et al., 2011a). Altogether, our findings indicate that motor timing 
probes for corticostriatal functioning in key centers that are early markers of 
disease prognosis.

4.2.2 Perceptual Timing
To minimize the potential role of motor output factors on timing, we also con-
ducted an fMRI study of time discrimination in prodromal hd and in healthy 
controls (Paulsen et al., 2004). Participants judged whether a ci was longer or 
shorter in duration than a si (1200ms) as they underwent fMRI. The single 
intensity associated with this task was compared to a sensorimotor control 
task, in which participants simply pressed a button after the presentation of 
two isochronous tone pairs. The fMRI measure of interest was volume of acti-
vated tissue within regions commonly associated with time perception, namely 
the thalamus, the caudate, the putamen, and the preSMA/cingulate motor 
area. Prodromal hd participants were separated into two groups of 7 individu-
als each. One group was FAR from estimated diagnosis (more than 12 years) 
and the other was CLOSE to a manifest diagnosis (less than 12 years). Due to 
the small sample sizes, direct comparisons between the groups were not con-
ducted for the fMRI analyses. The behavioral results revealed that time dis-
crimination accuracy was reduced in the CLOSE group, but normal in the FAR 
group relative to the controls. Significant atrophy was also found in the CLOSE, 
but not the FAR group.

Figure 8.6 displays the spatial extent of activation in the regions of interest 
for each group, wherein the activated volume was greater for the timing than 
the control task. Despite normal timing performance and an absence of stria-
tal atrophy, individuals in the FAR group demonstrated a larger spatial extent 
of activation in the preSMA and the cingulate motor area relative to the 
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control group (Figure 8.6, bottom graph). We speculated that this finding may 
reflect compensation for early striatal dysfunction. Although this result cannot 
be directly compared to findings from our study of motor timing (Zimbelman 
et al., 2007), presumed compensatory activation in the FAR group may differ 
for time perception than for motor timing (sensorimotor areas) due to differ-
ences between the timing tasks in the emphasis placed on context-specific 
processes. In addition, the spatial extent of thalamus and striatal activation 
was reduced in the FAR group, whereas the spatial extent of activation in all 
regions of interest was reduced in the CLOSE group. These preliminary results 
would be strengthened by larger samples of prodromal hd participants and by 
conducting direct group comparisons on mr signal intensity across all regions 
that demonstrate timing-related activation. However, they suggest that time 
perception deficits in prodromal hd are related to dysfunction in elements of 
the motor circuit, just as they are in pd for motor timing and time perception 
(Cerasa et al., 2006; Elsinger et al., 2003; Harrington et al., 2011b; Yu et al., 2007).

5 Clinical Implications and Future Directions

Knowledge of the neural mechanisms associated with temporal processing 
disturbances in pd and hd is beginning to inform an understanding of normal 
timing, wherein converging findings support the view that timing emerges 
from interactions of the striatum with extensive brain networks that govern 
cognitive-control and sensory processing (Bueti, 2011; Merchant et al., 2013). 
There is also mounting evidence that disturbances in timing have clinical sig-
nificance. In pd, freezing of gait and finger movements benefit from predict-
able pacing cues (McIntosh et al., 1997; Spildooren et al., 2012; Thaut et al., 1996; 
Vercruysse et al., 2012). When cues are withdrawn, motor control deteriorates 
resulting in smaller movement amplitudes, a hastening or more variable fre-
quency of movements, and decreased coordination stability. Isochronous 
auditory or visual cues also improve gait in pd without freezing (Georgiou  
et al., 1993; Lee et al., 2012; Majsak et al., 1998; Nieuwboer et al., 2009). The 
motor circuit normally governs the internal generation of beat processing 
(Grahn, 2009; Grahn and Rowe, 2009), which is impaired in pd (Grahn and 
Brett, 2009). One proposal is that the effective utilization of external, predict-
able temporal cues in pd may be due to bypassing the frontostriatal system 
in favor of cerebellar-frontoparietal pathways (Kotz and Schwartze, 2011), 
which also support beat-based timing (Penhune, Zatorre, and Evans, 1998). 
This explanation may also account for the greater ease in performing exter-
nally- guided than self-initiated movements, the latter of which also 
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Figure 8.6 Regions showing abnormal activation volume during time discrimination in 
prodromal hd. Top: Activation foci (p < 0.01) were derived from the timing minus 
control task comparison for the control, FAR, and CLOSE groups. L = left hemisphere; 
R = right hemisphere; z coordinate = mm superior to the anterior commissure-
posterior commissure line. Bottom: Volume of activation in the thalamus, caudate/
putamen, and the preSMA/cingulate. Figure adapted from Paulsen and colleagues 
(2004).
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emphasize motor circuit functioning (Cunnington et al., 1995; Jahanshahi et 
al., 1995; Wu et al., 2011). An alternative explanation is that predictably-timed 
external cues trigger the execution of a motor plan in premotor cortex, which 
then suppresses pathological activity in the stn, thereby facilitating move-
ment (Amirnovin et al., 2004; Kuhn et al., 2004). Recent support for this pro-
posal comes from the finding of reduced beta oscillations and increased 
direction tuning in the stn of individuals with pd when a motor plan was 
triggered by predictable, but not unpredictable cues (Sarma et al., 2012). 
Future research is needed to evaluate these hypotheses and to determine 
whether other compensatory routes to action might also be engaged depend-
ing upon the clinical phenotype (e.g., freezing of gait versus no freezing; 
Snijders et al., 2011). Altogether, this body of work underscores the clinical 
importance of internal timing disturbances in pd and suggests that timing is 
closely linked to motor planning disturbances, which are found both in pd 
and hd (Georgiou et al., 1994, 1995; Harrington and Haaland, 1991; Stout et al., 
2011; Wu et al., 2011).

Temporal processing disturbances are also of clinical importance in prodro-
mal hd, where timing ability is a strong marker of disease burden (Rowe et al., 
2010; Stout et al., 2011). However, there are also subtle changes in a myriad of 
other functions including attention, working memory, processing speed, emo-
tion processing, motor speed, and olfaction (Duff et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 
2007; Paulsen et al., 2008; Pirogovsky et al., 2007; Say et al., 2011; Stout et al., 
2011). With the development of treatments that putatively delay the onset of 
clinical signs and slow the progression of pathological changes, there has been 
a concerted effort to determine when changes on different measures can be 
reliably detected so as to evaluate their potential for outcomes in clinical trials. 
To this end, we used factor analysis to characterize cognitive domains underly-
ing performances in prodromal hd on a large test battery that included the 
paced tapping task, and then evaluated their sensitivity in predicting time to 
diagnosis using a survival analysis (Harrington et al., 2012). Six factors were 
identified including speed-inhibition, working memory, motor planning, 
attention-information integration, sensory-perceptual processing, and declar-
ative memory. Almost all tests clearly loaded on one of the six factors, except 
the paced-tapping task, which loaded on both the motor-planning factor 
(e.g.,  choice rt and planning tasks) and the sensory-perceptual factor 
(e.g., emotion and olfactory processing tasks). This finding was conceptually 
meaningful since timing proficiency is a facet of planning and perception. 
Importantly, only the motor-planning and sensory-perceptual factors uniquely 
predicted time to diagnosis, after controlling for measures of disease burden 
and motor symptoms. Although the neural basis of these results is unknown, 
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tests of motor planning and timing both emphasize processing in frontostriatal 
circuits (Wu et al., 2011). In contrast, sensory-perceptual processes involved in 
emotion recognition, olfaction, and timing also probe for functioning in the 
ventral striatum and limbic systems (e.g., orbitofrontal, cingulate, and anterior 
insula; Fan et al., 2011; Harrington et al., 2011a; Walla, 2008). The insular cortex 
and cingulate motor area may be particularly important, as functioning in 
these regions is abnormal during motor timing in prodromal hd (Zimbelman 
et al., 2007). Thus, timing proficiency is an important marker of disease progno-
sis that may prove to be a useful outcome for clinical trials of hd treatments.

A more complete appreciation for the clinical utility of temporal process-
ing measures in neurodegenerative disorders of the basal ganglia will likely 
come about as functional imaging investigations in pd and prodromal hd 
develop more fully. Despite current insights into the brain regions that are 
associated with timing disturbances in these diseases, much remains unknown 
about potential changes in interactions among brain regions. Regional activa-
tion, which is the conventional measure of brain dysfunction, is insensitive to 
communication among brain regions. Since temporal processing depends on 
the communication among brain regions, it will be important to study 
changes in the functional connectivity of brain circuits in diseases. Emerging 
research suggests that measures of functional connectivity are more sensitive 
to neurodegeneration (Rowe, 2010) and to the effects of dopamine therapy on 
timing in pd (Harrington et al., 2011b; Jahanshahi et al., 2010). These measures 
may also better elucidate potential compensatory routes to timing in basal 
ganglia disorders (Jahanshahi et al., 2010). In addition, there is a strong need 
for longitudinal studies that examine the rate of change in timing-related 
 systems to help identify the best biomarkers of early brain-network 
dysfunction.

In the future, it will also be important to evaluate more complex forms of 
temporal processing in diseases, since they may be more sensitive to pathol-
ogy. One area that has received only scant attention in functional imaging 
studies is intersensory timing. In naturalistic settings, temporal information 
from different senses is routinely combined into a single perceptual experience. 
We recently reported that striatum governs intersensory timing through its 
interactions with the cortex (Harrington et al., 2011a), which concurs with its 
role in multisensory integration (Nagy et al., 2006) and the integration of corti-
cal oscillatory activity that comprises the clock signal (Matell and Meck, 2004). 
Another example is research into illusions of time, which are important 
because they reveal how the brain organizes and construes time depending of 
internal states (e.g., emotionally charged, high arousal; Dirnberger et al., 2012) 
or properties of stimuli (Harrington et al., 2011a; Wittmann et al., 2010b). This is 
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relevant clinically because distortions in temporal illusions are beginning to 
elucidate mechanisms for timing in other diseases that alter dopamine system 
functioning such as schizophrenia (Carroll et al., 2008; Penney et al., 2005). 
These are merely two examples of many fascinating avenues for future research 
that are relevant to basal ganglia disorders. With the explosion of research into 
timing in healthy individuals and animal models in the last decade (Merchant 
et al., 2013), we are optimistic that this exciting work will soon translate into 
studies of neurodegenerative disorders.
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chapter 9

Timing in the Cerebellum and Cerebellar Disorders

Rebecca M.C. Spencer*

1 Introduction

Over the past century, the function of the cerebellum was largely assumed to 
be that of movement coordination. This assumption, along with its geographic 
segregation from the cortex, led the cerebellum to be overlooked in many early 
neuroimaging studies. Yet the cerebellum contains roughly 10% of the brain’s 
mass (Hutchinson et al., 2003; Swanson, 1995). Perhaps more striking, the cer-
ebellum contains 65–75% of the total neurons of the brain (Herculano-Houzel, 
2010). In other words, for every one cortical neuron there are three to four cer-
ebellar neurons. Moreover, neurons of the cerebellum are uniquely arranged 
into arrays of neural loops. These loops repeat millions of times throughout 
the cerebellum, and are arranged into lobules. Those lobules are, in turn, com-
posed of folia, structures reminiscent of the fractalian structure of a tree or 
cauliflower (Voogd and Glickstein, 1998). Thus, the cerebellum is architectur-
ally unique and capable of performing a redundant computation. It has been 
proposed that the computation performed by the cerebellum is that of timing 
(Braitenberg, 1983; see review in Spencer and Ivry, 2013).

2 Timing in Cerebellar Ataxia

In humans, focal cerebellar damage is rare. While a hemorrhagic stroke to the 
cerebellum is particularly rare, ischemic stroke, the more common cerebellar 
stroke, nonetheless accounts for only 1–7% of all strokes (Bogousslavsky, Van 
Melle, and Regli, 1988; Macdonell, Kalnins, and Donnan, 1987; Vemmos et al., 
2000). Other focal cerebellar lesions, due to tumors and tumor resection, are 
also uncommon particularly in adults.

Cerebellar atrophy that typically results in widespread cerebellar damage 
can arise in a number of ways. Genetic degenerative diseases, primarily spino-
cerebellar ataxia (sca), that affect the cerebellum are heterogeneous. sca is a 
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group of autosomal dominant neurodegenerative disorders, many of which 
result in cerebellar degeneration. Prevalence estimates of sca vary from .3 to 
3 per 100,000 (van de Warrenburg et al., 2002). Moreover, of the approximately 
30 different sca subtypes (Schols et al., 2004), only a handful have a primarily 
cerebellar foci (e.g., sca 6, 8, 15/16; Durr, 2010; Marelli et al., 2011). Of the degen-
erative cerebellar disorders, sporadic idiopathic cerebellar atrophy may have 
the greatest prevalence, estimated to have a prevalence rate of 8.4 per 100,000 
(Muzaimi et al., 2004). Sporadic cases of cerebellar agenesis have also been 
reported (e.g., Glickstein, 1994; Macchi and Bentivoglio, 1977; Nowak, Timmann, 
and Hermsdorfer, 2007; Velioglu, Kuzeyli, and Ozmenoglu, 1998). Surprisingly, 
in many of these cases, motor performance is largely normal, suggesting pos-
sible compensatory mechanisms (for a review see: Glickstein, 1994; Macchi 
and Bentivoglio, 1977).

Seminal neurologists, Joseph Babinski and Gordon Holmes, are both cred-
ited for the earliest reports of the deficits associated with cerebellar damage in 
humans (Holmes, 1939, 1917; Trouillas et al., 1997). Babinski and Holmes 
described core symptoms associated with damage to the cerebellum – such as 
slurred speech, unsteady gait, and incoordination – and collectively referred to 
these as ‘cerebellar syndrome’. Holmes, studying survivors of gunshot wounds 
to the back of the head in World War i, came to use the term ‘ataxic’ to specifi-
cally describe the movements of individuals with cerebellar syndrome. Ataxia 
remains the commonly used term to describe the movements associated with 
cerebellar disorders. Ataxia is broadly characterized by postural deficits, 
impairments in upper and lower limb movements, speech impairments, and 
oculomotor dysfunction (Trouillas et al., 1997). However, the array of symp-
tomatology varies according to localization and extent of damage (Dichgans 
and Diener, 1984).

There is evidence that the montage of symptoms associated with cerebellar 
ataxia is due to impaired timing. Most prominently, ataxic movements are 
uncoordinated. It has been suggested that the lack of coordination between 
muscles is due to increased time and temporal variability of muscle initiation 
for individual sub-movements (Day et al., 1998). Upper and lower limb ataxia is 
also marked by intention tremor, dysmetria, and dysdiadochokinesis on a 
clinical exam. Unlike the resting tremor that visibly marks Parkinson’s disease, 
intention tremor is not observed at rest; rather, it is most obvious at the end-
points of visually-guided movements. Intention tremor contributes to dysmet-
ria. Dysmetria is the tendency to overshoot or undershoot a target such as the 
physician’s finger. This, too, may be the result of impaired timing, in this case 
there is a breakdown in the timing between agonist and antagonist muscle 
contractions composing the movement (Flament and Hore, 1986). Impaired 
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production of rapid alternating movements, termed dysdiadochokinesis, has 
likewise been attributed to impaired timing of sub-movements (Conrad and 
Brooks, 1974).

Empirical tests of timing in cerebellar patients also support the functional 
contribution of the cerebellum to movement timing. A repetitive tapping par-
adigm has been widely used to isolate motor timing in the laboratory setting. 
In such a task, participants are presented with a metronome that sets the goal 
pace, for instance a 500ms interval marked by brief metronome tones. At the 
beginning of a trial, the participant’s goal is to tap at this goal pace (synchroni-
zation phase). After the metronome disengages (typically following 5–10 paced 
intervals), the participant’s goal is to continue moving at that pace until the 
trial’s end (continuation phase; e.g., after 15–20 unpaced taps). Importantly, 
individuals with cerebellar damage are impaired in repetitive tapping with a 
range of effectors (Ivry, Keele, and Diener, 1988). Specifically, temporal vari-
ability is greater for those with cerebellar damage relative to control groups 
(typically matched in age, education, handedness, and gender).

Moreover, a corpus of studies suggests that motor timing deficits in cerebel-
lar patients may underlie movement inaccuracies. In a study of overarm ball 
throwing, inaccuracies of throws produced by individuals with cerebellar 
lesions were related to increased variability in the timing of the ball release 
within the rotation of the arm (Hore, Timmann, and Watts, 2002; Timmann, 
Richter, Bestmann, Kalveram, and Konczak, 2000; Timmann, Watts, and Hore, 
1999). Likewise, ataxic speech may be greatly accounted for by a deficit in motor 
timing. The duration of syllable repetitions is slowed and irregular in ataxic 
speech. Speech slowing may be similar to that observed in individuals with 
Parkinson’s disease (Ackermann et al., 1997b; Canter, 1963). However, cerebellar 
lesions also yield and increase the temporal variability of articulatory timing 
(Ackermann and Hertrich, 2000; Schalling, Hammarberg, and Hartelius, 2007).

These motor timing deficits are consistent with historical views of the cer-
ebellum as being a motor structure, particularly for movement coordination. 
However, cerebellar patients are also impaired in non-motor, temporal percep-
tion tasks. A duration discrimination task provides an ideal probe of temporal 
perception with little motor demands. In a duration discrimination task, par-
ticipants are presented with two intervals and asked to judge whether the sec-
ond is shorter or longer than the first. By parametrically varying the difference 
between the intervals, a discrimination threshold and variability in discrimi-
nation performance can be obtained. While thresholds are generally similar 
between cerebellar patients and matched controls, variability in performance 
is greater for those with cerebellar lesions (Ivry and Keele, 1989) suggesting 
that the internal clock is ‘noisy’ (Ivry and Spencer, 2004a). Notably, differences 
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are only observed for temporal discriminations. When the task requires dis-
crimination of the amplitude (or loudness) of the tones (Ivry and Keele, 1989) 
or frequency (Casini and Ivry, 1999), performance does not differ between indi-
viduals with cerebellar lesions and controls.

The impairment in temporal perception may also underlie the deficit in 
speech perception observed in individuals with cerebellar ataxia. Distinguishing 
temporal phonetic features is critical to discriminating speech successfully. In 
English, to distinguish between ‘rabid’ and ‘rapid’ relies on precise temporal 
coding. Using similar words from the German language, such as ‘boden’ and 
‘boten’, Ackermann and colleagues (1997a) found impaired discrimination of 
speech sounds in individuals with bilateral cerebellar degeneration, and this 
deficit was specifically associated with the temporal cues innate in the speech 
stimuli.

A set of recent studies further illustrates that cerebellar lesions also lead to 
impaired perceptual timing of interception, a skill necessary to catch a ball or 
to catch a closing elevator. In one study, individuals with cerebellar ataxias and 
matched control participants played a computer game in which a moving tar-
get must be intercepted by a ‘cannon ball’. As such, the task required integra-
tion of an estimate of the speed of the moving target as well as the speed of the 
cannon ball once it was released (through a finger press). Participants with 
cerebellar ataxia performed significantly worse at the task than healthy con-
trols (Bares et al., 2007; Bares et al., 2010a,b) and participants with Parkinson’s 
disease (Bares et al., 2010a) supporting a role of the cerebellum in this form of 
perceptual time estimation.

In addition to temporal production and perception tasks, the cerebellum 
contributes uniquely to temporal aspects of associative learning. While early 
studies focused on the contribution of hippocampal and cortical areas 
(Gormezano et al., 1962; Oakley and Russell, 1972), only cerebellar lesions elim-
inate learning of the conditioned response (McCormick and Thompson, 1984). 
This is often demonstrated with an eye blink classical conditioning paradigm. 
In a typical eye blink conditioning task, the individual experiences trials in 
which an air puff to the eye, which causes an unconditioned eye blink, is paired 
with a tone. Over time, the individual is conditioned to respond to the tone 
alone with an eye blink. When a delay is implemented between the tone and 
the air puff, precise timing of the eye blink in response to the tone is necessary 
in order for the response to be adaptive (i.e., eye closed at the time at which an 
air puff might arrive). In animal and human cerebellar lesion studies of eye 
blink conditioning, the subjects are able to learn the conditioned response fol-
lowing a cerebellar lesion. Importantly, however, the adaptive timing of the 
response is lacking (Gerwig et al., 2003; Perrett, Ruiz, and Mauk, 1993; 
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Woodruff-Pak, Papka, and Ivry, 1996). In other words, the cerebellar lesioned 
animal will appropriately learn the response (a blink), but this response is ill-
timed relative to the conditioned stimulus and, thus, not adaptive.

Collectively, these data demonstrate that temporal impairments may under-
lie ataxic movements. Perhaps more importantly, cerebellar lesions result in 
impaired timing in tasks explicitly measuring temporal perception and pro-
duction (for reviews see Ivry and Spencer, 2004b; Ivry, 1996).

3 Timing: Localized or Distributed?

While cerebellar lesions result in timing impairment, this alone does not nec-
essarily implicate the cerebellum in functioning as a single neural clock (i.e., a 
specialized dedicated timekeeper). Lesions in other subcortical or cortical 
regions may yield similar timing deficits that would support timing as a distrib-
uted function incorporating a network of brain areas (i.e., a distributed dedi-
cated timekeeper). A third alternative is that multiple brain areas may have the 
ability to time depending on the relevant modality (i.e., intrinsic timing; for a 
review see Ivry and Schlerf, 2008).

A wealth of individual difference studies using repetitive tapping tasks, col-
lectively favor a neural clock that functions across a range of durations. This 
individual difference work is carried out under the assumption that if there is 
a single neural clock, then a person with a “good clock” should perform well 
across a range of timing tasks and, likewise, a person with a rather “poor clock” 
should perform relatively poorly across tasks. In other words, one should see 
highly significant correlations in temporal performance across timed tasks. 
Indeed, temporal variability for a repetitive finger tapping task significantly 
correlates with variability for tapping with a range of other effectors. For 
instance, finger tapping (flexion/extension at the metacarpophalangeal joint) 
at a rate of 400ms per tap correlates with tapping with the arm (flexion/exten-
sion of the glenohumeral-shoulder-joint) and tapping the jaw (excursions of 
the temporomandibular joint) at the same rate (Franz, Zelaznik, and Smith, 
1992). Likewise, temporal variability in the repetitive finger tapping task cor-
relates with temporal variability for a repetitive foot tapping task (flexion/
extension at the talocrural-ankle-joint; Keele et al., 1985).

Moreover, individual difference studies suggest that the capacity of the neu-
ral clock is not limited to motor tasks. Performance on repetitive tapping tasks 
is also predictive of performance on non-motor timing tasks (Keele et al., 1985). 
The duration discrimination task (described above) has been used to demon-
strate this point. Importantly, performance on repetitive tapping tasks is 
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predictive of performance on the duration discrimination task, suggesting a 
shared timing process across motor and perceptual timing tasks.

Thus, there is certainly reason to believe that temporal performance draws 
on a single neural resource. Taken in conjunction with the evidence provided 
in Section  2, evidence points to the cerebellum as being this neural clock. 
While this proposed function of the cerebellum as a timekeeper has gained 
favor, recent work in our lab and others has focused on limitations of the cer-
ebellar clock.

4 Limitations on Cerebellar Timing

4.1 Event versus Emergent Timing
Given the rather consistent pattern of correlations that our lab and others have 
observed amongst timing tasks (Franz, Zelaznik, and Smith, 1992; Keele and 
Hawkins, 1982; Keele et al., 1985), we were surprised to find a lack of correlation 
between temporal variability on a repetitive finger tapping task and a repeti-
tive continuous circle drawing task. As an aside, continuous cycling (either 
circling or ‘wagging’ of an effector) was of interest given that research on motor 
coordination, another hypothesized function of the cerebellum, was largely 
based on continuous bimanual movements (e.g., Carson et al., 1997; Haken, 
Kelso, and Bunz, 1985; Kelso, 1984; Semjen, Summers, and Cattaert, 1995). 
Timing of continuous movements is also particularly unique as temporal vari-
ability is remarkably low for healthy young adults. While the coefficient of 
variation, a measure of variability normalized to movement time, is typically 
5–8% of the mean movement time for finger tapping (Keele et al., 1985; 
Theoret, Haque, and Pascual-Leone, 2001), it is as low as 3–5% for circle draw-
ing (Spencer et al., 2003; Spencer and Zelaznik, 2003; Zelaznik, Spencer, and 
Ivry, 2002). Most importantly, these measures of temporal variability do not 
correlate across these two tasks (Robertson et al., 1999; Zelaznik, Spencer, and 
Ivry, 2002).

In a continuous circle drawing task, participants are given a circle template 
to equate movement amplitude across participants. A visual target at the top 
of the circle template assists participants in aligning movements to the metro-
nome; participants are to pass through this target coincident with the metro-
nome beep during the paced portion of a trial, just as they are to touch the 
table coincident with the metronome for the repetitive tapping task (Robertson 
et al., 1999; Zelaznik, Spencer, and Ivry, 2002). Nonetheless, when one performs 
this task, it is quite obvious that this movement goal is much less salient for the 
continuous circle drawing task than it is for the repetitive finger tapping task. 
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This led us to propose the Event Timing Hypothesis: Movements or intervals 
that are marked by salient features would share a timing process, while move-
ments lacking such a structure would not be amenable to such a process (Ivry 
et al., 2002). To test this hypothesis, we compared variability on the continuous 
circle drawing task to a discrete circle drawing task. In the discrete circle draw-
ing task, participants traced the circle template for every other movement 
interval and paused at the top of the trajectory for the intervening intervals. 
Thus, these tasks were equated for movement speed, amplitude, and biome-
chanical demands. In spite of this, there were no correlations between con-
tinuous and discrete circle drawing. Consistent with the Event Timing 
Hypothesis, however, performance on the discrete circle drawing did  
predict performance on the repetitive tapping task (Zelaznik, Spencer, and 
Ivry, 2002).

At this point, we know little about how continuous movements are timed. 
It has been suggested that timing for such tasks may be emergent. The idea of 
emergent timing is derived from Dynamical Systems Theory applied to stud-
ies of motor control (Turvey, 1977). Accordingly, timing for continuous tasks 
may emerge from the dynamics of the limbs. Alternatively, other properties 
of the movement, rather than timing being under the direct control of a neu-
ral clock, may be under direct neural control and result in well-timed move-
ments. For instance, in a continuous circle drawing task, neural processes 
controlling movement velocity or jerk (Hogan and Flash, 1987) may result in 
precise temporal consistency without the direct control of time. Supporting 
the concept of an array of unique emergent processes, we found that tempo-
ral processes underlying continuous circling and continuous line drawing 
are distinct, and these processes are also independent of that used for dis-
crete movements such as finger tapping (Spencer and Zelaznik, 2003). In 
other words, there seems to be no single ‘continuous movement timer’. To 
illustrate this, we applied a slope analysis to the variability of timing across 
these tasks. The slope analysis, the examination of the relation between the 
timed interval and timing variance, assumes two independent sources of 
variability to movement timing: A duration-independent source associated 
with variability in implementing a timed movement command and a dura-
tion-dependent source associated with the central clock-like process (Wing 
and Kristofferson, 1973). When movement time is plotted against temporal 
variability for a given task a linear relationship is observed, particularly for 
millisecond to second range tasks (Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon and Church, 1990). 
Importantly, if two tasks share a neural timing process, they should have the 
same variability-interval relationship, or shared slope (Ivry and Corcos, 1993; 
Ivry and Hazeltine, 1995). Consistent with this, we observed the same 
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variability-interval slopes for two line drawing tasks. Likewise, the slope was 
the same for two continuous circle drawing tasks. However the slopes were 
unique for continuous circle drawing relative to continuous line drawing. 
Thus, these results suggest a degree of independence for timing processes 
underlying continuous movement timing, but within any given task (e.g., 
variants of a continuous circling task), a shared timing source is used (Spencer 
and Zelaznik, 2003).

Even under indirect control, however, it is speculated that continuous 
movements may rely on a neural ‘clock’ to align early movement cycles to the 
metronome-instructed temporal goal. According to this Transformation 
Hypothesis, early cycles of a repetitive movement may utilize an explicit timing 
process to set the pace of the movement before a non-clock process (e.g., velocity-
based control) may take over. Supporting this, Zelaznik and colleagues (2005) 
again compared temporal performance for repetitive finger tapping and repet-
itive continuous circle drawing but focused analyses on the initial, early cycles 
of the trials. Variability in the first cycle of these tasks was significantly corre-
lated. Yet, consistent with work reviewed above, temporal variability for subse-
quent cycles did not correlate. This suggests that tasks with a precise temporal 
goal may initially require the event-based temporal representation, or internal 
clock, even though other non-clock timing processes may take over once the 
appropriate rate is adopted consistent with the Transformation Hypothesis 
(Zelaznik et al., 2005).

Individual difference studies into event timing in healthy individuals 
have provided insight as to how the cerebellar ‘clock’ measures time for 
movements and percepts. That is, the cerebellum may serve as a timer when 
salient features are available by which to start and stop the neural clock 
(Ivry et al., 2002). If such were the case, cerebellar lesions would yield 
impaired timing on repetitive movement tasks and duration perception 
tasks that require the timing between discrete events (e.g., metronome 
beeps, table touches when finger tapping), deficits that have been consis-
tently reported. However, if the cerebellum provides only discrete/eventful 
timing measures, this yields a rather counterintuitive prediction, that is that 
individuals with cerebellar lesions may be unimpaired in the timing of con-
tinuous movements. We tested this in a series of studies of individuals with 
cerebellar ataxia.

In one such study, we compared temporal performance on repetitive fin-
ger tapping (on a table top; i.e., ‘eventful’), continuous circle drawing, and 
discrete circle drawing (Spencer et al., 2003). The goal movement time for all 
tasks was 800ms per cycle. Participants were individuals with focal, unilat-
eral lesions of the cerebellum due to stroke or tumor resection. With focal 
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unilateral cerebellar lesions, impairments are observed unilaterally, in the 
ipsilesional limb (the cerebellum receives crossed projections from the cor-
tex, and therefore, control is ipsi- rather than contra-lateral; Franz, Ivry, and 
Helmuth, 1996; Ivry, Keele, and Diener, 1988). Thus, this group allows for 
within-subject comparisons of the limb under control of the lesioned cere-
bellum to the unimpaired limb. Similar to previous studies (e.g., Ivry, Keele, 
and Diener, 1988), we found that temporal variability was greater with the 
ipsilesional, impaired limb relative to the contralesional, unimpaired limb 
for the table tapping task. Likewise, variability was greater for the ipsilesional 
limb relative to the contralesional limb for the discrete circle drawing task. 
Importantly, consistent with the predicted role of the cerebellum for timing 
of events, there was no difference in performance across limbs for the con-
tinuous movement task. Strikingly, the coefficient of variation was remark-
ably low, only about 3% for both the unimpaired and impaired limb in the 
cerebellar lesion group for the continuous circle drawing task (Figure 9.1; 
Spencer et al., 2003).

In a second experiment, we compared temporal variability for the repetitive 
finger tapping task under four conditions: (1) tapping on a table top, a variant 
of the task most commonly used in previous studies, at a rate of 1000ms per 
cycle; (2) a discrete air tapping task, also at a rate of 1000ms per cycle, in which 
taps were made with the finger held away from any table surface and move-
ments were instructed to be ‘discrete and staccato-like’; (3) a continuous air 
tapping task, at a rate of 1000ms per cycle, in which taps were, again, made 
without surface contact and participants were instructed to “move smooth and 

Figure 9.1  Coefficient of  variation (standard deviation divided by mean movement time) 
for repetitive finger tapping, discrete circle drawing and continuous circle 
 drawing. Movements were performed by individuals with unilateral cerebellar 
lesions with both their impaired and unimpaired limbs. Error bars represent 
standard error.
adapted from Spencer et al., 2003.
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continuously”; and (4) a continuous air tapping task at a rate of 500ms per 
cycle (Spencer et al., 2003). Note that the last task, the fast continuous task, was 
included to equate for the faster velocity of the movement component of each 
cycle in the discrete tasks relative to the continuous tasks. That is, when tap-
ping discretely, the velocity of the finger must be faster than in the continuous 
task in order to include a brief pause within the trajectory, thereby making the 
movement discrete. As such, one might argue that impairments associated 
with cerebellar lesions in timing of discrete movements, such as table tapping, 
are simply due to the speed of the movement, a deficit that may not be surpris-
ing to observe in conjunction with any movement disorder. Importantly, 
results were consistent with the Event Timing Theory and the hypothesized 
role of the cerebellum in timing movements with salient events. That is, for 
individuals with focal cerebellar lesions, variability was greater with the ipsile-
sional, impaired limb relative to the contralesional, unimpaired limb for the 
discrete tasks, table tapping, and discrete air tapping. There was no difference 
in performance across limbs for either the fast (500ms/cycle) or slow (1000ms/
cycle) continuous air tapping tasks.

We found a similar pattern of results when comparing a group of individu-
als with bilateral cerebellar lesions (degeneration due to sca or sporadic cer-
ebellar ataxia) to healthy matched controls. Here, performance with the 
dominant hand was compared for individuals with bilateral cerebellar ataxia 
(SCA3, SCA6, or sporadic cerebellar ataxia) and a group of healthy age- and 
education-matched control participants. Individuals with bilateral cerebellar 
lesions exhibited greater variability than the control group for the discrete 
tasks. There was no difference in performance across groups for the continu-
ous movement tasks (Spencer et al., 2003).

Finally, neuroimaging evidence supports the Event Timing Theory of cere-
bellar function. We examined the Blood-oxygen-level dependent (bold) 
response (i.e., neural activation) using functional magnetic resonance imaging 
(fMRI) when healthy young adults performed the continuous and discrete air 
tapping tasks described above. While activation in lobule vi of the cerebellum 
was observed for both conditions, additional activity (located in the superior 
vermis) was selectively activated for the discrete movement. This is consistent 
with the hypothesis that the cerebellum plays a unique role in discrete move-
ment timing (Spencer et al., 2007).

Together, this work demonstrates that the cerebellar clock function is 
restricted. Specifically, the manner in which the cerebellum computes time, by 
representing intervals demarcated by salient events, by nature restricts this 
role to a subset of movement and perceptual tasks that are amenable to such a 
timekeeper.
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4.2  Interval Range of the Cerebellar Timing: Long versus  
Short Interval Timing

Importantly, tasks discussed to this point involved intervals in the millisecond 
range, mostly less than 2000ms. For intervals greater than this, the contribu-
tion of the cerebellum to timing may decrease, with increasing weight of the 
non-temporal processes contributing greatest to performance variability. For 
instance, Mangels, Ivry, and Shimizu (1998) compared performance on a short, 
400ms, interval task with performance on a long, 4 s, interval task in individu-
als with cerebellar lesions and age- and education- matched healthy control 
participants. The task was a duration perception task, ruling out the contribu-
tion of motor deficits to short versus fast movements. They found that indi-
viduals with cerebellar lesions were impaired, relative to healthy control 
participants, in perception of both the short and long intervals. To examine 
whether the neocortex further supports this timing function, via attention or 
working memory mechanisms, a group of individuals with focal lesions to the 
prefrontal cortex were also included. Individuals with lesions of the prefrontal 
cortex were impaired, relative to healthy controls, on the long interval percep-
tion tasks. There was no difference in performance for these two groups on the 
short, 400ms, perception task. The authors suggest that, for longer intervals, 
cortical contributions are necessary to maintain the standard in working 
memory and to attend to the task over the long interval. However, it may be 
somewhat surprising that the deficit in performance was not reduced for the 
longer, 4 s, interval for those with cerebellar lesions. One explanation for this 
finding is that, for longer interval timing, a sub-interval timing strategy may be 
used. That is, when faced with the task of timing a 4-s interval, one may inter-
nally time four 1-s intervals. As such, the cerebellar contribution to millisecond 
timing would be evident in this way.

In a meticulous analysis of temporal perception and production across a 
range of suprasecond intervals (2–12 s), a recent study found further evidence 
that the cerebellar contribution is greatest for short intervals although the defi-
cit is still present for longer intervals (Gooch et al., 2010). In the duration pro-
duction task under consideration, participants were required to reproduce the 
duration of a 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 or 12 s stimulus (a red square on a computer screen). 
The authors report a significant group (cerebellar patients versus controls) by 
interval interaction, reflecting highly variable temporal performance for the 
cerebellar patients relative to controls at the shortest intervals (2 s and, less so, 
4 s) with little group differences observed at the longer intervals. Likewise, a 
temporal estimation task, requiring participants to produce intervals of 2, 4, 5, 
6, 10 or 12 s from memory, revealed consistently worse performance for indi-
viduals with cerebellar lesions compared to controls across all intervals, 
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although the deficit was again greatest at the shorter durations. Notably, when 
the patient group was divided into those with middle-to-superior cerebellar 
lesions and those with damage outside of middle-to-superior cerebellum, only 
those with middle-to-superior damage differed from controls. This suggests 
that the cerebellar clock may be localized to superior cerebellum, an issue we 
will return to below.

Individuals with Parkinson’s disease are also reported to be impaired in 
temporal perception and production tasks. Movements of individuals with 
Parkinson’s disease are visibly slow, a deficit termed bradykinesia. As such, one 
might predict that individuals with Parkinson’s disease would be slow on a 
repetitive tapping task. Counter-intuitively, however, these individuals actu-
ally tend to speed up movements (Harrington et al., 2004; Ivry and Keele, 1989; 
O’Boyle, Freeman, and Cody, 1996). Whether temporal variability is increased 
in individuals with Parkinson’s disease, as would be expected for an impaired 
neural clock, is unclear. Considering intervals in the millisecond range (less 
than 2 s), some studies report increased temporal variability in Parkinson’s dis-
ease (Harrington, Haaland, and Hermanowicz, 1998) relative to matched con-
trols, while others find no difference (Ivry and Keele, 1989; Spencer and Ivry, 
2005). While Parkinson’s disease patients are often examined as a model of 
basal ganglia dysfunction, isolation of the disease to basal ganglia is not pure. 
Importantly, Aparicio and colleagues (2005) found that individuals with focal 
lesions of the basal ganglia, most in the putamen, some extending to the cau-
date, internal capsule or globus pallidus, due to stroke, were unimpaired on a 
repetitive tapping task. Variability of taps, with a goal pace of 400ms, did not 
differ for basal ganglia lesion patients relative to healthy controls nor was there 
a difference in variability between the contralesional, impaired limb and the 
ipsilesional, unimpaired limb. While this work remains to be replicated, it calls 
into question the conclusion of some that the basal ganglia is an internal clock 
for millisecond range intervals.

It is worth considering that the basal ganglia may contribute to timing of 
suprasecond intervals, those intervals greater than the 200–2000ms that seems 
to be the expertise of the cerebellum. Supporting this, Matell and colleagues 
(2003) illustrated the ability of the striatum to time intervals of 10 and 40 s. By 
recording striatal neurons in rats trained to time press a lever 10 or 40 s after a 
stimulus onset, it was clear that these neurons distinguished between the two 
intervals just as response rates were distinct for the two trial types. More 
importantly, a relationship between the time of peak firing and performance 
was observed (Matell, Meck, and Nicolelis, 2003).

The selective role of basal ganglia for suprasecond intervals and not subsec-
ond intervals was distinguished in a recent study in humans using deep brain 
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stimulation (dbs) to the subthalamic nucleus (stn; Wojtecki et al., 2011). dbs 
is used to treat symptoms of Parkinson’s disease. When the stimulation was off, 
these participants were impaired relative to matched controls; specifically, 15-s 
intervals were underestimated in length. Low frequency (10 Hz) stimulation 
resulted in further underestimation when reproducing the 15-s interval. 
Conversely, high frequency (130 Hz) stimulation reduced the amount of under-
estimation, resulting in performance similar to that of controls. However, nei-
ther high nor low frequency dbs to the same region influenced duration 
discrimination in the millisecond range (800–1600ms), supporting a distinc-
tion in the temporal range that the basal ganglia may expertly time.

The corollary to the consideration of a separate, perhaps basal ganglia-
based, timing process for longer intervals, is to consider whether there is a 
lower limit to the cerebellar timing function. Can the cerebellum time inter-
vals on the range of 50 or 100ms? Mounting evidence suggests that timing for 
such ultra-short intervals is also distinct. In fact, ultra-short intervals may be 
unique from other intervals in that timing for ultra-short intervals might not 
draw on the function of a single neural clock but rather the timing process may 
be modality dependent, drawing on cortical areas associated with that modal-
ity. Termed the State-Dependent Network model, Karmarkar and Bounomano 
(2007) proposed that networks of neurons within a given cortical region can 
accurately detect time. The basis for the State-Dependent Network model is 
that time is implicitly represented in the synaptic properties or state of a neu-
ral network (Buonomano and Mauk, 1994; Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007; 
Yamazaki and Tanaka, 2005). By simulating a series of state-dependent net-
works, Karmarkar and Buonomano (2007) showed that, when presented with 
a brief (e.g., 100ms) interval marked by two tones, the first tone of the pair will 
generate activity in the network. This activity then changes predictably over 
time and includes fast and slow inhibitory post-synaptic potentials and short-
term synaptic plasticity in the connections between nodes in the network. 
When the second tone of the interval arrives, the dynamical state of the net-
work has been changed as a result of the first tone, so there is a different pat-
tern of activity in the network in response to the second tone even if the second 
tone is identical to the first tone in duration, pitch, and frequency. The tempo-
ral interval defined by the two tones can be interpreted from the final state of 
the network. Importantly, if the stimulus (100ms interval marked by two tones) 
is preceded by any event, the state of the network is changed. As such, if stan-
dard and test intervals are presented in two different contexts, the dynamics of 
the state-dependent network would differ and the ability to encode duration 
would fail. This creates a ‘reset problem’, which has been used to demonstrate 
support for the State-Dependent Network (sdn) hypothesis. In the Reset Task 
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designed to test this problem, similar to the duration perception task described 
above, human participants were presented with an interval of approximately 
100ms marked by two tones and were to respond as to whether the interval 
was short or long relative to a 100ms standard interval (Figure 9.2A; Spencer, 
Karmarkar and Ivry, 2009). Performance was similar if the test interval was pre-
ceded by a distractor interval also of 100ms. This result is consistent with the 
sdn hypothesis given that a fixed distractor interval would allow for building a 
stable representation of this fixed state based on trial-by-trial feedback. More 
importantly, when the distractor interval was of varying length (50–150ms), 
discrimination thresholds were greatly increased relative to the no-distractor 
condition. This is consistent with the prediction of the sdn hypothesis. That is, 
that the variable length distractor results in the network being in a different 
state each time the target interval is presented and a stable representation can-
not be extracted (Karmarkar and Buonomano, 2007).

Recently, we revisited this effect, considering attentional issues that may also 
produce the context effects observed in the Reset Task (Spencer, Karmarkar, 
and Ivry, 2009). We predicted that using very brief intervals (i.e., 100ms and 
100ms +/– 50ms), which may trigger automatic attentional capture (Posner, 
1978), imposed unique sources of variability. In other words, attention would be 
drawn to the distractor interval by attentional capture thereby impairing atten-
tion when presented with the target interval. To test this, we replicated the 
Reset Task using both conditions from the original Karmarkar and Buonomano 
study (2007; approximately 100ms for both the distractor and target intervals; 
100–100 task) and a novel condition with a 300ms distractor and 100ms target 
interval (300–100 task). First, with respect to the 100–100 task, our results repli-
cated those of Karmarkar and Buonomano (2007) in that thresholds were elevated 
in both the fixed and variable distractor conditions, relative to the no-distractor 
conditions, and thresholds were greatly increased in the presence of a variable 
distractor interval (Figure 9.2B; Spencer, Karmarkar and Ivry, 2009). This was 
not the case in the 300–100 task. While there was a small but significant main 
effect of a distractor, performance with a variable distractor was not worse than 
a fixed distractor in this condition. This result limits the range of the sdn model. 
That is, the original model assumes that any distractor interval (100- or 300-ms) 
should alter the state of the network when presented with the target interval. 
Rather, these results are consistent with our hypothesis that unpredictable 
ultra-short intervals (<150ms) may disrupt timing of the target interval. 
Importantly for the purposes of the present discussion, this work supports a 
distinction in timing for ultra-short (50–150ms) and longer millisecond range 
(200–2000ms) timing. Furthermore, we report that variants of the Reset Task 
with a 300ms target interval and either a 100ms (100–300 task) or 300ms 
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(300–300 task) distractor interval also failed to find the increased threshold in 
the variable distractor condition relative to the fixed condition or no-distractor 
conditions. These results indicate how attentional processes can influence the 
perception of brief intervals, as well as point to important constraints of sdn 
models. As such, we posit that the sdn model, which proposes that timing may 
be computed in cortical regions supporting the task modality, may support 
ultra-short interval timing (<200ms) but not millisecond range timing (200–
2000ms; Spencer, Karmarkar, and Ivry, 2009).

5 Localization of Timing within the Cerebellum

Given the evidence supporting the function of the cerebellum in millisecond 
range timing, we turn to consideration of where such a function might be 
located within the cerebellum. Architecturally, the cerebellum is composed 
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Figure 9.2  A) The Reset Task described by Karmarkar and Buonomano (2007). Participants 
judged the length of the target (T) relative to a previously presented standard inter-
val when the target was presented without a distractor (top), with a fixed interval 
distractor (D; middle), or a variable length distractor (bottom). B) Consistent with 
Karmarkar and Buonomano (2007), we found an increased threshold with a variable 
distractor condition for the 100–100 condition. This was not the case in the 100–300, 
300–300, or 300–100 conditions.
adapted from Spencer, Karmarkar, and Ivry, 2009.
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of repeating loops. These loops underlie three longitudinal divisions – the 
vermis, the paravermis, and the hemispheres. Each of these divisions is, in 
turn, composed of multiple lobules. This elaborate arrangement may either 
suggest a highly specialized single map (Apps and Hawkes, 2009) or multiple 
functional units (Grodd et al., 2001). Mounting evidence suggests a special-
ized role of superior cerebellum in timing. As described above, timing impair-
ments are exaggerated in individuals with superior cerebellar lesions relative 
to those with inferior lesions (Gooch et al., 2010). Like Gooch and colleagues 
(2010), Harrington and colleagues (2004) studied timing in individuals with 
superior versus inferior cerebellar lesions and found that timing impairments 
were associated with superior lesions. In this study, Harrington and colleagues 
compared two groups of cerebellar lesion patients: those with lesions to infe-
rior cerebellum (approximately lobules vii–x) and those with superior cere-
bellar lesions (approximately lobules i–vi). Those individuals with superior, 
but not inferior cerebellar lesions, were more variable relative to healthy con-
trols on the duration perception task with standards of 300 and 600ms, 
although this reached only trend-level for significance (p = .07; see Ivry and 
Spencer, 2004a). Moreover, those with superior cerebellar lesions were more 
variable than the control group on a repetitive finger tapping task at both 300 
and 600ms. Specifically, total variability was modeled to dissociate the vari-
ability due to the central timekeeping process (i.e., ‘clock’ variability) from 
variability due to noisy motor implementation (i.e., motor variability; Wing 
and Kristofferson, 1973). The deficit observed in individuals with superior cer-
ebellar damage was associated with the former, supporting an impaired clock 
process in superior cerebellum.

Functional imaging studies, by and large, find anterior cerebellum is active in 
conjunction with timed movement and perception tasks. For instance, using 
positron emission tomography (pet), Penhune and colleagues (1998) found that 
performance on the repetitive finger tapping task produces activation in lobule v 
beyond that seen in a control condition in which participants simply listened to 
the metronome. Likewise, neuroimaging of perceptual timing tasks also yields 
cerebellar activation. However, the localization within the cerebellum for these 
tasks is less clear. For example, one study of visual timing pointed to a critical 
region around the border of left Crus i/ii, activation (Lewis and Miall, 2003). 
Other studies have pointed to a region within lobule vi (Aso et al., 2010) or supe-
rior vermis (Tesche and Karhu, 2000; Xu et al., 2006).

The anterior cerebellum has a known somatotopic arrangement, akin to the 
homunculus of the motor cortex. Using functional neuroimaging, mapping of 
the activation in this region suggests an inverted body map with the foot supe-
rior to the hand and the hand superior to the lips and facial representations 
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(Grodd et al., 2001; Habas, Axelrad, and Cabanis, 2004; Nitschke et al., 1996; 
Rijntjes et al., 1999). It has been proposed that underlying this body map is a 
series of interval representations (Ivry, 1996). In other words, the cerebellum 
may have an effector by interval arrangement akin to the ocular dominance 
columns in visual cortex. This model would be consistent with the observed 
unilateral impairment associated with lateralized cerebellar lesions.

In addition to the somatotopic organization of the anterior lobe, somatotopy 
has been observed in the inferior aspect of the posterior lobe of the cerebellum 
(lobules viib and viii; Habas, Axelrad, and Cabanis, 2004; Rijntjes et al., 1999) 
and, most recently, we have reported evidence of a somatotopic arrangement in 
lateral cerebellum, lobules vi and vii (Schlerf, Verstynen, Ivry, and Spencer, 
2010). In that study, we used fMRI to map movements of the fingers and toes that 
were either simple (i.e., flex/extend all fingers/toes simultaneously) or complex 
(i.e., flex/extend individual digits sequentially). Movements were repetitive at a 
rate of approximately 500ms. For all movements, ispilateral activation was 
observed in anterior cerebellum and this activation was somatotopically orga-
nized, that is, foot movement responses were distinct from, and inferior to, hand 
movement responses. Interestingly, when movements were complex, activation 
was also observed in lobules vi and vii. This lateral cerebellar activation was 
particularly noteworthy for two reasons. First, unlike the unilateral activity 
observed in the anterior cerebellum, activation in lateral cerebellum in conjunc-
tion with complex movements was bilateral. Second, the activation was somato-
topically arranged here as well. This is particularly interesting in lateral cerebellum 
given that this region has previously been associated with the non-motor func-
tions of the cerebellum (Akshoomoff and Courchesne, 1992; Desmond, Chen, and 
Shieh, 2005). Such a role is supported by connectivity studies, which illustrate that 
lateral cerebellum is functionally connected to prefrontal cortex (Kelly and Strick, 
2003; Krienen and Buckner, 2009; Middleton and Strick, 2001). Thus, finding 
somatotopic organization here would be akin to finding somatotopic organiza-
tion in the frontal cortex. To make sense of this arrangement, from these observa-
tions, we propose that the lateral cerebellum may support the anterior cerebellar 
function under conditions with high cognitive demands – such as movements 
with high complexity (Schlerf, Verstynen, Ivry, and Spencer, 2010) or working 
memory when a task requires response mapping (Spencer and Ivry, 2009).

6 Conclusions

It should be clear from this Chapter that the cerebellum plays a critical role in 
timing and, for this reason, timing deficits are central to the impairments 
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associated with cerebellar lesions and disorders. However, this chapter also 
emphasizes a critical distinction in temporal processing for ultra-short inter-
vals, millisecond, and supra-second intervals. Timing of ultra-short intervals 
(approximately those less than 200ms) may utilize sdn in relevant cortical 
regions. Supra-second intervals (approximately those greater than 2 s) may 
utilize basal ganglia processes with an increase in weight from cortical areas, 
such as the frontal cortex, for cognitive demands such as working memory. 
Central to our review is the cerebellum’s role for millisecond range intervals 
(approximately 200–2000ms). While such a distinction may seemingly dimin-
ish the functional capacity of the cerebellum, we posit that a deficit in millisec-
ond range timing has substantial ramifications as evidenced by the ataxic 
movements and impaired perceptions of individuals with cerebellar lesions 
and disorders.
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chapter 10

Striatal and Frontal Pathology: Parkinson’s Disease 
and Patients with Lesions of the Basal Ganglia and 
Frontal Cortex

Catherine R.G. Jones* and Marjan Jahanshahi**

1 Introduction

Interval timing is the timing of perceptual or motor events in the millisecond 
and seconds-range. Everyday examples of perceptual timing are keeping track 
of elapsed time so that you can estimate that your kettle has boiled, or judging 
that your favorite television program is due to start. In the laboratory, percep-
tual timing has been investigated using a wide variety of tasks, including dura-
tion discrimination, time estimation, time production and time reproduction. 
Motor timing is employed in everyday life when we find ourselves clapping in 
time with music or dancing to the beat. In the laboratory, the more prosaic 
activity of tapping in time with a regularly paced tone and continuing to do so 
after cessation of the tone (synchronization-continuation task; S-C) has been 
used. It has been proposed that at the core of our ability to efficiently time 
movements and events is a brain-based ‘internal clock’ that enables precise 
calculations (see Merchant et al., 2013 for a recent review). However, successful 
temporal processing requires more than just a working clock. Ancillary cogni-
tive processes are an integral part of a complex neural architecture that gives 
rise to accurate motor and perceptual timing. As an example, any task in which 
two intervals are compared requires an on-line representation of the previ-
ously presented interval, alongside dynamic updating of the current interval. 
Therefore, simultaneous maintenance and encoding are required, placing 
demands on attention and working memory.

This conceptualization of timing is supported by the most dominant model 
of interval timing, the scalar expectancy theory (set; Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon  
et al., 1984). set conceives that our representations of time are supported 
in  a  three-stage process consisting of clock, memory, and decision-making 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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components (see Figure 10.1). The clock stage is comprised of a pacemaker that 
emits pulses, with the pacemaker connected to an accumulator. At the onset 
and offset of an interval that is to be timed, pulses are gated from the pace-
maker to the accumulator via a switch, which is operated by a timing signal. 
The accumulator therefore holds a representation of the current time value, 
which can be transferred to working memory. The reference memory compo-
nent provides a more permanent store for important durations (i.e., a  standard/
reference duration). The decision process is provided by a comparator, which 
compares the current time in working memory to the stored time in reference 
memory. The ‘scalar’ part of the model comes from applying the observation 
that human (and animal) timing conforms to the scalar property, whereby the 
standard deviation of timed responses increases with the mean of the interval 
being timed. There are challenges to the set model of interval timing, particu-
larly regarding the biological plausibility of the model (e.g., Matell and Meck, 
2000, 2004). However, the model is a salient demonstration of the widespread 
belief that clock processes are supported by a range of cognitive operations 

Figure 10.1 Scalar expectancy theory (Gibbon, 1977; Gibbon et al., 1984).
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(attention, memory, decision making), which may have their own distinct neu-
ral correlates.

The focus of clinical investigation into interval timing has been on identify-
ing the structure(s) that are integral to the clock process. A large body of litera-
ture has investigated the role of the basal ganglia, particularly the temporal 
profile of individuals with Parkinson’s disease (pd). pd is the result of a loss of 
dopamine producing neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta (snc), a 
pathology that leads to akinesia (lack and poverty of movement), bradykinesia 
(slowed movement initiation and execution), rigidity (increased muscle tone), 
and tremor at rest. However, aside from the cardinal motor difficulties, cogni-
tive and affective difficulties are also prevalent. These include depression, 
anxiety, apathy, hallucinations and delusions, sleep disturbance and cognitive 
decline (e.g., Chaudhuri and Schapira, 2009). Particularly, impaired executive 
function is observed from early on in the disease (for a review see Dirnberger 
and Jahanshahi, 2013), with more widespread cognitive decline emerging as 
the disease progresses. Executive functions are primarily mediated by the pre-
frontal cortex and include a range of cognitive processes, including planning, 
task switching, and inhibition. These are integrated and coordinated to enable 
achievement of goal-oriented cognitive operations, particularly when com-
plex or novel. Occurrence of executive dysfunction in pd is not surprising, 
given that the basal ganglia have multiple connections to the frontal cortex, in 
the form of a series of frontostriatal loops (Alexander et al., 1986). The patho-
physiology of pd is complex and changes in the course of the illness. The motor 
frontostriatal loop, connecting the putamen with the supplementary motor 
area (sma), is the site of the primary dysfunction in pd, but other fronto- 
striatal circuits become affected as the disease progresses. These include the 
associative circuit between the caudate and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 
(dlpfc), as well as the limbic circuit between the ventral striatum and the 
anterior cingulate. The frontal cortex, particularly the dlpfc, has an estab-
lished role in a range of cognitive processes, such as working memory and deci-
sion making (e.g., D’Esposito, 2007), which set proposes are necessary for 
efficient interval timing. Therefore, involvement of additional circuits in pd 
means that it can be difficult to tease apart whether the timing difficulties are 
being driven by a core timing dysfunction, or by disruption of cognitive 
processes.

One way of exploring the differential contributions of the basal ganglia and 
frontal cortex to motor and perceptual timing is to investigate the timing pro-
file of patients with circumscribed damage to the basal ganglia or frontal cor-
tex. This includes individuals with traumatic brain injury, stroke or tumors. 
The capacity of the human brain for the development of compensatory neural 
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circuits means that caution must be exercised when investigating the effects of 
acquired brain injury. Further, studies are limited by the difficulty of finding 
patients with comparable pathology, as well as with lesions that are solely lim-
ited to the region of interest. However, such patients provide an unparalleled 
insight into the function of the basal ganglia and frontal cortex in temporal 
processing. Therefore, the present chapter draws on evidence from patients 
with circumscribed lesions and patients with pd to better understand the roles 
of the basal ganglia and frontal cortex in interval timing. There is a great deal of 
heterogeneity among patients with acquired lesions. We have limited our eval-
uation to those with a discrete lesion, e.g., caused by tumor, stroke or head 
injury. Patients with degenerative disease (e.g., dementia) have not been 
included. For the frontal cortex, studies that investigate a range of lesions sites 
have been included if the reporting of the data enables conclusions to be drawn 
about the specific contribution of the frontal cortex. In complement to the cur-
rent chapter, Chapter 8 provides an overview of timing in neurodegenerative 
disorders of the basal ganglia, particularly pd and Huntington’s disease. 
Chapter 11 also includes a summary of functional imaging research in pd, which 
is not covered in the current chapter. We start with an overview of the tasks that 
have been employed to assess timing, before reviewing the empirical evidence.

2 Measures of Perceptual and Motor Timing

Perceptual timing tasks are far more varied than motor timing tasks, and refer 
to any subjective judgment of time that is not defined by movement. Sometimes 
a motor response in a perceptual task may be tied to the temporal decision 
(e.g., pressing a button when a certain period of time is perceived to have 
elapsed), thus the categorization of tasks is not clear cut. Indeed, studies have 
shown a significant correlation between performance on motor and perceptual 
timing tasks (e.g., Keele et al., 1985; Merchant et al., 2008), which is compatible 
with there being a shared neural substrate. Further, although this chapter 
focuses on the perceptual vs. motor distinction there are other ways of catego-
rizing temporal tasks, including the length of interval used (e.g., Lewis and 
Miall, 2003) and whether timing is an explicit demand of the task or implicit 
and emergent (e.g., intercepting a moving target; see Coull and Nobre, 2008).

Perceptual timing is commonly measured in the visual or auditory modality, 
using presentation of simple auditory (e.g., pure tone) or visual (e.g., small 
square) stimuli to define temporal intervals. Another variation is whether the 
intervals are be ‘filled’ (i.e., the stimulus is present for the duration of the inter-
val) or ‘unfilled’ (i.e., the onset and offset of the interval is bounded by two 
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stimuli, but the actual interval is empty). Filled intervals can sometimes take 
the form of an active and additional task, for example, counting or reading 
aloud random numbers. All perceptual tasks share certain cognitive demands 
including sustained attention to the temporal interval(s) as well as decision-
making/evaluative processes. However, the reliance on other cognitive pro-
cesses varies with task demands. The duration discrimination task presents 
two stimuli sequentially and requires the participant to discriminate which is 
longer, or whether the second stimuli is longer or shorter than the first. The 
appeal of this task is that the perceptual temporal decision is not confounded 
by movement. At the cognitive level, the demand on working memory is high 
as both intervals need to be simultaneously held on-line and compared.

The time estimation task and time production task share similarities, as 
both require units of time to be accurately applied to an interval. In the time 
estimation task the participant has to estimate the length of a presented inter-
val to the nearest second. In contrast, the time production task requires the 
participant to indicate (e.g., press a button) when a specified interval of time 
has elapsed. Therefore, in both of these tasks the participant has to map their 
understanding of the common units of time onto their internal sense of time 
passing. The time reproduction task presents an interval of time but rather 
than compare it to another interval, the participant has to reproduce the dura-
tion of the interval as accurately as possible using a response key. Similar to the 
duration discrimination task, this places considerable demand on working 
memory. For the time estimation, production, and reproduction tasks, some-
times participants are instructed to count out intervals, either at a self-paced 
and self-preferred rate, at a self-paced but specified rate (e.g., 1 s), or at an exter-
nally paced rate (e.g., provided by a metronome). These modifications mean 
that participants are both required to accurately perceive a discrete interval 
and time a short continuous sequence that is intrinsically tied to motor pro-
duction. Thus, many purported perceptual timing tasks have an implicit motor 
timing element. Chronometric counting is distinct from interval timing, albeit 
with possible overlap (e.g., Hinton et al., 2004). Therefore, some studies require 
that random numbers are read aloud to inhibit counting. However, all of these 
tasks are ostensibly dual task paradigms, which is differentially demanding for 
patients with neurological damage compared to healthy controls (e.g., Brown 
and Marsden, 1991; Perbal et al., 2005). Although requiring participants not to 
count or read random numbers may present as an obvious solution, it then 
becomes difficult to control the mental activities that participants engage in 
during the task.

Three classic tasks from the animal timing literature, the peak interval pro-
cedure, the temporal generalization task and the temporal bisection task have 
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been adapted to investigate perceptual timing in patient studies. These three 
tasks share a commonality in demanding that a learnt interval be stored in 
short term memory and recalled when required. In the peak interval proce-
dure, the participants are trained on a visually presented target duration that 
they will need to reproduce. In the testing phase, the visual stimulus is pre-
sented for a longer period. Participants have to press a button when they think 
the target duration has elapsed but they are instructed to make multiple 
guesses; pressing the button before the estimated duration has elapsed and 
continuing until they judge it has passed. In many ways analogous to a time 
reproduction task, this procedure enables a response curve to be plotted, 
showing a peak at the time where responses are most frequent. With time plot-
ted on the x-axis, a curve with a peak shifted to the right indicates relative 
overestimation, whereas a peak shifted to the left indicates underestimation. 
In the temporal generalization task participants are repeatedly exposed to a 
target duration, which becomes learnt. During the testing phase participants 
have to indicate whether the durations they are presented with are the same or 
different to the learnt target. The proportion of ‘yes’ responses can be plotted 
to create a temporal generalization gradient, illustrating the probability of a 
response as a function of signal duration. With duration plotted on the x-axis, 
a rightward shift in the peak of the generalization function would indicate 
overestimation of the target duration, whereas a leftward shift would suggest 
underestimation. The temporal bisection task requires participants to learn a 
‘short’ and a ‘long’ target duration. In the testing phase, participants are pre-
sented with a range of durations including the learnt targets. Each duration 
has to be classified as more similar to the short or long target. The resultant 
sigmoid curve plots the probability of making a ‘long’ response as a function of 
stimulus duration. With durations plotted on the x-axis, a leftward shift in the 
curve indicates a relative overestimation of time. The bisection point (or point 
of subjective equality; pse) is the duration at which both responses occur with 
equal probability.

Motor timing is assessed using a repetitive tapping task, often called the S-C 
task. First, the participant taps in time with a regularly paced cue, typically an 
auditory pure tone. Following a criterion number of taps the pacing cue is 
switched off and the participant has to maintain the same rhythm unaided. 
Thus, there are two discrete phases to the task, a synchronization phase and a 
continuation phase, which are measured separately. The accuracy of the tap-
ping rate, usually measured by the mean inter-response interval, is important 
in determining whether tapping is unusually slow or fast. Variability has classi-
cally been measured using the Wing and Kristofferson (1973a,b) model, which 
decomposes tapping variability into ‘clock’ and ‘motor’ components, although 
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the model is not without caveats (see Jones et al., 2011). The S-C task is consid-
ered to be more ‘automatic’ and less cognitively demanding than perceptual 
tasks, particularly when short inter-tap intervals are used (Lewis and Miall, 
2003).

3 Timing in Patients with Parkinson’s Disease

3.1 Perceptual Timing
Perceptual timing tasks in patients with pd are summarized in Table 10.1. Of 
the 37 tasks, there are significant differences between the pd and control group 
on 23 tasks (62%). Data have indicated underestimation on time estimation 
tasks (Lange et al., 1995; Pastor et al., 1992a) and overestimation on time pro-
duction tasks (Lange et al., 1995; Jones et al., 2008) in patients with pd. This 
pattern of results is compatible with a slowed internal clock (although see 
Wojtecki et al., 2011). The slowed clock hypothesis is particularly compelling as 
it neatly reflects the bradykinetic presentation of patients with pd. However, 
many other studies fail to find evidence of impairment on these two tasks 
(Perbal et al., 2005; Riesen and Schnider, 2001; Wearden et al., 2008; Wild-Wall 
et al., 2008). Further, patterns of impairment on other timing tasks are not 
amenable to the slowed clock hypothesis. For example, in the time reproduc-
tion task the internal clock is being used to both estimate and reproduce; this 
means the speed of the clock could not influence the findings, assuming the 
rate was regular.

The time reproduction task is the most discriminating task, and two thirds 
of studies reported some degree of impairment in pd (see Table  10.1). It is 
conceivable that the motor response, which is intrinsically tied to the tempo-
ral decision, may compound or drive the poor performance on the task. 
However, this interpretation does not explain the pattern of within-task over-
estimation on relatively short intervals compared to underestimation on rela-
tively long intervals (see Koch et al., 2004; 2005). Patients with pd have also 
shown evidence of impairment on the duration discrimination task, although 
preserved performance is also reported (see Table  10.1). Harrington et al. 
(1998a) reported dissociation in pd between impaired duration discrimina-
tion and preserved frequency discrimination, which is compatible with a 
timing-specific deficit and not general cognitive dysfunction. However, the 
duration task, unlike the frequency task, requires attention be maintained for 
the duration of the presented stimuli. Therefore, the additional attentional 
demands of the duration task provide an alternative explanation for the pat-
tern of results.
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The temporal generalization and bisection tasks present a mixed picture, 
with no consistent evidence of impairment (see Table 10.1). However, the peak-
interval procedure has produced more convincing results. Here patients show 
evidence of a ‘migration’ effect whereby relatively short intervals are overesti-
mated and relatively long intervals are underestimated (Malapani et al., 1998; 
Malapani et al., 2002). As previously alluded to, this effect has been replicated 
in studies of time reproduction (Koch et al., 2004; 2005). Systematic investiga-
tion of the pattern of responding under different conditions has indicated that 
deficits in the storage and retrieval of the durations in memory contribute to 
the migration effect (Malapani et al., 2002). Further, the effect is abolished if 
the reproductions of the short and long intervals are separated by a delay of 
one hour (Koch et al., 2008). The profile of performance across tasks investigat-
ing the migration effect are, therefore, compatible with a cognitive explana-
tion for the perceptual timing difficulties seen in pd.

Other studies also present data that are compatible with a cognitive expla-
nation. For example, Guehl et al. (2008) employed a duration discrimination 
task where the standard interval of 50ms was defined by two clicks. Although 
participants with pd were impaired on this task they were unimpaired on a 
version where trains of clicks paced at 50ms intervals were used and partici-
pants had to decide which of two trains had one long interval (>50ms) in the 
middle. Therefore, although the durations being judged were identical across 
the two tasks, the task context was different. The authors suggested that per-
formance is impaired on the standard duration discrimination task because 
the onset of the stimuli cannot be predicted as easily i.e., it requires a greater 
allocation of attentional resources. An attentional explanation was also put 
forward by Torta et al. (2010), who found that participants with pd were 
impaired when reproducing the amount of time it had taken them to complete 
a simple motor task but unimpaired when the interval to reproduce was 
unfilled. The dissociation was argued to be driven by the demands of the con-
current motor task, which left less attentional resources for the timing task. 
Finally, Wearden et al. (2008) assessed patients with pd on five different per-
ceptual timing tasks. The only task that they were impaired on was a duration 
discrimination task that required the standard interval (350–650ms) to be 
held in memory for 2–8 s. Therefore, impaired memory function may also be a 
contributing factor to performance.

As was mentioned in the Introduction of this chapter, pd is principally a 
movement disorder but cognitive deficits are a feature of the disease. These 
include executive dysfunction and mild cognitive impairment in the early 
stages, and dementia in the later stages (Dirnberger and Jahanshahi, 2013; 
Kehagia, Barker, and Robbins, 2013). If cognitive difficulties contribute to the 
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temporal profile seen in pd then tasks with additional cognitive load should be 
more likely to elicit impairment. In support of this, the majority (5 of 6; 83%) 
of tasks that required random numbers to be read out during timing reported 
a deficit (Koch et al., 2004, 2005; Malapani et al., 1998; Riesen and Schnider, 
2001). A cognitive explanation would also predict greater impairment at longer 
intervals, where demands on memory and attention would be more extensive. 
Indeed, Jones et al. (2008) used exploratory factor analysis to establish that the 
time production of seconds-range intervals and a measure of attention (Paced 
Auditory Serial Addition Test) shared common variance and were distinct 
from time reproduction and warned reaction time tasks involving millisecond-
range interval timing. If the tasks in Table 10.1 are divided by the arbitrary cut-
off of 1 s (i.e., standard intervals of 1–1000ms vs. standard intervals >1000ms), 
6 of 15 (40%) studies using the shorter intervals reported poor performance in 
the pd group, compared to 16 of 26 (62%) using the longer interval range. The 
proportion of those performing poorly at longer intervals is increased further 
if the cutoff is set at 5 s (71%; 12 of 17). This pattern across studies indicates that 
longer intervals are more challenging for patients with pd. However, the pres-
ence of deficits in tasks with very short intervals (e.g., Guehl et al., 2008; 
Rammsayer and Classen, 1997) as well as preserved performance in studies 
where the intervals are substantial (e.g., Perbal et al., 2005; Riesen and Schnider, 
2001; Wojtecki et al., 2011) needs to be considered. Further, neuroimaging 
research has found basal ganglia activation in both millisecond and seconds-
range temporal processing (Jahanshahi et al., 2006).

Teasing apart the specific factors that contribute to temporal dysfunction in 
pd can be aided by investigating correlates of poor performance. Pastor et al. 
(1992a) found that time reproduction was associated with measures of natural 
tapping rate, reaction time, and movement time. This suggests that perceptual 
timing deficits relate specifically to bradykinesia in pd. However, although 
some studies have found correlations between perceptual timing and disease 
severity (Pastor et al., 1992a; Wearden et al., 2008) this association is not always 
found (Rammsayer and Classen, 1997; Smith et al., 2007). In terms of temporal 
deficits being driven by non-motor deficits, Rammsayer and Classen (1997) 
reported a significant correlation in pd between increased self-reported 
depression and greater impairment on a duration discrimination task. Further, 
poor performance on the time production task (Wild-Wall et al., 2008) and 
time reproduction task (Perbal et al., 2005) was associated with higher levels of 
cognitive decline. In contrast, Merchant et al. (2008) found that performance 
on a range of cognitive tasks (working memory, go/no-go reaction time, and 
verbal learning) did not discriminate those with pd who performed well or 
poorly on a range of timing tasks. However, their timing tasks all used intervals 
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≤1 s, and it may be that general cognitive ability is an additional source of vari-
ance only for the more cognitively demanding seconds-range intervals.

3.2 Motor Timing
Motor timing studies in pd are summarized in Table 10.2. The influential Wing 
and Kristofferson (1973a,b) model was designed to characterize tapping in the 
continuation phase. As such, the synchronization phase has not been analyzed 
in most studies. However, both healthy participants and those with pd per-
form better at synchronization than continuation tapping (e.g., Jones et al., 
2011) and there is no convincing evidence that the pattern of impairment in pd 
differs significantly between the two phases (e.g., Jones et al., 2011; Joundi et al., 
2012; Pastor et al., 1992b; Wojtecki et al., 2011).

Given that pd is a movement disorder it is perhaps not surprising that motor 
timing deficits are reported more consistently than perceptual timing deficits. 
Of the 13 studies reported in Table 10.2, 10 (77%) report group differences in 
variability or accuracy. However, closer inspection reveals a more complex pic-
ture. For accuracy, tapping rate on the S-C task in pd has been shown to be 
faster (Harrington et al., 1998a; Ivry and Keele, 1989; Jones et al., 2011; O’Boyle 
et al., 1996), slower (Pastor et al., 1992b), and unimpaired (Duchek, Balota, and 
Ferraro, 1994; Joundi et al., 2012; Spencer and Ivry, 2005; Wojtecki et al., 2011). 
One interpretation for these inconsistent findings is that performance depends 
on the duration being timed. It has been proposed that individuals with pd 
can demonstrate ‘hastening’ and festination at the shorter intervals (Claassen 
et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2011). Festination is a clinical phenomenon often 
observed in pd and is the tendency to speed up when performing a repetitive 
movement. A review of the motor timing literature (see Jones et al., 2011; Jones 
and Jahanshahi, 2014) indicates that the interval range of 400–600ms is the 
threshold at which performance switches from impaired to unimpaired in pd. 
In contrast, there does not seem to be a threshold effect for variability, although 
having tested patients on a range of intervals (250, 500, 1000, and 2000ms), 
Jones et al. (2011) found that variability for both patients with pd and healthy 
controls was lowest at 500ms.

As the clinical motor features of pd are compatible with difficulties in 
motor timing, it is surprising when studies fail to find an association between 
clinically assessed motor dysfunction and performance on the S-C task 
(O’Boyle et al., 1996; Spencer and Ivry, 2005). However, positive associations 
have been reported by some (Harrington et al., 1998a). To our knowledge, 
there are no studies that have assessed whether there are cognitive or affective 
correlates of motor timing performance in pd, which should be addressed in 
future research.
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3.3 Summary
There is clear evidence of impairment in both motor and perceptual timing in 
the milliseconds and seconds-range in pd, although also a considerable number 
of studies do not report deficits. Dopaminergic medication can benefit timing 
performance in pd. This was the case for 57% (8 of 14) of the perceptual timing 
tasks (see Table 10.1) and 40% (2 of 5) of the motor timing tasks (see Table 10.2) 
that reported impairment ‘off ’ medication. Interpreting studies that do not 
report a positive effect of medication is difficult given issues such as individual 
differences in response to medication, the varying types of medication used, 
and study-specific differences such as the length of medication withdrawal. 
Historically, perceptual timing dysfunction has been interpreted as evidence 
of a slowed internal clock. However, the pattern of deficits across tasks is often 
not compatible with this explanation. Further, evidence suggests that compro-
mised frontal activity in pd, likely affecting ancillary cognitive processes, may 
be contributing to or driving the difficulties in perceptual timing. Of course, it 
is possible that poor temporal processing in pd is driven by a combination of a 
core timing deficit and cognitive impairment. One piece of evidence that pro-
vides a compelling argument for a core timing deficit is work by Grahn and 
Brett (2009). Here a rhythm discrimination task established that patients with 
pd were as proficient as controls at discrimination when the rhythm did not 
contain a beat but showed poorer performance when a beat was present. 
Rhythms with a beat structure are easier to discriminate than rhythms without 
a beat, so a global cognitive or perceptual impairment could not be driving the 
timing deficit. What is clear is that the data from studies of pd support the 
hypothesis that the integrity of the basal ganglia and frontal cortex are essen-
tial to motor and perceptual timing.

4 Timing in Patients with Lesions of the Basal Ganglia

Patients with focal lesions to the basal ganglia provide an important approach 
for assessing the contribution of the basal ganglia to temporal processing. The 
primary difference between patients with basal ganglia lesions and patients 
with pd is that the latter have a degenerative disorder that involves areas and 
systems of the brain beyond the basal ganglia. Therefore, patients with 
acquired lesions to the basal ganglia allow a more constrained interpretation 
of the contribution of the basal ganglia to timing function. Ultimately, these 
data enable us to consider whether the timing dysfunction observed in pd is 
driven by top-down cognitive factors rather than a critical impairment to an 
internal timekeeper.
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Aparicio et al. (2005) assessed 6 patients with right-sided lesions of the basal 
ganglia and found no evidence of impairment on the S-C task with an inter-tap 
interval of 400ms. A similar study was conducted more recently by Schwartze et 
al. (2011) who adopted an innovative adaptive version of the S-C task. Here, 10 
patients with unilateral lesions of the basal ganglia (8 left- and 2 right-sided) 
were assessed tapping at their most comfortable rate and on an adaptive S-C 
task, which included a change in tempo (acceleration or deceleration over 3 
intervals) at the end of the synchronization phase. Compared to healthy con-
trols, the patient group showed more variable tapping when required to tap at 
their most comfortable rate and showed a more heterogeneous distribution of 
individual rates. This suggests difficulty with internally generated temporal pac-
ing following basal ganglia damage, perhaps not surprising given that a primary 
projection site of the basal ganglia, the pre-supplementary motor area, has a 
critical role in initiating freely chosen movement (e.g., Halsband et al., 1993). For 
the S-C task, there was no fundamental difference in tapping accuracy between 
groups, and differences in variability were significant in a t-test but not in a 
more comprehensive anova. These findings are therefore superficially compat-
ible with Aparicio and colleagues. However, Schwartze et al.’s innovative adap-
tive paradigm uncovered a novel finding. They found that patients were less 
able to correct their tapping rate to the accelerated or decelerated rhythm. 
Analysis of the profile of error correction revealed that the patients were having 
difficulty with period, rather than phase, correction. Period correction is thought 
to reflect an internal timekeeper and is assumed to rely on cognitive control. As 
such, the authors speculate that impairment to attention-dependent aspects of 
temporal processing lead to deterioration in performance in individuals with 
basal ganglia lesions when the rhythm changes. Reflecting this interpretation, 
the motoric disturbance was accompanied by reduced sensitivity for accurately 
identifying whether the tempo had changed, and in which direction.

The previous studies have only used patients with unilateral lesions, which 
do not necessarily lead to the expression of behavioural dysfunction. Indeed, 
when required to tap as fast as possible, Aparicio et al.’s (2005) patients did not 
show significantly reduced tapping speed. Whether the absence of clear 
behavioural markers is due to compensation by the unaffected hemisphere or 
reflects a relatively minor insult is unclear. Regardless, it makes interpreting 
intact temporal performance difficult. Coslett et al. (2010) addressed this issue 
by assessing two patients with bilateral damage to the basal ganglia on a com-
prehensive battery of perceptual and motor timing tasks. Importantly, both 
patients showed significant evidence of motor-related dysfunction, including 
dystonic posturing and akinesia; whereas their cognitive profiles did not indi-
cate any areas of impairment. In contrast to the data presented by Schwartze 
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et al. (2011), both patients performed well on measures of perceptual timing. 
These included time estimation, reproduction, and production tasks in the 
seconds-range (2–12 s) and a duration discrimination task of both millisecond 
(300, 600ms) and seconds-range (2, 8 s) intervals. However, when required to 
perform the S-C task with an inter-stimulus interval of 400ms, one patient 
showed abnormally short responses, while the other showed significantly ele-
vated variability. This finding appears in contrast to Aparicio et al. and 
Schwartze et al., neither of whom found evidence of impairment with stan-
dard S-C tapping. However, the participants in Schwartze et al.’s study tapped 
with their least affected (i.e., ipsilesional) hand. Aparicio et al.’s participants 
were assessed on both hands and the pattern of data indicated aspects of per-
formance, particularly motor variability, were more compromised in the con-
tralesional hand. However, this effect did not reach statistical significance.

The pattern of data across studies highlights the difficulty in separating the 
non-specific aspects of motor preparation and execution from the specific 
temporal contribution. Schwartze et al.’s approach of manipulating the tempo-
ral component of the task whilst the motor demands remain constant is an 
elegant way of dissociating the processes that contribute to motor timing. 
Schwartze et al.’s patients demonstrate a difficulty in attending to time, which 
is a deficit that should have compromised performance on Coslett et al.’s per-
ceptual timing tasks, particularly as most were in the seconds-range. However, 
Schwartze et al.’s S-C task required the monitoring of rhythm changes, intro-
ducing a perceptual timing element to a motor timing task that is typically 
considered to be processed automatically and with limited cognitive engage-
ment (Lewis and Miall, 2003). This ‘double hit’ may have created a demanding 
task that was better placed to elicit subtle difficulties in attending to time.

In conclusion, the majority of the motor timing data do not support a link 
between basal ganglia pathology and motor timing dysfunction. However, the 
finding (Coslett et al., 2010) of motor timing impairment in patients with bilat-
eral lesions, in contrast to patients with unilateral lesions, suggests that the 
basal ganglia are important for motor timing but that both hemispheres need 
to be compromised. Pervasive cognitive deficits are absent in patients with 
lesions to the basal ganglia, in contrast to individuals with pd, which provides 
greater clarity when interpreting results. Impairment in the detection and 
response to rhythm change (Schwartze et al., 2011) is compatible with the mon-
itoring of time being compromised and merits further investigation. However, 
Coslett et al.’s (2010) multi-task assessment of perceptual timing found no evi-
dence of impairment in their two patients with bilateral lesions. Clearly, there 
is not enough data on perceptual timing in individual with basal ganglia lesions 
to draw any firm conclusions and further research is needed.
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5 Timing in Patients with Lesions to the Frontal Cortex

5.1 Perceptual Timing
Studies reporting perceptual timing in patients with lesions to the frontal cor-
tex are summarized in Table 10.3. As with patients with basal ganglia lesions, 
these patients allow a more specific investigation of the contribution of a par-
ticular brain region than is afforded by studying patients with a degenerative 
disorder. The clearest finding from surveying the data in Table 10.3 is that per-
ceptual timing impairments in frontal patients are more common than in 
patients with pd and are present in 88% (14 of 16) of tasks across 11 studies. 
Notably, these impairments are seen for both millisecond and seconds-range 
intervals. Taking a closer look at the specific pattern of findings is important 
for understanding the nature of the deficit(s) that are leading to the profile of 
impairment.

The frontal cortex performs a wide range of cognitive operations and the 
locus of the lesion site is an important consideration for interpretation. The 
orbitofrontal (ofc) is associated with impulsive behavior (e.g., Torregrossa 
et al., 2008), which is intrinsically linked to insensitivity to reward and punish-
ment (Berlin et al., 2004). Delay aversion is a critical component of impulsivity 
and may impact on any task where a response has to be withheld until a spe-
cific time. In keeping with this, Berlin et al. found that patients with lesions to 
the ofc underestimated the second-range intervals that they were required to 
produce. They also overestimated the duration of seconds-range intervals that 
were presented to them. The increased time estimation and decreased time 
production were positively correlated with the ‘attention’ subscale of the Barrett 
Impulsiveness Scale, a self-report impulsivity questionnaire. Whether lesions 
to the ofc cause a speeded internal clock, which contributes to impulsive 
behaviour (i.e., the subjective experience of time passing slows, which exacer-
bates intolerance to reward delay), or if the impulsivity itself drives the tempo-
ral distortion (e.g., difficulty in waiting for the interval to end makes it seem 
longer) is an important question. Of course, as Berlin et al. discuss, it is also 
possible that ofc patients have a speeded clock and an intolerance of delayed 
gratification. In contrast to those with ofc lesions, patients with damage to the 
prefrontal cortex (pfc), including the dlpfc, did not show atypical timing 
behaviour. This is perhaps surprising given the role of the dlpfc in attention 
(e.g., Katsuki and Constantinidis, 2012).

Well-reported case studies can give a unique insight into the qualitative 
temporal distortions experienced by those with focal lesions. Binkofski and 
Block (1996) detail a patient with a tumor in the left superior pfc, including 
the dlpfc, who described experiencing time as passing more quickly than 
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usual, with events (e.g., television programs) appearing to pass in ‘accelerated 
motion’. Additionally, when driving, the velocity of his car seemed intolerably 
fast, with external objects rushing towards him at an excessive rate. Similarly, a 
patient with a lesion to the right dlpfc reported judging the durations of 
events in daily life as shorter than they actually were (Koch et al., 2002). This 
resulted in disruption to daily life, where the patient would leave work earlier 
than the scheduled time, convinced that the working day must have elapsed. 
However, data from the experimental measures of perceptual timing in both 
case reports presents apparently contradictory findings. Binkofski and Block’s 
patient showed gross overproduction when asked to indicate to the examiner 
when 60 s had elapsed. If his subjective experience of accelerated time was 
due to a speeded internal clock (i.e., a clock with a pacemaker running too 
quickly) then he would have demonstrated underproduction. Similarly, Koch 
et al.’s patient showed underestimation when asked to verbally label the length 
of a 90 s period of time. A speeded clock would lead to overestimation, as more 
clock ‘ticks’ would accumulate in the designated interval. Further, performance 
for Koch et al.’s patient did not differ from control participants for intervals 
below 90 s. Koch and colleague’s paradigm included reading aloud random 
numbers paced at a variable rate, which although inhibits counting is likely to 
have been differentially challenging for a patient with a pfc lesion. In sum-
mary, both studies demonstrate patients with pfc lesions who show remark-
able and intrusive perceptual timing distortions. However, a straightforward 
clock explanation (i.e., a clock running too fast) does not fit with the pattern of 
experimental data. Related to this, Mimura et al. (2000) reported individual 
differences in the tendency to show either slowed or speeded responding in 
eight patients with frontal lesions tested on measures of time reproduction 
and time production. Thus, evidence for a simple speeded clock explanation in 
patients with frontal lesions is unlikely, mirroring the limited evidence for a 
slowed clock in pd. Of course, given the extent of the frontal cortex, it could be 
argued that clock speed is moderated by a specific region of the frontal cortex. 
Meta-analysis across patient studies, and neuroimaging and transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (tms) in healthy populations could all be used to address 
this possibility.

Further investigation of the role of the pfc in timing was conducted by 
Casini and Ivry (1999), who tested duration discrimination (400ms standard) 
and frequency discrimination in patients with lesions to the pfc, specifically 
the dlpfc. Compared to the results for the two tasks performed separately, the 
patients with dlpfc lesions showed impaired performance when the tasks 
were performed together. In contrast, the dual task manipulation only com-
promised duration discrimination for patients with cerebellar lesions. It was 
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suggested that the timing deficits observed in patients with pfc lesions, unlike 
those with cerebellar lesions, can be explained by general deficits such as 
attention. Mangels et al. (1998) found that patients with lesions to the right or 
left pfc were impaired on a duration discrimination task when the intervals 
were long (4000 compared to 400ms) or the interval between the two dura-
tions was long (4000 compared to 1000ms). This suggests that it was the moni-
toring demands, specifically the executive control of working memory, rather 
than the temporal demands that drove the deficit. The patients with pfc 
lesions were also less able to spontaneously use regularly paced auditory tones 
to help them time the 4000ms interval, although they could benefit when 
given explicit instructions on how to utilize the markers. Again, this suggests 
that cognitive difficulties contributed to the poor timing performance. 
Harrington et al. (1998b) controlled for general cognitive deficits by excluding 
participants who were impaired at frequency discrimination. Of the remaining 
participants, duration discrimination was only impaired in patients with 
lesions to the right hemisphere (including the dlpfc and parietal cortex, par-
ticularly the supramarginal gyrus). The timing performance of the patients 
with right hemisphere lesions correlated with a measure of attention switch-
ing and the authors proposed a right prefrontal-inferior parietal network that 
influences temporal processing through its role in working memory and atten-
tion. In a final investigation of duration discrimination in patients with frontal 
lesions, Ivry and Keele (1989) found no evidence of impairment. Therefore, 
duration discrimination tasks tend toward showing a deficit in patients with 
frontal lesions but with the pattern of deficits consistent with non-specific cog-
nitive processes driving the impairment.

A cognitive explanation was also the conclusion arrived at by Mimura et al. 
(2000). For their frontal patients, poor performance on the Wisconsin Card 
Sorting Task, a measure of executive functioning, correlated with increased 
verbal overestimation of units of time. Conversely, poor performance on a 
measure of delayed memory correlated with increased underestimation. 
Consequently, Mimura et al. argued that working memory deficits drove the 
atypical perceptual timing profile in patients with frontal lesions. However, it 
is also important to note that Coslett et al. (2009) did not find any correlation 
between performance on three perceptual timing tasks and the extent of dam-
age in the lateral frontal lobe. In contrast, there were correlations between the 
extent of damage in the parietal lobe and performance on the time reproduc-
tion task.

Using an assessment of time reproduction, Kagerer et al. (2002) replicated 
Harrington et al.’s (1998b) finding of compromised timing in patients with 
right hemisphere lesions only. Here, patients with lesions to the right and left 
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hemispheres were unimpaired in the time reproduction of intervals <3000ms 
but patients with lesions to right precentral regions showed difficulty with 
intervals >3500ms. Further, studies using repetitive tms to create a ‘virtual 
lesion’ in healthy participants, report that disruption to the right dlpfc 
impairs temporal processing (e.g., Jones et al., 2004). However, the right hemi-
sphere was not implicated in Coslett et al.’s (2009) study on perceptual timing 
in 31 patients with lesions across anterior and posterior cortex.

The severity of the temporal deficits seen in patients with frontal lesions is 
worth commenting on. The overestimation of the patients with ofc lesions in 
Berlin et al. (2004) was on average 20 s for a 90 s interval, although the large 
standard error bars suggest a considerable spread of responses. Mimura et al. 
(2000) reported at least two patients with remarkable overestimation, estimat-
ing 90 s as being greater than 150 s. In contrast, another two patients estimated 
the same interval as being less than 50 s. However, the task included a dual task 
component, reading aloud random numbers, which may have distorted the 
estimations. When the participants counted the intervals at the self-paced rate 
of 1 s, performance was much improved, although one exceptionally poor per-
former remained. The patient assessed by Binkofski and Block (1996) produced 
average time production values of 286 s, when he was asked to produce 60 s; 
while Koch et al.’s (2002) patient underestimated a 90 s interval as 40 s. 
Deviations of this extent are not seen in patients with pd. For example, the pd 
patients described by Lange et al. (1995) estimated 60 s intervals as lasting 
about 40 s and produced time intervals of around 70 s when asked to produce 
60 s intervals. These quantitative differences, as well as the tendency toward 
speeded vs. slowed responding, indicates that comparable pathology cannot 
be driving the deficits in patients with frontal lesions and those with pd. The 
most parsimonious explanation for the profile across patient groups is that 
aberrant cognitive processes are driving the extreme performance in the fron-
tal patients, and that this cognitive disruption is less evident in the pd group 
and in patients with lesions to the basal ganglia.

5.2 Motor Timing
The classic S-C task has not been used very often to test patients with frontal 
lesions. Ivry and Keele (1989) assessed 12 patients with lesions that included 
damage to the posterior frontal lobe. The patients showed increased variability 
compared to controls during the continuation phase on a version of the task 
that required tapping every 550ms. Analysis using the Wing and Kristofferson 
(1973a,b) model attributed the variance to disruption in motor execution, 
rather than core clock processes. A larger study assessed 43 patients with a 
range of frontal lesions using a longer inter-tap interval of 1.5 s (Picton et al., 
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2006). Increased variability on both phases of the task was found in patients 
with lesions to the right lateral frontal cortex, including some with lesions of 
the basal ganglia. In addition, patients with lesions to the superior medial fron-
tal cortex showed competent performance in early trials but their variability 
became abnormally high as the task progressed. In contrast to Ivry and Keele, 
analysis using the Wing and Kristofferson model implicated clock processes in 
both types of dysfunction. More detailed investigation of the lesion locations 
led Picton et al. (2006) to attribute the role of the right lateral frontal cortex in 
monitoring time. Any temporal task naturally demands monitoring and the 
S-C task necessitates monitoring the clock, i.e., a counting of clock ticks, and 
also monitoring that the executed responses are accurate. Disruption to moni-
toring would lead to increased variability. This interpretation is compatible 
with the finding that the same patients were unable to effectively monitor 
foreperiods in a simple reaction time task (Stuss et al., 2005). In contrast, the 
deteriorating performance of the patients with lesions of the superior medial 
frontal cortex was related to the role of this region in sustaining performance 
and counteracting distraction.

Using a different type of task, Halsband et al. (1993) assessed patients with 
lesions to the primary motor cortex, premotor cortex or supplementary motor 
area (sma) on a range of tasks that assessed rhythm reproduction from mem-
ory. These tasks used more complex rhythms than the simple isochronous S-C 
task. Lesions to both the premotor cortex and the sma impacted upon rhythm 
reproduction, despite unimpaired performance on measures of rhythm dis-
crimination and manual dexterity. The two patients with sma lesions were 
assessed on their ability to tap in time with a complex rhythm and then in the 
absence of the pacing stimulus; thus the task was similar to the classic S-C task. 
Here, patients were only impaired when the pacing stimulus was absent. This 
suggested that it is the internal generation of remembered rhythms that is 
challenging, rather than timing with the external sensory guidance provided 
by cues. Notably, damage to the left hemisphere had more impact on perfor-
mance than damage to the right hemisphere, with the effects being seen in 
both hands. The pattern of deficits suggests that these frontal premotor regions 
are necessary for the temporal aspects of motor programming to be success-
fully employed.

5.3 Summary
Localization of the key regions of the frontal cortex involved in temporal pro-
cessing is limited in patient studies as lesion sites are varied. For example, the 
area of the frontal cortex that was most commonly compromised in Mangels et 
al.’s (1998) study was the dlpfc, but the lesions often extended to more ventral 
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regions. Another limitation of this type of research is the plastic, compensa-
tory changes that can occur following a lesion. The recruitment of alternative 
regions to enable performance on a task may mask or ‘muddy’ the results. 
Some studies have assessed patients with chronic lesions that are years old 
(e.g., 9–18 years in Mangels et al., 1998), whereas others have used patients with 
a more recent history (e.g., Coslett et al., 2009).

However, assessing across the perceptual and motor tasks it is clear that dys-
functional temporal processing is characteristic of patients with frontal lesions. 
Particularly, data are consistently interpreted as reflecting the impact of dis-
rupted cognition, including working memory and monitoring, attention, and 
inhibition on performance.

6 Concluding Comments

Surveying the data, it is undisputable that patients with pd or lesions to the 
frontal cortex present with motor and perceptual timing deficits. The picture 
for patients with basal ganglia lesions is less clear, primarily because this 
patient group is understudied. However, the data suggest that when both the 
right and left basal ganglia are compromised motor timing deficits will emerge.

Seconds-range timing has been considered more cognitive (e.g., Lewis and 
Miall, 2003) and relying on the mesocortial pathway, while millisecond-range 
timing is argued to be the preserve of the nigrostriatal pathway (Rammsayer 
and Classen, 1997; Wiener et al., 2011). However, it is important to note that as 
pd progresses the extent of dysfunction extends beyond the frontostriatal 
motor loop. This includes connections from the ventral tegmental area in the 
midbrain to the frontal cortex (i.e., the mesocortical pathway). Recently, there 
has been discussion that executive dysfunction may influence, if not drive, the 
temporal processing deficits seen in pd (Parker et al., 2013). There is suggestion 
that perceptual timing requires the same resources, including those used in 
inhibition, updating, and shifting, that are employed during general executive 
processing (Brown et al., 2013). Therefore, damage to prefrontal regions that 
are engaged in executive functions should be sufficient to cause temporal dis-
ruption in pd. However, the temporal profile of patients with purely frontal 
damage is distinct from patients with pd. Most notably, temporal deficits, par-
ticularly perceptual, are more extreme in patients with frontal lesions. Further, 
although dopaminergic medication can ameliorate the motor symptoms of pd 
and predominantly has a positive effect on temporal processing, it does not 
consistently have a positive effect on executive performance (e.g., Pascual-
Sedano et al., 2008) and can even worsen performance (e.g., Cools and 
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D’Esposito, 2011). Given the evidence of motor timing difficulties in patients 
with bilateral lesions to the basal ganglia (Coslett et al., 2010), it can be pro-
posed that a core timing dysfunction in pd is exacerbated as the disease pro-
gresses and further frontal regions become compromised.

Merchant et al. (2013) have discussed how degeneracy offers a contributing 
explanation for why the profile of timing performance for a particular patient 
group can vary, both within and across studies. Degeneracy refers to the capac-
ity of multiple neural systems to sustain the same behavioral function, such 
that damage to one neural system can be compensated by pre-existing neural 
systems that can support the behavior. Degeneracy can be observed in func-
tional imaging studies when patients with pd recruit the cerebellum in the 
absence of adequate fronto-striatal activation and show behaviorally pre-
served performance (e.g., Jahanshahi et al., 2010). Further, it would explain why 
capturing temporal processing difficulties in patients with discrete lesions to 
the basal ganglia can prove elusive, particularly in cases where the lesion is 
unilateral and redundancy (i.e., the presence of identical mechanisms in both 
hemispheres) is also a factor. That a relatively intact frontal cortex, certainly in 
early stage pd, is not enough to compensate for temporal dysfunction suggests 
that the basal ganglia have a core role in interval timing.

The consideration of the contributory roles of the basal ganglia and associ-
ated cortical regions is sympathetic to current conceptualization of interval 
timing as being driven by both a core timing network and by areas that are 
a ctivated in a context-dependent fashion (e.g., dependent on modality or cogni-
tive load), rather than a single locus (see Merchant et al., 2013). The core timing 
network is proposed to engage cortical, thalamic, and basal ganglia structures, 
particularly the striatum and sma (Merchant et al., 2013). This conceptualiza-
tion fits well with the profile of timing deficits across the three patient groups 
explored in this chapter, although clearly patients with damage to the basal gan-
glia remain significantly understudied. A clear direction for future work would 
be to compare the three patient groups directly, assessing both cognitive and 
temporal performance, to enable detailed profiling of performance.
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chapter 11

Bayesian Models of Interval Timing and Distortions 
in Temporal Memory as a Function of Parkinson’s 
Disease and Dopamine-Related Error Processing

Bon-Mi Gu*, Anita J. Jurkowski**, Jessica I. Lake †, Chara Malapani††, 
and Warren H. Meck‡ 

1 Introduction

The fidelity of timing and time perception in the milli-seconds to multi- 
seconds range is subject to distortion in humans and other animals (Droit-
Volet and Meck, 2007; Eagleman, 2008; Matthews and Meck, 2014; Merchant 
et al., 2013a; Grondin, 2010). This failure to represent objective time in a veridical 
manner occurs in healthy individuals, including children, young adults, and 
aged participants as a function of temporal context (Balci et al., 2009; Lustig 
and Meck, 2001, 2005, 2011; van Wassenhove et al., 2008). Of particular interest 
for this chapter, however, are the pathophysiological distortions in time per-
ception and timed performance that occur as a function of dopamine (da) 
depletion in the basal ganglia associated with Parkinson’s disease (pd; see 
Allman and Meck, 2012; Coull et al., 2012, 2013; Harrington et al., 2014; Höhn et 
al., 2011; Jahanshahi et al., 2006; Jones et al., 2008; Jones and Jahanshahi, 2011, 
2014). Patients with pd have a loss of da neurons in the substantia nigra pars 
reticulata as well as the substantia nigra pars compacta (snpc) which projects 
to the striatum – a brain region shown to be of critical importance to interval 
timing (Jahanshahi et al., 2006; Koch et al., 2008, 2009; Parker et al., 2013; 
Rakitin and Stern, 2006; Smith et al., 2007). pd patients experience difficulties 
when producing temporal components of movement, and in programming 
and synchronizing motor responses. These problems are reflected in increa-
sed reaction time and movement time (Bloxham et al., 1987; Evarts et al., 
1981; Jurkowski and Stacy, 2005; Jurkowski et al., 2002, 2005a,b), prolonged 
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inter-onset latencies when performing sequential or simultaneous movements 
(Benecke et al., 1986; Roy et al., 1993), impaired ability to maintain a fixed 
rhythm in tapping tasks (Nakamura et al., 1978; O’Boyle et al., 1996; Stelmach 
and Worringham, 1988; Wing et al., 1984) and increased speech production 
time (Lieberman et al., 1992; Volkmann et al., 1992). Parameters such as reac-
tion time, inter-onset latency, rhythm maintenance, and temporal organiza-
tion of speech all require accurate timing, and dysfunctions are well correlated 
with the clinical phenomenon of bradykinesia in pd (Benecke et al., 1986; 
Hallett and Khoshbin, 1980; Nakamura et al., 1978; Schirmer, 2004; Volkmann et 
al., 1992). There is evidence that the timing deficits in pd patients may not be 
limited to the motor domain. Non-motor deficits include impaired temporal 
discrimination of pairs of stimuli in the somaesthetic, visual, and auditory 
modalities (Artieda et al., 1992), absence of interlimb synchronization in process-
ing of bimodal simultaneous stimuli (Malapani et al., 1994), difficulty in recog-
nizing the emotional, linguistic, and temporal features expressed in speech 
(Schirmer, 2004), and impairments in attention, working memory, and time esti-
mation (Brown and Marsden, 1988; Lee et al., 2010; Pastor et al., 1992; Perbal et al., 
2005; Pouthas and Perbal, 2004). Recent evidence suggests that a unified model 
of timing and time perception may be possible based on coordinated activity in 
a core striatal network that is interconnected with olivocerebellar circuits and 
the cerebral cortex (Harrington et al., 2014; Koch et al., 2009; Kotz and Schwartze, 
2011; Meck, 2005; Merchant et al., 2013a; Teki et al., 2012; see Gibbon et al., 1997, 
and Malapani et al., 1998a, for an alternative proposal for striato-thalamo- cerebral 
interconnectivity). This interactive timekeeping mechanism is used in both pro-
duction and perception of intervals in the millisecond range and seconds-to-
minutes range with humans and other animals (Ivry and Hazeltine, 1995; Ivry 
and Keele, 1989; Jahanshahi et al., 2010a; Keele et al., 1985; Meck et al., 2008; 
Merchant et al., 2008b, 2013b). Thus, timing may be an independent/modular 
process employed whenever its specific computation is needed (Malapani and 
Gibbon, 2001; Merchant et al., 2013a; Van Rijn et al., 2014). In fact, accurate timing 
is required in many behaviors across species. For example, the skilled movements 
of musicians, athletes, and predators require precise timing of activity across dif-
ferent groups of muscles. It has been suggested that several motor or perceptual 
tasks that require accurate timing have access to the same internal timing mech-
anism, because normative performance varies in similar ways across tasks 
(Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Malapani and Fairhurst, 2002; Ivry and Hazeltine, 1995).

Neuropsychological research provides a complementary way to address the 
issue of whether a common timing mechanism is used in both production and 
perception and to investigate possible locations of the hypothesized internal 
timekeepers within neural systems (Coull et al., 2011; Meck et al., 2008; 
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Merchant et al., 2013a). This approach asks whether different patient groups 
will show either similarities or dissociations in performance on specific tim-
ing tasks as a function of the location of their neurological lesion. It has been 
shown that patients with lesions in the cerebellum are impaired in both 
motor and perceptual tasks requiring accurate timing, in “short” sub-second 
time ranges (Ivry et al., 1988; Ivry and Keele, 1989) as well as in “long” supra-
second time ranges (Malapani et al., 1998b; Nichelli et al., 1996). Sub-second 
timing performance in perceptual and production timing tasks with compa-
rable levels of difficulty was found to be unimpaired in pd patients (Ivry and 
Keele, 1989), leading to the hypothesis that timing in this range doesn’t directly 
involve the basal ganglia (Ivry, 1996). However, more recent findings obtained 
in patients with diseases originating in the basal ganglia have shown that 
both time estimation and motor tasks requiring accurate timing are impaired 
in pd patients, in both sub-second and supra-second time ranges (Allman 
and Meck, 2012; Harrington et al., 1998a,b, 2011a,b; Jahanshahi et al., 2010a,b; 
Malapani et al., 1998b; Merchant et al., 2008a, 2013a; O’Boyle et al., 1996; Pastor 
et al., 1992).

2 Isolating the Internal Clock by Dividing Interval Timing into 
Separate Stages of Information Processing

Distortions in timing that are induced by pharmacological, lesion, or stimula-
tion techniques are postulated to be diagnostic of the underlying psychologi-
cal processes (Allman et al., 2014a,b; Coull et al., 2011, 2013; Meck, 2006a,b,c). 
These temporal processes have been divided into three major stages of infor-
mation processing (i.e., clock, memory, and decision stages – see Allman and 
Meck, 2012; Bueti and Macaluso, 2011; Hinton and Meck, 1997; Matell and Meck, 
2000; Pouthas and Perbal, 2004) in order to isolate the underlying timing 
mechanisms (Roberts, 1981, 1993) and understand the time course of temporal 
discrimination (Tarantino et al., 2010).

2.1 Clock Stage
Systemic administration of da agonists and antagonists has been found to 
cause horizontal leftward (e.g., amphetamine) and rightward (haloperidol) 
shifts in psychometric functions relating signal duration to temporal judg-
ments (Lake and Meck, 2013; Maricq and Church, 1983; Meck, 1983, Meck et al., 
2012a). These horizontal shifts are proportional to the durations being timed 
and have shown a positive correlation with the efficacy of the drugs at the D2 
receptor (e.g., Meck, 1986). This result is compatible with the hypothesis that 
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increasing (or decreasing) the effective level of da in the brain causes an 
increase (or decrease) in the speed of oscillatory/pacemaker processes used 
for timing (Coull et al., 2011; MacDonald and Meck, 2004, 2005, 2006; Matell 
and Meck, 2004): if the clock is caused to run faster (or slower) than when a tar-
get duration was first learned, then participants will think that the end of the 
interval and its associated feedback is due earlier (or later) than it actually is, and 
consequently timing functions will be horizontally shifted to the left (or right). 
These horizontal shifts have been interpreted as indicative of effects upon 
“clock speed” (Cheng et al., 2006; Matell et al., 2004, 2006; Williamson et al., 2008). 
As testing continues under the influence of the drug, however, these under- or over- 
estimations of signal duration begin to readjust such that by the end of testing, 
psychometric functions should have gradually shifted back to normal. If the 
drug is removed abruptly and testing continues, however, what one should see 
is an immediate rebound effect. That is to say, participants that have been 
tested with the da agonists show a subsequent rightward shift upon removal 
of the da agonist, while those tested with da antagonists show a leftward shift. 
This is thought to be due to participants re-learning the target durations while 
under the influence of the drug (Buhusi, 2003; Meck, 1983, 1996). An example 
of how this might work is as follows: When participants have re-learned the 
target duration with a clock that runs faster (or slower) than normal, and are 
then returned to the “non-drug” baseline condition, the normal speed of the 
clock is slower (or faster) than it was during re-learning. Participants will then 
expect feedback later (or earlier) than the re-learned time, and the timing 
functions will be shifted to the right (or left), which is in the opposite direction 
to the shift induced by the initial administration of the drug (Oprisan and 
Buhusi, 2011).

2.2 Memory Stage
Horizontal displacement of psychometric functions may also result from dis-
tortions in the content of temporal memories that are stored for later retrieval 
(Coull et al., 2011; Meck, 1983, 1996). This distortion in the content of temporal 
memory has been described in terms of a multiplicative translation constant 
that is responsible for producing scalar transforms of sensory input taken from 
an internal clock (e.g., Meck, 2002a,b). An example of how this might work is 
as follows: the number of pacemaker pulses integrated by an accumulator dur-
ing the presentation of a signal can provide a representation of the perceived 
duration for the current trial. When this clock reading is transferred to memory 
(presumably following feedback), the transfer may occur with some bias that 
we have referred to as a memory-storage or memory translation constant. In 
scalar timing theory (Gibbon et al., 1984; Wearden and Lejeune, 2008), this has 
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formally been referred to as the k* parameter, which is a multiplicative con-
stant describing how the reference memory works during encoding and 
retrieval (Meck, 1983, 2002a; 2006c; Meck and Angell, 1992; Meck and Church, 
1987; Meck et al., 1986; Van Rijn et al., 2014). If the remembered time of feed-
back reliably differed from the obtained clock reading, then a participant 
would consistently expect the feedback to occur at a time other than the pro-
grammed time. It would be later than the programmed time if the memory 
storage constant was greater than 1.0. Alternatively, the participant would con-
sistently expect feedback to occur earlier than the programmed time if its 
memory storage constant was less than 1.0 (Meck, 1983, 2002a). A distortion at 
this level, known as the “memory-speed” effect, causes the real time of an event 
to be consistently remembered as “shorter” or “longer” than it actually is. 
Because the physical time is always misremembered, no amount of training 
will eliminate the distortion. Unlike changes in clock speed, changes in mem-
ory-storage speed would not be self-correcting even in the case where partici-
pants are “surprised” by the mismatch between their clock readings and a 
value sampled from reference memory. This is because any “updating” of 
memory in this case would lead to the continued distortion of stored values for 
as long as the modification in memory-storage speed remains in effect (i.e., as 
long as K* is > or <1.0). Pharmacological research has shown that the memory 
constant is related to the amount of acetylcholine (ach) available in the brain, 
such that increasing (or decreasing) synaptic ach decreases (or increases) the 
value of K* in a proportional manner to the timed interval (Meck, 1983, 1996, 
2002a; Meck and Church, 1987; Oprisan and Buhusi, 2011).

2.3 Decision Stage
In virtually all interval-timing tasks, the decision to respond is based on the 
ratio of a currently accumulating duration to a remembered standard duration 
(Gibbon et al., 1984, 1997; Meck, 1983). If one observed decreasing variability 
with increasing target duration, the use of a difference rule rather than a ratio 
rule may be inferred, which would represent a violation of scalar variability 
across signal durations (Hinton and Rao, 2004; Rakitin et al., 1998; Wearden 
and Lejeune, 2008). Evidence regarding the neuropharmacology or anatomical 
locus of the decision stage is relatively lacking, but the interaction between the 
dorsal and ventral striatum has been implicated in the setting of response 
thresholds (Agostino et al., 2013; MacDonald et al., 2012). One piece of evidence 
concerning the neural processes that play a role in specific aspects of this deci-
sion process is the finding that participants systematically “search” for the tar-
get duration by systematically varying their temporal criterion on a trial-by-trial 
basis between a lower and upper boundary. This “temporal search” is revealed 
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by an individual-trials analysis (Church et al., 1994; Rakitin et al., 1998) showing 
that successive peak times in the peak-interval procedure alternate between 
opposite sides of the median peak time more often that would be expected by 
chance (Meck, 1988; Meck et al., 1984). This finding suggests that duration dis-
crimination mechanisms operate similar to a feedback-control system in order 
to minimize the amount of error in the estimation of the target duration and 
appear to depend upon hippocampal-striatal interactions (MacDonald et al., 
2014; Meck, 1988; Meck et al., 2013; Yin and Meck, 2014; Yin and Troger, 2011). As 
such, a variety of feedback techniques have been used to affect this level of 
alternation and the decision stage in temporal generalization and reproduc-
tion tasks (e.g., Lustig and Meck, 2005; Wearden and Grindrod, 2003).

Recent work has demonstrated that human participants are sensitive to 
the probabilistic structure of the mean and variation of a distribution of 
event durations. This sensitivity can be modeled by a Bayesian-type decision 
process that participants use for the optimal estimation of duration and coin-
cidence timing (Cicchini et al., 2012; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010; Miyazaki 
et al., 2005). These results highlight the statistical nature of psychophysical 
judgments as well as the efficiency and flexibility of decision-making pro-
cesses involved in timing (Meck et al., 2012b). It has recently shown that the 
hyperbolic discounting of reward value emerges from the scalar property of 
interval timing (Cui, 2011). Moreover, there is an increasing awareness that 
decision-making is influenced by subjective time being reliably different from 
objective time and that these differences are modulated by sources and forms 
of variability in clock, memory, and decision stages (Gibbon et al., 1997; Gu 
and Meck, 2011; Meck et al., 2012b; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010; Ray and 
Bossaerts, 2011).

In summary, there are a number of important implications derived from the 
findings described above: (1) clock and memory stages of temporal processing 
are functionally distinguishable; (2) da function appears to be importantly 
involved in the “clock” stage and perhaps in the “memory” stage as well – 
although ach function appears to be more strongly implicated (Coull et al., 
2011; Oprisan and Buhusi, 2011). However, findings in bilateral pd patients with 
substantial losses of da cell bodies in the snpc, show reliable “migration 
effects” when trained and tested with multiple target durations during the 
same session. This outcome was unanticipated based on the hypothesis that 
da is solely involved in the clock stage – which would predict a proportional 
rightward shift for both target durations as clock speed slows down rather than 
migration towards each other (Malapani et al., 1998b; Meck and Benson, 2002). 
These pd findings also challenge current timing theories (e.g., scalar timing 
theory and striatal beat-frequency theory, sbf; Gibbon et al., 1984, 1997; Matell 
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and Meck, 2004), which cannot account for all of the quantitative properties of 
the observed clock and memory effects without some additional assumptions 
about memory processes and decision-making (Gu and Meck, 2011; Lustig 
et al., 2005). We describe these effects as part of the review below.

3 Migration Effects Observed in Temporal Reproduction

The peak-interval (pi) timing procedure is a duration reproduction task in 
which human participants are instructed to reproduce durations by centering 
a sequence of responses around the target duration(s) that typically range 
from 6–21 s (Rakitin et al., 1998; Yin et al., 2015). The target duration is initially 
pre-trained by presenting the participant with a series of fixed-time (ft) trials 
(e.g., N = 10 trials) during which the signal (e.g., blue rectangle) briefly changes 
color (blue–> magenta) at the target duration. Participants were then asked to 
reproduce this duration from memory during peak trials by either centering a 
sequence of key presses (e.g., Lake and Meck, 2013; Lustig and Meck, 2005; 
Malapani et al., 1998b; Rakitin et al., 1998, 2005, 2006) or pressing a key just 
before and releasing it just after the target duration (Malapani et al., 2002) 
before terminating the trial and the continuous presentation of the blue rect-
angle. Trials are separated by an intertrial interval (iti) during which a feed-
back histogram can be presented on the computer screen displaying the 
frequency of responses plotted on a relative time scale with the letter “T” mark-
ing the target duration and a bracket of ±15% displayed around this target 
duration – thus, providing information concerning the accuracy and precision 
of the responses produced on the immediately preceding trial. Additional 
messages informed the participants if they had responded too short or too 
long with respect to the target duration or whether one of their responses was 
a direct hit. Participants were instructed that they should refrain from count-
ing or tapping so as to avoid sub-dividing or any other type of extraneous time-
keeping. To further discourage counting, random digits were intermittently 
superimposed over the blue rectangle, and participants were instructed to 
read the digits aloud. Inter-digit times were determined randomly using two 
uniform distributions (see Malapani et al., 1998b; Rakitin et al., 1998, for addi-
tional details). In the following sessions, participants typically received 20 ft 
trials, 30 peak trials with iti feedback, and 10 peak trials without iti feedback 
during blocked sessions each with a different target duration over the course of 
two or more days. Data collection sessions were preceded by pre-training ses-
sions during both days. Target duration pairs used were: 11 and 17 s (Hinton, 
2003; Hinton and Meck, 2004; Meck and Malapani, 2004), 7 and 17 s (Lake and 
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Meck, 2013), 7 and 14  s (Gu et al., 2015; Lustig and Meck, 2005), 8 and 21  s 
(Malapani et al., 1998b), and 6 and 17  s (Malapani et al., 2002; Rakitin and 
Malapani, 2005; Rakitin et al., 2005, 2006).

Malapani et al. (1998b) showed that when pd patients given da-replacement 
therapy (e.g., L-dopa + apomorphine) are trained to time using corrective feed-
back they are able to reproduce single or multiple target durations (e.g., 8 and/
or 21 s visual signals trained individually or within the same session) with the 
same accuracy and precision as age-matched controls. However, when these 
same pd patients are tested in an OFF medication state (again with feedback) 
a very different phenomenon emerges. Under these conditions, the 8s target 
duration is over-produced and the 21s target duration is under-produced rela-
tive to the ON medication state when both durations are trained and tested 
within the same session, as illustrated in Figure 11.1. This distortion was charac-
terized as a “migration” effect, as though there was a mutual attraction, or “cou-
pling” in memory for these two target durations. It is important to note that the 
21 s target duration was reproduced as “shorter” than veridical when there was 
a resident memory of an 8 s target duration trained previously, but was repro-
duced as “longer” than veridical when it was the only trained target duration 
tested in the OFF medication state, indicating a “slowing” of temporal process-
ing (e.g., Fournet et al., 2000; Meck and Benson, 2002) as illustrated in Figure 11.2.
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Figure 11.1 Relative frequency distributions for the two target durations (8 and 21 s)  showing 
accuracy and precision of duration reproduction in Parkinson’s disease (pd) 
patients ON and OFF their levodopa medication.
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These findings have been followed up using an “encode/decode” paradigm 
(Malapani et al., 2002) that is able to reveal whether the dysfunctional cou-
pling is part of the original learning and storage of the appropriate target dura-
tions (encoding) or introduced upon retrieval of these memories at test 
(decoding). Using this training (with feedback) –>  test (without feedback) 
paradigm, it was demonstrated that the migration effect appears whenever 
pd patients are tested OFF medication, whether this is during training or test 
phases of the experiment. These results replicate and extend the earlier  
pd-migration effect first reported by Malapani et al. (1998b) showing that com-
pared to the ON medication state, pd patients tested OFF medication produce 
responses that are “long” relative to the “short” target duration and responses 
that are “short” relative to the “long” target duration. The pd-migration effects 
reported by Malapani et al. (2002) were observed during both of the OFF train-
ing sessions, as seen in the OFF-OFF and OFF-ON groups’ first-day perfor-
mances, and in the test sessions, as seen in the OFF-OFF and ON-OFF groups’ 
second-day performances. These results indicate that the pd-migration effect 
is not entirely dependent on the presence or absence of iti feedback and is 
unlikely attributable to a selective problem with memory encoding. These 
findings led Malapani et al. (2002) to attribute migration in pd patients to a 
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Figure 11.2  Relative frequency distributions for a 21-s target duration plotted as a function 
of whether it was trained in conjunction with a 8-s target duration or by itself 
(21 only). The peak functions illustrate the accuracy and precision of duration 
reproduction in Parkinson’s disease (pd) patients ON and OFF their dopaminer-
gic medication as a function of the multiple or single target duration training.
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da-dependent dysfunction of retrieving temporal memories. A different type 
of timing deficit was observed in the OFF-ON groups’ data from the test ses-
sion. In this case, pd patients substantially overproduced both target dura-
tions. These data from the OFF-ON group contrast with the test session data 
from the OFF-OFF group, which clearly show strong migration. Apparently, 
restoring da function during the test session improves the retrieval deficit 
(manifested as migration) and allows a second, clock slowing/encoding deficit 
associated with da deficiency during the training session to be observed in a 
manner similar to what has been reported for adult attention-deficit disorder 
patients tested off of their dopaminergic therapy (Allman and Meck, 2012; 
Meck, 2003, 2005) or patients given chronic treatment with haloperidol, a da 
receptor blocker (Lustig and Meck, 2005).

In addition to the magnitude and direction of errors in accuracy (e.g., left-
ward or rightward horizontal shifts in peak time – see Lustig and Meck, 2005; 
Malapani et al., 1998b; Meck, 2002a,b; Meck and Benson, 2002), DA-dependent 
distortions in storage and retrieval are also distinguishable by changes in the 
source and pattern of variability in treated and untreated pd patients  
(see Jones et al., 2011). Analysis of timing data precision showed that the pd-
migration effects were associated with a violation of the scalar property of 
interval timing (Gibbon et al., 1997; Hinton and Rao, 2004; Rakitin et al., 1998). 
That is, the relative widths of the Gaussian-shaped pi response distributions 
for the two target durations were systematically different from each other 
when responses are plotted in proportion to the maximal level of responding 
on a relative time scale – such that the 21 s function was sharper than the 8 s 
function as illustrated in Figure 11.3. Timing functions for multiple target dura-
tions would normally be expected to superimpose when plotted on a relative 
time scale as a result of scalar sources of variance dominating non-scalar (e.g., 
Possion) sources (see Cheng and Meck, 2007; Gibbon, 1992; Rakitin et al., 1998). 
Moreover, the coefficient of variation (cv) expressed as the standard deviation 
of timed responses expressed as a proportion of the obtained peak time should 
be constant (Gibbon et al., 1997), but was observed to be different for the two 
target durations in all pd groups tested OFF medication, replicating the previ-
ous findings of Malapani et al. (1998b). The storage deficit associated with the 
rightward shifts for both target durations, however, continued to reflect the 
scalar property of interval timing; that is, the standard deviation of response 
times increased in proportion to the magnitude of the timing errors (Malapani 
et al., 2002).

In summary, da deficiency leading to dysfunction in the basal ganglia 
results in two separable temporal memory deficits (see Malapani and Rakitin, 
2003; Shea-Brown et al., 2006). Distortions that occur while storing multiple 
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Figure 11.3  Proportion maximum response rate for 8- and 21-s target durations for 
Parkinson’s disease (pd) patients trained ON and OFF their levodopa medication. 
Data are plotted in time relative to the median time and normalized as propor-
tions of the maximum response rate/frequency. Peak functions superimpose in 
the ON medication state, but not in the OFF medication state – indicating a viola-
tion of the scalar property of interval timing with lowered dopaminergic function.

target durations result in overestimation of all intervals during subsequent 
reproduction. In contrast, retrieving the trace of two or more different target 
durations results in migration, a pattern of bidirectional errors such that repro-
ductions of one of a pair of target durations are unusually close to the repro-
ductions of the second. In addition to migration, da-deficient retrieval is 
accompanied by a violation of the scalar property of interval timing, whereas 
with unidirectional shifts, the scalar property holds. It is important to note 
here that estimation of continuous attributes other than time (e.g., line length) 
is spared in pd in an analogous “encode/decode” paradigm (Malapani and 
Fairhurst, 2002). Moreover, patients with other kinds of brain damage, such as 
focal cerebellar lesions, do not show the temporal distortions seen in pd (Ivry, 
1996; Malapani et al., 1998b, 2002). Taken together, this evidence strongly sug-
gests that the basal ganglia and their cortical targets are an important aspect of 
the neural basis of interval timing in humans, and seem to involve both a slow-
ing of “clock speed” and a “memory migration” component when pd patients 
are withdrawn from their dopaminergic medication (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; 
Fournet et al., 2000; Meck and Benson, 2002).

Migration in temporal memory has also been reported in healthy aged par-
ticipants, when no further feedback or training is available. Although migra-
tion in normal aging appears similar to the migration observed in pd patients 
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when tested OFF medication, there are distinguishable features between the 
effects attributable to normal age-related decline and those observed in pd 
patients (Lustig, 2003; Rakitin and Malapani, 2008; Wojtecki et al., 2011). First, 
the absolute size of the migration effect is usually smaller in healthy older par-
ticipants than in older pd patients. Second, feedback typically eliminates the 
migration effect observed in older healthy individuals, but not in older pd 
patients. Third, the relation between the duration of the interval reproduced 
and the variability of that production more closely reflects Weber’s law for 
healthy older participants than for older pd patients. These differences suggest 
that at a minimum, the age-related deficit is less severe than the pd-related 
deficit, and can be alleviated with the presentation of feedback. On the other 
hand, the differences may imply an additional mechanism at play in pd that 
obviates the usefulness of feedback and adds a non-temporal related variabil-
ity component (Rakitin and Malapani, 2008; Rakitin et al., 2005). Yet another 
difference between the two groups was that all pd patients tested OFF medica-
tion show migration, whereas the effect is considerably more variable among 
healthy aged participants. Aged participants, for example, can be divided into 
sub-groups that show: (a) rightward shifts for both durations, (b) migration 
towards the mean for both durations, or (c) non-systematic shifts for both 
durations consistent with random variation in veridical timekeeping (Rakitin 
et al., 2005). These data raise the possibility that the observation of the “migra-
tion effect” in apparently healthy older adults may be an early, sensitive mea-
sure of age-associated cognitive decline, further suggesting that interval-timing 
paradigms may be an important tool for early detection of pd (Jurkowski and 
Meck, 2003). This hypothesis can be further tested by administering aged par-
ticipants levodopa or placebo treatments as a function of training and test ses-
sions in the pi and other timing procedures (Rakitin et al., 2006).

The neural basis of the pd-migration effect and the other temporal-processing 
deficits exhibited by pd patients are still poorly understood. The “migration 
effect” has been reported to be more evident in left hemi-Parkinsonian patients 
(Koch et al., 2005) – a finding that supports the lateralization of interval timing 
to the right hemisphere (Ferrandez et al., 2003; Harrington et al., 1998a,b; Meck, 
2005; Meck and Malapani, 2004; van Wassenhove et al., 2008). In addition to 
dopaminergic medication (e.g., L-dopa), timing deficits in pd are alleviated by 
repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) of the right dorsolateral 
prefrontal cortex (dlpfc), suggesting that impaired evidence-accumulation 
and decision-making processes contribute to distortions in timing and time 
perception (Allman and Meck, 2012; Jones et al., 2011; Kim and Lee, 2011; Koch 
et al., 2003, 2004; Philiastides et al., 2011; Rahnev et al., 2011). Traditional 
accounts of timing and time perception have used a pacemaker-accumulator 
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pd migration  
studies

Reproduction 
durations

Train-Test da 
replacement 
therapy conditions

Feedback conditions/notes

Dušek et al. (2012) 5, 5.95, 7.07, 
8.41, 10, 11.89, 
14.14, and 
16.81 s

ON-OFF No feedback

Gu et al. (2015) 7 s and 14 s ON-OFF 25, 50, and 100% peak 
trials with iti feedback

Gu et al., (2015) 7, 7.875, 9.625, 
10.5, 11.375, 
12.24, 13.125, 
and 14 s

ON-OFF No feedback

Koch et al. (2004) 5 and 15 s ON-OFF No feedback – dbs and 
da therapy

Koch et al. (2005) 5 and 15 s ON-OFF No feedback – left and 
right hemi-pd*

Koch et al. (2008) 500ms and 2 s ON-OFF No feedback**
Malapani et al. 
(1998b)

8 and 21 s, 21 s 
alone

ON-OFF ft trials + 66% peak 
trials with iti feedback 
during both ON and 
OFF

Malapani et al., 
(2002)

6 and 17 s ON-ON; ON-OFF; 
OFF-ON; 
OFF-OFF

ft trials + 75% peak 
trials with iti feedback 
during ON, no feedback 
during OFF

Wojtecki et al. 
(2012)

5 and 15 s Controls vs pd 
OFF

No feedback – dbs 
frequency varied

Table 11.1 Temporal migration effects in Parkinson’s disease.

da = dopamine; dbs = deep brain stimulation; ft = fixed-time; iti = intertrial interval; 
pd = Parkinson’s disease
*   Only left hemi-pd patients showed the full pd-migration effect. Right hemi-pd patients 
showed an overproduction for the “short” (5 s) duration (Koch et al., 2005).
** Failed to see the full pd-migration effect when the “short” duration was in the milliseconds 
range (500ms) and the “long” duration was in the seconds range (2 s), although the 2-s duration 
did shift leftward (Koch et al., 2008).
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model to explain how the internal clock might function (Gibbon et al., 1984; 
Shea-Brown et al., 2006; Treisman, 1963). These models have been replaced by 
more physiologically-realistic theories that rely on the coincidence-detection 
of cortical oscillations by striatal medium spiny neurons – referred to as the sbf 
model of interval timing (Agostino et al., 2011; Allman and Meck, 2012; Buhusi 
and Oprisan, 2013; Matell and Meck, 2004; Matell et al., 2003; Oprisan and 
Buhusi, 2011, 2013). According to the sbf model, thalamo-cortico-striatal cir-
cuits learn to detect specific durations by associating feedback with particular 
patterns of cortical oscillations. Interestingly, pathological alterations of neuro-
nal oscillations have recently been implicated in the pathophysiology of pd 
symptoms (Brown, 2003; Brown et al., 2001; Eusebio et al., 2012; Hutchison et al., 
2004; Timmermann et al., 2003, 2004). Importantly, a number of recent studies 
have demonstrated that timing deficits in pd are alleviated by deep brain stim-
ulation of the subthalamic nucleus (Koch et al., 2004) with differential effects 
of stimulation frequency (Wojtecki et al., 2011). These findings support the 
importance of specific oscillatory processes in that stimulation of the subtha-
lamic nucleus differentially modulates motor and timing functions depending 
on stimulation frequency (Timmermann et al., 2004; Wojtecki et al., 2006). A 
summary of the pd-migration effects described above is provided in Table 11.1.

4. Effects of Corrective Feedback on Interval Timing

In pi timing experiments there are generally two types of feedback given, ft 
trials that demonstrate the target duration and iti histograms that inform par-
ticipants of the relative accuracy and precision of responses made during the 
preceding peak trial (Malapani et al., 1998b, 2002; Lake and Meck, 2013; Lustig 
and Meck, 2005; Rakitin and Malapani, 2008; Rakitin et al., 1998, 2005). It can, 
thus, be postulated that corrective feedback has two components: (1) a mem-
ory component in which participants use the ft trial color change to update 
their memory of the target duration and (2) a threshold-setting component in 
which participants use the iti histogram for purposes of correcting errors in 
start and stop times (see Church et al., 1994; MacDonald et al., 2012). Although 
one could argue that ft trials might also affect threshold setting, the findings 
from a number of experiments suggest that these two types of feedback have 
distinct effects on timing behavior (Lustig and Meck, 2005; Rakitin and 
Malapani, 2008; Rakitin et al., 1998).

Lustig and Meck (2005) investigated the effects of iti feedback in the pi 
procedure (7- and 14-s target durations) as a function of the probability of feed-
back (25, 50, or 100%) and the blockade of da receptors by haloperidol. Within 
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the 25% feedback condition the effect on peak time of the number of “trials 
since feedback” – which reflects the decay of feedback effects over time – was 
also investigated. The results showed an interaction between the feedback and 
drug conditions such that a proportional over-production of peak time was 
observed for the 7- and 14-s target durations under chronic haloperidol that 
increased as the probability of feedback was reduced as illustrated in Figure 11.4. 
Moreover, a trial-by-trial analysis demonstrated that reproduction of the target 
interval becomes later in time as feedback becomes more remote. This effect 
occurs for both control and drug treatment, but was exaggerated under halo-
peridol. This pattern of results raises some interesting questions about the 
mechanisms by which feedback has its effects, and the interactions of those 
effects with dopaminergic function. Feedback is often thought to have its 
impact by updating the representation of the target duration in memory (see 
discussions by Matell and Meck, 2004; Meck, 1996; Meck and Benson, 2001). 
That is, feedback serves to alert the participant that the amount of time they 
have associated with the target duration is incorrect, and on subsequent trials 
they should change the amount of time before responding in order to adjust for 
the discrepancy (Meck, 2002a,b). For example, in the current experiment, where da 
receptor blockage and distance from feedback led to an overproduction of time, the 
iti feedback would alert participants that they were waiting too long and that on the 
next trial they should respond earlier. Consequently, one possible explanation for 
the pattern of results found here is that the representation of the target duration 
and/or the corrective effects of feedback in working memory decay over time, and 
that this decay is exaggerated by the blockade of da receptors. This interpretation 
would be consistent with previous findings that chronic haloperidol administration 
downregulates the D1 sub-type of da receptors and impairs working memory 
(Castner et al., 2000), and that da release is important for the correction effects of 
feedback observed in many tasks (e.g., Schultz, 1998; Schultz and Dickinson, 2000 – 
but see Kim et al., 2014).

Another possibility is that both feedback and haloperidol had direct effects 
on the clock stage given that da antagonists such as haloperidol have been 
shown to decrease “global” clock speed during the timing of all trials in the pi 
procedure (e.g., Buhusi and Meck, 2002; MacDonald and Meck, 2005, 2006; 
Meck, 1986; Lake and Meck, 2013; Williamson et al., 2008). As a consequence, 
the dynamic and proportional rightward shifts observed as a function of the 
number of “trials since feedback” can be viewed as “local” effects on clock 
speed if one assumes that the clock slows down as the da-releasing effects of 
feedback wear off and is temporarily speeded up again when feedback is deliv-
ered (e.g., Allman and Meck, 2012; Kawashima et al., 2012; Koepp et al., 1998; 
Matell and Meck, 2004). This proposal doesn’t distinguish between positive 
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Figure 11.4  Peak times (means ± se) for participants in the control (con) and haloperidol 
(hal) conditions tested with 7- and 14-s target durations in the peak-interval 
procedure. Data are plotted as a function of the probability of intertrial interval 
(iti) feedback (25, 50, and 100%).

and negative feedback and assumes that the information provided by the iti 
feedback is equally “stimulating” (at least in healthy participants) regardless of 
whether it indicates that they are doing well or have made an error. It is, of 
course, possible to separate these effects under conditions where participants 
make numerous errors (i.e., do not place their responses within the bracketed 
window displayed in the iti histogram), but in practice young control partici-
pants do not make many errors of this sort even under the 25% feedback 
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condition. It’s interesting to note that when aged participants are tested with-
out feedback following an initial training session with feedback, there is a 
migration effect regardless of the type and amount of feedback given during 
training. Moreover, it was observed that false and inconsistent feedback 
induces migration in the elderly of an order of magnitude similar to the pd-
migration effect (Rakitin and Malapani, 2008; Rakitin et al., 2005).

Importantly, pd patients evaluated ON and OFF their dopaminergic medica-
tion using the same iti feedback probabilities (25, 50, and 100%) and target 
durations (7 and 14 s) as Lustig and Meck (2005) showed effects different from 
young participants evaluated under haloperidol. When age-matched controls 
were trained with 7- and 14-s target durations, they showed a tendency to shift 
rightward as iti feedback became more infrequent. In contrast, pd patients in 
both the ON and OFF medication states showed a “migration effect” that 
increased as iti feedback became more infrequent such that the 7-s target dura-
tion was over-produced and the 14-s target duration was under-produced. This 
“migration effect” however, was substantially larger in the pd-OFF medication 
state than in the pd-ON medication state (in which significant migration was 
only observed for the 25 and 50% iti conditions) as illustrated in Figure  11.5. 
Relating these effects to clock speed, memory encoding/decoding, and error pro-
cessing presents an interesting challenge to understanding the cognitive deficits 
associated with pd and da depletion (see Nagano-Saito Atsuko et al. 2008).

5 Mismatch Theory and the Error-Related Negativity

Error processing reflects the brain’s ability to detect and adjust to incorrect 
behaviors (e.g., Falkenstein et al., 2000). Initially, investigators hypothesized 
that error processing involved a comparison between a participant’s actual 
response and the representation of the correct response stored in memory 
(e.g., Nieuwenhuis et al., 2002). Studies investigating this “mismatch theory” 
found an electrophysiological component of error processing, the error-related 
negativity (ern; Falkenstein et al., 2000; Herrmann et al., 2004; Holroyd and 
Coles, 2002; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2002). The ern is a negative shift in the 
recorded electroencephalogram (eeg) believed to be the unconscious aspect 
of error processing and appears approximately 80ms following an error 
(Holroyd and Coles, 2002). The ern is typically measured at the peak height of 
the negative deflection.

According to the initial mismatch theory of error processing, the ern  
follows an error in order to represent the error as a difference between the 
actual response and the correct response. For correct responses, little if any 
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difference should exist between the actual response and the correct response. 
Thus, the ern should appear following errors only, but not correct responses. 
However, experimental evidence has shown that a comparatively less negative 
ern followed correct responses in addition to the ern that followed errors 
(Herrmann et al., 2004). The ern following correct responses refuted the ini-
tial mismatch theory, and a refined version of the theory was developed to 
explain the presence of the ern following both correct and incorrect responses. 
The refined mismatch theory combines the ern with a reinforcement-learning 
algorithm referred to as the “method of temporal differences,” which relies 
upon the mesencephalic da system for updating (Holroyd and Coles, 2002). 
According to the refined mismatch theory, the ern should occur when the 
mesencephalic da system produces a negative reinforcement signal (less da 
release following an error than during baseline) to the anterior cingulate cor-
tex (acc), the region of the brain believed to generate the ern (Nieuwenhuis 
et al., 2002; San Martín, 2012). This negative reinforcement signal represents 
the da system’s response to negative feedback when an error is made. Negative 
feedback occurs when the participant is notified that he/she made an error; 
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however, even in the absence of explicit information, it is possible that the da 
system can still transmit negative feedback following the error. Specifically, in 
a task that involves judging different signal durations, for example, the range 
and other statistics defining the distribution of signal durations might become 
stored in the participant’s reference memory and, thus, provide internal feed-
back. This type of feedback is also thought to depend on the levels of da  
in cortico-striatal circuits (Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Cools et al., 2002; de Vries 
et al., 2010; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2004; Wise, 2004).

5.1 Dopamine Effects on the Error-Related Negativity
After an error occurs, the acc detects the extent to which da levels decrease, 
and accordingly, the amplitude of the ern depends on how much the actual 
response differs from the correct response (Holroyd and Coles, 2002). The ern 
amplitude for correct responses reflects the smallest possible difference 
between the actual response and the correct response, and the ern of an error 
is expected to have a more-negative amplitude than the ern of a correct 
response. The refined mismatch theory thereby accounts for the less negative 
ern found after correct responses by proposing that the ern amplitude is 
regulated by the amount of da released in specific pathways. The amount of 
da released by the mesocortical and nigrostriatal pathways also depends on 
biological factors. Natural degeneration of the mesocortical and nigrostriatal 
pathways occurs as healthy adults age (Fearnley and Lees, 1991; Rubin, 1999) 
and severe degeneration of the mesocortical and nigrostriatal pathways occurs 
as a result of pd. Thus, the presumed reduction in da in these groups should 
result in a lowered response to negative feedback. To test these predictions 
concerning the effects of da level on error processing, past studies of the ern 
compared healthy young adults to healthy aged adults (Kolev et al., 2005) or 
healthy aged adults to pd patients (Holroyd et al., 2002; Ito and Kitagawa, 2006) 
by comparing correct responses with errors and by comparing the ern 
 amplitude for errors across groups.

5.2 Age Effects on the Error-Related Negativity
Kolev et al. (2005) used a choice reaction time task to examine differences in 
error processing due to age and found that the ern amplitude was less nega-
tive in correct responses compared to incorrect responses for both young and 
aged adults, as consistent with studies of the initial mismatch theory 
(Herrmann et al., 2004). In a comparison between groups, however, the ern 
amplitude was more negative in young adults compared to aged adults. These 
results were interpreted as support for the refined mismatch theory because 
age is expected to decrease da levels. The more negative ern amplitude in 
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young adults was also interpreted to indicate that error detection is impaired 
by age (Kolev et al., 2005).

5.3 Parkinson’s Disease Effects on the Error-Related Negativity
Holroyd et al. (2002) tested aged adults and pd patients OFF dopaminergic 
medication using a choice reaction time task and found that the ern ampli-
tude was similar across aged adults and pd patients. The ern amplitude of 
correct responses was not directly compared to incorrect responses within 
each group. Instead, the ern of correct responses was subtracted from the 
ern of incorrect responses for comparisons between groups. Because the 
ern was still present after the subtraction, the ern amplitude of correct 
responses was assumed to be less negative than the ern amplitude of incor-
rect responses. The similar ern amplitude across aged adults and pd patients 
tested OFF medication was interpreted to indicate that pd did not reliably 
impair error detection (Holroyd et al., 2002). In contrast, Ito and Kitagawa 
(2006) tested aged adults and pd patients ON dopaminergic medication 
using a lexical decision task and found that the ern amplitude was less 
 negative in correct responses compared to incorrect responses for both 
aged  adults and pd patients, as consistent with studies of the initial mis-
match theory. Between groups, the ern amplitude was more negative in 
aged adults  compared to pd patients. These results were interpreted to 
s upport the refined mismatch theory even though dopaminergic medication 
is thought to increase da levels in pd patients and make them more similar 
to age-matched controls. The more negative ern amplitude in aged adults 
was also interpreted to show that pd impaired error detection (Ito and 
Kitagawa, 2006). As a consequence, it is still an open question as to the 
 relationship between error processing, da levels, and the ON and OFF medi-
cation states of pd.

6. Affective-processing Hypothesis of the Error-Related Positivity

The error positivity (Pe) is a positive deflection in the eeg believed to be 
the conscious component of error processing (Overbeek et al., 2005). The 
Pe appears approximately 200–500ms following an error and is measured at 
the peak height of the positive deflection (Falkenstein et al., 2000, 2005). 
According to the affective processing hypothesis of error processing, the Pe 
reflects post-error processing in the form of subjective/emotional assess-
ment (Falkenstein et al., 2000) and is independent of the ern (Overbeek 
et al., 2005). The amplitude of the Pe is believed to indicate the emotional 
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significance of an error (Falkenstein et al., 2000). A study of the affective 
processing hypothesis compared participants who made numerous errors 
with participants who made relatively few errors and found that the ampli-
tude of the Pe was more positive in participants who made few errors 
 compared to participants who made many errors. The results were inter-
preted to support the affective processing hypothesis because errors were 
assumed to have less emotional significance for participants who made 
many errors compared to participants who made few errors – although the 
Pe has not been investigated following correct responses (Falkenstein  
et al., 2000).

The Pe follows the ern in time, but is considered independent of the ern 
because the Pe and ern are generated by different areas of the acc. The ern 
appears in the medial prefrontal region of the acc while the Pe appears in a 
more rostral region of the acc (Herrmann et al., 2004). Also, unlike the ern, the 
Pe is not present in all errors. For example, Ehlis et al. (2005) tested the affective 
processing hypothesis using a negative response feedback task, in which partici-
pants were sometimes told that they responded incorrectly when they actually 
responded correctly (false feedback). This study found that the Pe was present 
following incorrect responses but was not present  following negative response 
feedback, possibly because participants expressed certainty that they had 
responded correctly. The assumed independence of the Pe from the ern is also 
supported by evidence that the da system does not appear to affect the Pe. 
Falkenstein et al. (2005) found that the Pe was similar in healthy aged adults 
compared to pd patients evaluated OFF dopaminergic medication even though 
pd reduces da levels beyond the effects of normal aging. Moreover, Ito and 
Kitagawa (2006) found that the Pe amplitude was more positive in healthy aged 
adults compared to pd patients tested ON dopaminergic medication, even 
though medication is thought to increase da levels in relevant brain circuits in 
pd patients. Although the ern and Pe have been studied in lexical decision 
(Kolev et al., 2005), choice reaction time (Ito and Kitagawa, 2006), and negative 
feedback tasks (Ehlis et al., 2005), no previous research has investigated the ern 
and the Pe using temporal ordinal comparison tasks (e.g., Coull et al., 2004; 
Harrington et al., 2010; Rao et al., 2001; Van Rijn et al., 2011 – see also Larson and 
Clayson, 2011).

7 Effects of Dopamine-related Error Processing on Interval Timing

Like all errors, errors associated with interval timing should be followed by  
an error-correction signal from the da system. This error correction signal 
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represents the da system’s response to negative feedback. Even in the case 
where no feedback follows correct or incorrect responses, the ern may still 
occur in situations where the experimental design allows for storage of the rel-
evant stimuli in reference memory (see Cicchini et al., 2012). Consequently, 
when participants are trained to compare two sequentially presented signal 
durations in order to determine which signal is longer (Coull et al., 2004, 2012, 
2013) the base durations are likely encoded during the early training trials and 
stored in the participant’s reference memory for the rest of the session (Lustig 
and Meck, 2005; Matell and Meck, 2004). Thus, the cortico-striatal circuits may 
provide a form of “endogenous” feedback by comparing the current clock read-
ing with previous durations stored in temporal memory and subsequently gen-
erate an ern when judgments/responses do not match with those values 
previously stored in memory – this despite the fact that the judgment could 
have been made based upon the information presented within the current trial 
(Galea et al., 2012; Gu and Meck, 2011). The use of this type of statistical analysis 
of previous trials in the control of timing behavior on the current trial provides 
strong support for models based Bayesian decision theory (Körding and 
Wolpert, 2006).

In an unpublished study, we examined the effects of pd and dopaminergic 
medication on interval timing and error processing using an ordinal compari-
son procedure with hue and duration stimulus dimensions (Chen, 2007; see 
also Coull et al., 2004, 2012, 2013; Gu and Meck, 2011; Harrington et al., 2010). 
Psychophysical and eeg/erp data were collected in pd patients ON and  
OFF dopaminergic medication. Based on previous studies of the ern, the  
ern was hypothesized to be present following both correct and incorrect 
responses, with a less negative ern amplitude predicted for correct responses 
compared to incorrect responses (Beste et al., 2006, 2007; Falkenstein et al., 
2005). Based on the refined mismatch theory, participants with increased da 
levels were hypothesized to show higher ern amplitudes. Thus, pd patients  
tested ON medication were hypothesized to show more negative ern  
amplitudes compared to pd patients tested OFF medication. As predicted,  
we observed a reliable diminution in the ern for pd patients tested OFF  
their dopaminergic medication compared to when these same patients were 
tested ON medication. In contrast, there were no consistent changes in the Pe 
as a function of dopaminergic medication in pd patients as illustrated in 
Figure  11.6. These results confirm the previous findings of Falkenstein et al. 
(2001, 2005) and support the view that deficient error processing may underlie 
the distortions in temporal memory observed in the pd-migration effects 
reviewed above.
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8 Vierordt’s Law and the Migration of Temporal Memories

Subjective time can be affected by various factors, including memory load and 
temporal context (Buhusi and Meck, 2005, 2009a,b; Buhusi et al., 2002; Grondin, 
2005; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010; Merchant et al., 2008b). For example, when 
participants are presented with a range of signal durations and are then asked 
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Figure 11.6  Ordinal comparison task using hue and duration stimulus combinations in the 
manner of Coull et al. (2004). The duration data presented here represent the 
grand average response-locked event-related potentials (erps) at electrode Fz 
after correct left-handed (green) and right-handed (red) responses and incorrect 
left-handed (magenta) and right-handed (cyan) responses in patients with 
Parkinson’s disease (pd) in the ON and OFF medication states. The 0-ms time 
point represents the time of the “shorter” or “longer” classification (key press) 
determined by a left-handed or right-handed response. The vertical line repre-
sents the peak latency of the error related negativity (ern) in the pd patients. 
The ern is smaller in the OFF medication state than in the ON medication state 
for the left-handed (magenta) incorrect response with no difference in the Pe 
between conditions (see Falkenstein et al., 2001, 2005). Interestingly, no handed-
ness/lateralization effects were observed for the hue condition in the pd patients 
as a function of the ON/OFF states.
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to reproduce those durations they tend to bias their reproductions towards the 
mean of the distribution of signal durations by overestimating “short” dura-
tions and underestimating “long” durations – a relationship known as Vierordt’s 
law (Gu and Meck, 2011; Lejeune and Wearden, 2009; Mamassian and Landy, 
2010). Furthermore, when auditory and visual signals are intermixed within a 
session, participants frequently overestimate auditory signals and underesti-
mate visual signals of equivalent duration (Cheng et al., 2008, 2011; Penney et al., 
2000, 2005). The range and modality of experienced signal durations are 
known to contribute to distortions in time estimation. Moreover, both of these 
phenomena have been hypothesized to be related to “memory-mixing” 
whereby similar clock readings are categorized into a limited number of mem-
ory distributions with the decision process involving a comparison of the cur-
rent clock reading with a sample taken from each of these distributions 
(Gamache and Grondin, 2010; Gu and Kukreja, 2011; Gu and Meck, 2011; 
Klapproth, 2009; Lustig and Meck, 2011; Penney et al., 1998, 2008). For example, 
if auditory signals drive the internal clock faster (on average) than visual sig-
nals and memory distributions for a particular target duration are a mixture of 
these “shorter” visual and “longer” auditory clock readings, then auditory sig-
nals will have an increased probability of being judged “long” relative to visual 
signals of an equivalent physical duration. Alternatively, “memory-mixing” can 
occur when different standard durations used within the same temporal con-
text (e.g., test session) are combined into a single memory distribution, rather 
than separate memory distributions being maintained for each standard. As a 
consequence of the temporal context, “memory-mixing” can produce distor-
tions in scaling of duration that are consistent with Vierordt’s law and may be 
modifiable by training conditions (e.g., blocking of different standards or signal 
modalities and/or by providing feedback in order to encourage the formation 
of separate rather than mixed-memory distributions). This sort of “memory-
mixing” is distinct from the time-order error, which refers to the influence of 
the order of presentation on the comparison of successively presented stimuli 
(see Allan, 1979; Brown et al., 2005; Eisler et al., 2008; Grondin, 2010). As 
described above, the mixing of unimodal stimuli in memory as a function of 
temporal context is consistent with Vierordt’s law (Gu and Meck, 2011; Hairston 
and Nagarajan, 2007; Lejeune and Wearden, 2009; Mamassian and Landy, 2010), 
and the tendency for overestimating shorter durations and underestimating 
longer durations is one of the most robust temporal phenomena exhibited 
under a variety of conditions (Gu and Meck, 2011; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010; 
Lejeune and Wearden, 2009). However, the exact mechanism underlying this 
“memory-mixing” effect and whether it can account for all of the pd-migration 
effects observed in the “encode/decode” paradigm is currently unknown.
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A recent series of investigations of temporal context has shown that a 
Bayesian model can explain the biased performance of participants when they 
are asked to reproduce or compare a recently presented signal duration 
(Cicchini et al., 2012; Gu and Meck, 2011; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010). This model 
incorporates the knowledge of the distribution of previous signal durations 
into the perception of the current signal duration, thus biasing the reproduc-
tion of the current interval towards the mean of the distribution. In this model, 
it is hypothesized that a tradeoff exists between accuracy and precision such 
that the distribution of signal durations (i.e., temporal context) is used to opti-
mize performance by reducing temporal uncertainty at the cost of temporal 
accuracy. In this case, the implicit knowledge of the underlying distribution 
from which a sample is drawn would be useful when the current clock reading 
is uncertain due to the effects of noise and/or inattention, such as that which 
may result from dopaminergic drug administration (e.g., Lake and Meck, 2013) 
and/or neurological conditions that may affect dopaminergic function such as 
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, Huntington’s disease, pd, or obsessive 
compulsive disorder (e.g., Allman and Meck, 2012; Beste et al., 2007; Conners  
et al., 1996; Gu and Kukreja, 2011; Gu et al., 2008, 2011; Levin et al., 1996, 1998; 
Meck, 2005). This explains how the intermixing of a previous trial’s signal  
durations with the perception of the current trial’s signal duration could bias 
performance. Under certain conditions, however, this statistical analysis can 
provide an efficient strategy for reducing variability in the presence of high 
levels of uncertainty or noise (Cain et al., 2012; De Ridder et al., 2012). At pres-
ent, this hypothesis is mainly supported by computer simulation rather than 
experimental results from behavioral or neurobiological studies.

Although the “memory-mixing” effect that we have described is highly reli-
able, large individual differences have been reported (Gu and Meck, 2011). 
Interestingly, healthy adult participants with a relatively high degree of “mem-
ory-mixing” display relatively low variation in the reaction times for their 
response classifications, whereas the opposite is true for participants with a 
low degree of “memory-mixing.” Indeed, the “memory-mixing” index was neg-
atively correlated with the observed variability in reaction time across partici-
pants. Although it is uncertain why variability in reaction time should be 
related to the level of “memory-mixing,” one possibility is that participants 
who pay less attention to feedback utilize a more automatic and less variable 
process of sampling from a “mixed memory” distribution rather than engaging 
the more variable process of maintaining separate distributions under condi-
tions of high temporal uncertainty (Gu and Meck, 2011). The observation of 
reliable individual differences in “memory-mixing” begs the question as to 
whether it is possible to increase or decrease the degree of “memory-mixing” 
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by experimental manipulation. One can assume that if the degree of attention 
given to the encoding of the standard duration contributes to variation in the 
degree of “memory-mixing,” then it would be possible to systematically alter 
the degree of “memory-mixing.” Reward cues have been shown to increase the 
encoding of information through the activation of mesolimbic da systems 
(Adcock et al., 2006; Koepp et al., 1998) and feedback tied to this dopaminergic 
system has been shown to improve the accuracy and precision of timing func-
tions (Coull et al., 2011, 2012, 2013; Lustig and Meck, 2005; Malapani et al., 1998b; 
Meck, 2005). The assumption is that this feedback aids in the formation of 
modality-specific or standard-duration specific memory representations 
within the context of the psychophysical procedures described above. In order 
to determine whether feedback can affect the degree of “memory-mixing,” par-
ticipants were presented the word “WRONG” on the computer screen along 
with an aversive buzzer sound when they made an incorrect response and pre-
sented the word “CORRECT” along with a pleasant bell sound when they made 
a correct response. Following the implementation of this feedback procedure, 
some participants showed a dramatically reduced “memory-mixing” effect in 
ordinal comparison procedures (Gu and Meck, 2011). It will be necessary  
to conduct additional studies in order to determine the most reliable and 
effective form of feedback (e.g., valence and intensity) for the modulation of 
“memory-mixing” as a function of development (Allman et al., 2012; Droit-
Volet and Meck, 2007) and different patient populations (Allman and Meck, 
2012; Gu et al., 2008, 2011).

9 Bayesian Models of Interval Timing

Previous work has shown that participants readily adjust to the underlying sta-
tistics involving the distributions of event durations in order to optimize the 
accuracy of their timed responses. This behavior is consistent with the devel-
opment of a representation of the experimentally presented distribution of 
signal durations (the prior) and the calculation of the error (loss function) as 
predicted by Bayesian integration (Acerbi et al., 2012; Miyazaki et al., 2005). 
Within the Bayesian framework, the responses of an ideal observer depend on 
the manner in which these internal representations encode the complexity of 
the underlying distributions of signal durations (e.g., uniform to highly skewed 
or bimodal distributions). It has recently been shown that duration reproduc-
tion times are affected by both the underlying distribution of signal durations 
as well as the type and probability of corrective feedback (Acerbi et al., 2012; 
Sohn and Lee, 2013) – although the tracking of the distribution becomes more 
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difficult with higher-order statistical features (e.g., kurtosis and multimodal-
ity). Overall, these findings are in good agreement with a performance- 
optimizing Bayesian observer and actor model of decision-making suggesting 
that humans and other animals are sensitive to the temporal statistics of  
virtually all of the information presented within a specific temporal context. 
This statistical information influences the determination of temporal judg-
ments even in cases where the current trial may simply require the reproduc-
tion of a signal duration that was presented to the participant just moments 
before the “go” signal to respond on the current trial (Acerbi et al., 2012; Cicchini 
et al., 2012; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010). Moreover, a Bayesian observer model, 
in which the subjective duration of an event is determined jointly by a prior 
and a likelihood function for timing, captures the temporal dynamics of  
accuracy and precision in a manner suggesting that the width of the prior, not 
the likelihoods, gradually decreases over training sessions, again indicating the 
relevance of prior knowledge for interval timing (Sohn and Lee, 2013).

Based on these prior arguments, a Bayesian-inspired model was used to 
simulate duration reproductions in the pi procedure using 7- and 14-s target 
durations (Lustig and Meck, 2005) as well as 8- and 21-s target durations 
(Malapani et al., 1998b) as illustrated in Figure 11.7 and Table 11.2. The model is 
designed to reduce reproduction errors under conditions where the time base 
is noisy as a result of a slowing in the mean clock speed and increased variabil-
ity in its regulation – possibly as a result of da deficiency and/or reduction in 
feedback. This is done by incorporating an adaptable central tendency prior as 
a probability density function centered at the mean of the distribution of tar-
get durations presented within all session blocks using the mean and standard 
deviation in the manner of Cicchini et al. (2012). The model did not associate 
different target durations with different discriminative stimuli because this 
feature was not present in the experimental procedures used for any of the pi 
data sets under study (e.g., Lustig and Meck, 2005; Malapani et al., 1998b, 2002; 
Rakitin et al., 1998, 2005). In this sense, the current model is a simplified ver-
sion of the Bayesian least squares model used by Jazayeri and Shadlen (2010) 
and doesn’t assume that all information is stored from previous trials and used 
to determine the prior even though this level of detail has been used in previ-
ous descriptions of interval timing (see Gibbon and Church, 1984, 1990, 1992).

Following Cicchini et al. (2012), we simulated the Bayesian model of esti-
mated durations by incorporating information of previous target durations 
used within the same temporal context and a measurement of current trial’s 
target duration. In this Bayesian model, the estimation of the current duration 
corresponds with the posterior distribution and this was calculated by 
c ombining the likelihood and prior functions, which represent the sensory 
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measurement of the current target duration and the memory distribution of 
the previous target durations, respectively. The likelihood function was mod-
eled as a Gaussian distribution with mean Ts (current target duration) and stan-
dard deviation (s.d.) WmTs – the measurement Weber fraction (Wm) multiplied 
by the target duration (Ts). According to these assumptions, increased variation 
will be correlated with the target duration(s), which corresponds to the scalar 
property of interval timing (Gibbon et al., 1984; Jazayeri and Shadlen, 2010). In 
addition, the Wm values for the pd-ON and pd-OFF medication states were set 
0.1 and 0.3, respectively, in order to represent the increased noise observed in 
sensory measurement and/or uncertainty as a function of da depletion.

The prior function was defined as a Gaussian distribution centered at the 
mean of the previous target duration(s), and the s.d. (width) for each target 
duration was calculated to optimize performance considering precision and 
accuracy. In other words, the optimal s.d. of the prior was set to minimize the 
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Figure 11.7  Bayesian simulations of 7- and 14-s target durations in the peak-interval 
procedure for Parkinson’s disease (pd) patients tested ON and OFF dopaminergic 
medication. Weber fractions for sensory measurement (Wm) were set as 0.1 in pd-
ON medication state and 0.3 in pd-OFF medication state. Simulation of 200,000 
trials demonstates veridical timing (i.e., response functions centered on the 
target durations) in the pd-ON medication state and a high degree of migration 
(i.e., overestimation of the shorter duration and underestimation of the longer 
duration – Vierordt’s law) for the 7- and 14-s target durations in the pd-OFF 
medication state (left panel). Scaled distribution functions, i.e., proportion of 
maximal responding plotted on a relative time scale (right panel), show that the 
estimations of 7- and 14-s target durations superimpose on top of each other in 
the pd-ON medication state. In contrast, the response function for the 14-s target 
duration shows a narrower dispersion compared to the response function for 
the 7-s target duration in the pd-OFF medication state, indicating a violation 
of scalar property of interval timing (see Hinton and Rao, 2004; Malapani et al., 
1998; Rakitin et al., 1998).
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mean squared error (mse), which is equal to the sum of the variance and the 
squared bias of the estimated target duration. In terms of these calculations, 
the width of the prior gets narrower as the value of WmTs get larger. For exam-
ple, the 14-s target duration in the pd-OFF medication state (TsWm = 14*0.3 = 4.2; 
prior width = 2.62) has a much narrower prior width compared to the 7-s target 
duration in pd-ON medication state (TsWm = 7*0. 1 = 0.7; prior width = 4.9). In 
addition, if the temporal difference between the target durations gets smaller, 
the prior width also gets narrower. Therefore, the function for 7- and 14-s target 
durations will be more affected by their prior compared to that of 8- and 21-s 
target durations. The narrower width (s.d.) of the prior in those cases may indi-
cate that the duration estimation relies more on the memory distribution of 
previous target durations compared to the sensory measurement of the cur-
rent target duration. By relying more on the memory of previous target dura-
tions, performance will result in lower accuracy (biased toward the mean), but 
higher precision in the reproduced duration than would otherwise be possible 
given the level of uncertainly in the da-depleted, pd-OFF medication state.

Table 11.2 Bayesian model predictions for peak-interval measurements.

Measurement  
(Wm_ON = 0.1;  
Wm_OFF = 0.3)

Reproduction  
(Fixed Wp = 0.1)

Reproduction  
(Wp_ON = 0.1;  
Wp_OFF = 0.3)

7 and 14 s Peak cv Peak cv Peak cv
ON (7 s) 7.07 0.10 7.07 0.14 7.07 0.14
ON (14 s) 13.89 0.10 13.38 0.14 13.38 0.14
OFF (7 s) 7.58 0.25 7.58 0.27 6.57 0.40
OFF (14 s) 11.62 0.19 11.36 0.22 10.86 0.36

8 and 21 s Peak cv Peak cv Peak cv
ON (8 s) 8.08 0.10 8.08 0.14 8.08 0.14
ON (21 s) 20.61 0.10 20.61 0.14 20.61 0.14
OFF (8 s) 8.48 0.27 8.08 0.29 6.87 0.41
OFF (21 s) 17.78 0.26 17.78 0.28 16.57 0.40

Peak = peak time – mode of timing functions obtained from the peak-interval procedure  
with 7- and 14-s target durations or 8- and 21-s target durations for Parkinson’s disease patients 
tested ON and OFF dopaminergic medication. cv = coefficient of variation – defined as  
the ratio of the standard deviation of the peak functions to the mean of the function as 
represented by the obtained peak time. Wm = Weber fraction for the measurement phase  
of timing. Wp = Weber fraction for the production phase of timing.
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These estimated likelihood and prior functions were combined to deter-
mine the posterior function which corresponds to the distribution of esti-
mated durations according to the Bayes’ rule (Cicchini et al., 2012; Sohn and 
Lee, 2013). Simulation of 200,000 trials using 7- and 14-s target durations from 
the calculated posterior in pd-ON/OFF medication states according to the 
methods described by Gu et al. (2015) shows that the degree of migration 
toward the mean was increased in the pd-OFF medication state as illustrated 
in Figure 11.7. The estimated peak times for the two target durations were 7.07 
and 13.89 s in the pd-ON medication state, and 7.58 and 11.62 s in the pd-OFF 
medication state – showing nearly veridical timing in the ON state and the “pd 
migration” effect in the OFF medication state. In addition to the migration of 
peak times, the cvs for the two target durations were reliably different from 
each other in pd-OFF medication state (0.25 for 7 s and 0.19 for 14 s) – more 
similar to counting than timing processes and a clear violation of the scalar 
property of interval timing (Hinton and Rao, 2004; Malapani et al., 1998b; 
Rakitin et al., 1998). In contrast, the cv’s were observed to be constant around 
0.1 for both the 7- and 14-s target durations in the in pd-ON medication state. 
Given the high levels of uncertainty in sensory measurement due, in part, to a 
slowed clock in the pd-OFF medication state, participants rely more on the 
previous target durations when making temporal judgments. By doing so, the 
variation in duration estimation is reduced at the cost of estimation biases – 
especially at longer target durations. Consequently, the violation of the scalar 
property of interval timing shown in the current Bayesian-model simulations 
is best understood as the by-product of incorporating prior information into 
the sensory measurement (Acerbi et al., 2012; Cicchini et al., 2012; Jazayeri and 
Shadlen, 2010; Shi et al., 2013).

The results of our simulations indicate a pattern of responding compatible 
with the observed pd-migration effects (e.g., Malapani et al., 1998b, 2002; Rakitin 
et al., 2005, 2008) as well as Vierordt’s law (Gu and Meck, 2011; Lejeune and 
Wearden, 2009). The extent of the observed migration effect varied as a function 
of a parameter estimate of temporal precision, which can be related to the sever-
ity of da depletion in normal aging and pd-ON/OFF medication states and/or 
the amount and type of feedback provided for responding (Frank, 2005; Lustig 
and Meck, 2005; Pessiglione et al., 2006; Volkow et al., 1998). As a consequence, 
this estimate of temporal precision can be viewed as similar to the differences 
observed for modality (auditory vs. visual) and musical training (controls vs. per-
cussionists vs. strings) in the Bayesian-model simulations reported by Cicchini 
et al. (2012). These results suggest that drummers may be particularly sensitive to 
distortions in timing and time perception associated with pd and other types of 
basal ganglia dysfunction (Bilger, 2011). This Bayesian account is consistent with 
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recent proposals suggesting that da levels modulate the reliability and precision 
of sensory information. As a consequence, pd patients trained or tested in the 
OFF medication state have low da levels and are therefore less confident about 
incoming sensory information and more reliant on top-down predictions (Galea 
et al., 2012). The major conclusion is that the underlying Bayesian likelihood 
function combined with a prior representing the distribution of target durations 
can be used to account for the migration effects observed as a function of nor-
mal aging and pd. Moreover, assuming that variability in measurement and pro-
duction (e.g., clock and motor variability) increases in the pd-OFF medication 
condition, produces not only migration, but also a violation of the scalar prop-
erty consistent with the observations from pd patients tested ON and OFF their 
da replacement therapy (Malapani et al., 1998b, 2002).

10 Summary

Since the pd-migration effect was first identified by Malapani and colleagues 
(Malapani et al., 1998b), we now know that this phenomenon is the result of 
a da-dependent dysfunction of retrieving temporal memories as opposed to 
a problem with encoding (Malapani et al., 2002). Moreover, although migra-
tion is observed in healthy older adults, it is of a smaller magnitude and shows 
a different pattern of variability in that the scalar property of interval timing 
is not violated as it is in pd patients taken off of their da replacement therapy 
(Rakitin et al., 2005; Rakitin and Malapani, 2008). We also know that the pd-
migration effect may be lateralized to the right hemisphere (Koch et al., 2005) 
and that deep brain stimulation of the sub-thalamic nucleus can reduce or 
increase these effects depending upon the frequency (and perhaps area) of 
stimulation (Koch et al., 2004; Wojtecki et al., 2011). Moreover, the size of pd-
migration effect is modulated both by feedback and exogenously adminis-
tered drugs thought to increase the effective level of da – suggesting a 
common mechanism for these effects in terms of error processing and tem-
poral precision (Gu et al., 2015). Taken together, these findings are accounted 
for using a Bayesian model that assumes that increases in temporal uncer-
tainty associated with pd are compensated for by combining the memories 
from multiple durations in order to be more accurate in the mean of the 
interval(s) being timed rather than trying to identify the specific target dura-
tions that form the distribution (Gu and Meck, 2011, 2013; Shi et al., 2013; also 
see Cicchini et al., 2012; Griffiths et al., 2008; Knill and Pouget, 2004). In this 
manner da-deficient individuals are able to optimize performance by reduc-
ing temporal uncertainty at the cost of temporal accuracy – thus, 
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demonstrating the types of temporal distortions presented in clinical situa-
tions involving the psychopathological mind (e.g., Allman and Meck, 2012; 
Allman et al., 2012, 2014a,b).
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Aphasia as a Temporal Information Processing 
Disorder

Elzbieta Szelag* ,✝, Aneta Szymaszek* ,✝, and Anna Oron*

1 Introduction

In the Millennium issue of the Brain and Language journal, several articles 
emphasised the importance of studying temporal aspects of information pro-
cessing and their close associations with language processing. One article even 
stated that “…on space, time and language: for the next century, timing is 
(almost) everything” (Osterhout, 2000).

Temporal information processing (TIP) mechanisms have been identified as 
the neural basis for many higher cognitive functions, such as language, memory, 
new learning, attention, emotional evaluation, motor control, executive system, 
planning of activities or decision making. All these functions can be character-
ized by specific temporal dynamics at different ranges of TIP. Such temporal 
constraints can be observed both within millisecond and multisecond time 
ranges, which create pre-semantically defined (i.e., prior to any semantic evalu-
ation) temporal ‘windows’ for cognitive processing (Pöppel, 1997, 2004, 2009). 
Such temporal dynamics appear to be a general property of human cognition. It 
provides a structure not only for language, but also for any perceptual or motor 
act, as well as any functional state characterized apparently by spatiotemporal 
patterns of behaviour, which are evidenced in neuroimaging studies.

Strong experimental evidence supporting this conceptual notion comes from 
the language domain in which temporal structure has been well documented by 
every day observations of fluent speech, as well as linguistic and psychophysical 
data. Using different techniques and populations, experimental studies have 
consistently indicated that the left hemispheric superiority for processing verbal 
information may reflect more specific control of temporal cues for which human 
speech is one example (Szelag et al., 2008, 2011; Wittmann et al., 2004). This evi-
dence can be supported by clinical data, indicating that certain left hemispheric 
lesions selectively affect temporal mechanisms (see Table 12.2).

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/
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In the present chapter, we concentrate on language functions, especially on 
TIP and acquired language disorders following injuries to the brain, resulting 
in aphasia. As many different methodologies have been employed in studies 
on TIP, we will also discuss theoretical perspectives in relation to these find-
ings. The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the results of studies 
described in the existing literature focusing on TIP in aphasia and to illustrate 
these data with the results of our own studies.

2 Language Function

Language is a highly specialized mental function that is a key factor in social 
interaction and the evolution of human culture. The broader definition of lan-
guage in Cognitive Neuroscience is “…a symbolic system used to communicate 
concrete or abstract meanings, irrespective of the sensory modality employed or 
the particular means of expression…” (Purves et al., 2008, p. 511). On the other 
hand, human speech can be defined as vocalized concrete acts of language 
used in order to communicate (e.g., Price, 2004).

It has been commonly accepted that human language is a complex system, 
thus, it is not monolithic. Several language functions or sub-systems are incor-
porated within the framework of network models of language. Accordingly, 
language includes spoken (expression) or heard (reception) modalities, com-
munication in writing or reading (visual forms), as well as sign language. 
Although verbal output differs significantly among the ca. 6000 languages 
existing worldwide, every given natural language contains specific phonology, 
vocabulary, grammar, and syntactic rules.

For neurolinguists, the classical dichotomy assumes differentiation between 
expression (production) and reception (understanding). Language expression 
and our spoken utterances incorporate several processes and sub-functions 
involved in the production of the verbal output, such as: conceptual prepara-
tion including planning a sequence of the speech acts, articulation, verbal 
 fluency, lexicon (lexical encoding), syntax (grammatical encoding), phonology 
(phonological encoding), prosody, suprasegmental encoding, pragmatics, 
 self-monitoring and repair (Blanken et al., 1993). On the other hand, language 
reception comprises several processes and mechanisms that allow the listener 
to understand the speaker’s communicative intentions, as well as allow the 
speaker to understand his or her own speech. The linguistic processing 
 comprises acoustic-phonetic analysis of the speech signal, phonology (phono-
logical decoding), vocabulary (lexical selection), sentences, syntax (grammati-
cal decoding), and, finally, interpretation of discourse.
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It should be stressed that these processes do not work sequentially one after 
another. On the contrary, parallel processing occurs in both speaking and lis-
tening. Direct feedback interactions between particular components of speech 
production or speech understanding processes have been heavily debated. 
There is only some evidence on the existence of highly limited feedback 
from  phonological to grammatical encoding in speech production (Blanken 
et al., 1993).

Despite diversity of speech sounds, grammar, and syntax among different 
mother tongues, some important generalization regarding the neuroanatomi-
cal representation and neural mechanisms underlying language communica-
tion are possible and, thus, reviewed below.

3 Epidemiology, Definitions, and Clinical Syndromes of Aphasia

The term aphasia denotes acquired disturbances of language processing, 
resulting from brain damage. Aphasia is a complex language disorder and 
refers to deficits apparent in speech, writing or reading, caused by an injury to 
brain regions specialized for these functions. This definition contains four cru-
cial aspects, namely: (1) aphasia is acquired; (2) aphasia is a consequence of 
brain damage; (3) aphasia affects language processes; (4) other cognitive func-
tions are relatively spared.

Several types of aphasia classification and classes of aphasic syndromes 
have been proposed, among other by Luria, Geschwind, Goodglass, Kertesz, 
and other researchers. The following are the main aphasic syndromes: global 
aphasia, Broca’s aphasia, Wernicke’s aphasia, amnestic aphasia, conduction 
aphasia, and transcortical aphasias. The classic location of brain damage in 
these aphasia types as well as the main language deficits are summarized in 
Table 12.1.

Nowadays, aphasia results predominantly from brain stroke and approxi-
mately 60% of stroke patients suffer from aphasia. The most frequent cause of 
aphasia is ischemic infarction in the territory of supply of the left middle cere-
bral artery. Other causes are haemorrhages, tumour, trauma, cerebral infection 
or atrophic pathology.

It is estimated that up to 270.000 patients with stroke-related aphasia are 
diagnosed worldwide each year (Szaflarski et al., 2011). Only a minority of these 
patients recover completely from their language deficits. Examinations of typi-
cal recovery curves reported in the literature have revealed that only 25% of 
patients have a chance for full restoration of disturbed language functions. 
These data indicate that aphasia still constitutes a major medical and social 
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problem in modern society. This should inspire researchers worldwide to 
elaborate new techniques of language rehabilitation.

4 The Neuroanatomical Basis of Language

Current knowledge on understanding cerebral representation of language 
comes from 4 main groups of evidence: (1) clinical observations of language 
deficits following acquired lesions to the brain; (2) electrophysiological map-
ping of brain areas as an adjunct to various neurosurgical procedures; (3) ‘split-
brain’ studies of patients whose cerebral hemispheres were surgically 
disconnected as a treatment of epilepsy; (4) experimental studies employing 
many different laboratory techniques (e.g., psychophysical, behavioural, 
molecular, biochemical, and neuroimaging).

4.1 Clinical Observations of Language Deficits
An important key generalization is that in the vast majority of individuals the 
left brain hemisphere is a primary locus of language communication. 
Accumulating evidence has indicated such cerebral representation in 96% of 
right-handed and in ca. 70% of left-handed individuals (e.g., Springer and 
Deutsch, 1998). Another generalization is that brain areas involved in language 
are closely related to the sensory (auditory and visual) and motor regions that 
process non-speech signals, as well as generate the non-speech motor acts 
(Springer and Deutsch, 1998).

4.2 Electrophysiological Mapping of Brain Areas
Further insight into more detailed mapping of language functions within the 
left hemispheric cortical areas comes from electrical stimulation of cerebral 
cortex during surgery by Penfield and Roberts (1959). The reason for such sur-
gery is usually brain tumour or searching for epileptic focus before removing 
diseased brain tissue. Such stimulations were performed in awake and con-
scious patients and allowed the surgeon to localize cortical areas that interfere 
with speech during stimulation. These observations allowed exact location of 
language and indicated that several left hemispheric regions control different 
language functions. These large regions are usually outside the ‘classic’ lan-
guage area described by Paul Broca and Carl Wernicke in the late 1800s (Blanken 
et al., 1993). Despite individual differences in the borders of the region support-
ing language, it comprises usually parts of the left hemispheric frontal, tempo-
ral, and parietal lobes, specifically, large regions of perisylvian cortices for both 
language production and comprehension.
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4.3 ‘Split-brain’ Studies
Commissurotomy refers to complete surgical sections of the corpus callosum, 
anterior commissure, dorsal, and ventral hippocampal commissures and, in 
some cases, the massa intermedia. It resulted in total isolation of cortical areas of 
two hemispheres. Following complete cerebral commissurotomy, the clear hemi-
spheric specialization was observed as the ‘split-brain’ phenomenon  provided 
clear evidence on independent contribution of each hemisphere to language 
processing as well as special behaviour and capacity of isolated hemispheres.

In summary, the left hemisphere represented language competence 
observed in speaking, hearing, reading or writing, but some limited right hemi-
spheric capacities in language comprehension and production were also evi-
denced (Zaidel, 2001; Zaidel et al., 2003).

4.4 Experimental Studies
The results of detailed mapping of language functions derived from brain 
stimulation during surgery were further supported by non-invasive brain 
imaging techniques, using electrophysiological methods, positron emission 
tomography (pet), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magneto-
encephalography (meg) or suppression of language functions during transcra-
nial magnetic stimulation (tms). All these modern techniques showed activity 
of various areas in different language tasks, indicating a broader picture of the 
way language is processed.

4.5 Summary of Cortical Regions Supporting Language
A detailed characteristic of cerebral representation of language is beyond the 
scope of the present chapter but has been described for example by Scott 
(2012) and Turken and Donkers (2011). We summarized briefly the main role of 
cortical regions supporting language communication, focussing only on  
clinical-pathological data of patients with lesions of the specific brain areas. 
Next, we referred these clinical data to the neural basis for language produc-
tion and comprehension. It is evident that the clinical data were further con-
firmed by results of modern neuroimaging studies. Such approach is justified 
by the topic of the present chapter in which we concentrate on the dissocia-
tion between different ranges of TIP or ‘temporal windows’ (i.e., processing of 
information within millisecond vs. multisecond time domains) in case of 
expressive and receptive deficits observed in particular aphasia types. In this 
approach, therefore, we concentrate on the left frontal lobe where the motor 
functions are carried out controlling language expression, as well as on 
the  left  posterior regions of the temporal lobe in which the auditory func-
tions  are represented, controlling language reception. Moreover, in language 
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communication subcortical structures are involved, e.g., basal ganglia, insula, 
cingulate gyrus or cerebellum, as well as other structures supporting writing, 
reading, verbal memory, word finding, repetition, verbal fluency, programming 
of longer verbal utterances, affective control, and articulation. The right hemi-
spheric contribution seems also important.

The neural basis for producing language comprises Broca’s area, i.e., inferior 
part of the premotor cortex (inferior frontal gyrus) of the left frontal lobe. This 
region includes Brodmann areas 44 and 45. Initial evidence on the involvement of 
this region in producing language was provided by the French anatomist and neu-
rologist – Paul Broca in 1861. He described a patient who suffered from acquired 
brain damage to this region, resulting in disability to produce fluent speech. The 
lesion’s location was confirmed by Broca in post-mortem brain examination.

The importance of this region is vividly evidenced in patients suffering from 
motor aphasia (other names: efferent motor aphasia, Broca’s aphasia, produc-
tion aphasia, or nonfluent aphasia), a common neurologic disorder, resulting 
in inability to organize and control the linguistic content of the utterance with 
relatively preserved auditory comprehension. The typical patient suffering 
from a lesion in the Broca’s area cannot express thoughts appropriately, 
because of the loss of the meaningful fluent verbal output, reduced phrase 
length (so called ‘telegraphic style’ of the verbal output) and agrammatism, i.e., 
disrupted rules of grammar and syntax, even though the verbal apparatus and 
articulatory movements remained intact.

The core symptom in Broca’s aphasia is a disruption of brain mechanisms 
responsible for producing phonemes, as well as combining phonemes into 
morphemes and words into sentences. Thus, in Broca’s aphasia the efferent 
pathway from the Broca’s area to the peripheral articulatory apparatus is dis-
rupted. Generally, such patients produce structurally incorrect utterances, non-
sense syllables, transpose words with some sensible meaning. Thus, a listener 
may have an impression that the patients knew what they intended to say.

Broca’s aphasia encompasses interactions of several impairments, including 
defects in linguistic formulation, motor programming, initiation and mainte-
nance of verbal output, and affective control. Thus, selective damage to the 
posterior inferior frontal cortex does not produce the full motor syndrome, but 
rather Broca’s aphasia is caused by extensive damage to several neighbouring 
frontal regions.

On the other hand, an important contribution indicating the neuroana-
tomical basis of language comprehension was made first by the German psy-
chiatrist – Carl Wernicke in 1874. He described for the first time a patient who 
produced fluent utterances with appropriate grammar and syntax, but could 
not understand heard (or written) communications addressed to him by other 
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speakers. These deficits were caused by damage to the left hemispheric tempo-
ral lobe, more specifically, to the posterior part of the superior temporal gyrus, 
which is referred to, in honour of its discoverer, as Wernicke’s area. According 
to the Brodmann map it comprises area 22, but often also surrounding tempo-
ral and parietal cortices. The lesions in this part of the brain caused Wernicke’s 
aphasia (other names: receptive aphasia, sensory aphasia or fluent aphasia).

In contrast to Broca’s aphasia, patients suffering from lesions affecting 
Wernicke’s area cannot understand the speech of other people, as well as their 
own speech. As a consequence, utterances generated by such patients have little 
(or even not at all) sense because phonemes, syllables, and words are not cor-
rectly linked. In more severe forms of this disorder, the verbal output is named 
‘jargon aphasia’, as the listener cannot understand it at all. Wernicke’s aphasia 
can be characterized by fluent speech, adequate syntax and grammar, but inap-
propriate choice of words (paraphasia) and little spontaneous repetitions. A 
core symptom of Wernicke’s aphasia is disruption of phonemic hearing, i.e., the 
ability of analysis and synthesis of speech sounds (phonological decoding). For 
example, a patient with such disruption cannot properly decode phonemes 
(consonants and vowels) and, as a consequence, is not able to properly decode 
words and sentences. The impaired phonological hearing results, therefore, in 
disordered comprehension. The schematic description of classic aphasic syn-
dromes is given in Figure 12.1 (compare also Table 12.2 and Section 7, below).

Figure 12.1  The differential diagnosis of main aphasic syndromes.
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Despite the general features of neuroanatomical basis of language described 
above, a vast number of subsequent studies using various methods have con-
firmed the contribution of many additional areas of both hemispheres, as well 
as subcortical structures to verbal communication.

Taking into account the other language-sensitive regions, the traditional 
model of language representation assuming two well-defined parts supporting 
expression and reception needs to be modified. Although it seems very useful 
in the clinical practice and there is a number of evidence supporting such dis-
sociation of language function, the current thinking on the traditional model 
of language is undergoing some fine-tuning, considering three groups of evi-
dence: (1) neuroimaging data indicating the involvement of many other brain 
regions, beside the Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas, in language communication; 
(2) individual differences in representation of language production and recep-
tion far beyond the Broca’s and Wernicke’s area; (3) neuroanatomical represen-
tation of various language functions (see above) and phenomena, like 
bilingualism or sign language.

For instance, using neuroimaging it is possible to define the exact areas 
damaged by stroke or trauma and to relate these structural lesions to deficient 
language functions, which often do not cover the deficits expected by the tra-
ditional model. Moreover, data from individual patients indicated that lesions 
to the Broca’s area not always led to Broca’s aphasia. The deficits characteristic 
for this syndrome were also observed in case of brain damage to many other 
brain regions far beyond the region traditionally associated with the produc-
tion of speech. Similar observations concern Wernicke’s aphasia and disrupted 
auditory comprehension. It is interesting to note that brain imaging techniques 
(mri, fMRI or pet) have revealed that anatomical damage does not necessarily 
cover the functional damage, which usually extends beyond the border of 
structural damage. At this point it should be mentioned that these neuroimag-
ing techniques can map brain activity, but not necessarily linguistic function 
directly.

In summary, many brain regions control language communication. It would 
be a question for further studies what is their contribution to particular lan-
guage functions for verbal communication, moreover, to what extent these 
areas are specific to language. To answer these questions, many psycholinguists 
seem to concentrate not only on the structures (localization) of particular lan-
guage functions, but also on the neural mechanisms underlying language pro-
cessing in real time, thus, on the temporal structure of linguistic processing. 
Focusing on temporal mechanisms underlying different language functions 
would allow us to understand temporal coordination, segmentation and inte-
gration involved in expression and comprehension. In this approach, studies 
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on TIP in different time domains can indicate the activity of the dynamic net-
work in which human language is rooted in norm and pathology. If the activity 
of the timing mechanisms operating at different ranges differs reliably in 
patients and controls, it may interfere with the associated mental activity.

5 Temporal Constraints of Speech

Both everyday observations and experimental data indicate temporal con-
straints of human speech. Its temporal organization is multileveled. There is 
strong evidence supporting the thesis that our language communication is 
rooted in TIP, i.e., in temporal ‘integration’ and temporal ‘chunking’ or ‘seg-
mentation’ on several time scales. One can distinguish the milliseconds 
(shorter time scale) and multiseconds (longer time scale) temporal constraints, 
which are controlled by a high- or low-frequency processing system, respec-
tively (Pöppel, 2004; Szelag et al., 2004; Szelag, 2011). The former system con-
cerns predominantly phonological encoding/decoding and syllabification, 
whereas the latter one concerns rather lexical selection and sentence produc-
tion/reception.

It is important to note that language is not an isolated system, therefore, 
similar time scales can be distinguished in several key aspects of our behav-
iour, e.g., in motor control, as well as in many other mental functions which are 
strongly related to speech expression and/or reception (Pöppel 1997; Szelag et 
al., 2009). Therefore, we are of the opinion that timing is a critical factor for our 
verbal communication and provides an important insight into how the brain 
parses language in norm and pathology.

It is commonly known that normal production and understanding of lan-
guage involves highly skilled coordination of several processes. Similar tempo-
ral levels or ‘processing platforms’ are incorporated in both speech expression 
(encoding) and reception (decoding). In phonological encoding, for instance, 
we produce the phonological forms, in particular, their segmental structure. 
Thus, central to phonological encoding are phonemes or syllables as the basic 
units for articulation produced by the speaker successively. On the other hand, 
in phonological decoding these phonological forms have to be perceived by the 
listener. Thus, these strings of successive phonemes and syllables perceived by 
the listener are also central to phonological decoding and speech reception.

The processing of temporal information in the speech signal has been inves-
tigated explicitly over the last few decades. The high-frequency processing sys-
tem, i.e., a time domain of some tens of milliseconds, seems to be relevant to 
phonemic awareness (labelled also as phonemic hearing). It is defined as a 
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unique human ability to analyse and synthesise speech sounds. These pro-
cesses are fundamental with respect to auditory comprehension. In the time 
platform of about 20–40ms, information about the place of articulation in stop-
consonants (p, b, t, d etc.) is contained. Formant transitions, characterized as 
short sound waveforms that change frequency across a time interval of ca. 40ms 
vary, according to the place of articulation. Spectrographic analyses of our ver-
bal utterances clearly indicated that rapid formant transitions in stop- 
consonants (p, b, t, d etc.) are limited in time up to 40ms. Because of the specific 
structure of our articulators these stop-consonants cannot be  prolonged in the 
fluent speech because a forthcoming vowel sounds immediately.

On the other hand, fricatives (w, f, s, z etc.) or vowels (a, o, u etc.) are charac-
terized by a structure less limited in time and can sound in the fluent speech 
much longer, even up to 200ms. Despite important individual differences in 
the speech expression rate, particular speech sounds come on average as fast 
as 10 to 15 phonemes per second. The temporal structure of the verbal output 
is usually automatic (controlled by procedural memory) and often happens 
without any attentional or motor control of ‘how’ we say things. In contrast, 
‘what’ we say is fully consciously controlled.

Another example of temporal constraints with respect to phonemic aware-
ness on the millisecond time scale comes from the Voice-Onset-Time (vot) 
paradigm. In the perception of voicing contrasts of stop-consonants in sylla-
bles like DO vs. TO, a difference in duration of about 40ms between the burst 
of the air and the onset of laryngeal pulsing in articulation of the initial conso-
nant, is defined as the vot. It distinguishes voiced (/b/, /d/, /g/ etc.) from voice-
less stop-consonants (e.g., /p/, /t/, /k/ etc.).

Such evidence supports the thesis that the high-frequency processing sys-
tem is related to phoneme processing and phonemic hearing, thus, the crucial 
processes with respect to auditory comprehension.

Furthermore, there exists the low-frequency processing system, corresponding 
to the time range of a few seconds, which is related to the duration of sentences 
in fluent speech. For example, our average syllabic rate is ca. 3–4 per seconds, 
whereas words are usually articulated at a speed of approx. 2 per second. At this 
rate we are able to retrieve lexical items from a mental lexicon that on average 
contains probably tens of thousands items. Although there are some so-called 
‘fast speakers’ who are able to produce even up to 7 words per second, it is usually 
difficult to follow such fast speech tempo, which does not fit the typical tempo.

Another source of evidence comes from analysis of the temporal structure 
of fluent speech in many languages, like Polish, Russian, German, English or 
Chinese (Pöppel, 1997). Several data have indicated that in many languages 
the duration of phrases in fluent speech is limited in time up to a few seconds. 
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Thus, spontaneous flow of speech is temporally segmented or ‘chunked’ in a 
few seconds time domain. This phenomenon is called ‘semantic parsing’. 
Usually, particular phrases are followed by hesitation pauses that are necessary 
both for the listener to process the information provided by the speaker, as well 
as for the speaker to prepare the next phrase.

At this point it seems interesting to note that similar temporal segmenta-
tion as observed in oral language has been confirmed in sign language. In such 
way of communication, consecutive signs (i.e., motor acts) are grouped within 
segments of a few seconds duration, followed by pauses when signs are not 
provided. The duration of particular signed segments corresponds to those 
observed in oral language, described above, with a little shorter durations of 
ca. 2s in sign language. The similar temporal chunking of speech expression, 
independently of the kind of articulation (using either the oral output or hand 
movements) suggests the existence of a common neural mecha nism control-
ling human language communication, independently of the output from the 
system.

To summarize, both the millisecond and multisecond time ranges are cru-
cial for our language communication. Hence, authors are of the opinion that 
the left hemispheric specialization for language derives from specialization for 
timing. Furthermore, language deficits of various etiologies in children and 
adults have been associated with timing disorders on both mentioned time 
scales. Language processing depends, thus, on temporal constraints of the 
brain on several levels, which may be affected after the brain injury.

In the traditional view different language disorders (e.g., aphasia, specific lan-
guage impairment) or reading and writing disorders (dyslexia) have been 
viewed as distinct clinical syndromes. Recently, this viewpoint has been refor-
mulated because of a close link between these syndromes. Neuropsychological 
profiles taking into account the coexistence of specific temporal processing 
disorders and phonological impairments show some similarities between par-
ticular syndromes. In general, they are characterized by deficient TIP in both, 
the millisecond and multisecond ranges. Because of the central relevance of TIP 
to our understanding of the neural basis of cognitive systems, one may define a 
typical TIP and abnormalities in such processing in human populations suffer-
ing from impaired cognitive function (Szelag and Skolimowska, 2012).

6 Deficits in Processing Temporal Information in Aphasic Patients

Studies of patients suffering from aphasia following left hemispheric brain 
damage provide an important contribution to our understanding of TIP.  
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The first evidence of this type was provided by Efron (1963) and later by Swisher 
and Hirsh (1972). They observed that aphasic patients displayed parallel defi-
cits in both speech comprehension and rapidly changing temporal 
information.

These observations were confirmed in several further reports, including our 
own studies. Table 12.2 summarized the results of studies conducted using dif-
ferent patient populations and experimental techniques. Looking at Table 12.2, 
we may conclude that TIP within both the millisecond (points 1–9) and multi-
second (points 10–13) time ranges is usually disturbed in patients with aphasia 
following left hemispheric brain damage.

There exist also some experimental evidence on the high frequency pro-
cessing system in normal healthy volunteers. These studies are often focussed 
on temporal order of incoming events and measurement of temporal-order 
threshold. It reflects an ability to perceive the relation before-after for stimuli 
presented in rapid succession in order to be brought into a sequence by 
approximately the same value of some tens of milliseconds for visual, auditory, 
and tactile modality (Hirsh and Sherrick 1961; Kanabus et al., 2002; Zampini et 
al., 2003, 2005). The correspondence of this value across different senses sug-
gests a common central mechanism for vision, hearing or touch and it may be 
concluded that the neural process underlying sequential ability is activated to 
identify primordial events, independently of the sensory modality (Pöppel, 
2009). Such ability allows us to reduce complexity of incoming events, which 
stimulate incessantly our senses, and to create our conscious percepts.

Strong experimental evidence provided in Table 12.2 (points 1–9) may sug-
gest a disruption of this high-frequency process following left hemispheric 
brain damage, resulting in disordered language communication, as a conse-
quence of primordial event disruption. Moreover, the data on temporal con-
straints of human speech on the milliseconds level discussed in the previous 
section have indicated the importance of this time platform with respect to 
speech reception. Hence, disordered processing of information on this level 
following brain injury may underlie language problems, especially, problems 
in phonemic hearing and auditory comprehension. These problems often con-
stitute a core symptom after posterior lesions to the left hemisphere, resulting 
in receptive aphasia (see above for aphasia classification).

On the other hand, Table 12.2 presents also data indicating deficient timing 
on low frequency processing, i.e., in the domain of hundreds of milliseconds or 
a few seconds (points 9–13). Considering temporal constraints of speech (see 
Section 5), the former time window is related to the level of syllables, whereas, 
the latter one may be important with respect to the fluent verbal output and 
expression of phrases and sentences. It requires the ordering of successive 
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syllables and words into logic strings, which build fluent utterances and pro-
vide a structure for language communication.

According to the hierarchical model of time perception proposed by Ernst 
Pöppel (1997, 2004; Szelag et al., 2004), the existence of temporal integration on 
a few seconds scale creates a high-frequency level of complexity reduction. In 
fact, in fluent verbal communication we usually do not concentrate so much 
on particular phonemes, syllables or words, but on logic utterances of what we 
say or what we hear. Thus, the primordial events identified on a level of higher 
temporal resolution (some tens of milliseconds) are next sequentially linked 
together into a perceptual ‘gestalt’, representing an operating range of a few 
seconds. This process is also labelled in the literature as ‘temporal binding’ or 
‘temporal integration’ and it is expected to be important for our conscious 
experience, of which verbal communication may be one example.

Although reports on TIP on the supra-second level are fewer, Table  12.2 
shows that using different experimental paradigms, like subjective accentua-
tion of metronome beats (points 10–11), spontaneous reversal rate of ambigu-
ous figures (point 11), finger tapping in a self-pace and maximum tempi (point 
12) or reproduction of temporal intervals (point 13), a disruption of temporal 
binding can be observed, which has been also evidenced following injury to 
the brain, predominantly to the anterior parts of left hemisphere, resulting in 
motor aphasia. The patients suffering from this syndrome had deficient bind-
ing operations that probably underlie problems with the fluent verbal output 
(i.e., effortful, nonfluent speech, compare above), but also some comprehen-
sion deficits, especially for longer utterances, which need to integrate and hold 
the incoming information for a few seconds.

To sum up, acquired language disorders following brain damage are strongly 
related to deficient timing on several levels, which create a neural timeframe  
for verbal communication. Thus, the superiority of the left hemisphere for the 
processing of verbal information may reflect more primary specialization for TIP.

7 Relationships between Disrupted Timing and Specific Aphasia 
Syndromes

It seems also interesting to note, that in our studies on disrupted timing in 
aphasia, an important dissociation between specific language deficits (in pho-
nemic hearing vs. effortful nonfluent verbal output) and temporal deficits 
(at the sub- or supra-second level) were observed (v. Steinbüchel et al., 1999b; 
Szelag et al., 1997; Wittmann et al., 2001). Specific left hemispheric lesions 
selectively damaged temporal mechanisms operating either within the milli-
second or multi-second time scales (Table 12.2, points 4–6, 10–12). The former 
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range was assessed with auditory temporal-order-threshold (Figure 12.2 
whereas, the latter one with subjective accentuation paradigm, which corre-
sponded to the upper limit of the temporal integration mechanism, operating 
in a time window of a few seconds (Figure 12.3). In patients with left hemi-
spheric post-central lesions, suffering from Wernicke’s aphasia (characterized 
by deficits in phonemic hearing and poor comprehension), deficient tempo-
ral-order-thresholds were reported (Figure 12.2). Those patients needed a sig-
nificantly longer gap between successive events to correctly report their 
before-after relation. These timing deficits corresponded to their language 

Figure 12.2  Auditory order thresholds (mean and standard deviations) for the five patient 
groups with focal brain injuries and for an orthopaedic control group are  
shown: lh. pre-anterior left hemisphere (pre-central) with non-fluent aphasia; 
lh. post-posterior left hemisphere (post-central) with fluent aphasia (*p<1%  
for group differences as compared with controls and L. noAph; statistical  
calculation with Scheffe post-hoc test); L. noAph-left-sided subcortical  
lesions without aphasia; rh. pre-anterior right hemisphere (pre-central); rh. 
post-posterior right hemisphere (post-central). Reprinted from Neuroscience 
Letters, 264, v. Steinbüchel N., Wittmann M., Strasburger H., Szelag E. “Auditory 
temporal-order judgment is impaired in patients with posterior regions of the left 
hemisphere” 168–71.
Copyright (1999) with permission from Elsevier
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deficits, because limited duration of consonants and vowels in incoming words 
could not be properly decoded because of disrupted timeframe.

In contrast, Broca’s aphasic patients were unaffected on this high processing 
level (Figure 12.2). They were characterized by relatively preserved compre-
hension but nonfluent speech and displayed deficits within the supra-second 
processing range (Figure 12.3).

Using subjective accentuation paradigm of monotonous metronome beats, 
normal healthy volunteers can integrate the information up to a maximum of 
ca. 3 seconds. In this task they applied a combination of integration strategies 
based on perceptual grouping of separate beats in a constant time (related  
to the upper limit of temporal integration, Figure 12.3 dashed parallel lines  
A reflecting integration within e.g., 1000, 2000 or 4000 s time windows) and 
automatic counting up to 2, 4 or 6 s (Figure 12.3 solid lines B labelled by 

Figure 12.3  The measured integration interval length (miil) plotted against the metronome 
frequency using three different strategies in Broca’s aphasia and other patients. 
Integration (A) by time; (B) by number; (C) in Broca’s aphasic patients; (D) in all 
the remaining patients. Standard deviation values (in ms) for the consecutive 
frequencies in the Broca’s aphasic patients: 1964, 911, 887, 591, 439, 363, 408, 491, 
406; in the other subjects: 1191, 698, 535, 370, 338, 370, 363, 394, 401. Reprinted from 
Neuroscience Letters, 235, Szelag E.v. Steinbüchel N., Pöppel E. "Temporal process-
ing disorders in patients with Broca’s aphasia" 33–36.
copyright (1997) with permission from Elsevier
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numbers 2, 4 or 6). In contrast, in Broca’s aphasic patients the constant time 
strategy was disrupted, but the accentuation was based predominantly on 
automatic mental counting (Figure 12.3 bold dashed line C). Moreover, the 
upper limit of integration in Broca’s aphasic patients exceeded the typical 
frames characteristic for normal healthy volunteers. This suggests deficient 
temporal integration in motor aphasic patients in a time window of a few sec-
onds, but relatively preserved automatic mental counting. The data obtained 
implied that some highly structured syntactic abilities related to temporal 
integration are located in the anterior language area (Broca’s area).

The evidence provided by Szelag et al. (1997) and v. Steinbüchel et al. (1999); 
Table 12.2 point 10–11; Figure 12.2 and 12.3) showed that a disruption in tempo-
ral binding is a core symptom in case of nonfluent speech and agrammatism, 
dominating in motor aphasia. In fact verbal expression requires information to 
be integrated and held for a few seconds. The disruption of temporal integra-
tion at the level of seconds may cause symptoms typical for motor aphasia.

Furthermore, aphasic patients demonstrated impaired self-paced (per-
sonal) tempo of finger tapping, indicating the dominant control of left hemi-
sphere in voluntarily timed actions in the special time scale of hundreds of 
milliseconds involved in motor behaviour (Wittmann et al., 2001; Figure 12.4). 
These timing deficits may be related to disrupted TIP linked to the syllable 
level, independently of the type of aphasia.

To conclude, we argue that TIP in aphasics may be selectively affected at 
either sub- or supra-second time range, depending on the localisation of lesion 
and observed disfluency pattern. We also postulate that a disruption of timing 
mechanisms leads to phonological and/or syntactical disorders, commonly 
observed in aphasic patients.

These results may have some practical applications with respect to new 
neurorehabilitation methods. As TIP processing is impaired in aphasic 
patients, in our recent studies we verified the effectiveness of a new method of 
aphasia therapy which is concentrated not on the linguistic level, but on the 
pre-semantic one and concerns the training of neuronal mechanisms underly-
ing both TIP and language (Szelag et al., 2014). These methods address both the 
receptive and expressive language functions, in particular, auditory speech 
comprehension, phonemic hearing and nonfluent verbal output.

Our recent studies are addressed greater understanding of the relationship 
between timing and cognition (Szelag et al., 2011). Using Fast For Word 
Language® (ffw) program, we showed for the first time significant benefits of 
such temporal training on broad aspects of cognitive function in the elderly 
beyond 65 years of life (Szelag and Skolimowska, 2012). Following such train-
ing, we indicated stable positive effects not only in TIP, but also in divided and 
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vigilance of attention, matching complex patterns, and working memory span. 
These results show a new impact of temporal training not only on deficient 
language function, but also on age-related cognitive decline in the senior 
population.

On the basis of these results we offer a promising direction for neuroreha-
bilitation and have recently initiated an innovative rehabilitation computer 
program that addresses improvement of a broad range of cognitive functions 
in children and adults.

8 Concluding Remarks

Aphasia is a complex language disorder and refers to deficits apparent in 
speech, writing, and reading caused by an injury to brain areas, specialized for 
these functions. It is commonly known that the expression and reception  
of language have defined temporal dynamics and involve highly skilled coordi-
nation of several processes. Language processing depends, thus, on the 

Figure 12.4  Maximum-tapping tempo and personal-tapping tempo as mean inter-response 
interval (iri) over the orthopaedic control group and the brain-injured patient 
groups with left-hemispheric cortical lesions (lh), with left-hemispheric lesions in 
predominantly subcortical regions (lh sub) and with right-hemispheric cortical 
lesions (rh). Data for the brain-injured patients are only presented for the hand 
ipsilateral to the lesion site. Reprinted from Cognitive Brain Research, 10, 
Wittmann M., v. Steinbüchel N., Szelag E. “Hemispheric specialisation for self-
paced motor sequences” 341–44.

copyright (2001) with permission from Elsevier
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temporal constraints of information processing which may be affected after 
injury to the brain.

In this chapter we summarize the existing literature studies on TIP as a key 
to understand language disturbances in aphasic syndromes. The literature 
data are illustrated with examples from our studies, indicating parallel lan-
guage and timing deficits following damage to specific brain regions. We 
showed dissociation between receptive and expressive language deficits asso-
ciated with a disruption of specific timing mechanisms controlling informa-
tion processing on milliseconds or multiseconds time domains.

To conclude, in aphasic patients TIP may be selectively affected either 
within the sub- or supra-second range, depending on the lesion location and 
observed disfluency pattern. A disruption of timing mechanisms leads to pho-
nological disorders and/or effortful nonfluent speech. Finally, we have indi-
cated that the specific nonverbal training in temporal processing can 
ameliorate auditory comprehension in aphasic patients. These studies provide 
an important contribution to our understanding of TIP as a neural basis of 
language, as well as other cognitive function.
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chapter 13

How Could Circadian Clock Genes Influence Short 
Duration Timing?

Brad Nicholas*

1 Introduction

Neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, and bipolar disor-
der are often associated with sleep disturbance and other circadian rhythm 
anomalies (Barnard and Nolan, 2008). Parsimoniously, alterations to sleep and 
circadian rhythms were initially considered to be accompanying problems, 
rather than linked with causal processes. Latterly, better understanding of the 
biology of circadian rhythms and the pathologies of neuropsychiatric and neuro-
degenerative conditions, has indicated that disregulation of circadian rhythms 
and sleep disturbance may critically exacerbate the development of more seri-
ous symptoms (Benca et al., 2009; Pallier et al., 2007; Thome et al., 2011).

In autism and schizophrenia, behavioural timing deficits, short duration 
timing anomalies and circadian rhythm anomalies, have led some researchers 
to consider timing deficit as an intrinsic component of these disorders (Allman, 
DeLeon, and Wearden, 2011; Boucher, 2001; Ward, Kellendonk, Kandel, and 
Balsam, 2012; Wimpory, Nicholas, and Nash, 2002). In laboratory animals (fruit 
fly and hamster), mutations in specific genes that regulate the circadian cycle 
also affect certain short period oscillations measured in seconds and minutes. 
This chapter explores possible mechanisms for such short period phenomena 
and posits the hypothesis that clock genes exert effects on neural oscillator 
networks supporting short period timing phenomena. This hypothesis may be 
relevant to research that implicates clock genes in autism, schizophrenia, and 
Parkinson’s disease (pd).

2 Circadian Rhythms

The rotational planetary motion of the Earth underpins the experience of day 
and night, and the daily oscillation in light-intensity and temperature presents 
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a cycle of adversity and opportunity, a rhythm of repeating cycles of environ-
mental challenge to life on Earth. It is perhaps hardly surprising, therefore, that 
cycles of about a day’s length (circadian rhythms) of behaviour and physiology 
are observable in all organisms so far surveyed.

It has been suggested that the damaging effect of oxidative stress on cells, 
and particularly on the cell’s genetic material (dna), has driven selection lead-
ing to the evolution of organisms with the capacity to generate circadian 
rhythms in physiology and behaviour (Chen and McKnight, 2007; Edgar et al., 
2012). In simple organisms such as yeast, growing in naturalistic conditions, 
oxidative metabolism is temporally segregated from cell division, when the 
dna is particularly vulnerable to damage. Circadian rhythms of oxidative 
metabolism are primarily dependent on evolutionarily conserved peroxire-
doxin molecules that function in a reduction-oxidation (redox) clock that gen-
erates cycles of oxidative and reductive biochemical states within the cell 
(Edgar et al., 2012; O’Neill and Reddy, 2011). In mammals, this redox clock is 
thought to mesh with a light entrainable circadian clock based on transcrip-
tion factor feedback loops formed from the so-called clock genes and their 
protein products. Circadian rhythms can be maintained by either system 
alone, although their simultaneous operation appears to be required for robust 
cycles (Edgar et al., 2012), that are perhaps optimally advantageous.

Uchida, Hirayama, and Nishina (2010) note the presence of clock genes in 
signalling pathways common to the processes of cell division, the dna damage 
response, and the photo-oxidative stress response triggered by ultraviolet light. 
They hypothesise that a cell-intrinsic yet light entrainable circadian clock 
would protect an organism (and particularly its genetic material) from the 
damaging effects of reactive oxygen species (ros) produced by ultraviolet 
light. This clock would place uv vulnerable processes like cell division, into the 
hours of darkness. They emphasize that this ability would have given a selec-
tive advantage to primitive organisms with such a clock that arose far back in 
evolutionary time.

In higher animals behaviours such as falling asleep, awakening, feeding etc., 
tend to occur at particular times of the day and begs the question of whether 
these circadian rhythms occur: i) in response to cyclic environmental stimuli 
or ii) due to an innate clock-like capacity that is maintained in the absence of 
environmental time-setting cues (zietgebers) such as light, temperature cycles, 
and feeding regimes. The latter case was established through investigations 
with model organisms such as the fruit fly Drosophila (Pittendrigh, 1966) and 
through human research showing that people display innate clock like proper-
ties with periods of approximately 24 hours, even when isolated from all exter-
nal time cues including social cues (Aschoff, 1965; Aschoff et al., 1971). More 
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recently Mills, Minors, and Waterhouse (1974) conducted a similar study to the 
original “Bunker” experiments of Aschoff. In this investigation, participants 
spent between 5 to 13 days in an isolation unit without any knowledge of time 
of day. Although there was some variation between participants, the majority 
showed cycles of physical activity and alterations in body temperature with a 
period of 23–27 hours, a typical range of circadian rhythm. Given that there 
were no environmental cues to affect these subjects, this supports innate 
clock-like capacity.

Neurological investigations demonstrate the primary role of small, discrete 
brain regions in the maintenance of circadian rhythms in animals that are the 
likely neurobiological loci of an innate clock like capacity. For example, the 
Drosophila ‘clock’ comprises a group of about 150 brain neurons out of a total 
of approximately 100,000 in the animal’s central nervous system (Nitbach and 
Taghert, 2008). The neural network of this brain clock shows a spontaneous 
circadian rhythm of neural activity that is dependent on the expression of 
clock genes. This oscillation in these pacemaker cells is stable for weeks of con-
stant darkness, unlike non-pacemaker cells where the oscillations damp-out in 
a matter of days or less. The clock is directly sensitive to light due to the pres-
ence of CRYPTOCHROME, a blue-light-sensitive protein that is present in 
many of the clock neurons. The ventral lateral neurons of the Drosophila brain 
clock may also receive neural input from the eyes of the fly, via the visual fibres 
(Helfrich-Forster, 2002). These two mechanisms synchronise the 24 h oscilla-
tion of clock gene expression in the clock neurons with the day-night cycle, 
and in turn, through hormone and neural output signals, the brain clock 
imposes a circadian rhythm on the activity patterns of the fly.

The central organismal pacemaker in mammals is the suprachiasmatic 
nuclei (scn) of the anterior hypothalamus. The phase of the self-sustaining 
24 h cycles of neural activity in the scn is set by neural input from the retina, 
to which the scn is linked via the retinohypothalamic tract (rht). The action 
of light on primarily melanopsin photoreceptors of the retina leads to a neural 
stimulus being transmitted along the rht, supported by the neurotransmitters 
pituitary adenylate cyclase activating peptide (pacap) and glutamate (Berson, 
Dunn, and Takao, 2002; Hattar et al., 2002; Panda et al., 2002). The phase shift-
ing properties of this stimulus on the circadian clock of the scn depends on 
the subjective time that the stimulus is delivered to the scn. Light early in the 
subjective night phase delays the scn clock, while light late in the subjective 
night phase advances the scn clock. The scn exerts its influence as a master-
clock by emitting neuronal and hormonal signals, in a phase-typical manner, 
that entrain the circadian rhythms of the peripheral organs (Balsalobre et al., 
2000; Hastings, Reddy, and Maywood, 2003).
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The phase of circadian rhythms in mammals can be reset by other factors in 
addition to light. Feeding times (Stokkan et al., 2001), temperature changes 
(Brown et al., 2002), social cues (Aschoff et al., 1971; Levine, Funes, Dowse, and 
Hall, 2002; Mistlberger and Skene, 2004), and hormonal signals (Balsalobre et 
al., 2000), can each entrain or modulate circadian rhythms. However, even 
though the scn shows a 24 h cycle of neuronal activity and output, not all the 
peripheral oscillators are in phase with this central clock. This is likely to be 
due to differences in the specific transduction pathways between scn and 
each peripheral oscillator. Within the mammalian brain, for example, certain 
regions show circadian rhythms of activity, and the phase of one region with 
respect to another can vary (Feillet et al., 2008).

From the 1970s onwards, the revolution in the development of molecular 
biology techniques for gene manipulation, spurred investigation into the 
molecular and genetic aspects of circadian clocks. The period gene (per) in 
Drosophila melanogaster was the first example of a behavioural gene to be 
defined and cloned. Per is shown to regulate circadian rhythms in the fly and 
has become a focus of research on the mechanism and evolution of circadian 
clocks. The products of other so-called clock genes that interact with the per 
product (PERIOD protein), form a set of proteins that make up the core of the 
fly’s circadian molecular clock. The molecular phylogeny of per and other cir-
cadian clock genes demonstrate a high degree of evolutionary conservation. 
Further work in mammals established that the circadian molecular clock was 
mechanistically similar and led to the notion of a conserved mechanism for 

Figure 13.1  A schematic and simplified representation of the role of the suprachiasmatic 
muclei (scn) of the mammalian brain as the primary circadian pacemaker. The 
action of light on melanopsin containing cells of the retina can reset the phase of 
the 24 h oscillations in neural activity within the scn. The scn regulates (black 
solid arrows) the production of certain hormones such as melatonin and cortisol 
that show characteristic variation in level over the day-night cycle. Cortisol and 
melatonin convey information of circadian phase to peripheral clocks and, thus, 
couple the timing of metabolic processes and behaviours to scn time.
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circadian rhythm generation amongst animals that was reflected in conserved 
molecular structures of clock genes and their protein products (Looby and 
Loudon, 2005).

3  The Circadian Molecular Clock is a System of Gene-protein 
Feedback Loops

The core circadian molecular clock comprises a suite of clock genes and their 
protein products operating as a system of transcription-translation auto-regu-
latory feedback loops. A heterodimer consisting of interacting proteins CLOCK 
and ARNTL (also known as BMAL1) is the main positive element of the circa-
dian molecular clock and this heterodimer induces the transcription of clock 
controlled genes as well as the negative elements of the feedback loop (Bunger 
et al., 2000; Gekakis et al., 1998). The negative elements: PER1, PER2, PER3, 
CRY1, CRY2, and NR1D1 (also known as REV-ERBα), repress the action of the 
CLOCK/ARNTL activator and derive ~24  h oscillations in the levels of the 
CLOCK/ARNTL activator via transient repression by the PER/CRY complex 
that is released via protein turnover and translocatory effects on the negative 
complex (Shearman et al., 2000).

Oscillating activity of the CLOCK/ARNTL heterodimer is coupled to 
rhythmic expression of clock controlled genes, induced by the binding of 
CLOCK/ARNTL to circadian regulatory elements (E-boxes) in the promoter 
regions of the clock controlled genes (Hogenesch, Gu, Jain, and Bradfield, 1998; 
Honma et al., 2002; Kozlov et al., 2007; Matsuo et al., 2003; Mercer et al., 2009). 
Second of three putative circadian regulatory elements is the D-box. Genes 
that contain D-Box elements are targeted by the D site of albumin promoter 
(albumin D-box) binding protein (dpb) that is a product of the clock controlled 
DBP gene. Thus, D-Box containing genes such as RORA are second order clock 
controlled genes (Ueda et al., 2002, 2005). RORA and NR1D1 operate in a 
subsidiary circuit within the circadian clock system. These proteins regulate 
genes that contain a circadian regulatory element called the RevErbA/ror 
binding element or rre. rora stimulates expression of ARNTL and CLOCK 
(and a homologue of CLOCK, NPAS2), via rres while NR1D1 is E-box regulated 
and NR1D1 represses ARNTL via rres. NR1D1 and RORA compete for rre  
elements in the ARNTL promoter although having opposite effects on tran-
scription; RORA acting as an enhancer and NR1D1 as a repressor of the gene 
(Crumbley and Burris, 2011; Crumbley, Wang, Kojetin, and Burris, 2010; Preitner 
et al., 2002; Sato et al., 2004; Yin and Lazar, 2005; Yin, Wang, Klein, and Lazar, 
2006).
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Clock controlled genes are therefore represented primarily by genes con-
taining E-Box, D-Box, and rre circadian regulatory elements. Some of these 
clock-controlled genes encode transcription factors, so that directly or indi-
rectly at least 15% of the whole mammalian transcriptome cycles in a circadian 
manner (though a different set of genes may be cycling in each of the different 
tissues at any one time; Akhtar et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2007).

Chromatin modification plays a central role in the mechanism of transcrip-
tional activation/repression seen in the circadian molecular clock. CLOCK is a 
histone acetyltransferase (Doi, Hirayama, and Sassone-Corsi, 2006) and is 
responsible for a circadian rhythm in histone acetylation on the promoters of 
PER and CRY (Etchegaray, Lee, Wade, and Reppert, 2003). The histone de-
acetylase SIRT1 acts upon histone H3 of the ARNTL promoter and other circa-
dian promoters such that the circadian rhythm can be envisaged as involving 
circadian cycles of acetylation and de-acetylation on the promoters of clock 
genes (Asher et al., 2008; Nakahata et al., 2008). Cyclic methylation of histone 
H3 on PER and possibly CRY promoters by the polychrome protein, EZH2 is 
also shown to be required for the maintenance of circadian rhythm, further 
showing the importance of chromatin modification as intrinsic to the circa-
dian clock mechanism (Etchegaray et al., 2006).

The negative elements of the system (PERs and CRYs) operate as a per/cry 
heterodimer that inhibits the activating effects of the CLOCK/arntl het-
erodimer. The binding of CLOCK to arntl facilitates binding to and repres-
sion of the CLOCK/arntl heterodimer by the per/cry complex (Hirayama et 
al., 2007). This complex also contains splicing factor SFPQ/PSF that recruits 
SIN3A and HDACs to the PER1 promoter, where deacetylation reverses the acti-
vating effect of histone acetylation by CLOCK (Duong, Robles, Knutti, and 
Weitz, 2011).

Eventually protein turnover, facilitated by proteins that phosphorylate, and 
ubiquitinylate components of the PER/CRY complex, degrades the negative 
elements, and subsequent restoration of the activator complex allows the 
cycle to restart. Retinoic acid orphan receptor alpha, beta and gamma proteins 
(rors) also facilitate by inducing expression of ARNTL, NPAS2, and CLOCK in 
a feed-forward circuit of the circadian molecular clock (Akashi and Takumi, 
2005; Crumbley and Burris, 2011; Crumbley et al., 2010; Sato et al., 2004). The 
duration of migration of proteins and mRNA to and from the nucleus, respec-
tively, together with the turnover time, broadly defines the ~24 h period of this 
oscillatory system.

This core clock mechanism is coupled to the day-night cycle by genes asso-
ciated with resetting the clock. Cryptochrome 1 and 2 (CRY1 and CRY2) play a 
critical role in matching solar time with subjective biological time by resetting 
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the clock in response to light–dark cycles (Berson et al., 2002). Output path-
ways from the clock allow the organism to adopt a state of appropriate physi-
ological readiness that anticipates the environmental demands associated 
with a particular time of day or night.

The recent discovery that neurotypical circadian clock function in mouse 
requires microRNAs (miR219 and miR132) adds a previously unanticipated 
level of complexity to the circadian molecular clock mechanism, involving 
clock-related gene regulation by rna interference (Cheng et al., 2007). MIR219 
is a clock-controlled microRNA gene, while MIR132 is light regulated and 
intriguingly, these microRNAs are regulators of synaptic plasticity (Impey 
et  al., 2010). This important discovery promises new insight on the possible 
mechanisms behind the established effects of sleep and circadian phase on 
memory formation and the association of atypical circadian rhythms with 
neuropsychiatric disorders.

Genetic variation in clock genes is associated with neuropsychiatric disor-
der. For example, variation in: CLOCK, Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder 
(adhd; Kissling et al., 2008); PER1 Autism (Nicholas et al., 2007); PER2, Familial 
Advances Sleep Phase Syndrome (Toh et al., 2001); TIMELESS, Depression 
(Utge et al., 2010); Seasonal Affective Disorder and Autism NPAS2 (Johansson 
et al., 2003; Nicholas et al., 2007) indicate involvement of clock genes in sleep, 
mood, and cognitive disorders (Barnard and Nolan, 2008).

4 The Circadian Molecular Clock may be More than a 24 hour Timer

Research on the biological, genetic, and molecular aspects of mammalian tim-
ing mechanisms has progressed furthest for the circadian clock with the 
understanding of the mechanisms sub-serving interval timing and other short 
period phenomena remaining underdeveloped. The close scrutiny of the circa-
dian molecular clock has lead to findings that suggest this timer may addition-
ally operate on scales longer and shorter than the 24  h period. An analogy 
might be made with the mechanical wristwatch or clock, where the hour hand, 
minute hand and second hand show different time scales but all driven from 
the same internal mechanism of cogs and springs. This notion of a common 
molecular genetic mechanisms sub-serving different biological time scales is 
attractive. However, to date, evidence suggests that the circadian clock only 
influences short period timing phenomena such as interval timing and ultra-
dian rhythms rather than directly timing these phenomena (Beaver and 
Giebultowicz, 2004; Buhusi and Meck, 2005; Loudon et al., 1994). Nevertheless, 
it is intriguing that mutation of the clock gene period (per) in Drosophila and 
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mutation of the circadian clock regulating kinase, CSNK1E in hamster, can 
change the period of ultradian behaviours (Kyriacou and Hall, 1980; Loudon  
et al., 1994).

The following discussion moves from direct evidence for the involvement of 
clock genes in short period timing phenomena to considering what clock gene 
regulated mechanisms could support these effects. The final section of the 
chapter considers the relevance of clock genes to altered timing in neuropsy-
chiatric disorders. The association of specific short period timing problems 
and alterations in time-sense in schizophrenia and autism for example, sug-
gest a possible role for the circadian molecular clock in these disorders that 
gains some support from human genetic studies (Mansour et al., 2006; Nicholas 
et al., 2007).

The period gene is a particularly interesting candidate for a gene that regu-
lates biological timing on different scales. Not only does this gene play a cen-
tral role in the circadian molecular clock, as described above, but it also 
appears to influence the timing of developmental processes in the fruit fly, 
Drosophila, and temporal aspects of the male fly’s “love song,” a primitive form 
of social auditory communication. Drosophila males court females with ges-
ture, grooming, and a courtship song. The male’s song, produced by vibrating a 
wing, is comprised of two elements: sine song (a hum) and pulse song (a series 
of pulses). The rests between the pulses (the inter pulse intervals) show a cyclic 
modulation in length over the duration of the song. The frequency of the mod-
ulating signal (K&H cycle) is ~55 s and is regulated by the period gene (per; Alt 
et al., 1998; Kyriacou and Hall, 1980). Intriguingly, mutations in per that derive 
lengthened or shortened circadian locomotor rhythms also determine that the 
flies have long or short K&H cycles, respectively. Should male flies interrupt 
their song, they restart singing with the K&H cycle of the restarted song in 
phase with the K&H cycle of the initial portion of the song. This suggests that 
the per-determined ~55  s K&H cycle is a neuronal oscillation running as a 
background temporal structural element of the courtship song. Even though 
the fly’s wings and flight muscles are primarily organs of locomotion, they also 
serve a special function in social communication. Correct song is a prerequi-
site to successful mating in Drosophila and song structure affects the receptiv-
ity of the Drosophila female (Konopka and Benzer, 1971; Konopka, Kyriacou, 
and Hall, 1996; Miyatake and Kanmiya, 2004; Ritchie, Halsey, and Gleason, 
1999). In Bactrocera cucurbitae (melon fly), circadian mutants with short cir-
cadian locomotor rhythms also produce short pulse train intervals in the 
male’s courtship song (Miyatake and Kanmiya, 2004). Thus, this pleiotropic 
effect of the circadian clock gene period on courtship song may be a character-
istic of this gene. To date, as far as this author is aware, no investigations into 
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the possible effects of period gene mutations on social timing systems in 
higher animals have been published. Nevertheless, the evolutionary conserva-
tion of the period gene suggests such studies may have interesting outcomes.

The function of period gene orthologes in timing mechanisms beyond circa-
dian scales may be relevant to the biology and behaviour of higher animals 
because of the evolutionary conservation of the period gene. Drosophila per is 
seen to regulate developmental timing of emergence of larvae from pupa (Qiu 
and Hardin, 1996) and lin-42, the caenorhabidites orthologue of Drosophila 
period regulates the timing of molt (Monsalve, Van Buskirk, and Frand, 2011). 
Such definitive results are difficult to explore in Homo sapiens, nevertheless a 
snp close to human PER1 that is associated with activity rhythms and time of 
death, tentatively indicates a conserved role for the period proteins in a multi-
scale biological timing mechanism.

Because of the characteristic interconnectedness of the individual clock ele-
ments in circadian clock function and that the circadian molecular clock mecha-
nism is supported by there being homologues of virtually all the clock genes 
(PER 1, 2, and 3, CRY 1 and 2, ARNTL 1 and 2, CLOCK and NPAS2 etc.), it is dif-
ficult to tease apart timing function that derives from a functioning clock 
and a specific timing phenotype that is perhaps more accurately ascribed to 
a particular element of the circadian clock mechanism (PER for example). 
Nevertheless, and for the purposes of this chapter, the question remains: How 
does the circadian clock or its components influence short period timing 
phenomena?

Studies based on pharmacological interventions implicate dopamine 
(Coull, Cheng, and Meck, 2011; Meck, 1996; Williamson, Cheng, Etchegaray, and 
Meck, 2008) and nmda signaling in timing (Cheng, MacDonald, and Meck, 
2006; Coull et al., 2011; Hata, 2011) but exactly how these signaling molecules 
are involved in interval timing is unclear. Timing anomalies are noted in autism 
(Allman, 2011), schizophrenia (Ward et al., 2012), and other neuropsychiatric 
disorders, such as pd, where dopamine and/or nmda signaling is also impli-
cated. There are points where these signaling pathways interact with the circa-
dian clock pathway, suggesting possible avenues of influence between the 
circadian and interval timing mechanisms that to date remain unexplored.

5 Dopamine, Glutamate Receptors, and Period Proteins

The main dopamine pathways of the brain are: the nigrostriatal pathway (motor 
programming, attention shifting, and error prediction; Dreher and Grafman, 
2002; Middleton and Strick, 2000), mesocortical pathway (working memory; 
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Aalto et al., 2005; Cools et al., 2008; Kimberg, D’Esposito, and Farah, 1997), and 
mesolimbic pathway (motivation and reward; Pierce and Kumaresan, 2006). 
The dopamine antagonists, haloperidol, and remoxipride act differentially on 
these dopamine neural pathways and block the dopamine D2 receptor (DRD2). 
Initial experiments showed halopiridol affects all the dopamine pathways 
(Lidow and Goldmanrakic, 1994), while remoxipride leaves the nigrostriatal cir-
cuit unblocked (Gerlach and Casey, 1990). Rammsayer and colleagues 
(Rammsayer, 1993; Rammsayer and Classen, 1997) took advantage of this differ-
ential blocking in experiments with humans that implicate the nigrostriatal 
pathway in timing intervals of less than 500ms and the mesocortical and meso-
limbic pathways in timing longer intervals. The specificity of this is challenged 
however, by the understanding that temperature affects interval timing 
(Wearden and Pentonvoak, 1995) and that haloperidol affects body tempera-
ture. Nevertheless, human genetic analysis of single nucleotide polymorphisms 
in the dopamine D2 receptor gene DRD2 and the catechol-O-methyltransferase 
gene (comt, concerned with dopamine metabolism) further supports the con-
cept of nigrostriatal dopamine pathways dealing with short duration timing 
and prefrontal dopamine pathways with longer duration timings (Wiener, 
Lohoff, and Coslett, 2011).

nmda receptors encoded by the glutamate receptor, ionotropic, N-methyl 
D-aspartate genes (grins) are also implicated in interval timing mechanisms 
(Cheng et al., 2006; Coull et al., 2011; Hata, 2011) and disruption of this signal-
ing system is implicated in schizophrenia and autism (Bangash et al., 2011; 
Goff and Coyle, 2001). Activation of ionotropic glutamate receptors (GRIN 
and GRIA genes), function in resetting the circadian clock in the scn, a pro-
cess involving phosphorylation of cAMP response element binding protein 
(CREB; Schurov et al., 1999) and PER1 expression (Moriya, Horikawa, Akiyama, 
and Shibata, 2000).

PER1, a cardinal circadian clock protein that when mutated produces short 
duration timing effects, interacts with molecules that are implicated in nmda 
and dopamine signaling. RACK1 (Receptor for Activated C Kinase 1, encoded 
by the gene GNB2L1) and the PER1 Interacting Protein of the scn (pips) both 
physically interact with PER1 (Hu et al., 2006; Matsuki, Kiyama, Kawabuchi, 
Okada, and Nagai, 2001). These two physical interactivities may implicate PER1 
in short period dopamine related timing mechanisms, as pharmacological 
blockades to nmda and dopamine pathways affect interval timing.

The possibilities are complex because RACK1 has regulatory function in the 
circadian clock, dopamine signaling, and nmdar signaling. RACK1 regulates 
the circadian clock by interacting with BMAL1 (Robles et al., 2010) and/or by 
interacting with glycogen synthase kinase 3 alpha (GSK-3a; Zeidner, Buescher, 
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and Phiel, 2011). RACK1 also forms complexes with the human dopamine trans-
porter dat, encoded by SCL6A3, and regulates phosphorylation of dat in a 
Syntaxin 1a dependent mechanism. This interaction appears to modulate 
membrane trafficking of the dopamine transporter (Lee, Kim, Kim, and Lee, 
2004). RACK1, acting as an inhibitor of phosphorylation of nmda receptor sub-
units, also regulates nmda receptor function and thereby nmda receptor-
mediated currents. Thus, PER1, acting as an adaptor protein, for RACK1, has the 
potential to modulate both nmda and dopamine signaling pathways, possibly 
implicating PER1 and RACK1 in short duration timing processes via the neuro-
modualtory effects of glutamate and dopamine.

pips (the PER1 interacting protein of the scn) was discovered in the rat and 
this protein is homologous to the human protein GPRASP1 (G protein-coupled 
receptor associated sorting protein 1). GPRASP1 regulates the number of active 
D2 receptors on the cell surface by determining that the receptor, post agonist 
activation, is targeted to lysosomes for degradation (as opposed to endosomes 
for recycling; Moser et al., 2010). It is therefore plausible that PER1 may play a 
role in down regulating the D2 receptor. Consequently, misregulation of PER1 
might be associated either with hyper-D2R phenotypes or with hypo-D2R phe-
notypes, dependent on whether the PIPS-PER1 interaction facilitates or 
impedes PIPS-D2R binding.

In addition to the specific effects of per1 on short period timing and possi-
ble mechanisms described above, the circadian clock may have a more gener-
alized effect on timing by generating circadian oscillations in the level of 
molecules that influence timing. For example, genes of the dopamine signal-
ing pathway influence short duration timing and some of these genes are cir-
cadian clock controlled.

However, there is no clear-cut overlap between the few genes known to pro-
duce interval-timing anomalies and genes that contain conserved circadian 
regulatory elements. Table 13.1 gives the names of genes known to affect inter-
val timing however, none of them contain conserved circadian regulatory ele-
ments in their promoters. Neither do these genes show circadian patterns of 
expression in the prefrontal cortex according to Yang et al. (2007). Circadian 
regulation of genes of the dopamine pathway may be imposed by circadian 
clock regulated microRNAs targeting dopamine pathway genes. For example, 
conserved microRNA target sites within the 3’UTR of the dopamine trans-
porter gene SLC6A3 (dat) match the seed sequences of the circadian microR-
NAs MIR132 and MIR219. Furthermore, circadian variation in the overall level 
of dopamine in the dopamine neurons of the ventral tegmental area (mouse) 
is reported to be due to CLOCK and E-box mediated regulation of tyrosine 
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hydroxylase (th), the rate-limiting enzyme in the dopamine synthesis path-
way (McClung et al., 2005).

6 Clock Genes Exert Diurnal Effects on Neuronal Architecture

Even though the period gene influences short duration timing phenomena 
such as K&H cycles and mating durations (at least in flies; Beaver and 
Giebultowicz, 2004; Kyriacou and Hall, 1980), it is unlikely that the gene-
protein feedback loops of the circadian molecular clock could directly 
derive these second-scale oscillations. Neural oscillations as emergent prop-
erties of neural networks are more likely to be the substrate for such short 
period phenomena. However, an explanation is still required, of how clock 
genes might affect neural oscillators operating in milliseconds, seconds, 
and minutes.

The following hypothesis attempts to draw together threads of evidence 
from electrophysiology and molecular genetics to derive a model that sug-
gests how clock genes might play a role in fine-tuning the frequency of certain 
neural oscillator circuits. From this point of view, mutations in clock genes 
that influence circadian rhythms by their effect on core circadian clock genes, 
also have effects on clock gene regulated processes that are additional to cir-
cadian timekeeping. In this context, attention is drawn to pleiotropy (multi 
functionality) of certain clock genes. For example, the protein encoded by the 
NPAS2 gene, as well as acting as a circadian clock element, can also function 
as a carbon monoxide sensor protein (Dioum et al., 2002). Similarly, PER1 acts 
as an adaptor molecule in dna damage response pathways additionally to its 
role in clock function (Sancar, Lindsey-Boltz, Unsal-Kacmaz, and Linn 2004). 

Table 13.1 Conserved circadian control elements are not present in genes that affect  
interval timing.

Timing genes Gene symbol (Conserved) 
E-Box/D-Box/rre

Dopamine receptor D2 DRD2 no
Dopamine transporter (dat) SLC6A3 no
Catechol-O-methyltransferase comt no
Brain-specific L-proline transporter (prot) SLC6A7 no
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Drawing again on the analogy of the mechanical wristwatch, such “moon-
lighting” clock genes may be thought of in terms of particular cogs in a fancy 
watch, where the cog, as well as being essential to the timing mechanism, also 
drives decorative animations on the watch-face that have no direct function 
in telling the time.

Factors that affect the frequency of neural oscillators include the number  
of neurotransmitter receptors on the dendritic arbors and the degree of inter-
arboization between the cells of the oscillator circuit. For example, Gamma  
(γ, 20–80Hz) oscillations in a dendrodendritic inhibitory feedback circuit 
composed of mitral and granule cells of the mouse olfactory bulb occur in 
response to certain odors. Mutation of GABAAR-α1 subunit that alters the sig-
nal strength of the inhibitory limb of the circuit also alters the frequency of the 
oscillator (within limits). Computer modeling based on these and other exper-
imental findings shows that the effect of GABAAR-α1 loss can be mimicked by 
a reduction in the number of inhibitory synapses (Lagier et al., 2007; Matsuoka, 
2011). Thus, if clock genes can modulate the number of inhibitory synapses or 
the receptor number on the post synaptic neuron then it is plausible that level 
and location of circadian gene expression might influence neural oscillator 
frequency.

In brain clock circuits of Drosophila, rhythmic secretion of neuropeptide 
F causes diurnal synaptic remodeling (Fernandez et al., 2008; Fernandez, 
Berni, and Ceriani, 2008). Further, Berni, Beckwith, Fernandez, and Ceriani 
(2008) show the Drosophila gene roundabout (involved in axon guidance) also 
regulates activity cycles through a diurnal remodeling of neuronal branching 
in clock circuit cells that is down stream of and determined by the circadian 
molecular clock. Specifically, the clock genes per and tim regulate the size 
of Drosophila synaptic motor terminal boutons in a circadian manner and 
alter the number of neuronal projections in motor neurons in a develop-
mental manner. Flies with lower functional tim expression show hyper-
branching of neuronal projections while per mutants show hypo-branching. 
Thus, tim suppresses branching while per promotes branching in these 
Drosophila motor neurons. The double mutant (per−/tim−), however, has a 
normal phenotype with regards to branching (Mehnert et al., 2007; Mehnert 
and Cantera, 2008).

Thus, in Drosophila, there is a per/tim dependent developmental effect on a 
neuronal branching phenotype. It is, therefore, conceivable that differential 
clock gene expression in the different cell types of the brain could develop-
mentally regulate the degree of inter-arborization of adjacent neurons of dif-
ferent cell types. If these were the cellular elements of a neuronal oscillator 
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circuit it is possible this could affect the overall frequency of the oscillator. 
Thus, in principle there is precedent for clock genes and particularly the period 
gene, playing both a developmental and diurnal role in defining neuronal 
architecture. This author, therefore, proposes the hypothesis that clock genes 
acting as developmental and diurnal morphogenetic agents of synaptic struc-
ture and plasticity tune certain neuronal oscillator circuits. The experiments of 
Menhert and Cantera (2007, 2008) mentioned above, show how per⁻ flies and 
tim⁻ flies show contrasting branching phenotypes but the double mutant fly 
does not. This intriguing observation demonstrates how alterations in the bal-
ance of expression of these clock genes and in specific tissues might be the 
critical factor in determining per associated short duration timing anomalies 
and indicates how defining phenotypes specifically linked to a given gene 
knock-out can be a complex process. These effects on neuronal architecture 
are produced by mutation of specific clock genes and this may help to explain 
why an experiment with Clock mutant mice did not show interval timing 
deficits (Cordes and Gallistel, 2008). Masking by entrainment in the interval 
timing experiments of Cordes and Gallistel (2008) and the regular feeding 
regime in the experiments by Papachristos, Jacobs, and Elgersma (2011)  
may possibly have obscured interval timing effects of the Clock and Cry1−/ 
Cry2⁻ mutants, respectively. Nevertheless, this masking argument notwith-
standing, these mutations may not be considered to alter the ratio of CLOCK 
to PER.

In addition to the clock gene effects on neuronal architecture described 
above, the implication of the period gene in dopamine signaling pathways sug-
gests another avenue of investigation into mechanisms whereby clock genes 
might regulate the frequency of neural oscillators. Dopamine supports neural 
network oscillations via a calcium dependent mechanism and studies of the 
pyloric oscillator circuit in the spiny lobster shows dopamine specifically 
excites or inhibits different sets of neurons in the circuit (Kloppenburg, Levini, 
and Harris-Warrick, 1999). This situation is analogous to the findings of Lagier 
et al. (2007), mentioned above, where alterations of receptor number affect 
excitability of specific cells with concomitant effects on oscillator frequency. 
Thus, altered dopamine levels can affect the frequency of neural oscillators, 
however, as this effect is cell type specific, the results of experiments to inves-
tigate the role of dopamine in phenotypes that involve neuronal oscillators 
should take account of this selectivity.

In Vivo, normal levels of dopamine in the globus pallidus and subthalamic 
nucleus produce gamma oscillations, ~70Hz and reduced dopamine levels 
in pd in these brain regions alters the frequency of these oscillations with 
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pathogenic consequences (Brown et al., 2001; Schnitzler and Gross, 2005). The 
implication of PER1 in dopamine signaling and altered patterns of clock gene 
promoter methylation and clock gene expression seen in pd may contribute to 
the dopamine related pathology of the disorder (Anantharam et al., 2007; Cai 
et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2011; Lin et al., 2012).

The concept that circadian clock proteins modulate short period timing 
cannot, however, be generalized for all short duration timers in an organism. 
Gene mutations that produce specific short duration effects appear to have 
specific tissues/cell types as targets. This is presumably due to the differential 
tissue expression-patterns of the timing genes in question. Tissue specific pat-
terns of gene expression are maintained primarily by the interplay between 
dna methylation and chromatin remodeling. The methylation of certain 
nucleotides in critical regions of the dna code may be construed as an imprint 
upon the dna that signals that a gene be turned “on” (un-methylated) or “off” 
(methylated). These methylation patterns may be specific for a particular tis-
sue type, developmental stage, or show sex specificity. Some of these epigene-
tic modifications are influenced by environmental factors and some epigenetic 
marks can be inherited. This suggests that epigenetic regulation, that deter-
mines the expression patterns of PER1, CLOCK, NPAS2 etc., may thus be as criti-
cal to oscillator function, as genetic mutations in the dna code. In this context 
it is noteworthy that the primary circadian gene regulatory element, the E-box 
is subject to methylation at the cg dinucleotide at the centre of this feature 
(CACGTG). This is posited in The Social Timing Hypothesis (Wimpory, 
Nicholas, and Nash, 2002). A methylation screen of monozygotic twins with 
discordant autism diagnoses (and their non autistic siblings) highlighted dif-
ferential methylation of the clock regulated gene BCL2 and the clock gene 
RORA in the autistic twin compared with the co-twin and unaffected sib. 
Further immunohistochemical analysis of autism brain tissue showed altered 
expression of BCL2 and RORA compared to controls and significant genome- 
wide epigenetic parent-of-origin effects for autism at the CLOCK locus tenta-
tively implicate clock gene methylation in the disorder (Fradin et al., 2010; 
Nguyen, Rauch, Pfeifer, and Hu, 2010). A study of clock gene promoter methyla-
tion in mouse, found major changes in clock gene E-Box region methylation 
around the perinatal period of development, suggesting a role for develop-
mentally programmed methylation of clock gene regulatory elements that 
could contribute to tissue specificity of clock gene expression patterns (Ji, Qin, 
Shu, and Li, 2010). This is in keeping with a role for clock gene methylation  
in later developmental programmes indicated by altered methylation of  
clock genes in obesity, cancer, and pd (Chen et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2012; Milagro 
et al., 2012).
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7 Abnormal Circadian Signaling could Impact Neuronal Homeostasis

Altered sleep patterns and circadian rhythm anomalies accompany many neu-
ropsychiatric, neurodevelopmental, and neurodegenerative disorders and this 
disruption contributes to the severity and/or development of these disorders. 
The process by which circadian disregulation contributes to these disorders is 
however not extensively explored. The neuronal architecture of brain oscilla-
tors and neural networks is maintained within strict limits, under homeostatic 
control and some of the genes that regulate this homeostatic process are clock-
controlled genes. It is, therefore, plausible that this interaction between the 
homeostatic and circadian process may lead to homeostatic failure if the circa-
dian signal is attenuated or boosted beyond a certain limit.

Ramocki and Zoghbi (2008) drawing on findings that certain gene copy 
number variants are associated with autism, schizophrenia, and Rett syn-
drome, stress that duplication or deletion of certain critical genes can give rise 
to remarkably similar neuropsychiatric phenotypes. Further, analysis of altered 
neuronal architecture that is a consequence of some of these deletions and 
duplications show hyper- and hypo-branching morphologies. From this, 
Ramocki and Zoghbi conclude that healthy neurons must maintain within 
limits, the number and structure of synapses and certain genes are critical in 
this respect, MECP2 for example. They propose that failure of neuronal homeo-
stasis is the basis of autism as a feature of several neurodevelopmental disor-
ders. Neuronal homeostatic processes ensure normal synaptic function by 
maintaining neuronal architecture and excitability within certain critical and 
neurotypical limits. Genes that need to be tightly regulated to maintain neuro-
nal homeostasis may also be clock controlled genes. If so, then mutations that 
alter the amplitude or location of the circadian signal could boost (or fail to 
boost) neuropsychiatric relevant genes beyond their normal working limits 
with pathological consequences.

The main circadian regulatory element, the gene promoter E-Box, is primar-
ily an enhancer element. E-box binding by the cardinal positive element of the 
circadian molecular clock (CLOCK- or NPAS2-/ARNTL heterodimer), boosts 
transcription over the baseline constitutive level. A number of genes associ-
ated with neuropsychiatric disorders are known to contain at least one con-
served E-Box in their promoter regions and to show circadian patterns of 
expression in brain tissues (Yang et al., 2007).
In this context, it is plausible that the influence of gene/epigenetic variants 
that alter constitutive levels of clock controlled gene expression, would be 
additive to variants of clock genes specifically, that affect the amplitude etc. of 
circadian cycles. Further, the dopamine receptor DRD2 potentiates CLOCK/
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BMAL1 activation of E-boxes (Yujnovsky, Hirayama, Doi, Borrelli, and Sassone-
Corsi, 2006), suggesting variation in the dopamine pathway could increase/
decrease the amplitude of cycles of clock controlled gene expression.

It is clear that clock genes and the circadian clock regulate the expression 
levels of certain genes relevant to development and maintenance of neuronal 
architecture and excitability. Figure  13.2 describes three scenarios where 
anomalous expression of clock genes could cause the expression levels of 
clock-controlled genes to fall outside the normal limits of neuronal homeosta-
sis. This hypothesis, of circadian effects on homeostatic limits, shows how 
genetic variation at a multitude of different points in the system could lead to 
the same effect, failure of homeostasis that is driven by the action of the circa-
dian clock. In Figure 13.1, four scenarios are presented: A-neurotypical, B-high 
amplitude clock signal, C-normal clock signal plus increased constitutive 
expression level of clock controlled genes, and D-decreased amplitude of clock 
signal. Scenario D could pertain to situations such as circadian effects on 

Figure 13.2  A schematic representation of the interaction between Neuronal Homeostatic 
Limit (grey box) of expression of neuronal genes and circadian regulation of  
one of these neuronal genes (sinusoid); graphs A, B, and C. A, neurotypical;  
B, variation causing a circadian signal with increased amplitude; C, variation 
causing increased base line (constitutive) expression of clock controlled gene.  
D represents another clock-controlled gene where neurotypical circadian boosting 
(solid line) fails due to mutation that produces a week circadian signal (dashes).
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memory consolidation where a circadian boost is required at a specific time 
point, during sleep for example, and where inadequate boosting would lead to 
inadequate expression to support consolidation. Under such scenarios, pin-
ning down genetic effects in neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism, and at 
the level of populations, could be exceedingly complex, as appears to be the 
case. Examining dna sequence variation alone would be inadequate, and risk 
could be spread thinly, over a large number of variants of small effect. 
Epigenetic mis-regulation of neuronal genes and clock genes (known to occur 
in cancer; Gery et al., 2007) and which dictates tissue expression patterns, 
would need to be taken into consideration. Thus, epigenetic and genetic 
effects, within clock genes or in clock-controlled genes could be pathologically 
additive. On the other hand, the involvement of epigenetic effects and com-
mon association of circadian disruption in neuropsychiatric disorders suggests 
possible avenues of treatment. Epigenetic effects are currently potentially 
more amenable to pharmacological reprogramming compared to dna varia-
tions and circadian problems are already being addressed with drugs such as 
lithium and melatonin. As more personalised genomics become possible, 
there is growing potential for chrono-directed drug administration and chro-
notherapies that takes account of individual genetic differences in the circa-
dian clock and the systems it regulates.

8 Summary

Circadian rhythms in physiology and behaviour are endogenous biologi-
cal cycles of ~24h reliant on the cyclic expression of genes, the so-called  
clock genes, that encode transcription factors. Circadian rhythm disruption  
is apparent in disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder 
and genetic association studies indicate that variations in clock genes and/or 
clock related genes may contribute to the circadian disturbances in these 
disorders.

Experimental evidence supports the notion that clock genes may influence 
short period timing by an effect on neural oscillator networks mediated by 
dopamine signaling pathways or alterations in neuronal architecture or excit-
ability. Association of short duration timing anomalies and sleep and circadian 
rhythm disturbance with schizophrenia and autism suggest these disturbances 
may possibly both derive from or be contributed to, by circadian molecular 
clock anomalies.

Psychologists have pondered the developmental effects of infants growing 
up with timing difficulties, especially a short duration timing deficit that affects 
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processing speed during social interaction (see Chapter 3 of this book), and the 
cognitive impact of sleep disturbance is well known. Clearly disturbed sleep 
and circadian rhythms cannot of themselves cause autism in children or 
schizophrenia in adults, but the possibility that a timing deficit contributes to 
autism and schizophrenia is plausible. Clinically, the amenability of the circa-
dian clock to treatments with low risk pharmaceuticals and the availability of 
behavioural interventions that structure and support timing in social interac-
tion encourage further exploration.
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